


Portions of this book were previously published in 1996 by Random House
(Times Books) as Power Plays. Here’s what the reviewers had to say about
what you’ll discover in How to Win Any Negotiation Without Raising Your
Voice, Losing Your Cool, or Coming to Blows.

The book “is packed with relationship strategies that will connect you more
persuasively and effectively with customers, employees, even competitors.”

—Success magazine

“Bob Mayer is a well-known Los Angeles attorney who has practiced for
years in the thick of the toughest negotiating environments….What really sets
this book apart is …’The Deal-Maker’s Playbook.’ This section lays out the
broad outlines of many common and specific negotiating situations.  You
probably will benefit if you find yourself in one these situations in the near
future: negotiating the purchase or lease of a new or used car, house, or appli-
ance; and dealing with employers, cohabiters, soon-to-be spouses or ex-spouses,
the IRS, landlords, and many other potential adversaries or collaborators.”

—BookPage, America’s book review magazine

“Mayer’s view…is to plan several movies ahead, ‘making offers and counterof-
fers which will naturally lead to the other person’s propensity to accepted your
precalculated compromise proposal…. Expert tips for effective negotiating.”

—Chicago Tribune

“Imagine picking up a book that will, through simple examples, show you
how to be a power person, a deal doer and a winner….Mayer provides the
confidence to negotiate without fear, knowing that you’re prepared for any-
thing the opposition can throw your way.”

—News-Herald Newspapers

“We like the straightforward, no-nonsense style. Thanks for a valuable refer-
ence tool!”

—Small Business Opportunities magazine

“He has negotiated for actors, authors, and athletes, in addition to corporate
clients. Drawing on his experience ‘doing deals’ he offers his secrets here.”

—Booklist magazine
published by the American Library Association



“Mayer describes “intriguing ways to break a deadlock or come up with hard
figures acceptable to both sides.” .…He “really finds his voice in the section he
calls the ‘Playbook’, a list of ‘tips, tricks and tactics’ for negotiating discounts
on appliances…, surviving an I.R.S audit and…much, much more.”

—The New York Times

“A primary selection.”

—Executive Book Club

And here’s what others had to say….

“The ideal how-to-negotiate primer and a must-read for every dealmaker or
dealmaker-to-be.”

—Al Lapin, Jr., Founder,
International House of Pancakes (IHOP);
Past president, International Franchise Association
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Introduction

So You Want to Tilt the Playing Field

Some will say that this book is a primer on how to be manipulative.
More importantly, others will say this is a book about how not to be

manipulated.
The fancy footwork and magic moves for outgunning, outmaneuvering,

and outnegotiating the other person are all here. So are techniques for devel-
oping life skills that will dramatically enhance your chances of professional suc-
cess and personal satisfaction.

Life is highly competitive. More than ever, the name of the game is results.
Authors, whether they be academicians or pin-stripe guerrillas, have re-

sponded in kind:
There are hard-bargain books. But life is difficult and demanding enough

without having to spend your days browbeating or bulldozing someone else to
get the results you want.

There are soft-touch books. But if you focus primarily on cooperation, you
may be exploited in the process.

A one-dimensional approach just doesn’t cut it in today’s supercharged
business environment.

Today’s super negotiator is a problem-solver who seeks hard-bargain results while
using a soft touch.

Part I, Soft Touch: Finessing, Influencing, and Persuading Others, is about getting
things to go your way more easily more often. This part is not about being a
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“softie.” It is about how to read people, how to influence their decisions, and
how to deal with their resistance while winning their cooperation and support.
It is about finesse, the art of the velvet glove.

Part II, Trouble Shooting: Settling for More, is about what works—and what
doesn’t—when you are up against a stone wall...or when your ideas are being
rejected...or when you are confronted with hostility and anger. It will teach you
how to be an uncompromising compromiser. How to finesse people who
would rather be right than reasonable and stand up to people you can’t stand.

Part III, Hard Bargain: Winning When the Score Is Kept In Dollars, explores the
art and psychology of the rough and tumble—terms, price, conditions. Here is
the iron fist for those times when you need to become a “take no prisoners”
opportunist.

Part IV, The Deal-Maker’s Playbook: Low-Impact, High-Yield Tips, Tricks, and
Tactics. It’s not enough to know how to negotiate; you must also know what to
negotiate. So here it is. Real world deal-making without chiseling, offending, or
embarrassing anyone—including yourself. You’ll find step-by-step “how-tos” and
“what-tos” for 36 common negotiating situations—everything from buying a car
to leasing an apartment. From finessing an increase in salary to influencing the
outcome of a contested divorce. From going toe-to-toe with the IRS—or an
insurance claims adjuster, or someone who owes you money—to how to ace a
job interview, buy a franchise, or negotiate your way out of debt.

This book is a compendium of possibilities.
Many of the possibilities have been drawn from recent advances in the

fields of psychology, linguistics, trial advocacy, sales, and management commu-
nications. They represent the cutting edge of the art of performance.

There are also possibilities of my own—the result of 40 years in the trenches
as a lawyer representing thousands of clients, both big (foreign government
agencies and megacorporations) and small, famous (some of the world’s best-
known actors, authors, and athletes) and infamous, negotiating deals on every-
thing from amphitheaters to Zero aircraft.

And then there are the tricks, the possibilities I picked up from studying the
world’s master deal-makers—the street and bazaar merchants of Bombay, Cairo,
Istanbul, and Shanghai.

All are possibilities, because the same problem may call for different an-
swers at different times, depending on who or what is involved. Human be-
havior can’t be reduced to recipe cards. There is no one-size-fits-all approach.

Possibilities are collectively referred to as “persuasive principles” or “negoti-
ating principles.” Many could just as easily have been labeled “leadership prin-
ciples” or “conflict management principles,” because they affect behavior. The
same concepts that will give you a competitive advantage in business can be
used to help you get along better with your family, friends, and neighbors.

The choice is yours. It’s all here—everything you need to know to be an
impresario of influence or just one hell of a better negotiator.
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C H A P T E R 1

Winning Is a Mindset

The Great Wallenda Effect

Being at the top of your game begins with seeding your psyche.

Being a winner is not what you do but what you are. By being, you will
become.

A loser will dwell on failure. A winner will visualize attainment. By internal-
izing success, you develop a winning mindset. With a winning mindset, you will
act and react with a winning reflex.

A winner knows that having a victim’s mentality is self-defeating behavior.
It will portend rejection or victimization. The self-assured person expects to
succeed—and does.

Sound trite? No question about it. Nor is there any question that winning
is a head game. For superior results, you have to expect and get the best from
yourself.

Karl Wallenda, the greatest of the Great Wallendas, was the finest high-wire
aerialist of all time. Failure was beyond Karl Wallenda’s contemplation. He spoke
of failure for the first time only weeks before plummeting to his death from a
slender cable suspended between two resort hotels. The dramatic correlation
between one’s confidence and one’s performance is now referred to by psy-
chologists as the “Wallenda effect.”
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There are people who can instruct you how to build your body, train a
dog, or close more deals. They can give you pointers on how to be more
effective in what you do. But to be a winner you have to think and believe that
you are a winner, and what goes on in your head is a do-it-yourself project.

Winning begins with your inner self.

Meet LANCER

The secrets of how to influence others—the persuasion

progression—are contained in the acronym L-A-N-C-E-R.

Linkage

Alignment

Needs

Control

Evaluation

Reading
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C H A P T E R 2

Linkage

The Stealth Factor

Shaping tone and mood, personalizing, establishing rapport,

developing a positive aura, and creating involvement—all of these

create linkage: a critical personal interfacing that makes it possible

for you to lead and persuade.

To have the style of a super negotiator, there are six secrets you absolutely
must know about.

1. Engage in Cerebral Foreplay

In years past, I looked to the Far East. Principles that Lao-tse preached to
his followers in China’s Valley of the Han 300 years before the birth of Christ
were used to explain the concept of linkage. Fortune-cookie wisdom rein-
forced this theme: “A man whose face is without a smile should never open a
shop,” and “He who goes softly goes far.”

Taking a more contemporary approach, I now call on the teachings of a
modern sage—sex expert Dr. Ruth Westheimer.

Doctor Ruth views the mind as an erogenous zone: “The only real aphro-
disiac is the one between your ears.” Great lovers know that how it is done is as
important as what is done.

Cerebral foreplay is an integral part of the persuasion process. It is the soft-
touch shaping of how the other person feels about you. People will react to the

L A N C E R
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way you act. Good feelings yield good deals. Agreements are made not just on
the basis of reason and facts but on whether the deal feels right.

Negotiate Friendly. Your approach should be first as a person, then as a
negotiator. View the other person as a challenge, an opponent, rather than an
adversarial enemy.

As our fax/e-mail/cellular telephone world becomes more uniformly high-
tech, a soft touch will make the competitive difference. Treating the other side to
a $12 lunch today may be a more persuasive tactic than making a $12,000
concession tomorrow.

Here’s an example from a moment of business crisis and tragedy.
It was the tender side of the “Delta Plan.” “A state-of-the-art blueprint...to

follow in the aftermath of a disaster,” reported the Wall Street Journal.
“Within hours of a Texas jet crash in which 137 people died, Delta had dis-

patched employees to be with every victim’s family.” Delta’s strategy was to treat
“the victims and their families with all the compassion a corporation can muster.”

The result?
“Later, many victims found it difficult to sue a friend. This early bonding...was

part of Delta’s claims-control strategy. And it has been extraordinarily effective.”

2. Hit the Ground Walking

Underwhelm Your Opponent. More often than not, you will want to
demonstrate that a low-key style is the order of the day. Relaxed people will be
less resistant to you and your ideas.

Practice tip: People who are sitting down are more easily persuaded than
people who are standing up.

Lighten Up. The people you want to influence will be defensive or recep-
tive, depending on how they read you. Schmooze for a while about the weather,
the traffic, Sunday’s ball game, the trivia question you missed last night, some
mutual acquaintance. Accept or offer a cup of coffee. Tell a joke. Icebreakers
shape a persuasive climate.

3. Personalize the Process

Have you noticed that negotiations conducted over a shorter period of
time are always more competitive? They are. The reason? The negotiators are
less able to humanize the other side through personalization techniques.

Personalizing means speaking for yourself rather than your company. Which
is more persuasive? “Karen, I would like to tell you about a deal I can make for
you,” or “Acme has a proposal that it would like to make to Apex.”

Professional communicators personalize constantly. Television news team mem-
bers call each other by their first names more than we mere mortals do. Their
highly personalized dialogue—“Fine reporting, Mary Ann.” “What has happened in
sports today, Ted?” “Is it going to rain tomorrow, Pete?”—gives viewers a sense of
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ease and commitment. All news shows are pretty much the same in format and
content. We tend to choose our team by how we feel about its players.

The personalizing strategy works in reverse, too. T. Reynolds, an IRS agent,
had maneuvered one of my clients into a full-court press. Our conversations
had always been cordial, but with a standoffish “Mr. Mayer”/”Mr. Reynolds”
sort of way. When I finally had occasion to send him a letter of agreement, I
asked his first name. “Just address the letter to T. Reynolds,” he replied, Internal
Revenue agents use only a first-name initial on business cards and correspon-
dence. When they speak, it is for “the Department” or “the Service” rather than
for themselves. Similarly, in most jurisdictions, police officers do not have their
first names on their ID tags.

Their strategy is depersonalization. The more detached the officers or agents,
the less likely they are to be guided by their emotions and the more likely they
are to do their job “by the book.”

4. Establish Rapport

Trust and credibility are essential ingredients of the persuasion progression.
Without these ingredients, negotiating would be nothing more than discussion,
because commitment would always be in doubt. No wonder it is common to
hear businesspeople talk of needing a high comfort level with the folks on the
other side.

Trust and credibility are established through reputation and expertise, but
most often through rapport. The other person is more likely to be persuaded if
he or she likes you.

People will like you if you are sincerely interested in them and their prob-
lems. The fellow with problems at the office will give those problems a higher
priority than a famine in Somalia, a volcanic eruption in Colombia, or an earth-
quake in Japan. Why? Because those problems at the office are his problems.

Give other people a sense of genuine self-importance and they cannot
help but like you. Talk to people about themselves and what they are inter-
ested in and they will listen for hours, and you will be liked for having picked
such interesting subject matter.

Don’t overdo. Putting on your negotiating personality doesn’t mean mak-
ing the other person your new best friend. It means not allowing that person to
be a stranger.

Never, never be a “junk bonding” phony.
Tactical rapport is understanding that your problems and needs are usually

both boring and of little consequence to the other person, their own problems
and needs, however, are of paramount importance. As Mel Brooks puts it,
“Tragedy is if I get a hangnail. Comedy is if you slip on a banana peel and die.”

Sorry. When it comes to establishing rapport, only your mother really cares
about how wonderful your new minivan is—or how much you enjoyed the
authentic luau you went to in Kona—or how exhausted you are from all those
holiday parties.
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5. Create a Positive Aura

Persuasion is a function of attitude. Positive attitudes produce positive re-
sults; negative attitudes produce hostility.

A positive attitude will be reflected in your approach. Your voice, demeanor,
and attentiveness should communicate concern, empathy, understanding, and
a desire to work side-by-side rather than toe-to-toe.

Before you can control a situation, you have to be able to control yourself.
Sure, it’s tough to be positive when your opponent is a sour, cantankerous
deal-crippler. Sure, it would be self-satisfying to tell an irascible and abusive ass
to take his proposal and shove it up his briefcase. But is losing the deal a luxury
you can afford? Is being negative going to maximize your chance of success?

In personal relationships, occasional outbursts of aggression or an unkind
word will penalize you a few strokes. They are not terminal. The relationship
can be patched up at another time and the game resumed.

In a business relationship, the penalty is the game. You do not have the
luxury of being able to react rather than act.

Be true to your commitments. Pay attention to the little things; through
them, other people read you. If you are not punctual in keeping appointments,
are remiss about returning phone calls, or don’t send the letter you promised
would be in tonight’s mail, you are transmitting a negative message that you
cannot be relied on to carry out your end of a bargain.

6. Create Involvement

A Shirt Story.  Macy’s is Macy’s. Neiman Marcus is something altogether
different. Macy’s hangs most of its sport shirts on racks. Neiman Marcus, true to
its upscale image, displays its shirts in fingerprint-free glass showcases.

I confess. On a number of occasions I have purchased a Neiman Marcus
shirt even though I knew it really wasn’t right for me. I did so because I was
either too embarrassed or too cowardly to let down the saleslady who was so
nice about refolding and repinning the five other shirts that didn’t fit. I knew
she was being paid for her exemplary effort but somehow, because of her
involvement, I felt compelled to buy at least one shirt even though it wasn’t a GQ
perfect fit. To buy nothing would have been a rejection of a very nice person
rather than a rejection of Neiman Marcus inventory.

A Shaggy Dog Story. We wanted to buy a family dog. The cheapest part
of owning a dog is the purchase price. I decided that if I was going to go through
weeks of training and years of expense, I might as well get a best friend with
some status. And so I was off to buy a soft-coated wheaten terrier.

I telephoned the local wheaten guru and was told that, “if approved,” I
would be number 33 on an “adoption” list that several Los Angeles breeders
drew from as litters were born. I could expect a call in about seven months.
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“Seven months!!”
Being status dogs, wheatens are not available for viewing in mall pet shops,

which are reserved for spaniels, collies, labs, poodles, and other species of lesser
status. So, a week later, I again telephoned the guru and explained that my kids
had never seen a wheaten. Could I show them her dogs so that they could
share my anticipation and excitement?

On Sunday afternoon, the family descended on her. We admired her house.
We admired her kids. Most of all, we admired her dogs. I had a bouquet of
flowers delivered afterward to thank her for being so kind.

A week later I got the call: A wheaten puppy was available.
Time flies but it isn’t supercharged. Congratulations were in order! I was

now number one!
Why?
Because I was no longer a statistic. I was a real, honest-to-goodness person

who had taken the quantum leap from being “number 33” to being “Bob.” My
relationship had changed through tactical involvement.

There you have it: the pitfalls of modern-day shirt shopping and a shaggy
dog story to boot. All to demonstrate how critical it is to get the other person
involved with you and your situation. To not allow yourself to be a situation in
the abstract. To create interaction by asking for the other person’s advice, help,
assistance, suggestions, opinions, or anything else that causes them to become
involved in the scenario being played out.

Linkage: People want to do business with people they like and

with whom they feel comfortable. Linkage strategies are

designed to humanize negotiations, bolster credibility, create

a negotiating consent zone, and make the other person more

receptive to you and your ideas.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 3

Alignment

Soar Points

L A N C E R

Being persuasive does not mean standing up to another person

nor does it mean countering with a force of your own. It means

moving with and using the other person’s energy. It means aligning

yourself with—rather than resisting—that energy.

Once a crucial personal interface has been established, take advantage of it
and build on it with the soar points in this chapter. Soar points are alignment tricks
that are neither resistive nor combative but which advance the persuasion pro-
gression by reinforcing linkage, preventing resistance, harnessing the other
person’s energy, and shaping a pattern of agreement.

Here are 24 soar points that will make a major difference in your effective-
ness in dealing with people.

Reinforcing Linkage

1. Don’t complain or sulk. You are unfair and unreasonable, you are not
dependable, and similar utterances are guaranteed to curdle even
the sweetest deal.

2. Don’t look back. People look back only to criticize. Your goal is an
agreement, not an admission or apology. If you talk about who did
what to whom, you are sabotaging any chance of an understanding.

3. Avoid absolutes like always and never. They beg for rebuttal. Rarely
will anyone always or never do a given thing.
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4. Is there a major negative drawback in what you want to propose?
You may have a professional, legal, or moral duty to mention it.
Besides, even a morocco-bound, gilt-edged, hand-tooled obliga-
tion lacks commitment if it has been unwillingly created.

5. Pointing out selected negatives in what you have to suggest stimu-
lates confidence and increases rapport. Without being told, every-
one knows that next year’s model will be an improved version,
that styles are not a constant, and that the discounter on the other
side of town charges less. But a clothier who tells you that the suit
you are trying on will never fit properly no matter how much the
tailor alters it will earn your confidence for life.

Preventing Resistance

6. Emphasize the aspects of your proposal that the other person
seems to like. By stressing spheres of compatibility, you will en-
counter less resistance to your ideas and less likelihood that con-
flict will dominate the negotiations.

7. A radio advertiser claims that they can give you the “verbal ad-
vantage” in dealing with people because a “powerful vocabulary
gives a powerful impression.” But when rapport is important, talk-
ing down to the other side doesn’t work. Nor does pontificating.
Nor does having a holier-than-thou attitude. Nor does demon-
strating what you perceive as your intellectual superiority. What
does work is speaking to the level of the person you wish to
influence.

8. Create hypothetical experiences. Suppose we were to...or Let’s
assume...hypothetical experiences cause involvement, and involve-
ment is the persuasive forerunner to change.

9. Act in a self-assured manner. Don’t be defensive and don’t apolo-
gize for your requests. Statements like I really don’t like asking you
to do this but...forecast and prompt a negative response. Projecting
weakness encourages the other side to become more forceful
and domineering.

10. Avoid judging another person’s actions or thoughts. Judgmental
words—wrong, stupid, bad, crazy, foolhardy, or ill-informed—promote
defensiveness and resistance.

Harnessing the Other Person’s Energy

11. Let the other person know that their feelings and thoughts are as
important as yours. Go a step further and sincerely solicit their
counsel and input, making the other person part of a collective
nonadversarial effort. Give incoming suggestions the status and dig-
nity of a viable alternative; never summarily reject them. Maybe
they can be improved on, to emerge as real possibilities.
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12. Build on the other person’s words using their vocabulary. Make
their thoughts and words the bridges to meaningful negotiations.
A pro will cross these bridges. An amateur will burn them, put-
ting up walls in their place.

13. Suggest scrutiny of your ideas. Allow them to be tested by fair
and logical examination. What do you think of this idea? Do you see
anything wrong with this possibility? Ask how your suggestions can
be altered to be more compatible. Acknowledge that you under-
stand a critical comment, but do not take the criticism personally,
no matter how pointed it may be.

14. Don’t maneuver the other person into a corner by pointing out
discrepancies and showing them to be a liar. To do so is an invita-
tion to fight. Instead, go to the pros’ script: You’ve said X and you’ve
said Y. They are at odds with each other. How can we resolve these
inconsistencies?

Shaping a Pattern of Agreement

15. Be persuasive one on one. Trying to persuade more than one
person at a time only brings additional egos, roles, and needs into
the game.

16. An approach that moves from agreement to agreement will pro-
duce better results than an approach that moves from conflict to
agreement.

17. If you cannot agree on specific major issues, then seek an agree-
ment in principle that can be a bridge to further discussion.

18. Express your positions as feelings. Expressed feelings are irrefut-
able. A statement that Your price is not fair is attack-provoking. It
rejects the seller’s notion of worth. I don’t feel the price is fair,
instead of asserting a position, relates feelings that the price is un-
fair. How can anyone find fault with feelings? If I tell you I feel
happy, you cannot tell me I am wrong. If I tell you I feel sad, you
cannot correct me. If I feel that your price is not fair, how can you
tell me that those are not my feelings?

19. When you must take a poke at a problem, offset it with a pat on
the back. Sandwiching, a tactic of praise followed by criticism
followed by praise, is so commonly used as a technique that most
people will feel manipulated by its use. Starting with criticism fol-
lowed by praise reinforces linkage by making the other person
feel you are part of the same team. People liking the pats will do
everything possible to eliminate the pokes.

20. Avoid hype that only builds false hope. Be conservative in your
projections. Surpass those conservative projections, and you be-
come a star. Fall short of an optimistic forecast and you will be
called unreliable on a good day and defendant on a bad one.
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21. General praise (“Good presentation, Jan”) comes across as an ex-
pression of good manners. Specific praise (“Jan, I was particularly
impressed with the way your presentation compared…”) reinforces
linkage because it sounds less manipulative and more believable.

22. Asking, “What is your problem?” weakens linkage by making the
other person feel inadequate or lacking.

23. It is rare that someone will admit that they were being unreason-
able. Asking, “Why can’t you be reasonable?” is a question which
will weaken linkage and invite conflict.

24. A linkage rule of thumb: If saying it will make you feel good, then
don’t say it unless it will make the other person also feel good.

Alignment: To capture an elephant in the web of a spider, you

must use the energy of the elephant. In the persuasion

progression, alignment techniques play against and harness the

other person’s energy while establishing a pattern of agreement.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 4

Needs

Making Your Ideas Irresistible

L A N C E R

It is only after I have read, identified, and stimulated your needs

that I will be able to energize our discussions while irresistibly

presenting my ideas to you.

Think about the choices you make:
• Is your car the cheapest automobile that you could find?
• Is your blue sweater the least expensive blue sweater sold in

the mall?
• Do you get your haircuts only at shop that offers the best deal?

Your answers are no because price is only one factor in how we make
choices.

Although it was disguised as a cable television program, it was really one of
those half-hour long infomercials for a self-improvement DVD. Viewers would
dramatically increase their persuasive abilities by calling the toll-free number and
ordering the secrets of how to push the other person’s “motivator buttons.”

Motivator buttons???
If you ever took Anatomy 1-A or peeked when you were in the shower,

you know that none of God’s children has these features. What then are we
talking about?
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Other people’s needs are their motivator buttons.
The attributes of your proposal that best satisfy other people’s needs—your

proposal’s sweet spots—are the “push.”
Advertising agencies are in the motivator button–pushing business. They

get paid to tell us how their clients’ products or services will satisfy our needs.
Masters of manipulation are expert at pushing motivator buttons, knowing that
when we are satisfying our needs we are guided by our emotions rather than
our reason.

Although not all people behave the same way in the same situation, certain
motivator buttons are common to us all. Here are two of the most important.

1. A Sense of Goal Attainment

For years, Cadillac marketing reminded us that “You know you have arrived
when you arrive in a Cadillac.” Cadillac wanted its cars to be perceived not just as
mere status, but the Lifetime Achievement Award you present to yourself.

A developer’s marketing plan is aimed at “high-wealth individuals.” The
pitch: spending up to $10 million for a second home in the Bahamas “is a
celebration of accomplishment.”

The need for a sense of goal attainment is the need for self-actualization: to
be able to accomplish the big things we set out to do in life and the smaller
things we set out to do in negotiations.

2. A Sense of Self-Esteem

Imagine that you are part of a consumer panel and are looking at watches.
Here are two candidates for your consideration:

• Watch A is enclosed in a lightweight, slim, waterproof resin case.
This quartz watch has state-of-the-art accuracy, a stopwatch, an
alarm, a lighted display, and a calendar. You can purchase this
watch for $35.

• Watch B is enclosed in a heavy, stainless steel, waterproof case.
This watch tells the date and the time. Because it is a self-winding
mechanical timepiece, it is less accurate than watch A. You can
purchase this watch for $3,395.

Which watch would you select?
As you have probably already guessed, watch A is picked from any number of

popular and inexpensive watches that are available just about everywhere.
Watch B is a Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust.
If you are buying an accurate timepiece, then objectively watch A is the

appropriate choice, hands down. A Rolex is handcrafted and takes months to
create, but, according to a leading Rodeo Drive jeweler, the movement is
“obsolete—it’s not quartz. There is a fluctuation of two to three minutes a month—
if you are lucky. But it’s the watch.”
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Style? The Rolex has a number of worthy, less-expensive imitators.
Investment? Stainless steel is not a precious metal, and a watch is not really an

investment. (It depreciates in value and pays no dividends or interest.)
Comfort? Other watches are stressing that it’s in to be thin, but a Rolex is so

bulky that custom shirtmakers know to leave an extra half-inch of fabric in the
Rolex owner’s left cuff.

Look at the Rolex advertising. What does it tell you? Rolex doesn’t pro-
claim itself a status symbol. Instead, it tells you that Rolex watches are worn by
the well-known. By the bold. By the adventurous and athletic people with
whom we would all like to identify. Our self-esteem is enhanced through iden-
tification and emulation.

If a Rolex were just a timepiece, it would have gone the way of the slide
rule—another example of obsolete technology.

Our sense of how we appear to others is status. How we appear to our-
selves is self-esteem. A Rolex buyer’s need is not the need to own a timepiece.
It is the need to own a “feeling better about yourself” piece.

The need for a sense of self-esteem is the need for a feeling of competency
and personal worth, a need for status, a need to be recognized and appreciated.

Party Time

You are a caterer and have been negotiating a contract for a large corporation’s
annual dinner party. The price and menu have both been modified several
times. Yesterday, the customer told you, “There is fierce competition for the
job and you must improve your price.”

Should you:
• Continue to negotiate?
• Hold firm?
• Request verification of the competition’s prices?
• Try some other tack?

The best answer: find out what your customer likes about your company
and your proposal. These are your client’s motivator buttons—the needs that
you are able to satisfy better than your competition.

The chances are that the reliability of your company, or the appearance
and demeanor of your white-gloved food-service personnel, or your incred-
ible hot hors d’oeuvres will be much more important than a modest price
differential. Besides, if you allow price to be the sole basis of persuasion, the
most persuasive caterer in town will always be the one with the lowest price.

Winning the contract depends on understanding why this customer has cho-
sen to negotiate with you, bypassing all those other caterers in the yellow pages.

Another situation: You own a small lodge in Montana and are expecting a
telephone call from a movie production company asking you to quote your
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“best price” for providing accommodations for a cast and crew for several months
while they are on location.

Would you be best advised to:
• Quote high?
• Quote low?
• Quote in between?
• Quote nothing at all?

Your best bet would be to quote nothing at all. Even though you may not
need additional information, tell your caller that you want to get much more
information regarding your prospective guests’ specific needs.

By understanding the production company’s needs—its motivator buttons—
rather than its requests, you will be in a position to persuade rather than just bid.

Needs: In the quest to satisfy our needs, we are guided by

emotion rather than reason. This quest for satisfaction energizes

the persuasive process. The art of influence is the art of

stimulating, reading, and then satisfying other people’s

conscious or unconscious urges for feelings of goal attainment

and self-esteem.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 5

Control

How to Listen So People Will Talk

and Talk So People Will Listen

L A N C E R

There is a quantum difference between the power of speech and

the power of persuasion. Speaking is about giving out information.

Persuasion is about getting through. It is about control. It is about

engineering consent.

The persuasion progression is advanced not by monopolizing a conversa-
tion but by controlling it. How and where you make your shot will predeter-
mine how it’s returned by the other player.

Actions control reactions.
When and how a suggestion is made or a question is asked will determine

the other person’s response.

Persuasive Listening

As a persuasive listener, you reaffirm and galvanize alignment by becoming
the speaker’s advocate and adding something new and positive to the speaker’s
argument.

Handing the speaker ammunition will cause him to look at you not as an
enemy but as a collaborator in a common mission. You can never be faulted for
trying to understand the speaker’s position, and you will be credited for help-
ing to improve it.
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Speaker: Hey, I am so jammed up I can’t even guess when your order will
be finished.

Listener: I understand that you are backlogged and cannot commit to a
completion date. With the Labor Day weekend coming up, you will be
even further behind schedule.

By bringing up the Labor Day holiday, you have purposefully strengthened
the speaker’s case. Rather than resisting, you have aligned yourself with the
speaker through agreement. Later, with rapport established, you will be in a
better tactical position to point out the failures, weaknesses, and problems asso-
ciated with the speaker’s position.

Persuasive listening is occasionally, but infrequently interrupting to let the speaker
know you are tracking the conversation. Limit these unobtrusive interruptions to
inquiries that clarify what is being said or briefly acknowledge that what is being
said is understood, although not necessarily agreed to.

Persuasive listening is helping the speaker clarify his or her ideas by repeating back
or paraphrasing from the speaker’s perspective what has been said. (I think I under-
stand what you are saying, but I want to make sure I know what you mean....)

Persuasive listening is knowing that there is a difference between listening and
concerned listening.

A television interviewer’s guest, a well-known celeb hairdresser, was dis-
cussing why women tell their most intimate secrets to their hairdressers. Women
open up and reveal all because their hairdressers show special concern—achieved,
he explained, by making the customers more beautiful as they speak.

A prominent UCLA professor of medicine counsels his students to show
special concern by sitting at the head of the patient’s bed and touching them
while listening. By standing, or sitting at the foot of the bed, the physician ap-
pears less concerned and more positioned to exit than to hear.

Persuasive listening is listening out loud. It is active listening. A pro, whether a
physician or a hairdresser knows that there must also be a showing of special
concern, an indication that you want to connect because you care about the
other person’s point of view and feelings.

Talking out loud is a habit. Listening out loud is an art.

Questions That Guide and Direct

Conversations are controlled by the listener through the use of questions.
Notice the course changes in the following conversation between a show

production manager and her costume maker, which I overheard in Las Vegas.
While using the costume maker’s energy, the manager skillfully guided and
directed the dialogue through the use of questions that brought her focus and
her ideas into the conversation.

Manager: Do I understand you correctly when you say the costumes can’t
be ready by the 15th because you don’t have orange taffeta and because your
seamstresses are fully scheduled?
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The manager’s question focused the dialogue on a single issue—the avail-
ability of taffeta and seamstresses.

Manager: Are you in effect telling me that if I can get orange taffeta delivered
to you by Monday and if your seamstresses work overtime, the costumes can be
ready by the 15th?

The second question directs the costume maker toward the manager’s
solution: The manager will make sure the taffeta is at the costumer’s workshop
by Monday, and the seamstresses will work overtime.

The Power of Suggestion

Whether you are a know-it-all or, even worse, a tell-it-all, it’s a mistake to
always be right.

Hidden suggestions are not communicated as suggestions. Instead, the other
person “discovers” an idea in your hidden suggestion and proposes it back to
you with an unjustified pride of authorship. At a minimum, hidden suggestions
preserve linkage and alignment by keeping you from sounding like the person
who has an answer for everything:

• I don’t know what I would do if I were you. I had a customer with a
similar situation a few years back and he.... (The customer’s solution
is the hidden suggestion you are offering.)

• I read an article the other day and the author thought it would make
sense if.... (The author’s thought is the hidden suggestion.)

• Some people think that the wisest thing to do in this market is to.... (The
other person should then suggest to you the solution that you
said other people are using.)

Being able to introduce a good new idea into a conversation is an art.

Channeling

The dessert cart was docking at the table where I was having dinner with
business associates.

Our waiter, an exponent of the “life is to be lived” school of indulgence,
described in teasing detail the mousses, cremes, and pastries. My real dilemma
had to do with Doc Gitnick. For years he has been reminding me that the best
dessert is a nice piece of broiled fish. Having a skinny physician can sometimes
be a curse.

Not being a group to walk away from temptation, we happily indulged
while speculating about what a life it would be if cholesterol and caffeine were
essential nutrients.

But wait a minute. Just as the check arrived, we noticed the same waiter
bringing fresh boysenberry tarts to another table. Asked why we were never
offered the tarts, he replied, “We had so few left, that we saved them for those
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patrons who specifically requested them.” The regulars knew to ask. We did
not. The waiter’s channeling stratagem was to communicate a limited menu.

Presenting your proposal in a limited-menu fashion will direct the other
person’s thinking to your presented choices rather than to other possible alter-
natives: It seems to me that there are really only three choices....

I Heard You Twice the First Time

It’s a matter of simple economics: Talk is cheap because the supply is far
greater than the demand.

The less you say, the more people will remember. The more concisely you
are able to communicate your thoughts, the greater the likelihood you will be
able to get a yes. If your proposal will take a great deal of time and effort to
understand, its chances of being turned down for all the wrong reasons are
greatly enhanced.

To simply express an idea or situation is power. Persuasion is not about
what you tell the other person—it’s about what the other person hears.

THE MESSAGE IS…YOU!

Think back: Was it a fund-raiser, a political candidate, or a membership
drive spokesperson—the “when will this be over?” speaker—who left you bored
and edgy? The speaker who never ventured away from the lectern. The speaker
who glanced back and forth between pre-prepared remarks and the audience.
The wooden speaker who spoke in a dry, lifeless monotone.

Imagine: That same speaker is making the same remarks while moving
around the room, interacting, and linking with the audience. The speaker is in
touch through eye contact, facial expressions, and vocal intonation.

Now ask yourself: Which of the two presentations would motivate or move
you? Persuade you? Convey commitment, belief, and enthusiasm? Reflect cred-
ibility and sincerity? Demonstrate warmth?

Whether your audience is many listeners or only one, a well-crafted argu-
ment or proposal is not enough.

Content is what is in the eyes (and ears) of the beholder. Content is a totality
made up of word signals (the text of your remarks) and body signals (your
demeanor, gestures, pitch and tone of voice, rate of speech, and energy).

Body signals will have a far greater impact on the listener than word signals.
Words impact the listener’s intellect. Body signals impact the listener’s emotions
because they reveal not only your doubts, fears, and deceptions, but, more
importantly, the kind of person you are. In the persuasion progression, you are
both the messenger and the message.

Practice tip: Your eyes are the magnets that will cause the listener to connect
and stay connected with you.
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Prioritization Tactics

Which part of your negotiation pitch will be best remembered: the begin-
ning, the middle, or the ending?

People remember only what is simple and meaningful—and pushes their
motivator buttons. Listeners remember the first and last parts of a presentation
better than the middle. The first part is remembered better than the last. Game
control requires prioritizing your presentation accordingly.

An Oscar for Best Original Screenplay went to John Patrick Shanley for the
movie classic Moonstruck. Here is one of its many memorable moments:

Priest: What sins have you to confess?

Loretta (Cher): Twice I took the name of the Lord in vain, once I slept with
the brother of my fiancé, and once I bounced a check at the liquor store
but that was really an accident.

Priest: What was that second thing you said, Loretta?

Please Return Your Mouth to Its Full Upright Position

When do you stop talking?
You stop when you have finally asked the other person for a commitment

on the major issues.
Do not repeat yourself.
Do not resell.
Do not rephrase.
You will have an urge to talk—
It is easier to manage sound than silence.
We mistakenly believe that the more we say, the more we influence. But

probably nothing you can say will improve the silence. By anxiously sweeten-
ing your proposal before there is a response, you are only bidding against
yourself.

Control: The persuasion progression is advanced by having a

winning mindset; establishing linkage; aligning yourself with

the other person’s energy; pushing motivator buttons;

controlling dialogue by guiding the other person to your

thoughts through questions and suggestions; controlling yourself

by presenting your ideas in a clear, succinct manner; and

knowing when to stop.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 6

Evaluation

Finders Keepers, Losers Beepers

L A N C E R

Your medium or mode of communication is in and of itself a

negotiating tactic.

It’s a new age. Telephones are in airplanes, cars, and shirt pockets. Faxes are
household appliances. E-mail is a part of our daily lives. Each communications
medium comes with its own built-in implicit message.

Want your proposal to deliver this implicit message: This is it. Take it or leave
it? Then writing may best serve your purpose.

If feedback is more important than the implicit finality of writing, then an
interactive medium—a meeting or phone call—will be your medium of choice.
Initiating a live conversation conveys a Let’s talk about it message. Investing the
effort of arranging and holding a meeting sends a stronger message that there is
a desire to talk things out.

“If the Phone Doesn’t Ring, It’s Me”

(Title of a song recorded by Jimmy Buffett.)

When you place a call, you have a major advantage: Knowing you will be
on the telephone, you are psyched up and prepared to negotiate.
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But a phone call may, on balance, be to your disadvantage. You can’t read
body language through a telephone receiver, and it is easier to be fooled or
misled when your full sensory abilities can’t be used.

Ask yourself: Is there a possibility that your phone call will more readily
prompt a negative response? Because the other person is looking at plastic and
a telephone cord instead of flesh and blood, it is far easier to say no telephoni-
cally than in person.

Your call also makes it all too easy for the other person to verbally walk out
of the conversation: “I was just running out the door to a meeting when you
called....”, “Sorry, but I can’t talk any more right now, I have an incoming call
from London....”

Ask yourself: Is it important to explore needs and interests in a lengthy,
more fluid dialogue? It takes much more patience and effort to be a good
telephone listener. Does what I have to say require a high degree of concentra-
tion that may be too difficult in a telephone call?

Ask yourself: Will I be able to resist the pressure to respond, which is inherent
in a telephone call? A few moments of silence in a meeting is a few moments of
silence. On the telephone, a few moments of silence is an eternity.

Ask yourself: Will a more personalized strategy better advance my cause?
Will a telephone conversation be more stressful or less? Telephone conversa-
tions are briefer and therefore more competitive than face-to-face dialogues.
Meetings take time and effort to arrange and attend, but by their nature, they
are chattier and less structured.

Ask yourself: Will the person I am calling be curt because I have interrupted
what he or she is doing?

I Just Called to Say.…

Once you have decided to go it by telephone, make sure you have thought
out what you will say and how the other person can be expected to respond.
Insulate yourself from diversions and distractions. Telephone calls are prone to
shortcuts, so make sure you have all the necessary data and information in
front of you.

I Am in Receipt of Your Proposal, I’ll Waste No Time Reading It

I handed my client the rather wordy and complex contract I had received.
As he perused it, he glanced up and said, “Bob, the trouble with Hong Kong is
I can never seem to find Chinatown.”

In every fat proposal, there is a thin proposal trying to get out.
A persuasive proposal is one that sets forth your best ideas rather than all of

your ideas.
Today’s executives are learning how to avoid read it and sleep letters and

written proposals. They are learning that the best way to make sure that a
written proposal is summarily rejected is to leave nothing out.
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They are learning that emphasis is on simple letters containing short sen-
tences and paragraphs.

They are learning that technobabble or any part of a presentation not serving
a clear purpose belongs on the cutting room floor.

Evaluation: Expediency, convenience, and effectiveness are not

the same. The right tactic may be to initiate a call, or it may be

to postpone accepting a caller’s invitation to talk. And then it

may be to e-mail or fax a letter. Or call a meeting. Or snail-mail

a letter.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 7

Reading

People Are an Open Book

L A N C E R

The art of winning begins by reading yourself. It is advanced by

knowing how to read others. To persuade you, it is not enough to

know who you are. I must also know what you are.

An accomplished people reader knows that there are two eternal truths.

Eternal Truth No. 1: The Other Person Is Not You

Each of us has our own reality. No one functions in the abstract, and we
view things as we are rather than as they are.

Your every word, your every gesture, your every movement passes through
the other person’s filters. These filters include personal values, impressions, back-
grounds, prejudices, likes, dislikes, experiences, feelings, and expectations.

Do you hear what I hear? Because no two people have the same filters,
thoughts transmitted may not be the same as thoughts perceived. This truth is
the spawning ground of much tragedy and almost all comedy. (“Help the Old
Ladies’ Home.” “Blimey, I didn’t know they were still out.”—Me and My Girl, a
1937 musical.)

Perceived differences, which are people differences rather than substantive
differences, are the barrier between one person’s thoughts and another’s. To
persuade and influence others, you must come to grips with a problem as they
perceive it. You must deal with their reality.
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The art of reading people begins with understanding that the other person
is not you, will never be you, and cannot be read as if they were you.

Eternal Truth No. 2: People Conclude Facts From Their Gut

Impressions, Perceptions, and Assumptions

As kids, we found that the comics were a good way to learn how to read.
Even if we didn’t understand all of the words, we could track the story line
once we knew the signs. Villains were the ones who always seemed to be in
need of a shave, smoked stubby cigars, and wore dark clothing even in the
dead of summer. Heroes, on the other hand, were a clean-cut, wrinkle-free lot,
with straight noses and the proper attire for every occasion.

As adults, we still allow symbolism to define the other person. We assume
character traits from initial impressions.

But impressions are only temporary. They are assumptions based on clues
of bearing, speech, dress, demeanor, and grooming. You may later discover that
the persona projected was a facade and that the clues you were reading were
false leads.

The “ol country boy” may be a Wharton M.B.A. trying to make you the
expert, hoping you will grant concessions, or make suggestions contrary to
your own best interests.

Include Him Out

My friend Don is a brilliant lawyer. He is the man other lawyers call on
when they have a thorny legal problem. He is the man always nominated first
to head up an academic bar committee.

But alas, Don can bore you to tears if given half a chance. At his best, he is
10 thumbs and a trick knee—the Sheik of Geek. Don is an unpressed collage of
colors, patterns, and seasons. In a brown sweater, he closely resembles a mud
slide. He is the personification of the short-sleeved, wash-and-wear dress shirt,
the polyester suit, and the unbuttoned button-down collar.

Don’s blond desk is so old that any day it will change from outdated to
fashionable Art Deco. Half the plants in his office are dying. The other half are
plastic. Don is central casting’s notion of couch-potato plain and Norman Rockwell
placid.

Then there is Howard, who I have known for years. By his own admission,
Howard is one of the world’s worst lawyers. He brought up the bottom of his
class at a fourth-rate night school. Howard is unrealistic about life, himself, and
his cases. The fact that he graduated and passed the bar exam after only three
tries is still one of life’s great mysteries.

Howard is debonair, athletic, authoritative, and well-groomed. He may even
hold a black belt in savoir faire. Howard is pure pow! The colored Jockey Next
To Nothing Poco brief and the three-piece pinstripe were designed with Howard
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in mind. His car, a black Bimmer, shines like obsidian. Howard has a leap-tall-
buildings persona. If Don and Howard were attending the same dinner party,
Don would bag scraps for his dog and Howard would bag three new clients.

Although we do not judge books by their covers, we do judge people by
our first impressions of them. Those first impressions are our assumptions of
their ways.

Don gives a first impression that he is lackadaisical, disorganized, passive,
and inefficient. Howard projects reliability, credibility, efficiency, trustworthi-
ness, and authority.

The art of reading people is the art of looking beyond the apparent and
beyond the assumed. The art of knowing how people are read is also the art of
being “well-read” by others—of influencing how you are read by them.

Reading people is about developing insight that goes beyond the obvious.
Not everyone has a sixth sense. But if I cannot read you, how will I know

how to persuade you? How will I know how hard to bargain with you?
Will a simple agreement suffice, or do I need a lengthy contract filled with

onerous compliance and enforcement provisions?
Can I rely on you to adequately and promptly satisfy my critical requirements?

Would I be better off not even getting involved with you in the first place?
To forecast and manage the behavior of the people you wish to influence,

you must first read their way….

Reading the Roles People Play

A physician’s bedside manner, a salesperson’s charisma, a spouse’s atten-
tiveness, a parent’s supportiveness, a police officer’s authority, an entertainer’s
flamboyance, a mâitre d’s graciousness, a teacher’s restraint, an executive’s deci-
siveness, and a sergeant’s bravado are, to a large degree, role playing.

As role players, we deliver those qualities and characteristics that we expect
from ourselves, and others expect of us. How we see ourselves is often a
reflection of how we believe others see us.

By our nature, we tend to play to our audiences. Agents act more like
agents when their principals are present. Young lawyers drop their voice an
octave when conferring with clients. Texans who never ride horses wear cow-
boy boots when they go to conventions in Los Angeles.

People conform to the roles they play. They are what they do. Roles lead
to predictable responses, actions, and reactions—they are part of our way.

Reading Personality Traits

As he walked along the path, the boy spotted a struggling scorpion lying on
its back.

“Please turn me over, or I will surely die,” begged the scorpion.
“If I do, you will sting me. Then I will be the one to die,” the boy replied.
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“No. No. I could never sting someone who saved my life,” pleaded the
scorpion.

As the boy turned the scorpion over, he was stung.
“Why did you do that? You promised!” the boy sobbed.
“You knew what I was when you picked me up,” replied the scorpion as

he ran beneath a rock.
An uncaring person with a history of overreaching and taking advantage of

others isn’t going to turn over a new leaf come dawn.
A person who is stingy and penurious today will not be a big-time spender

tomorrow.
The impatient person who screams at your receptionist for being put on

hold, or who flies off the handle at a busboy who forgets to bring his coffee, is
not going to be any more tolerant or understanding of you once the contract is
signed.

We are creatures of habit, and our readable habits are stronger than our
sense of reason. They are a constant facet of our way.

Reading Hidden Word Messages

Only the foolish man hears all that he hears.
—Ancient proverb
The other person’s messages can be real, true, and reliable, or they can be

lures, cover-ups, and decoys.
A teenage girl tearfully tells her boyfriend, “It doesn’t matter.” Are we to

believe that it really doesn’t matter, or that it matters a lot?
“Incidentally,” “by the way,” and “as you already know” sound casual and

incidental, but usually introduce statements that the other person wants to
downplay or sneak by.

A friend tells you, “You are 100 percent correct in what you are saying,
but....” Does that friend really feel you are 100 percent right, or are you just
being softened up for some bad news?

“I’ll give it my best.” “I will try my hardest.” These statements are clues that
the speaker is presupposing a high probability of failure.

A world-class people reader sees and hears more than the other person’s
words, and more than the message that the other person is intending to con-
vey. Construing words literally, or accepting the other person’s messages at face
value, is not effective people reading.

Reading for Priorities

Quick! Make a short list—say, five items—of foods, vacation spots, or televi-
sion shows.

Did you list the items randomly? Or in the order of your personal prefer-
ences? In all probability, the person with whom you are negotiating will present
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or specify issues in an order that is consistent with his or her own priorities or
desires.

Points that you may consider throwaway points, or of secondary impor-
tance, may be primary points to the other person. Learning to look and listen for
what the other person considers critical will enable you to discover motivator
buttons, or to grant or request concessions accordingly.

The Wishful Listening Trap

On Black Monday, the stock market had its second worst crash in history. The
next day, the media featured scores of financial prophets and prognosticators.

Those who had just gotten clobbered (hearing only what they wanted to
hear), were quoting the pundits who were now predicting that the ferocious
bear market would be short-lived and that good times were around the corner.

Those who had sold before the crash reinforced the wisdom of their deci-
sion by quoting what they had wanted to hear: post crash forecasts of impend-
ing disaster, and advice that the best survival strategy was to be half in cash and
half in canned goods.

Each group of investors only listened to what they wanted and needed to
hear. When we listen selectively, we are not really listening at all.

Reading: To be able to persuasively present your ideas and

prevent resistance, you must read how the other person makes

decisions. How they make sense of things. It may not be the

same as how you make sense of  things. Each of  us is

preprogrammed to act and react in accordance with the roles

we play, our personality traits, our core tendencies, and our

needs.

Amateurs will listen to someone else talk only because they

know their turn is next. World-class negotiators will listen to

someone else talk to gather “fine print” clues that can be used

to influence and persuade.

L A N C E R
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C H A P T E R 8

LANCER

Postcards From the Top

The soft-touch, low-impact methodology of  the persuasion

progression takes you over the top. The secret of your success is

readily recalled in the “breaking through” acronym, LANCER.

Linkage is a personal interfacing that encourages the other person to be re-
ceptive to you and to your ideas. Shape your negotiating environment—tone,
mood, and attitude—through rapport, personalization, and involvement.

Alignment tactics harness the other person’s energy while establishing a pat-
tern of agreement.

Needs must be identified and stimulated. Pushing motivator buttons will
energize discussions while making your ideas irresistible.

Control the negotiating dialogue through persuasive listening and questions.
With linkage, alignment, and control firmly in place, present your proposal in a
succinct, prioritized manner.

Evaluation of communication options enables you to determine which media
will best advance the persuasion progression.

Reading the other person is ascertaining how roles, personality traits, and
core tendencies will impact decision-making.
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LANCER: A Step-by-Step Progression?

The persuasion progression cannot be segmented. It has neither discernible
tiers nor distinguishable boundaries. Masters of persuasion are weavers. The re-
sult is a tapestry that blends, bonds, and relies on each and all of the contributing
elements. Read the other person while establishing linkage. Align while evaluat-
ing communication options. Control dialogue while identifying needs.

It’s Not Over Even When It’s a Done Deal

After you have gotten a nod of acceptance, don’t validate the wisdom of
the other person’s decision by making reinforcing comments (That was a wise
choice or You got an incredible deal). It will only make the decision suspect.

If you have gotten the nod on primary issues but there are still unresolved
minor points, sometimes—and this is always a judgment call—it may make sense
to leave those micro-negotiating points for another day.

Letting the deal set gives the other person a chance to become comfortable
with it, or to act in reliance on it by planning a vacation or raising the cash to do
business with you. Confront the minor issues too early, and you risk their
becoming deal breakers.

The persuasion progression isn’t about dumping everything on the negoti-
ating table at once. Each new point raised is an excuse for the other person to
go back and revisit terms previously agreed on.

Practice tip: Sometimes it makes good sense to nail down what you have so
skillfully achieved in a letter agreement, or by getting signatures on a deal
memo before forging onward to conquer new micro-point territory. With
important points solidly “in the bag,” you have tactically positioned yourself
to press for those lesser terms without risking the ground you have won.

A cautionary note: You can never really be sure when it’s over. One of my
clients owned one of the country’s biggest automobile dealerships. On the other
side of the negotiations was a major Japanese bank that took special pride in its image.

I had negotiated the reduction of my client’s personal guarantee obligation
to the bank from about $11 million to $1.5 million. A nice two days’ work. My
client and the bankers willingly signed a letter of agreement.

Less than two weeks later, a bank senior vice president who had signed the
deal announced, “No matter what it costs, the bank is going to worm out of the
deal.” Somehow my client had managed to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.

Word had gotten back the bank that my client was bragging to the world about
how he had outgunned, outmaneuvered, and outfoxed the image-conscious bank.

Let everyone close with as good a feeling as possible. A good

winner doesn’t dance in the streets or shout from the rooftops.

Hard bargains will be more readily acceded to if they include a

face-saving exit strategy.

L A N C E R
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Trouble Shooting

Settling for More
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C H A P T E R 9

Finessing Hostility,

Aggression, and Anger

Dancing in the Minefield

People who are hostile, argumentative, or angry are unreachable.

Standing up to irrational people is the norm. Finessing people who

insist on being right rather than reasonable is the art.

When You Are Under Attack

An attacker sets forth a position full throttle.
The in-your-face approach is intended to run both you and your ideas into

the ground. You’re on the ropes and sliding. An agreement must be reached:
You don’t have the luxury of walking away. On the other hand, you can’t deal
with someone who won’t let up until he hears the blood.

Although it’s all talk, the other person is attacking with more than a big
mouth. Their muscular, glandular, and nervous systems have all been sum-
moned into the foray. Spot an ungentlemanly or unladylike gesture and you
can add skeletal system to the list.

Telling the other person to “calm down” implies they have no reason to be
upset. Their response will be to justify and defend their reaction to you.

Start converting the attacker into a pussycat early. It is much harder to
deescalate an attack after you have launched an attack of your own: Personali-
ties have come into play. Emotions are reaching their flash point. Positions are
becoming more polarized. Ideas are crystallizing from having been vigorously
defended.
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Persuading someone who is angry or hostile is like driving a car:
you must come to a full stop before you can shift into reverse. Only when the
other person has regained some composure and has reestablished equilibrium
is it time to move in with your own strategy.

Operation: Containment

Here are four steps to bring an in-your-face attack to a screeching halt.

Step 1. Choose one of the following statements and deliver it firmly and calmly
to your attacker:

You may be right in what you are saying.

This may be statement is nonthreatening. It will not precipitate any addi-
tional emotional outburst.

You are probably right.

If you are reasonably sure the attacker’s statement is correct, then say so.

If I were in your shoes, I think I would feel the same way.

This is a nonprovoking response to use if there is no possibility that the
attacker may be right. It is a confirmation that the attacker’s message has been
understood and appreciated. Reinforce this statement by demonstrating that
you understand why the opposing position has been taken. After all, if you
were the mirror image—the exact alter ego—of the attacker, wouldn’t you have
to feel the same way? Don’t confuse confirming that you understand what is
being said with agreeing with what has been said.

Step 2. Do NOT attack the other person or the opposing positions.

Step 3. Do NOT defend yourself or your stated concerns and needs.

Step 4. Keep the dialogue going.

Mouth-to-mouth combat can’t continue with someone who is saying the
words that every arguer longs to hear: You may be right.

❍ ❍ ❍ ❍❍ ❍ ❍ ❍❍ ❍ ❍ ❍❍ ❍ ❍ ❍❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

When emotions come into play, smart people do dumb things.

Dumb Thing No. 1: They Forget You Can Lead a Horse to

Water but You Can’t Make It Do the Backstroke

Get Real!

Count up the times you’ve heard someone say, “Oh, you are so right, you
silver-tongued devil; I am now going to see things your way!”

Put on Your “Sensible Shoes”

You may be able to outfox the other side with fancy footwork and quicksil-
ver moves, but are you going to get what you want? No testimonial dinner is
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held and no record book, plaque, or trophy is awarded for excellence in debating
or for getting in the last word. You are a winner only if you achieve your goal.

Turn negotiating dialogue into a confrontation or trial and you will lose.
Even if your logic prevails, your prize will be a bitter, get-even opponent. And
that is if you “win.”

The Ego Has Landed

A group of us were dining at a small French café. Only our friend, Ron, was
praising the Gerberesque pureed parsnips and insisting that the Barbie-size por-
tion of veal was ample. At first I was surprised. To me, Ron is the personification
of a hearty appetite. But Ron was behaving out of character for good reason.
He had chosen the restaurant. Ron is no different from you and me, and
nothing is as sacred as one’s own judgment.

Arguments send a message: The other person’s judgment is not as good as
yours.

People resist change because they are committed to the status quo...OR
because in their mind there is a justification that supports their position...OR
because they are attached to what is comfortable and familiar...OR because, like
Ron, their “good judgment” is on the line.

As issues become more complex and outcomes less predictable, we tend to
become simplistic, relying on gut instincts and premonitions. It is always easier to
take a stand than to understand. So, too, it is easier to decide against than to decide
for.

The persuasion progression is not about showing you are right. People do
things for their own reasons, not for yours. The persuasion progression is about
helping people see why it makes sense for them to do things your way.

Put someone on the defensive end of an argument, and they often end up
saying only those things they can say well.

Put someone on the defensive end of an argument, and there is a good
chance they may withhold information or distort the information they choose
to give.

Put someone on the defensive end of an argument, and they will
overgeneralize your differences: “you always....” or “you only....”

Put someone on the defensive end of an argument, and they will change
from being stubbornly right to being adamantly righteous.

Put someone on the defensive end of an argument, and their most com-
pelling thought will be to reciprocate all over you.

Dumb Thing No. 2: They Won’t Admit Their Mistakes

“Professional investors generally agree on one bit of advice: Cut your losses
and let your winnings run,” reported the Wall Street Journal. However, most
people will keep the stocks that are losers. “They don’t want to tell themselves
that they made a mistake.”
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Your opinions and ideas are not undeniable truths to chisel in granite and
pass down from generation unto generation. Better to ‘fess up than to have
your feet held to the fire and be proven wrong. An apology is a credibility
booster. The impression you leave by not forthrightly dealing with a mistake
can have a greater negative effect than the mistake itself.

Dumb Thing No. 3: Instead of Zeroing in on How Something

Is to Be Done, They Focus on Why It Wasn’t Done That Way

Before

Delivery trucks servicing neighboring businesses frequently block your drive-
way and cause your customers a great deal of inconvenience. This situation has
been discussed with the owners of the businesses several times before.

When you next meet with your neighbors, do you:
• Ask why trucks continue to park in front of your driveway?
• Threaten to call your wife’s cousin, Bubba, who owns a tow

truck?
• Threaten to block their driveways in retaliation?
• Suggest solutions?

The first three choices will only make your neighbors angrier and more
hostile.

Fix the problem, not the blame. Suggesting possible solutions is an issue-
management technique that moves the focus of discussions from having to jus-
tify your complaint to the proposed remedy. If you leave the resolution to
your neighbors, they will give a higher priority to their own needs than to
yours.

Standing up to emotional responses—anger, argument,

irrational  tirades—is not getting through to the other person.

It is only “being impossible back.” Advancing the persuasion

progression is not about a show of one-upmanship or a contest

of wills, It is about winning.
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C H A P T E R 10

Overcoming Rejection

Riding the Crest of a Slump

Rejection is a negative response. But a response by definition means

the lines of communication are open. Rejection is managed by

tactically presenting problems, using surgical-strike questioning,

reframing your ideas, understanding how and when to use threats,

and showing the other person how to retreat while saving face.

Hanging in Tough No. 1:

Break Sore Spots Into Component Parts

Deal with conflicts one bit at a time. Break big problems into smaller prob-
lems that can be reckoned with individually.

Separate monetary and nonmonetary segments, and discuss the nonmon-
etary first.

Hanging in Tough No. 2:

A Problem Well-Stated Is a Problem Half-Solved

You have just moved into a neighborhood. The folks a few doors down
own a large Doberman, Spike, who for years has been allowed to roam free.

Your kids have no place to play after school except on the sidewalk in front
of your home. Although Spike is known and loved by the neighborhood, his
very presence terrorizes your children, who refuse to go outdoors. Your chil-
dren are just not ready to make friends with Spike. Calling Animal Regulation
would make you the neighborhood villain.
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You have no choice other than to visit Spike’s owners.

Before you read any further, take a minute to jot down what you plan to say after
you have introduced yourself.

Which of the following dialogues sounds most like what you wrote down?
A. We have a problem. After school, you should keep Spike locked

in the yard or on a leash. [Explanation follows.]
B. We have a problem. Our children have no place to play. [Expla-

nation follows.] Therefore, after school, you should keep Spike
locked in the yard or on a leash.

If dialogue B sounds like what you wrote down, then give yourself a pat on
the back. Your proposed solution (Spike must be confined) was disclosed only
after the logic leading to that solution had been presented. The neighbor had to
listen to your explanation in order to ascertain your request.

I can’t always help it. When someone tells me a joke, as often as not I listen
with only half an ear. My thought processes are too busy searching out and
then mentally rehearsing a joke that I can share in return. In the same way, we
all instinctively prepare mental counterarguments while the other person is
verbalizing his or her thoughts.

In dialogue A, your logic was lost. Because you asserted your proposed
solution before its supporting logic, your neighbor probably never heard the
logic. Spike’s owner was too busy preparing a rebuttal to the proposed solu-
tion. That’s the nature of us humans.

Instead of leading with your proposed solution, use a one-two-three com-
bination punch: (1) lead with the facts, (2) deliver your logic, and (3) follow
through with your proposed solution.

Hanging in Tough No. 3: Surgical Strikes

There is nothing uglier than reason when it is not on your side.
Without being a negaholic, pursue new territory by asking questions that

strike at the basis, principle, and logic behind the other person’s position. Whether
you already know the answers to those questions is not important.

People who feel they are being influenced or manipulated can’t be influ-
enced or manipulated. Statements lead to defensive retorts, but questions will
cause the other person to reexamine and justify an announced position. Only
questions will separate reasons that only sound good, from good, sound rea-
sons. If a position is not realistic, the other person will soon discover its flaws.

Hanging in Tough No. 4:

How to Be an Uncompromising Compromiser

Rejection does not exist in the abstract. By definition, rejection is reactive.
Remove what is causing the other person to reject your idea and you have
eliminated the problem.
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The way something is framed is the difference between whether a glass is
half empty or half full.

Two automobile manufacturers, one American and one Russian, agreed to
a two-car race. The U.S. entry won hands down. A Russian news agency reframed
the results: “In an international car race held yesterday, the Russian car came in
second and the American entry came in next to last.”

A rejected point or proposal can be presented again and again so long as it
appears fresh and new enough for reconsideration.

Pick a Deal, Any Deal

Lower the price of the house you are selling and, to offset the price reduc-
tion, increase the simple interest rate on the note you are taking back. Reduce
the price of the house if you are allowed to lease the house back rent-free for six
months after title has changed hands. Lower your price, provided that the buyer
doesn’t demand certain repairs be made as a condition of sale.

Hanging in Tough No. 5: How and When to Use a Threat

When Marsha told our office manager that she was quitting unless she got
a 20 percent raise, the showdown tactic left her looking at the career opportu-
nity ads.

Here are five showdown NEVER EVERs:
1. NEVER EVER lead with a threat. An ultimatum is a knockout

punch to be used only after some initial rapport has been estab-
lished. Threats are last, not first, resorts.

2. NEVER EVER make a threat without first casting it as a warning,
preferably a soft-touch warning. More about this below.

3. NEVER EVER make a threat you don’t want to carry out. Don’t
threaten to quit your job or fire a valued employee if that is the
last thing you would ever want to do.

4. NEVER EVER use a big threat in furtherance of a small gain. Tell
your teenage daughter that if she comes home past her curfew “she
will never go out on Saturday night again,” and you will only look
ridiculous. A threat has to be relative to its purpose and objective.

5. NEVER EVER make a threat that is inconsistent with the attitude
you previously displayed. A threat requires perfect timing and
should appear as a natural and logical extension of demonstrated
anger, thwarted expectations, or an unresolvable deadlock.

Soft-Touch Warning

A soft-touch warning does not pull the dragon’s tail because it is low-key,
humanized, and nonconfrontational. It is a warning cast as the presentation of a
mutual problem. Consider the following examples:
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It was all still very hush-hush. The president of an NBA team had em-
bezzled team funds. The stolen money was long gone, and the president had
no apparent ability to make restitution. My Mission Impossible was to negotiate
a face-saving exit, keep the president out of prison, and avoid any commitment
for repayment that the president couldn’t comfortably honor.

The tactic put into play was the unexpected: a soft-touch warning to the
club owners.

The owners were warned that if the president was sent to prison, the team
would receive nothing. And obligating the president to restore all of the stolen
funds would only encourage him to leave the country or hide future earnings.

Once a mutual problem is on the table, there is an opportunity to propose
its solution. What would make sense, I explained, was for the president to
make partial restitution by paying the team a “comfortable” percentage of his
income for a negotiated period of time. That was the deal we settled on.

A winning mindset is a belief that stumbling blocks are overcome through
persistence, a positive attitude, continuing interpersonal linkage, and mainte-
nance of a resourceful, sincere, friendly, low-key negotiating climate so neither
you nor your ideas are avoided.

Marketplace bargaining is an event. Negotiating is a process.

What is not happening for you now may happen for you later.
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Running Through Walls

The Trying Game

A stone-wall mentality is much more difficult to manage than

rejection. When you are stonewalled, the other person is refusing

to have a meaningful dialogue—the lines of communication are

shut down. If you pound on the wall with more of what wasn’t

working for you to begin with, you will only provoke more

resistance. Don’t smash down walls when you should be looking

for a door.

Don’t Give Up

I have been accused of beating dead horses by prolonging discussions that
showed no vital signs. But because I have seen a lot of very experienced nego-
tiators give up too easily and too soon, I keep going—not brashly or abrasively,
but subtly and unobtrusively.

Real effort is needed to jump-start a stale and weary dialogue. Even creative
nagging is still nagging. Unless you keep forging on, you will have to consider
discussions terminated. Without forging on, how will you discover motivator
buttons or strengthen rapport? Negotiations haven’t failed until—short of sta-
pling the other person’s coat sleeve to your desk—you have quit trying.

How to Unlock Sealed Lips and Closed Minds

If you ask questions that begin with can, can’t, is, or isn’t, chances are you
will get a single-word response.

Single-word answers do not supply insight into the other person’s desires,
perceptions, and needs. They do not reveal reasons for resistance. Instead,
they are positions that the person becomes emotionally committed to defend.
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To make that rock talk, you need probing questions designed to flesh out the
concerns and motivator buttons of people who are otherwise unwilling to
open up. Design your questions so that they cannot be answered with a shake
of the head or a single word such as yes, no, or never.

Practice imperative: To ensure that you neither prompt an argument nor
appear confrontational, probing questions should be asked in a sincere, un-
hurried, soft-touch manner. Probing questions are the keys to revitalizing
dialogue. You have five keys to choose from.

Key No. 1: Questions That Aren’t Questions

Partially paraphrased “questions” are not questions at all. Information is elic-
ited by paraphrasing the speaker.

Things are crazy down here and I won’t be able to fill your order on Friday.
You won’t be able to fill my order on Friday? (Paraphrased response.)
Well, we have this important job that takes priority.
Another job takes priority? (Paraphrased response.)
Your materials are in but there is a bonus if we get this other job out early. (A
previously hidden agenda is revealed.)

To find out what had happened to the order, the listener partially para-
phrased what the speaker had already said. This soft-touch technique is a favor-
ite with psychiatrists. They know people will open up more readily when asked
paraphrased questions that use their own words.

Practice tip: Try this technique in a social setting when it’s hard to make small
talk.

Key No. 2: “What” Not “Why”

Why elicits a general “because” response. What produces a more specific
response that better reveals true needs and interests.

Why questions are intimidating and are usually associated with situations
where we must be defensive:

That is my final decision.
Why?
Because I said so, that’s why.

By contrast, what questions elicit fresh information on which new solutions
may be based:

That is my final decision.
What are the reasons it is your final decision?
The reasons are….
I can’t really afford to buy it now.
Under what circumstances would you be able to afford it?
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I can’t do it now but maybe in a few weeks….
In what way will things be different in a few weeks?

Key No. 3: “What If?”

What if questions pose soft-touch hypothetical possibilities. They are not
offers to be accepted or rejected; they are questions to be answered. What if
questions stimulate conversations while supplying new information and insight
into the other person’s interests and goals:

What if I were willing to wait until February to buy a new minivan from you?
I notice you have four green minivans but only one blue one. What if I were to buy
a green minivan from you instead of the blue one?

Key No. 4: Statement Questions

Too many probing questions can make even the friendliest dialogue start to
sound like an inquisition, prompting a Hey, I am not on the witness stand response.

Statement questions are probing questions disguised as statements. With
some luck, the right lighting, and a little makeup, they will not be recognized for
what they really are.

I was wondering what you thought of my proposal. (Question: What did you
think of the proposal?)
Although this makes a lot of sense to me, it may not seem like a good idea to you.
(Question: What do you think of this idea?)

Key No. 5: What Will It Take to Convince You?

“What will it take to convince you that now is the time to move [or, ours is the
right company to do your job; or, my offer is both competitive and fair]?” is a
good news/bad news question.

• The good news: The phrasing avoids prolonged questioning and
second-guessing by eliciting a direct and unequivocal response.

• The bad news: The other person is encouraged to take a position.
Because you may not like the answer this question evokes, it
should be used only as a last-ditch or tight-move play.

For Every Problem, There Is Already a Solution—

Whether You Know It or Not

Knowledge is important. But without imagination, knowledge has nowhere
to go.

Dare to be creative! Novel and inventive approaches get people to change.
The greater your creativity level, the more alternatives, suggestions, solutions,
and proposals you will be able to contribute to the persuasive process.
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Each creative idea is a stepping-stone toward another creative idea. If you
can overcome each new reason for resistance with a solution to overcome that
resistance, then you have the flexibility and staying power necessary for finding
a basis for agreement.

The response may be rejection. But even rejection is progress because it
means you have discarded an unworkable alternative. Rejection is a positive
vital sign that the lines of communication are open and alive. Withdrawal and
resistance—the stonewall—are always more difficult to deal with than rejection
because the lines of communication have slammed shut.

In addition to your own brain, use all the brains you can borrow. For advice
and counsel, look to others who have backgrounds different from your own.
Friends and neighbors are ideal candidates. Borrow the thoughts of lawyers,
accountants, and bankers who have broad experiential backgrounds.

Managing Expectations

Frequently, a stone wall’s foundation will be a negative expectation. Manag-
ing the other person’s real or erroneous negative expectations is a vital part of
the persuasion progression. Expectation management meant my saying what a
health-club landlord needed to hear before negotiating a lease renewal: “I know
my client has not been the best of tenants. However, he now has new manage-
ment and the capital necessary to operate efficiently and to pay rent timely.”

Change to a Negotiator-Friendly Resistance Pattern

Each negotiating level has its own unique needs and roles.
Each level also has people who have their own personal needs for achieve-

ment, self-worth, and security; their different individual roles to play out; and
their different constituencies to court.

When Thomas Watson, Jr., was IBM’s chairman, he called a meeting of his
top executives to remedy what he considered to be a pressing problem. A
complaint had been received from an employee who had found just the right
level for airing his grievance. He had written to Watson’s mother.

Turning to different levels of authority—the store manager instead of the store
clerk, the store owner instead of the store manager—will expose different level
interests and different people interests and, therefore, different patterns of resistance.

An employer deadlocked with a local union might appeal to the rank-and-file
membership in newspaper ads, hoping that the members themselves will pressure
the local’s management into adopting a pattern of resistance more consistent with
the membership’s needs than with the needs of the local’s management.

At the top, you will always find the greatest flexibility. The top has the risk
takers...the policy makers...the people who are so secure in their positions that
they understand the exceptions as well as the rules.

At the bottom, you will find those who dare not deviate from established
procedure. A Chicago bus driver made the national news by refusing to briefly
leave his route to drive a passenger suffering a heart attack to a nearby hospital.
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…And if You Still Haven’t Gotten the Nod

Looking good when things aren’t going your way takes a lot of style.
Monday mourning? If a result is not totally to your liking, instead of crying

over spilled milk, be content it wasn’t Jack Daniels. Your style will be remem-
bered long after your disappointment is forgotten.

Finessing a stonewaller begins by “hanging in” and by knowing how to get
the other person to talk and to keep talking. It is further advanced by reshaping
of stonewaller’s negative expectations and suggesting new creative alternatives.
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C H A P T E R 12

Finessing Worth, Value, and

Share Differences

Waging Peace

Many differences are quantitative worth, value, or share differences.

Sometimes, they are best dealt with by negotiating an approach

rather than a position.

Separated at Worth

A common mistake made by negotiators at all levels of experience is that
they become committed to stated positions and allow these positions to be-
come announced points of honor.

Positions elicit counterpositions. When defending positions becomes a mat-
ter of ego, personalities are wrongfully summoned into play. Positional bargain-
ing without a strong fall-back option is a risky game.

Positional bargaining can be avoided by negotiating an approach rather than
a dollar amount. One approach could be the use of external criteria.

The Abos Marine Blue Book contains the retail and wholesale value of boats.
Kelley’s Blue Book contains the value of cars. However, an external criterion
does not necessarily have to be a published reference. Consultants are called
on to settle executive salary disputes. Appraisals are often the external crite-
ria used to resolve conflicts involving everything from antiques to business
goodwill.
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Mr. Superstar, an American heartthrob whose face is often on the cover of
People magazine, had fallen in love with a lakeside retreat—an older fixer-upper
with a $3 million price tag. He was willing to pay whatever was truly fair, but in
his mind the home’s $3 million price tag was about $700,000 off the mark.
Representing Mr. Superstar, we started negotiations.

“I do not haggle and $3 million is my price,” was the seller’s preoffer proc-
lamation. The seller’s justification for the oversized ticket was in large part the
home’s history. The house was built and had been occupied by a real-estate
tycoon for whom a fair-sized California city is named—a fact that Mr. Superstar
did not believe justified the price demanded. We wanted to talk dollars. The
seller wanted to talk about throwing in towels and linens bearing the prior
owner’s monogram.

The M word (money) had to be sidestepped if we were to avoid a posi-
tional tug-of-war.

Our readily accepted solution was to negotiate an externalization approach
rather than dollars. We suggested that a mutually agreeable appraiser set the
price. If the appraised value was $3 million or less, Mr. Superstar was obligated
to purchase. If it was $2 million or more, the seller was obligated to sell.

Randomizing, such as flipping a coin or drawing lots, is a simple externalization
technique that I have seen used even by sophisticated businesspeople when
traditional analytical approaches have failed.

At other times, a formula solution will mean the difference between resolv-
ing a dispute and going to the mats. You will need an arsenal of surefire, fast-
acting deadlock busters. The six deadlock-busting formulamatic tactics that follow
can be used in a variety of situations.

Deadlock Buster No. 1

I had negotiated the sale of the late best-selling author Harold Robbins’s
hilltop mansion to a famous producer. However, during the pendency of the
sale, a $1 million price reduction was suggested because the geological integrity
of part of the grounds was put in issue. The parties’ experts disagreed as to the
seriousness of the problem. One thing was certain: Robbins wanted to sell and
the producer wanted to buy. What could be done to resolve this conflict?

An approach was suggested: The two disagreeing geologists would them-
selves choose a third geologist. The conclusion of this third geologist would be
deemed controlling.

Deadlock Buster No. 2

To decorate their Turtle Creek mansion, clients “T” and “R” acquired four
fine oil paintings of slightly varying value. Later, they decided to call it quits.
What would be the best way to divide this art, realizing that each painting had a
special value beyond its extrinsic worth?
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It was agreed that one person would get the first and fourth choices of
paintings, and the other, the second and third choices. If they couldn’t agree on
who would get which set of choices, a flip of the coin would decide.

Deadlock Buster No. 3

An actress and her production company employer were deadlocked over
an appropriate salary for the fourth season of a very successful soap opera.
How could this deadlock be overcome?

Both the actress and the company would write down their final position—
how much they would pay or agree to accept. If the two figures were within
15 percent of each other, they would be averaged. If they were more than 15
percent apart, a neutral party would select the more realistic figure of the two
submitted. (“Baseball” is the name often given to this deadlock buster.) This
approach encourages both sides to be realistic and reasonable in the formula-
tion of their final offers.

Deadlock Buster No. 4

As an alternative approach to the scenario in No. 3, the neutral party could
write down what she or he believed was the fairest and most equitable salary.
This figure would not be disclosed to either the actress or her production
company, who would then write down their own final positions. The position
closest to the neutral party’s figure would be the salary for the coming season.
(This deadlock buster is often called “golf.”)

Deadlock Buster No. 5

“L” and “A” are in the midst of a divorce. Both worked for years building the
family landscaping business. Each wants to buy the other’s one-half interest in
the business for as little as possible. They agree on only one thing: a stranger
would not pay top dollar for the business. How can they break this impasse?

One spouse (the “deciding spouse”) would decide what would be both a
fair price and fair payment terms for a one-half interest. The other spouse
would then get to choose whether to be the buyer or the seller of that one-half
interest, using the deciding spouse’s price and terms.

The deciding spouse, not knowing whether he or she would be the buyer
or seller, would set parameters that would be realistic and fair to either side. If
the role of the deciding spouse can’t be agreed on, then a flip of a coin would
be determinative.

Deadlock Buster No. 6

Jane owned a champion female Irish Wolfhound. Jane knew little about
dog breeding, the care of a pregnant bitch, or what to do with a newborn litter.
Paul, an experienced breeder and a new acquaintance, owned a champion
male. It was agreed that the litter would be shared equally.
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The problem standing in the way of true romance was Jane’s concern that
Paul, with his superior expertise, would choose the best puppies for himself,
leaving Jane with the less desirable offspring. No one else in the state knew as
much about Irish Wolfhounds as Paul. How could Jane avoid being at Paul’s
mercy?

Paul would select two pups at a time. Jane would then select for herself
one of the two pups chosen by Paul. Not knowing which pup Jane would
select, with each draw Paul would pick out two pups with the greatest champi-
onship potential.

They seem to be everywhere: people who would rather be right

than reasonable. Often, the disagreement with these impossible

people is not so much about money as it is about fairness.

If the other person acknowledges a true interest in making

a deal, then suggest an externalization or formulaic approach.

If that suggestion is refused, then call the game “hardball.”
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Finessing People Who

Would Rather Be Right

Than Reasonable

Slow Squeezing

The most effective way to deal with such people is through the

steady, patient, unemotional application of all the techniques you’ve

learned in Part II of this book. I call this slow squeezing.

Let me tell you about my worst vacation day ever.
My wife and I arrived in Zagreb, in the former Yugoslavia, on a Saturday

night in November. In our room at the Intercontinental Hotel was a brochure
extolling the beauty of Plitvice Lakes, 16 small lakes connected by waterfalls in
a beautiful mountain setting.

A Sunday visit to Plitvice Lakes sounded wonderful. According to the con-
cierge, Plitvice Lakes tour buses did not operate off-season, but public buses ran
in each direction on the hour. It was a 2 1/2-hour journey for $2.50—a true
bargain. We were concerned about the weather, but the concierge assured us
that the tram that circled the lakes every 45 minutes was enclosed, and that a
“visit to the lakes was an absolute must.”

We arrived at the lake at 1 p.m. only to discover that every restaurant and
shop was locked until summer. The tram ran only every three hours in the off-
season, and the next tram was two hours later. Suddenly, it began raining. I’m
not talking drizzle, I’m talking buckets. With no place to go, we raced back to the
main highway to catch the 2 p.m. return bus.
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It gets worse.
There was no 2 p.m. bus. The 3 p.m. bus and the 4 p.m. bus passed us by.

They were too filled with villagers returning to their jobs in Zagreb after a
weekend at home. By 4:30 p.m., we were very concerned, anxious, and wet.

There were no taxis, there were no buses, there were no restaurants.
There was coldness, there was rain, there was darkness.
Sloshing down the highway, we came across a local man who offered to

drive us back to the hotel for $85. I was too wet and cold to think about
negotiating, and I gladly accepted without a whimper.

Before going up to my hotel room, I stopped at the assistant manager’s
desk, feeling some sense of drama as I stood before him soaking wet. Certainly
he would be sympathetic to the plight of a shivering guest.

I was wrong. He was unprepared to reimburse me the $85 or offer even a
hot bowl of soup. He did agree to explain the situation to Mr. Bratas, the man-
ager, when he arrived in the morning.

Here’s the next morning’s dialogue between me and Mr. Bratas.

Manager: I have received a memo from the assistant manager explaining in
detail what happened. We regret the inconvenience. The hotel, however,
does not take any responsibility for what happened.
Bob: Mr. Bratas, you may be right in what you are saying.

Acknowledging that Bratas may be right was both a defusing tactic and a
modulating device, setting a tone for calm, nonpositional dialogue. It was also
demonstrative of my having an open mind. Criticizing or yelling would only
have caused Bratas to become more defensive.

Addressing Bratas by name, I was both personalizing the negotiations and
reminding Bratas that he was an active participant in the problem-resolution pro-
cess. I did not want him to sit in silent judgment while I spun my tale of woe.

Bob: Perhaps I am totally wrong in asking the Intercontinental to reimburse
me. The hotel brochure in my room encourages visits to Plitvice Lakes.
Your concierge told us that it would be a wonderful, relaxing way to spend
our Sunday. Am I wrong in believing that the hotel was recommending a
visit to the Lakes?
Bratas had been invited to be both candid and objective with me. I needed

Bratas to become involved, to evaluate the situation with me as part of a col-
laborative, nonadversarial effort. To accomplish this collaborative involvement, I
sincerely solicited Bratas’s criticism of both my facts and my analysis of those
facts. A position-oriented approach was painstakingly avoided.

Wanting Bratas to reciprocate, I was allowing my conclusions to be tested
by his sense of what was fair and reasonable.
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Bob: I appreciate the time that was taken by your staff in explaining how to
take the bus to the lakes and back. Their interest and desire to be helpful is
not in question.
Staff personalities had been separated from the dispute. By telling Bratas

that his staff tried to be cooperative and helpful, I was setting a hotel pattern
of conduct and hospitality that I expected him to abide by. If brought into our
discussions, the concierge would not consider my attack to be against him
personally.

Bob: Hopefully you and the Intercontinental will want to be fair with me. I
do not want to appear greedy and I know you too want to resolve this
situation in a manner that is both sensible and fair.
Fairness, not money, was my primary stated concern. Bratas could not fault

such an approach. Not wanting to sound self-righteous, I did not say: “Sure, the
money is important, but even more important to me is whether I am being
fairly treated.”

Bob: Perhaps I should really be discussing my feelings with the
Intercontinental’s management in the United States. To whom do you rec-
ommend that I write? Do you think if my travel agent also wrote that it
would help?
This veiled ultimatum reminded Bratas that I was serious about this situa-

tion and that the problem would not end with our discussions. I was not “re-
porting” him to management, but I did want to discuss my feelings with
management. Bratas was on notice that he would have to continue to deal with
the problem.

Bob: Mr. Bratas, I understand that your position is that you have no obliga-
tion to reimburse me the $85 I spent.
By acknowledging that I fully comprehended Bratas’s position, I was con-

firming that I understood what he had said without agreeing to what he had
said. By not having to reassert his position of nonresponsibility, he would per-
haps be less defensive.

The words you and your (rather than hotel) were being used. Even though
personalities were purposely being kept out of the picture, it was still very
much a person-to-person dilemma.

Bob: I am curious. What is the reason you do not want to reimburse me?
My question generously presupposed that Bratas had a rationale for his

stated position. This may or may not have been true, but the approach would
compel him to show his cards and produce the logic behind his stated position.

Bob: Let me ask a few questions to make absolutely sure I understand the
facts:
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• Is the brochure in every room because the hotel recommends visits to
Plitvice Lakes?

• Is it the duty of your concierge to assist guests with local touring?
• Should the concierge have dissuaded rather than encouraged us from

going to the Lakes?

These pointed questions were designed to elicit answers that I knew al-
ready. The questions prompted Bratas to rethink the fairness and logic behind
his stated position. If Bratas was to change his mind, it would be because of
questions asked rather than statements made.

Bob: I think I understand what you are saying. The hotel has no responsibil-
ity to me because it has no control over whether buses are filled or Plitvice
Lake facilities are closed. If my understanding is wrong, please tell me.
Again, I had confirmed in positive, unsarcastic terms that I understood

what Bratas had told me. He had now been invited to tell me whether my
perceptions were wrong—a reminder that I wanted our communications to be
open and clear. More importantly, the logic and rationale behind Bratas’s posi-
tion had been identified and contained. This “logic” could now be openly dealt
with by both of us.

Questions rather than statements were posed to Bratas, causing him to
respond with answers rather than defensive retorts. Questions also caused
Bratas to remain an involved participant in the persuasive progression.

Bob: I know that you are trying to be fair with me.
By reminding Bratas that fairness was the standard of a mutually agreeable

solution, I wanted him to continue to be worthy of my appreciation of what
he, as a person, was trying to accomplish.

Bob: The suggestion to go to the Lakes was the hotel’s suggestion which was
reinforced by your concierge. The concierge also knew it was off-season, so
the regular tour buses would not be operating again until summer.
Do you think it is reasonable for me to expect that he would have known
that Plitvice Lakes had become a desolate, off-season area?
You are right that a concierge has the job to assist hotel guests with their
travel plans. I agree with you that he probably didn’t know that on Sunday
returning buses would be too full to stop at the Lakes for passengers. What,
however, is the reason for the concierge not knowing the status of a hotel
recommended attraction?

I had to deal with a behavioral truth: it is more important for people to be
right than to be reasonable. I had reaffirmed that what Bratas had told me
earlier was “right.” Bratas was not being cross-examined in front of a judge or
jury. He alone would decide whether I would be a winner. If Bratas was going
to change his mind, it would be for his own reasons, not mine. My job was to
cause him to generate his own reasons for wanting to change.
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Using the word what rather than why kept an important question from
having an accusatory quality.

Bob: One fair method of resolving this situation would be for the hotel to
reimburse us the $85 we spent, less the cost of two return bus trips and the
cost of taxi fare from the bus station back to the hotel. Do you think that
makes sense?
A settlement possibility had been presented for Bratas’s evaluation. The

proposed solution was not tendered as being mine or his. Instead, it evolved
from our general dialogue without any claim of authorship. If it was rejected, it
was not my proposal being refused, which would make it easier for me to try
other possibilities.

The settlement was proposed only after the reasoning supporting the pro-
posal had been communicated.

Bob: If we are able to agree, then you can adjust my hotel bill. If we are
unable to reach a satisfactory resolution to this situation, then I would like
to discuss the matter further with whomever you believe to be the appro-
priate person in the United States.
I had reiterated that a no answer would not be conclusive. Although I

didn’t want to sound threatening, I did want Bratas to know where he stood
with me. A harsh threat or clear warning, however, would only have destroyed
the tone of objectivity I had created.

Wanting to make a positive answer as easy as possible for Bratas, I had
suggested crediting my bill rather than writing a check or reimbursing me in
cash. Adjust is a word associated with fairness and reason.

After Bratas consented to adjust the bill, I suggested it would be both a nice
goodwill gesture and appropriate hospitality if we were guests in the hotel
dining room that evening. Bratas agreed, and it is with fondness that I still re-
member the cherry strudel.

The art of finesse is influencing and controlling outcomes with

a soft touch, but a firm goal.
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P A R T III

Hard Bargain

Winning When the Score Is Kept in Dollars
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C H A P T E R 14

Analytics

Choice Points

The persuasion progression is about bringing the other person

around to see things your way. It is now time to ask: What do you

want to persuade the other person to do? Analytics are the dynamics

you must consider when you determine your negotiating objective.

How hard a bargain will you drive? Will you be opportunistic? Tough?
Moderate?

Your answer is not a constant. In each situation, you will need to ask:
• What is a winning result?
• What is my negotiating goal?

At this point in my seminars and workshops, more hands are raised than at
any other time. Invariably, the question asked is: “How can anxiety-provoking
hard-bargain tactics be used with soft-touch tactics, which are tender with egos?”

The negotiating game’s most common error lies in a belief that there
must be symmetry between personal conduct and negotiation goals: tough
demands = tough persona; soft demands = kinder, gentler persona.

How you do something and what you do are not the same. Iron fists do fit
in velvet gloves.
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Doing business with a hard nose is one thing. Doing business with an un-
friendly, unlikable hard nose is something else. Stiff terms don’t have to be
accompanied by a stiff persona.

Having a soft-touch negotiating personality and being easy are not the same.
Easy or soft-touch/soft-bargain negotiators will lose in a positional hard-bargaining
game. Soft-touch/hard-bargain negotiators will invariably do better than hard-touch/
hard-bargain negotiators. Why? Because a nice-guy persona makes not-so-nice
deals go down easier.

Excuse Me for Interrupting Your Reading, but Would

You Be So Kind as to Hand Me Your Watch and Wallet?

After 100 armed robberies of hotel guests, the infamous “Gentleman Ban-
dit,” surrendered to Houston police. Some of his victims regretted that he had
given himself up. Others from whom he had stolen cash and jewelry couldn’t
say enough nice things about him: “unfailing graciousness,” “really very nice,”
“caring,” “apologetic,” “friendly manner.” “He held a gun on me with one hand
and returned wallet pictures of my grandchildren with the other,” reported
one grateful grandpa, who went on to say, “I liked him.”

The bandit’s demands were not only unconscionable, they were criminal.
But he made them with finesse, grace, and a soft-touch style that created no
animosity toward him as a person.

Coopetition?

Those who first came to America bargained tough. Winning was measured
by what they had achieved when the papers were signed, the hands were
shaken, and the dust settled. Negotiated outcomes had clear winners and clear
losers. It made no difference whether they were Asian or European or Latin.
They had come from towns and villages where a marketplace mentality was
an inherent part of their cultural and ethnic identity. The doctrine of caveat
emptor—let the buyer beware—was very much a part of yesteryear’s less-
protective notion of American jurisprudence.

Today, students are learning that winning is not always a matter of getting as
much as you can for as little as possible. They are learning that the real “other
side” may not be local subcontractors and suppliers but foreign competitors
bent on getting a larger share of their market. Traditional “opponents” such as
labor, materials vendors, and components manufacturers can sometimes be
viewed as potential allies.

They are being taught that many situations offer an incentive for bargaining
moderation, as well as an incentive for bombs-away competitiveness.

They are being told that sometimes a moderate stance yields a greater re-
turn than hard-bargain competition, and the line between winning and losing is
at times too thin to perceive.
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Hard bargaining doesn’t mean closing your mind to the potential benefits of
moderation in bargaining. Only an unskilled negotiator will summarily reject mutual-
gain possibilities without giving them any consideration or thought. That consid-
eration, that thought, that flexibility of determination is the mark of a pro.

There will be times to be a flat-out opportunist.
There will be times when you will be dealing with customers of long stand-

ing, business associates, family, or key employees, and the importance of the
relationship will overshadow the substantive result.

There will be other times when you will be so firm on certain issues that
you may even refuse to negotiate. Neither Sears salespeople nor the clerks at
your local Blockbuster negotiate, and there is no reason why you have to ei-
ther. Some things are just not negotiable, and that is okay.

In many situations, there will be both a strategic motivation to be moderate
and a strategic motivation to be exploitive. In those situations, you will find
yourself blending tactics to achieve a result that will be to your distinct advan-
tage but will ensure a stable and harmonious conclusion.

Have a Game Player’s Mindset

Life is not monochromatic. Negotiating opportunities are not uniform. There
are no McDeals, so there can be no scripts or formulas to see you through.

The positive-result delivery system of this book is easy to understand and
easy to use, and it will dramatically increase your ability to influence negotiating
outcomes. Only one barrier stands between its methodology and its applica-
tion: your lifetime of habits.

Recognizing a student as someone who had attended my negotiating semi-
nar about a year before, I asked why she was again enrolled. “So I will remem-
ber to use what I already know,” she replied.

If you discover the good, sound, workable possibilities in this book and
then don’t use them, you might as well not have read this book at all. By
viewing life’s negotiating situations as a game, you will overcome old habits and
better remember to use what you now “already know.”

With a game player’s mindset, you will view your negotiating opponent as
a challenge rather than an enemy or adversary.

As a game player, you will set and revise goals. You will seek perspective.
Without perspective, you will see leaves instead of trees, trees instead of forests.

And without perspective you will never see the butterflies—those small,
simple, but profoundly important possibilities of the persuasion progression.

Explaining his theory of how a major occurrence could be produced by a
minor one, meteorologist Edward Lorenz, discoverer of the butterfly effect, wrote
in Newsweek, “If a butterfly flapped its wings in Brazil, it might produce a tornado
in Texas. Unlikely as it seems, the tiny air currents that a butterfly creates travel
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across thousands of miles, jostling other breezes as they go and eventually chang-
ing the weather.”

As a game player, you will analyze and appreciate relationships and se-
quences of events; you will identify your negotiating problems so you can
correct them next time; you will be less behavioral and more analytical; and
you will develop a defensive awareness to the other side’s use of tactics, be-
coming more sensitized to your own tactical and strategic opportunities.

Everyone who has been told to exercise more or to start eating sensibly
knows that it is as hard to get into a good habit as it is to break a bad one.

A book on dancing won’t make you light on your feet, a book on sex
won’t make you a great lover, and a diet book won’t make you thin. To convert
the methodology of this book into a skillful resource takes time, thought, and
practice.

In every instance, you will achieve more and will face less

resistance if your hard bargain is delivered with a soft touch.

Whether your hard-bargain strategy will be overreaching or

moderate, or whether the tactics you choose to implement that

strategy will be rigid or accommodating, will be a function of

your personal style, how you define “winning,” industry custom,

a myriad of external factors, and your own flexibility in being

able to balance all of these along with the critical analytics that

are discussed in the next two chapters: Relationships and Power.
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Relationships

Walking Between the Raindrops

Relationships are a choice point analytic. They provide insight

through precedence, create special obligations, and bring

dimension to how winning is defined.

So you want to sell your car. You won’t deal the same way with your
favorite nephew as you will with the guy wearing three gold chains and mock
ostrich loafers down at the used-car lot.

Because no two relationships are ever quite the same, no two negotiating
situations will ever be quite the same. In a relationship with a person who, you
believe, will be extremely demanding, you too will be extreme. In a relation-
ship with someone who, you believe, will be fair, you may be more moderate
in your demands.

But if there is no relationship at all, what do you do?
Will you be moderate in your demands, assuming the other person will in

turn be fair with you? Will casting your proposal in moderate terms leave you
without negotiating slack if your reading proves untrue?

The Place Not to Be Scene

Think of a person you know, someone outside your household. Perhaps a
cousin. Or the person with whom you had lunch yesterday. Maybe it’s the last
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person you negotiated with. It may even be your next-door neighbor. Let’s call
that person “Bill.”

Now let’s use a classic scenario to highlight how relationships impact and
modulate your bargaining course of conduct.

The set: A jail cell.
As the scene opens, you are placed in the cell. You have been justifiably

arrested for armed robbery. You are told that your accomplice, Bill, is in a sepa-
rate cell off-stage.

A prosecutor enters the scene. She tells you that she does not have an
open-and-shut case and is therefore making the following offer separately to
you and to Bill:

If Your Years Bill’s Years
in Prison in Prison

Each of you confess 10 10
You confess and Bill is silent 0 20
Each of you remain silent 3 3
You are silent but Bill confesses 20 0

The Prisoner’s Predicament

Will you:
• Remain silent, assuming Bill will do the same (an optimization

strategy yielding just three years in jail for each of you)?
• Confess, hoping Bill will remain silent (an opportunistic strategy

whereby you would walk)?
Your decision will rest entirely on how you read Bill’s character, personality

traits, and needs. This reading will only be possible because of a preexisting
relationship. If the relationship has been casual, the reading will be cursory—and
could be wrong. If your relationship with Bill has been one of long duration,
you’ll be able to read Bill with greater certainty.

The next time you spend time with the person you have designated as
“Bill,” propose the scenario, write down your secret-ballot decisions, and see
how well you really know each other.

Family and Friends

She Got the Gold Mine, I Got the Shaft
(Title of a song recorded by Jerry Reed.)
My law partner, Fred Glassman, is a brilliant divorce lawyer. His talent en-

ables him to score one resounding “victory” after another. In a straight numbers
game, Fred knows how to win big.
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He is sought out by clients who want to pay the least possible amount of
alimony, have rock-bottom child-support obligations, or extract the last dime in
a community property division contest.

But Fred no longer has a pure “rack up the points” approach to his cases.
He will tell you that, as a result of becoming more relationship sensitive, he has a
new effectiveness. Clients are happier, and Fred receives far fewer calls from
clients that begin with I have a problem and continue with My kids don’t want to
see me anymore or I don’t get invited to family functions anymore or My family has
disowned me.

Parties in a divorce often feel retaliatory, but Fred knows that custody of a
dining-room set is not as important as a family relationship, and that there is
much more to be achieved in dismantling a marriage than calculatingly dividing
up appliances, furniture, cars, and offspring.

Fred has learned that winning can be defined many different ways. He now
realizes that a spouse is a spouse for as long as the marriage lasts, but an ex-
spouse is forever. He also knows that the relationship of the parties—whether
friends, partners, family, or almost ex-family—may be worthy of special negoti-
ating consideration.

Pollyanna gobbledygook?
The day the Muhammad Ali divorce settlement papers were signed in our

offices, the Greatest drew sketches for our staff as his way of saying, “Thanks for
being nice.” The next day, our client, Veronica Ali, appeared on Good Morning
America telling a national television audience about her “dream divorce.”

The Contractor’s Trilogy

In some situations, there may not be a preexisting relationship. But will the
deal itself give rise to a new ongoing relationship?

First Script

You want to build a new home. The contractor with whom you are dealing
has fallen on hard times. He is prepared to take your job even though he will
lose money; he has to keep his crew working. You are wondering why “Our
Lady of the Upper Hand” has smiled on you with such great favor.

As the prospective home builder, will your terms be predatory? Hard?
Moderate? I suggest they be moderate.

Second Script

You want to buy construction equipment. The contractor with whom you
are dealing has fallen on hard times and must immediately sell some of his
equipment to raise critically needed cash.

As an equipment buyer, you have no reason to be moderate, and an op-
portunistic bargain may be the best bargain.
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❍❍❍❍

The difference between the first script and the second is whether the ne-
gotiations will give rise to a new ongoing relationship.

Ask anyone who has ever built a house. The most difficult negotiations
often occur after the deal is signed: postcontract changes, modifications, delays,
call-back work—all traditional opportunities for retaliation. In the first script, a
new ongoing relationship must be reckoned with.

There is not, and will never be, an ongoing relationship when you bargain
to buy used equipment, or you bargain at swap meets, or you bargain to buy
firewood, or you bargain with street vendors in Puerto Vallarta. These are all
examples of what is referred to in street lingo as popcorn deals—marketplace
transactions of limited scope. With no lasting relationship to consider, a good
bargaining result can be as one-sided as a flood.

Who is the real winner—the person who is told You have a deal. It is a
pleasure doing business with you or the one who is told You have a deal. Of all the
low-down cheap propositions, yours is the best?

The answer will depend on whether there is or will be a relationship to
pamper.

Third Script

You want to buy a home. The contractor with whom you are dealing has
fallen on hard times and must immediately sell the home he built several years
ago for his family. It will take two months for the sale to close and title to transfer.

As the home buyer, how hard a bargain will you drive?
You may want to take a bargaining stance somewhere between the mod-

eration shown in the first script (building a house) and the opportunistic bargain
driven in the second script (buying used equipment).

There will be times when the alienation of the other side will not be as
important as the victory of the moment, when winning will be quantifiably
measured by what is in hand right now.

In the third script, if you buy the family home too cheaply, will the
seller try to break the contract if a more attractive opportunity presents
itself? Possibly so. As a member of the great loophole industry, I can attest
that there is no such thing as a contract that can be guaranteed as absolutely
unbreakable.

In some bargaining situations, both sides should walk away from the
haggling with something more than scars and bruises for their efforts. At
times, it will make good sense to leave something on the bargaining table to
lessen the chance that the deal will sour. That something will be the differ-
ence between walking away with a great deal and walking away with an ex-
ploitative one.
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You do not deal with everybody in the same way. Old and newly

created relationships are an analytic in determining your

negotiating objective.
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C H A P T E R 16

Power

The Insurmountable Opportunities Factor

Negotiating power is a choice point analytic. Power is an enigma—

it can be very real or only a state of mind. Understanding power is

understanding how it is lost and how it is created.

Sam has been interviewing for a job in his hometown for three weeks. So
far, not even a nibble. Similar to his car, Sam is fully detailed: salon-perfect nails,
shirt creased, hair styled. His Florsheims still have shiny soles and he is wearing
a new suit that his salesman guaranteed him would boost his self-esteem. Sam’s
resume is on high-quality bond paper.

Sam is now walking into job interview number six.
Hal has been interviewing for a job in his hometown for three weeks. Even

though Hal is no more capable or personable than Sam, somehow he has
managed to bag two interesting offers and the prospect of a third. He is wearing
a suit he bought a few years ago, but only someone with an extraordinarily keen
sense of fashion would know it was yesterday’s news. Hal’s resume appears
shopworn. It was on the back seat when his dog jumped into the car.

Hal is now walking into job interview number six.
Who has the superior negotiating power, Hal or Sam?
Hal.
Hal has something Sam doesn’t have. He has options. His options give him

the ability to take risks.
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Hal is not committed to negotiating a deal. Other job opportunities are
available to him. They are the fall-back opportunities that give Hal the ability to set
limits and to take risks.

Sam, the job applicant who has not received a job offer, won’t be able to as
successfully discuss salary, benefits, and vacations.

Recall your last south-of-the-border vaya con Kaopectate vacation? You made
a final offer to a street merchant and sauntered away. How he followed, some-
how walking backward in front of you with the grace of someone with eyes in
the back of his head. How he met your price precisely at the moment your foot
hit the first step of the tour bus.

Give it some thought. Haven’t your most successful negotiations almost
always been conducted at times when you really didn’t care whether you
made the deal or not?

In not caring too much about the outcome, you allowed yourself to take
bigger risks. You were free from the pressure and anxiety of having to enter
into an agreement or make a commitment. This freedom to say I pass is the
primary source of negotiating power and should be a determinant of how
cooperative or exploitative you will be in setting your terms.

The One That Got Away

Last year, good friends came to me for advice.
For more than a year, my friends had been looking for “just the right” 1953

Corvette. At long last, a wonderful ’53 was put up for sale. The price was on
the high side. My friends understood on good authority that two other ’vette
buffs had already submitted offers.

My friends needed to know whether they should:
• Propose an extremely low price.
• Propose a price close enough to the asking price that it would be

accepted without further negotiations.
• Propose a price somewhere in between.

When you are bargaining for something unique—a custom cabin, a classic
Corvette, an antique clock—it is important to understand what you are bargain-
ing for. What is your primary objective: to get the best possible price or the
strongest possible commitment?

When you don’t have fall-back options, a commitment may be more im-
portant than price. In these situations, what you think you are overpaying is the
premium for not losing the deal.

After I explained this to my car-buff friends, they proposed a price that was
close to the asking price. Their offer was accepted without further negotiation.
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More Power to You

At a seminar-workshop, Art, an architect, told the class that he was never
sure whether to bid high or low on prospective jobs. Here is how my class
addressed Art’s dilemma.

Art, who is negotiating a major design project, knows that the lower his bid,
the less risk he has of losing the job. The higher his bid, the greater his risk of
falling out of negotiations. Times have been tough lately for the building indus-
try in general.

In setting his bid parameters, Art will weigh his options and evaluate his fall-
back positions by assessing what other work may be coming in to pay the rent
and the staff and to put milk on the table.

Reality Check

Art would be lulling himself into an illusory sense of well-being if his fall-
back possibilities were only so-so alternatives: writing an architecture book, en-
rolling for postgraduate study, or guiding visiting Americans on a tour of the
classical architecture of Greece. In combination, his list seems viable, but the
choices have to be looked at individually. Unfortunately, Art doesn’t have a
dependable, bankable option in the bunch.

All is not lost, however. Art can create options where none existed before,
but first he must consider realistic alternatives:

• Moving to an area that isn’t as economically depressed as his
hometown.

• Promoting the remodeling aspect of his business, knowing that
people will often remodel when new construction becomes pro-
hibitively expensive.

• Working for the city in its building permit department.
• Going “in-house” for a major franchiser or chain retailer that has

expansion plans and needs an architect.
From realistic alternatives come true options. Art likes the alternative of

going in-house and the security of a salary. In psyching himself for the job
interview, Art knows he has an option (the ability to bid low to win the design
project back home), which gives him both leverage and confidence.

If offered the job, Art has the ability to risk bidding high on the design
project: He knows that the job offer is a fall-back option. Art’s leverage posi-
tions are strengthened even more as he creates and adds other contingency
plans to his list of options.

In negotiating the design project or in negotiating the job, Art now has the
power of options—the power to pass, the power to walk. He has the essential
elements of control. Art has, in fact, created negotiating power.
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The Infomaniac’s Edge

Tapping into scuttlebutt power means knowing how to plug into the grape-
vine. Secretaries, maintenance workers, clerks, salespeople, and receptionists all
have inside information.

Here are some other sourcing tips:
• Real-property title reports contain telltale signs of financial pressure.

Look for recent borrowing collateralized by real estate, creditors’
liens, unpaid property taxes, and pending foreclosure actions.

• Personal-property lien indexes may disclose signs of financial pres-
sure. Note any mortgaging of equipment, fixtures, and accounts
receivable.

• Private credit-reporting companies, such as Dun & Bradstreet, Equifax,
and Experian make their information available only to subscribers.
A friendly subscriber, such as your banker or a business friend, may
be willing to bend the rules and order a report for you to see.

• Credit-investigating services are available to the public and can sup-
ply comprehensive financial profiles. If the deal is big or impor-
tant enough, a service fee may be your best investment of the
year.

• Litigation records and court files will reveal the other side’s prob-
lems and motivations.

In one recent instance, our firm found that an investment property was
being sold because of a “secret” divorce.

On another occasion, we found that a substantial manufacturing business
was being sold because its two owners were in litigation with each other. The
court, with the wisdom of Solomon, had ordered the business sold. In this
instance, the parameters of an acceptable deal were part of the public record.

Practice tip: When do you start to gather information? Early! Once negotia-
tions start, friendly, folksy, seemingly innocent small talk suddenly takes on
the character of highly confidential information and critical facts become
much harder to pry loose.

How much effort you put into information gathering is simply a function
of what is at stake. Calling every plumber in town to save a few bucks on fixing
a stopped-up drain doesn’t make sense. Calling every Mercedes-Benz dealer in
the county to get quotes on that new sedan you admire does. As long as you
will realize a reasonable return on your effort, it makes sense to spend the time
and money gathering information.

Power is the ability to say “I pass.” Power can be measurably

real and absolute. Power can also be a state of mind. Power

does not exist in the abstract; it is always relative.
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Basic Training

Bombs-Away Bargaining and

White-Knuckle Horse Trading

You have established a negotiating goal by defining “winning.” Now

is the time to implement hard-bargain tactics to achieve that goal.

I’ve never been into collecting antiques, stamps, or miniature elephants. I
collect negotiating tricks.

I have gathered these tricks the world over, in places as near as downtown
board rooms filled with sophisticated strategists cutting mega deals and as far
away as third-world marketplaces where streetwise kids haggle for squawking
stewing hens as if their family’s next dinner depends entirely on their savvy.

In the remaining chapters of this book, I am able to share with you part of
my collection: the best of the best tricks.

The Winner’s Curse

You have decided to sell your camper. It would be your lucky day if you
got $9,000 for it. You are approached by a buyer who offers to bring you
$11,000 by the end of the day.

What would your best bet be?
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• Counter.
• Accept the offer without another word.
• Tell the buyer you will consider the offer.

Lessen the chance of what Madison Avenue calls “postpurchase evalua-
tion” and others call “buyer’s remorse” by countering, even if the counter is an
unimportant condition.

In the camper situation, your counter might be, “You have a deal providing
I can remove the bookshelves.”

M.K. is a certified public accountant who does a pretty fair job of budgeting
for everybody but himself. The offer I made M.K.’s banker to restructure his
long-past-due loan was borderline reasonable. It was, I figured, a place to start.
To my surprise, the banker accepted the proposal without hesitation.

Instead of feeling like a winner, I felt a sense of disappointment and frustra-
tion. I wondered how much better I could have done. For days, I had nagging
thoughts about reopening the negotiations.

People aren’t happy with a deal they haven’t worked to get. Accepting a
proposal, no matter how perfect, without some haggling is dangerous. Negotia-
tors need to negotiate. They need a sense of mastery. When a deal is too easy,
they assume that something is wrong.

Practice tip: Use long pauses to avoid an impression of eagerness. Quick
responses are not demonstrative of a hard-driven bargain.

Head First? Feet First?

Melissa owns a small vacant lot at Vista del Condo. You want to buy it. The
lot is not formally on the market, but you have heard from friends that Melissa
is thinking about selling.

Lots in the neighborhood vary a great deal in size, distance from the lake,
and view. There are no accurate comparables to determine price.

Rather than proposing a price, Melissa has suggested that you “make an
offer” to purchase.

Should you:
1. Encourage Melissa to first propose a price?
2. Make the initial offer?

Who should make the opening move? Consult your intuition.

1. The case for encouraging Melissa to first propose a price: Why lose this
one-time opportunity to ascertain Melissa’s limits without having
to disclose your own? Once Melissa has announced her price,
you know her ceiling. Her upper limit has been crystallized. Can
you recall ever being prepared to give up much more than what
was demanded by the other person? Melissa’s opening move
establishes her parameters without any cost to you.
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2. The case for your making the initial offer: If you let Melissa make the
opening move, you are asking her to establish a position. People
overzealously defend stated positions, retreating only begrudgingly.

Anchors Aweigh: In a university study, Group 1 real estate agents were
taken to a house where they were given a talk on neighborhood values and
were told that the asking price of the house was $65,900. Group 2 real estate
agents were taken to the same house and heard the same pitch with one
exception—the asking price was bumped to $83,900.

Both groups were independently asked to make their own estimates of the
value of the house. Group 2 agents set the home’s value more than $6,000
(almost 10 percent) higher than the estimates of Group 1 agents.

Supply people with data—any data—and they tend to use it. This behavioral
propensity is known as anchoring. The first price thrown out by either party can
become a bargaining anchor even though that initial price may be unreasonably
inflated or deflated.

Still not sure who should make the opening move? Then first consider
testing, testing, testing.

“Melissa, this is an unusual lot, but a somewhat comparable lot sold last
summer for $9,000.” This nonpositional opening allows you to read Melissa’s
reaction while mentally preparing her for your low offer. If Melissa wants to
test the waters, she will now tell you about high-priced lots that she considers
“comparable.”

Practice tip: Grab a price break before making your opening move:

“What is the most this store has discounted this big-screen TV?” You may
not bag a true answer, but some price reduction may be offered for having
tested the waters.

Spanish Rice Principle

In public junior high, my friends and I lived and died by the school cafeteria’s
daily entrées, which were posted a week in advance. Because “Children are
starving in China,” a clean plate was mandated by the school. (It wasn’t until I
visited Beijing that I learned kids in China don’t eat tuna noodle casserole, meat
loaf, or tamale pie.)

Spaghetti was everyone’s big favorite. Spanish rice, although always the
most colorful, was barely tolerated. Fish (gag!) was the worst of all possible fates.

Imagine our despair one week when news of a mistake leaked out: the
menu was in error. For the coming Friday, fish would be replacing spaghetti. An
announcement that a six-day school week was just around the corner would
have been less of a blow.

Imagine our sense of elation and relief when a few days later it was re-
vealed that the fish rumor was totally false. Spaghetti was being replaced not by
fish but by Spanish rice.
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Why was everybody suddenly happy about so-so Spanish rice replacing
wonderful spaghetti? Because, when compared to fish, Spanish rice looked
terrific.

A person who expects less and receives less will be more satisfied than a
person who expects more and receives less. Happiness is relative to expecta-
tions. You can make the other person happy by first disappointing him.

Want kids to be happy with Spanish rice? First tell them you will be serving
fish.

❍❍❍❍

I love telling my crisis-management clients and students the following story.
Is it true? I have never really known for sure.

A bookkeeper was hysterical as he confessed to his friend that earlier in the
day he had stolen $10,000 from his employer’s safe. Prison, it seemed, was a
more attractive alternative than what his bookie had threatened.

When the friend asked how much cash was left in the safe, the bookkeeper
said, “About $90,000.”

“Bring me the rest of the cash,” the friend instructed. “I have an idea that
may keep you from going to prison.”

An hour later, the bookkeeper dutifully reported back to his friend with the
remaining money. The streetwise friend, knowing that happiness is relative to
expectations, telephoned the company president: “Your bookkeeper has just
stolen $100,000 from you. You will be happy to know that he will agree to
return $90,000 if you agree not to press criminal charges and further agree to
release him from any liability.”

The president said a prayer of thanks for being able to recover 90 percent
of what he had lost.

You were in a fender bender. Both you and the other driver were partially
at fault. Everything is fine now, but you have had your share of aches and pains.
Hoping for a $5,000 insurance settlement, you daydream of a dozen ways to
spend the money.

When the insurance adjuster finally makes you an offer, it is for a heart-
clutching $1,200. (You have just been told that the insurance company is serv-
ing fish.)

• With a $1,200 offer, are you still going to expect to get $5,000?
• Which initial insurance company offer would have maintained

your level of expectation close to $5,000: $2,800? $3,300?
$4,200?

Offers impact expectations. Expectations impact goals. With a $1,200 offer,
you will now be content to get a decent settlement, even one much less than
$5,000. (Spanish rice is starting to look good.)
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Since birth, most of us have been conditioned to be moderate in our de-
mands. We are taught that nice people are always reasonable in their wants. But
extreme demands yield the best bargaining results. Agreed: your chances of
discouraging the other side from doing business are greater with extreme de-
mands. But over a period of time the increased rewards will far outweigh the
lost deals. The realities are: most people set their bargaining goals too low, and
people who want more get more.

When I suggest you open extremely high if you are a seller or extremely
low if you are a buyer, I’m not giving you a license to be totally unreasonable. A
crazy position will not create interest and will not be a bargaining anchor. It will
be taken for exactly what it is. Crazy.

May the Force Be With You

After several offers and counteroffers, you have finally offered Melissa $9,800
for her lakeshore lot. Her counteroffer is $10,600. At what price will an agree-
ment probably be struck?

• $10,000.
• $10,200.
• Some other amount.

Keep these behavioral propensities in mind:
• When coins are flipped, the great majority of people (90

percent in one test group!) will choose heads rather than tails.
• “Head for the line on the left, since most visitors automatically

head for the one on the right” suggests the Official Guide to Walt
Disney World.

• The chance of reaching agreement at a “let’s-round-off” number
($10,000, in the Melissa illustration) is second only to the
probability of reaching a numerical “let’s-split-the-difference”
compromise, $10,200.

Play to the force of magnetic numbers by tactically putting yourself in a posi-
tion where propensity power is working to your advantage. Plan several moves
ahead, making offers and counteroffers that will “naturally” lead to your precalculated
compromise proposal to “split the difference” or “round off.”

Practice tip: A more extreme opening offer provides you the space to edge
towards a winning “let’s-split-the-difference” compromise proposal.

The Terms and Conditions Game

At long last, you and Melissa have agreed on a price. You are now ready to
discuss financing terms, a closing date, who will pay the title insurance pre-
mium, and other essential issues.

Should you bring up these issues:
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• Collectively, so that they can be considered by Melissa in the
aggregate?

• Individually, starting with those least important to you?
• Individually, starting with those most important to you?

Introduce your terms and conditions incrementally—an issue at a time,
starting with those that are most important to you. Be extreme in your terms.
Ask for more than you should reasonably expect.

There may be some rejections, but presenting Melissa with some items she
can say no to will give her a needed sense of bargaining mastery. Terms and
conditions not accepted by Melissa should be set aside and dealt with only after
you have gotten as many yes responses as possible.

(Melissa will do better if she does not allow you to present your terms in
piecemeal fashion, reserves her response until all issues are on the table, and
then evaluates the picture as a whole.)

Those Winning Odds

With some sense of bewilderment, I observed that prospective auto body
shop customers just weren’t bargaining. Customers were happily accepting es-
timates as if they had been handed down from Mount Sinai on tablets of stone.
Two facts became readily apparent: (1) this marketplace phenomenon had
nothing to do with insurance coverage, and (2) the sacrosanct bids were very
odd and very precise amounts: $3,127.48, $2,617.63, and so on.

Think about it. If the bids had been round estimates like $3,100 or $2,700,
the customers’ normal reflex reaction would have been to roll up their shirt
sleeves, plant their feet in a batter’s stance, and go for the discount.

People bargain when the quoted amounts are round and easy. Round
numbers come with a built-in invitation to haggle. They don’t sound real or
firm. They sound like what they probably are—ballparkish and high.

Because odd amounts sound less susceptible, more real, and more like the
result of considered deliberation, people are less inclined to negotiate any
changes.

When they do negotiate an odd amount, people expect less of a conces-
sion than they would with a rounded amount. Enough said.

Next time numbers are in play:
• Punch some keys on your calculator.
• Pensively leaf through a catalog.
• Repunch the calculator.
• Pick up a list of numbers and run your finger down the page,

stopping somewhere in the middle.
It doesn’t matter if your odd number is truly a deliberated figure, as long as

it appears to be well-thought-out.
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Bad Breadth

I have a better proposal from your competition.
—Every buyer since the dawn of humanity

Prices will be increased momentarily. My inventory is dangerously depleting.
—Every seller since the down of humanity

Michael confided that he was depressed. On a recent sales trip, all he’d
heard was that his prices were “too high,” that he was “ridiculously expensive,”
that “last year’s prices were much more reasonable,” and that “the competition’s
prices are much more attractive.” The motivator buttons had been punched,
and Michael was torn between lowering his prices to recapture lost business
and holding the price line.

Gail, one of Michael’s customers, finds Michael doggedly inflexible when it
comes to price.

The Persuasion Equation

Gail and Michael are barreling toward each other on price, a narrow, one-
lane bargaining route.

A collision is inevitable. There is no room to maneuver on a one-lane
route. Both Gail and Michael need to widen the route by creating new lanes.

Buyers don’t buy things. They buy deals. Price is only half the equation. The
other half is the deal. Price = deal.

A deal is made up of terms or components, each of which, like price, is a
bargaining lane. These are the bargaining lanes of a deal:

• Finance lane. Cash or credit, interest rates, terms, discounts for
early payment, quantity discounts, prices of extras and add-ons,
collateral, or security.

• Risks lane. Warranties, guarantees, inspection procedures, repairs,
downtime.

• Delivery lane. When, where, and how deliveries are made; who
pays the carrier; who is responsible for damage; late penalties;
packaging.

• Relationship lane. Exclusive selling rights, advertising allowances,
sole supplier rights, guaranteed minimum purchases, training,
ongoing support, duration of contract.

• Specifications lane. Allowable variations, quality tolerances.
Michael can add bargaining lanes by restructuring the equation: lesser price

= lesser deal. “Yes, I can lower the price if I don’t have to individually package
the units and if you will pay on delivery.”

Gail can create lanes by agreeing to Michael’s price if Michael expands the deal:
same price = expanded deal. Anything that would cost Gail money is worth money.
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Gail may also request concessions she doesn’t really care much about. Why?
Because if Michael can’t or won’t agree to Gail’s requests, there is a good chance
that Michael may reduce his price. In this instance, Gail’s nonconfrontational
maneuver is in effect an oblique run at Michael’s price position.

Gail’s tactical give-and-get word is if: “I will accept your price if you will
deliver and if I can pay in 90 days.”

The Take on Give-and-Take

Call them give-and-get or give-and-take, or bargaining back-and-forth moves.
Concessions are an essential element of deal-making. Here are four things you
must know about making concessions.

1. No One Can Take Just One Concession

No one can eat only one peanut, or take only one potato chip, or ask for
just one concession.

If you are tough in doling out concessions, you will dampen the other
person’s bargaining aspirations. Granting quickie concessions is a sign of insecu-
rity and weakness. The other person will gain self-confidence and will become
tougher and more demanding.

2. We Aren’t Talking Checkers

Many folks think it is unfair or rude not to meet a concession with a recip-
rocal concession. All our lives, we have heard popular platitudes that reinforce
this notion: “One good turn deserves another”; “You scratch my back and I will
scratch yours.” These are myths!

Bargaining is not a game of checkers. There is nothing organized about
bargaining, and there are no rules mandating that my move is followed by your
move followed by my move.

3. Nothing Is for Nothing

Everything has an exchange value.
Bargaining is about trading. Bogus issues can be introduced for no purpose

other than conceding them in exchange for something else. A trader will con-
vert molehills into mountains simply to inflate the importance of throw-away
points and use them for extracting concessions.

Suppose the other person insists on delivery in two weeks. Delivery is
viewed as a primary point.

Your company could easily deliver in one week. Delivery to you is a throw-
away point. A boastful no problem would normally be your unhesitating response.
But why toss out your throw-away point when, with some puffing, it can appear
to have primary point status? If you want delivery in that short a time, the cost will be
10 percent more.
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Keep the quid pro quo myth alive. Remind the other person that being
well-bred means courtesy, diplomacy, and, above all, concession reciprocity.

Soft Touching: Grant a minor goodwill concession now and then, without
asking anything in return.

4. Small Fish Look Bigger in a Teacup Than They Do in a Pond

Competing within blocks of each other, A-1 Electronics and Hitech Electronics
are equally reputable retailers of consumer electronics.

You are in the A-1 store, getting ready to purchase a Panasonic telephone
answering machine for $54. A friend who happens to be in the store tells you
that the Hitech store a few blocks away has a special promotion on that very
machine and is selling it for $27.

Are you going to: buy from A-1 for $54, or buy from Hitech and save $27?
You are in the A-1 store, getting ready to purchase a Sony television for

$1,350. A friend who happens to be in the store tells you that the Hitech store
a few blocks away has a special promotion on that very television and is selling
it for $1,323, a discount of $27.

Are you going to: buy from A-1 for $1,350, or buy from Hitech and save
$27?

You are like most of us if you would go to Hitech to save $27 on the
answering machine but not to save $27 on the television set.

The physical effort to get to Hitech and the $27 savings are identical in both
instances. The only variable is the percentage of savings. There is a 50-percent
savings with the answering machine, but only a 2-percent savings with the
television. Perceiving the concessions relatively (as a percentage) rather than
absolutely ($27 cash savings) explains your willingness to change stores only for
the answering machine.

How you couch a concession may make all the difference between whether
your deal locks in or goes off the screen.

You are a new-car dealer who has quoted a potential buyer a $20,000
purchase price plus a $1,000 extended-warranty fee. Having already made a
concession from sticker price, you are prepared to make an additional $500
concession to sew up the deal. Your tactical choices as to how to cast the $500
concession are: reduce the extended-warranty fee by 50 percent or reduce
the purchase price fee by 2.5 percent.

Reducing the warranty fee by $500 has the impact of “slashing” the fee in
half. Reduce the purchase price, and you are not slashing anything. You are
only nibbling. Your concession will be perceived as being greater if it is offered
as a percentage discount off the smallest fee item: If you are prepared to buy now,
I will reduce the warranty fee by half.

This time-honored principle of perception management is best remembered
by passing on some advice from Jack LaLanne.
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On the eve of his 70th birthday, the fitness guru stated that his reasons for
wanting to stay thin and fit were based on a simple formula:

“Every two inches you take off up here...makes your business down there
look an inch longer. Isn’t everything relative? If you have a 50-inch waistline,
the thing doesn’t look very big, does it?”

Hard-bargain “basic training” comes with a reminder: A soft

touch will prevent resistance while yielding a better and more

stable result. Hard-bargain deals are easier to close when egos

have been coddled along the way.
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Mind Tricks

The Squish Factor

Manage how other people feel about themselves and you manage

how effectively they will negotiate against you.

Technique is what makes a soft-touch style compatible with a hard-bargain
stance.

Technique is the art of performance. Adopt a soft-touch style and your hard-
bargain plays will not appear calculating or manipulative. Hard-bargain plays
should come across as unplanned and spontaneous.

The soft touch of the persuasion progression is advanced throughout the
hard-bargaining process. Personalization, rapport, involvement, and identification—
the hallmarks of the “Gentleman Bandit’s” likable way—must continue as an
integral part of the persuasive process.

Tip: See How to Win Any Argument (Career Press, 2005), Chapter 2 (Con-
struct a Consent Zone), and Chapter 3 (Link Inside the Consent Zone).

Technique is also the art of application. The same paint can be applied with a
fine brush or an industrial roller, depending on what is to be accomplished.
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Soar Like a Turkey

I was feeling like an eagle. And why not? Later in the day, I was sched-
uled to meet with the board of a national health-care outfit interested in
retaining the services of our law firm. Was I ready! A freshly pressed favorite
suit was set off by a new, thoughtfully selected Polo tie. My car, which always
seems to perform best when it sparkles on the outside, was freshly waxed.
Most often, small things have the greatest impact and modulate how we feel
about ourselves.

For me, the metamorphosis from eagle to turkey was an easy one. A few
drops of Chin Chin’s Szechwan dumpling sauce splattering on my tie during
lunch was all it took.

From the moment the sauce found its mark, I was mentally no longer at
the top of my game. To the outside world, those spots were probably barely
noticeable. For me, they were the consuming focal point of my entire being,
and I felt self-conscious and uneasy.

If it’s not one thing, it’s two: If you have ever been nudged off-balance by a
spotted tie, a dangling coat button, a bad hair day, mismatched socks, or a
hurtful remark, then you have experienced what this chapter is all about: those
“small things” that clip people’s wings so they will soar like turkeys.

The Bleeding Edge

Maybe you’ve felt it before. I have.
That zingular sensation. A roller-coaster drop in your negotiating expecta-

tions when the other person:

• Constantly reschedules your appointment.
• Keeps you waiting in a reception room.
• Tells a secretary to hold calls for about five minutes, or, even

worse, lets your meeting be interrupted by a stream of incoming
phone calls.

• Uses an esoteric vocabulary.
• Makes adverse comments about you, your company, or your

products.
• Looks and acts with total indifference toward your proposal, looks

more at the clock than at you, and gazes around the room.
• Conducts business with you and a staff at the same time.
• Forgets or mispronounces your name.
• Reels off a list of his or her company’s international branch offices.
• Asks about people, places, and things you know nothing about

(Can you recommend a restaurant in Sydney?).
• Praises the competition.
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• Asks for your bank references.
• Hits you with rapid-fire percentages, big numbers, and so on.

Torpedoes du jour: When I was in the service of God and country aboard
a navy cruiser, I witnessed how a fellow officer emotionally devastated and
demoralized a goodly part of the ship’s junior-officer complement with a well-
thought-out “Gotcha!” Jim spent the morning walking the passageways and
whispering caringly to his shipmates, “I don’t care what anybody else says, I
think you are doing a good job.”

Wanton Soup

Sometimes it happens at a family Thanksgiving get-together. Or perhaps at
a friend’s home. You just know that every once in a while you are going to be
the one who ends up sitting on a folding chair at a dining table. Being seated an
inch or so lower than other guests leaves most of us feeling uneasy, less talk-
ative, and out of it.

In the game of psychological one-upmanship, points are scored when the
other seating in the room is shorter than the “power chair” at the head of the
table. There is a correlation between table shapes and chair heights and the
ability to convince and influence others.

Sound like musical-chairs nonsense?
Maybe so, but while the Vietnam war raged on, negotiations at the first

Paris truce talks could not get underway for days because peace-loving emissar-
ies could not agree on the shape of the negotiating table.

Sitting at the head of a rectangular table can transform your aura from “I’m
here” to “I am in charge.” Why else is the head of the table always blessed with
the wine list and cursed with the check?

Admiral Hyman Rickover is known as the “father of America’s nuclear
navy.” In his obituary, Time magazine reported: “Winning a spot in Rickover’s
navy was not easy: prospective submariners often had to sit before the old
curmudgeon on an unbalanced chair whose front legs had been sawed off by
several inches....”

Having negotiated his lease, I looked forward to viewing Hustler magazine
czar Larry Flynt’s newly built out, full-floor Century City offices. Flynt’s per-
sonal office was the longest I have ever seen. “Early Rickover” could best de-
scribe the decorating effect, and it was perfect. Walking to Flynt’s desk seemed
like a journey. Feeling that my visit was suddenly taking on the aura of a
pilgrimage, I wasn’t sure whether I was there to see Flynt or to have an audi-
ence with him.

Too much creature comfort can sometimes be as devastating as too few
amenities. If the other person is not used to opulent surroundings, the experi-
ence can be terrifying.
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When a big case for Inga was settled, I invited her and her husband to a
victory celebration at Los Angeles’s premiere gourmet restaurant. For Inga, whose
most revered recipes start with a can of soup, my gastronomical offer soon
became a stressful and disquieting experience as she and Sid stared in puzzle-
ment at the four forks, two spoons, and four knives before them.

In the land-boom mid-1980s, I represented a Middle Eastern consortium
buying $8 million worth of land near the Dallas Galleria. The land had been in
the sellers’ family for three generations—long before anyone foresaw that this
would become one of the most fashionable sections of the city.

To my surprise, the lawyer representing the sellers—an elderly African
American couple—insisted that the final papers be reviewed and signed in the
family home. Three lawyers, two title officers, a banker, a mother, father,
aunt, daughter, and grandson all crowded into a spartan living room for the
passing of title, money, and legal documents.

Why wasn’t the closing held 10 minutes away in a law suite that housed
all of the staff, equipment, and facilities needed to efficiently conclude the
transaction? The sellers’ lawyer confided that his elderly clients felt intimi-
dated by his firm’s luxurious downtown offices. The fact that they were
about to become multimillionaires wasn’t enough to ease their feelings of
discomfort.

The persuasive fact of life is that people who are physically or psychologi-
cally uncomfortable want their negotiations to be short—so short that a conces-
sion or two to expedite the conclusion to a bed-of-nails situation may not be
too high a price to pay.

Feeling psyched out? Anxious? Submissive? If you swoon over their decor—
Love the mid-calf high-pile carpets and the dancing water display in the reception
room—you play to your own insecurities. Feeding the other person’s ego sel-
dom helps and usually only makes matters worse.

Go Figure

Platinum blonde hair, blue eyes, classic features, an incredible figure—a 15
on a scale of 10—my former next-door neighbor was a first runner-up in the
Miss America beauty pageant. But nobody is perfect, and she had this devas-
tating social problem: men were so intimidated by her beauty that they couldn’t
carry on a conversation with her, much less ask her for a date. A man nego-
tiating with her might accelerate the negotiations rather than subject himself
to the tongue-tying uneasiness prompted by her presence. Other women
who are considered classic beauties tell me that they too share this same para-
doxical dilemma.

Short of suggesting plastic surgery, what does this discussion about beauty
queens mean to you?

Overt psychological intimidation can be accomplished by even the most
ordinary among us.
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There are times when you will painstakingly take on an image of warmth
and approachability. At other times, you will opt for an aura of authoritative
command. Sometimes, however, you may want to take your choreography
one step further by wearing, carrying, or arriving in power boosters that lessen
the other person’s resistance.

If a person’s power props—whether jewelry that would be the envy of a
movie star, an alligator briefcase, or a limousine curbside—make you feel like
the third cousin to a second-class citizen, then you are being taken on a gilt trip!
Your best defense is to understand that power props are only effective if you
allow yourself to be intimidated by them.

The Old Bawl Game

Bill Cosby has this advice for grabbing the winning edge on the home front:
“When discussions get heated, be the first to dash into the bathroom, lock the
door, and cry.”

Anyone who has ever had to deal with a teary-eyed spouse knows that
tears can be so disarming that rationality and logic are washed away.

Crying is an emotional tactic effectively used by both women and men.

The Force of Logic/the Logic of Force

A speech-course professor from the University of California at Berkeley
taught us that sometimes lions are better off not roaring. If what we have to say
really makes good sense, then the overamplification of our voice will only
detract from the message of our words.

Yet, though yelling is a boorish tactic, there may be times when raising your
voice will get results. A loud voice can be effectively intimidating.

Best scream play: If you know the other person is a screamer, hold the
meeting at a nice restaurant. A screamer who can’t scream is a fish out of water.

More sound advice: Keep the negotiations so structured and formal that the
likelihood of the other person’s yelling is minimized.

Ham on Wry

I have been present when clients have said, as calmly and calculatingly as if
they were old-time method actors, “I am going back into the negotiating room
and I will be mad as hell. I might even throw a temper tantrum!”

For some would-be thespians, the head game is theatrics. Indignation and
righteous anger are contrived, premeditated, and acted out as a tactic to prompt
a concession by way of an apology or act of appeasement.

Never allow yourself to be goaded or lured into an emotional outburst. If
you know you are ready to explode, take a break. Speak when you are angry
or upset and you will give the best speech you will ever regret.
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Gullible’s Travels

A client’s palatial southern California home was devastated by an earthquake.
The insurance carrier contended that much of the damage resulted from im-
proper soil compaction when the lot was originally cut from the hillside.

After months of negotiations, the insurance adjuster told me that she would
soon be taken off the claim. She cautioned that unless her totally unacceptable
settlement offer was accepted, I would be forced to negotiate with the carrier’s
most difficult claims supervisor. Although my client had become anxious and had
thought about capitulating by accepting the departing adjuster’s offer, she instructed
me to continue negotiating. Within a few weeks, the supervisor agreed to a figure
close to my settlement demand.

Merchant of fear tactic: Putting the other person on notice that what they
think is light at the end of the tunnel is really a fast-moving freight train.
Letting them know that unless a proposal is accepted, troubles will mount,
costs will go through the ceiling, or, in my case, I would “hit the wall” when
my client’s file was turned over to a supposedly inflexible supervisor.

Defensive tip: Don’t become desperate just because you are being told that
it’s always darkest before it’s totally black. Give the situation some thought.
Ask yourself whether there is a genuine reason to feel pessimistic. Despite
Chicken Little’s prophecy, the sky has never fallen.

Soul Erosion

The best-selling book is based on a simple truism: “People who feel good
about themselves produce good results.”

Conversely, another best-selling book is also based on a simple truism:
“The results a person obtains are inversely proportionate to the degree to which
that person is intimidated.”

Two best-sellers, one lesson: manage how the other person feels about
themself and you manage how effectively that person will negotiate against
you.

Some mind tricks are geared to gnaw away at the other person’s percep-
tion of their negotiating power. To negatively charge their expectations. Other
mind tricks have the specific purpose of causing the other person to become
conciliatory, confused, or irrational.

There are also mind tricks that are a play on the power of because I said so.
But then, according to one expert, authority is 20 percent given and 80 per-
cent taken.
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People who are uneasy are not at their negotiating best and

will grant concessions to extricate themselves from an

uncomfortable situation. In making these concessions, they will

be guided by their emotions rather than by their sense of

reason.
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Sliders and Curves

Hold-On-to-the-Roll-Bar Negotiating

The fact that a hard-bargain tactic produces anxiety, tension,

discomfort, stress, or pressure does not mean that it can’t be applied

with a soft touch. Nor does it make it an unconscionable device.

Some tactics just aren’t as pretty as others.

Many of the tactics described in this chapter are mutually exclusive. Others
can be used in combination. No one tactic is so universal a tool that it will work
in every situation. Be intuitive. Pick and choose.

Soft touching: Don’t overkill. Too many is too much. You wouldn’t plead
insanity to a parking ticket offense nor would you charter a Boeing 737 to
go to Wal-Mart.

Practice tip: Most power plays are no stronger than your own credibility.
Your persuasiveness quotient will always increase when you substantiate
critical facts and the source of those facts.

Numb and Number

Today’s the day of the Big Game. The World Series of Bargaining.
It all takes place just after lunch at Big Ed’s Discount Appliances, home of

the “Big Deal.” You and your wife have decided that you will lead off for the All
Stars. You will go it alone. Because you know exactly what you want to buy, it
is now just a matter of getting the best price possible. And, of course, it is a
matter of personal honor.
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Immediately upon entering, you recognize Big Ed from his TV commer-
cials, which air between 3 a.m. and 6 a.m., during the “Early Early Movies,” a
favorite of yours because you are a big Kirk Douglas fan.

You know exactly what you are looking for in the way of a washer and
dryer. It’s a combination with control panels whose beauty is made possible
through the miracle of simulated walnut. Quickly you find it halfway down the
main isle. The ticketed price is $1,200. Big Ed himself approaches and you ask
if he will accept $1,000. “No!” is his unequivocal response.

It does not take a keen sense of perception to know that this fellow is in no
mood to bargain. Needless to say, you are disappointed. For all of your adult
life, you genuinely thought that bargain and independent local retailer were
synonymous. Besides, where is the “Big Deal”? You struck out, and it is appar-
ent that you have hit your slump.

It’s a new day. This time, your wife will go it alone at Big Ed’s. She is your
team’s last chance to pull the game out of the fire.

Unlike you, she takes an hour and a half of Big Ed’s time comparing brands,
debating the merits of gas versus electric, scrutinizing color charts, taking physi-
cal measurements, reviewing warranties, studying upgrades, evaluating features,
and having Big Ed write down vital product data. She “selects” the same $1,200
washer-dryer combination and offers $1,000.

With about 20 percent of his working day invested in her, will Big Ed want
to start over with someone in whom he has no time invested? Someone who
may not be as “real” a buyer as your wife? Big Ed remembers from his high
school Modern Business class that, by definition, investments are supposed to
pay off. Your wife’s offer is accepted. She has become a bargaining superstar by
causing Big Ed to invest in her.

What if your wife were still bargaining at 6 p.m. on Saturday? Would Big Ed
chance losing his investment of valuable time by asking her to come back Mon-
day morning to continue the dialogue?

Years ago, I was in Las Vegas with a handful of college friends. We spent half
our time gambling and the other half looking for each other in the cavernous
hotel casinos. Goldberg, however, was easy to find. He had become a fixture at
a crap table where he was losing his tuition, food, and book money.

“Goldy, why are you spending all your time at this same obviously un-
lucky, very cold crap table?” we asked.

“I have an investment in the table,” he replied.

The Goldberg Effect

The greater the other person’s investment in time, preparation, or money,
whether it be at a crap table, on a retail showroom floor, preparing a bid proposal,
or obtaining relevant information as to your needs, the greater that person’s
propensity to grant concessions.
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Buy, Buy

Confession of a reformed shopper: there was a time I really didn’t like
about one-fourth of the clothes in my closet.

Maybe it’s because the fit wasn’t really that good, or the colors and style
were not really me. In a way, each of these sweaters, coats, and ties was a
trophy. A trophy for having waited patiently in the cold for a 50-percent-off sale
to start. A trophy for being fleeter of foot and stronger of arm than those other
shoppers who left the starting gate with me. So what if I never wore those sale
items more than a few times. A bargain is a bargain. The price was right.

Barbara, a legal secretary, saved for three years to treat herself to a Mediter-
ranean cruise. One of the ports of call was Barcelona. The way Barbara tells it,
she was walking down the Ramblas in the direction of the ship when she was
greeted by a street vendor with a nonstop grin. Until that moment in time,
Barbara had never given any thought to owning a black velvet painting of
Barcelona. Years later, Barbara is still not sure what happened.

“Señorita, will you buy a souvenir painting for $60?”
“No, thank you.”
“How much will you pay?”
In a devil-may-care manner, Barbara, without thinking, said “$10.” After some

emotionally charged bartering, she paid a “for-you-lady special price of $43.”
Had Barbara suddenly changed her mind, realizing that until this moment

she had been denying herself one of life’s aesthetic pleasures? No. Barbara had
been so sucked into the back-and-forth of haggling that hacking out a deal took
precedence over her desire to not own a puce Barcelona bathed in iridescent
gold and persimmon moonlight.

Suppose this vendor, this master of sidewalk psychology, had asked tour-
ists, “Do you want to buy a souvenir painting?” He would have been out of the
painting business.

The Barbara Effect

When you let the bargain, not the item, become the objective of the barter-
ing, the process becomes the product.

Planes, Trains, and Old Refrains

WARNING: Answering the following questions may be hazardous to your
deal:

Don’t you believe me?
Don’t you trust me?
The preceding public service reminder was brought to you by a guy who,

while bargaining over custom-built wall cabinets with “Sam the Innocent,” a
carpenter, was told, “I can’t go any lower...you are now getting a price which is
my cost plus 10 percent.” Silly me. I pressed on. Sam, with sad eyes and
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Lincolnesque sincerity, responded, “Don’t you believe me?” I accepted Sam’s
down-to-the-bare-bones proposal.

Less than two weeks later, Sam agreed to build the identical cabinets for
our neighboring tenants for 20 percent less than our “rock-bottom price.”

Anyone who is forced to declare that they believe or disbelieve the other
person is leaving the safety of high ground and heading into a no-win trap.

• Telling Sam that I believed his price was close to his cost prohibited
me from further negotiating.

• Telling Sam that I didn’t believe him would have destroyed linkage with
a person with whom I was about to have a working relationship.

Defensive tip: Few of us are visionaries. Let the other person know that “It
is not a question of whether or not I believe you or trust you.... The price
you are quoting is just not acceptable.”

Auction Negotiating

Auctioneers tell me they can often agitate bidders into such a competitive
frenzy that when the hammer falls, the price will be far greater than the amount
that would have been paid for the same item in a gallery or store. In an auction,
emotions come into play, and decisions are sometimes foolishly made.

Working or appearing to work with several competitors at the same time
creates an auction climate. The need to win races is sometimes fueled more by
emotion than by logic. When emotions are summoned into play, irrational
concessions are granted as part of the price of victory.

Defensive tip: If you find yourself in an auction, stop and grasp the realities
of the situation. Your goal is to land a favorable agreement, not win a race.
Any time your goal becomes beating your competition, you will only be
negotiating against yourself.

Fast Food for Thought

I asked my client what in the world motivated him to buy his now very
defunct turkey pot pie franchise business.

“I was so busy qualifying myself as a hard-working, stable, sincere, energetic,
God-fearing, peace-loving, financially capable franchisee that I never really
stopped to think about whether or not it was that good an investment,” was his
reply. Franchise sellers are masters of Don’t sell them—have them sell you hard-
bargain table-turning.

College fraternities are often masters of negative selling. Rush chairmen
recruiting new members will ask: What school offices did you hold? What sports did
you letter in? What contests did you win? The rush candidate feels less and less
worthy of membership with each new question designed to elicit a None re-
sponse, and his desire to join the fraternity increases proportionately.
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Circling the Wagons

Does the name George Armstrong Custer ring a bell?
A major U.S. computer manufacturer supposedly increased its sales volume

dramatically when it adopted the circling-the-wagons tactic. By surrounding a
potential buyer with a wall of flesh—experts from engineering, sales, and
programming—the outflanked buyer is literally overwhelmed into making the
on-the-spot purchase.

(One of my workshop students has suggested that, in historical retrospect,
it would have been wiser for our early settlers to move their covered wagons
into a defensive square rather than a circle. Her reasoning was that the attacking
war parties could never have made all those sharp corners.)

Defensive tip: If the other person shows up with a team of gray-flannel com-
mandos, grab one other person from your camp for emotional support. Two
can take on 10, providing they have the necessary facts and knowledge.

Every Book in the Trick

Not too long ago, and before they were regulated by law, book clubs would
send their monthly selection to anybody and everybody. It didn’t matter that
you weren’t a member of the club and didn’t want the book. If the unsolicited
book wasn’t returned within the specified time period, you were obligated to
pay for it. It was that simple and it was fait accompli marketing’s finest hour.

A leasing agent sent me a completed form lease with a request to sign it and
return it with a rent deposit. Without saying a word to the agent, I crossed off
several bothersome provisions, signed the lease, and mailed it.

The gambit is played out by acting as if a point has been agreed on, a
concession given, or an issue decided, even though no agreement has been
reached. By acting as if a matter is fait accompli, it becomes fait accompli.

Defensive tip: Negotiations are over only when you believe or want them
to be over. Don’t accept other people’s terms just because they have folded
up the negotiating table and are starting to put it in the back of their van.

Anne of a Thousand Nays

Take No. 1

With a lump in your throat and a tear in your eye, you are selling your old,
oak rolltop desk. The weekend-special three-line classified ad you are running
asks $1,500.

Anne: I will pay you $1,000.
Hit the rewind button and let’s start over again.
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Take No. 2

With a lump in your throat and a tear in your eye, you are selling your old,
oak rolltop desk. The weekend-special three-line classified ad you are running
asks $1,500.

Anne: I love your desk and it is probably worth every penny you are
asking. However, I have a decorating budget and I cannot afford to pay
more than $1,000.
Let’s compare takes.
In Take No. 1, no explanation accompanied Anne’s offer. It appeared that

the worth of the desk was in dispute. As the seller, your intuitive response
would be to decline the offer while extolling the desk’s numerous virtues to
justify your price.

In Take No. 2, Anne’s explanation makes it clear that worth is not an issue.
Anne’s budget is the barrier. A budget, unlike worth, is so personal that it is
beyond rationale dispute.

Soft touching: Anne’s real or fictional budget has enabled her to avoid an-
tagonizing you, the seller, with a worth confrontation.

The Missing-Man Maneuver

You know the drill. As you walk into the car dealership, Mr. Smooth comes
over, shakes hands, and introduces himself—an unctuously overplayed person-
alization tactic that registers negatively on your persuade-o-meter. Your knee-jerk
reaction is to tell him your name too.

You find a car that does it all for you. After a half-hour of flipping through
esoteric loose-leaf binders and punching an adding machine, Mr. Smooth tells
you the deal looks in place. A thousand hallelujahs.

As a formality, Mr. Smooth excuses himself to get management approval.
Oh oh. When he returns, he tells you he has bad news. Because a philanthropi-
cally low price was quoted for the shiny new car, he must now reluctantly
knock $700 off his allowance for your lackluster trade-in. If you prefer, the
deluxe wheels can come off the new car—a mind-boggling notion because he
got you with those wheels to begin with.

No Holds Bard

You know you will feel better about the whole experience if you can only
write a poem about Mr. Smooth. The problem is you can’t think of a word that
rhymes with “nausea.” Mr.Smooth did apologize eloquently without hesitating
or groping. But then this is a role he has gotten to play so many times before.
The culprit? Higher authority: the missing man.

Sometimes the missing man, imagined as a cigar-chomping heavy hitter in
the back room, is nothing more than an illusion. While you are trying to enter-
tain yourself by looking at third-place golf trophies, Better Business Bureau
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plaques, and Chamber of Commerce certificates, some of these salespeople
who are supposedly seeking approval from “higher authority” are enjoying a
cup of coffee in the back room with other salespeople.

Long before Ken Norton became a client of ours, we were retained by the
Venezuelan government to negotiate on its behalf the Ken Norton–George
Foreman heavyweight boxing match. This first heavyweight prizefight ever held
in South America was to be the inaugural event at a lavish new government-
owned sports facility in Caracas. The terms and conditions of the fight were
approved by one department subject to the approval of another department,
which was subject to the approval of still another.

As the deal—which everyone other than the Venezuelan government
thought was concluded on at least five separate occasions—moved from bu-
reaucrat to bureaucrat, additional concessions were extracted systematically along
the way. The fight agreement was subject to approval by so many officials that it
was literally negotiated and renegotiated a piece at a time. The culprit? Escalat-
ing higher authority!

Practice tip: Accountability to someone else means being on a short leash. If
you call on escalating higher authority, be miserly with your concessions.
Granting too many concessions or too large a concession will destroy the
tactic’s required appearance that you are acting under another person’s
instructions and have little negotiating latitude.

Defensive tip: Reach an agreement that is subject to approval by someone
else’s management, partner, spouse, department head, committee, board,
or whatever, and you are only negotiating against yourself.
To seal the other person’s limited-authority escape hatch shut, ask at the

very outset, Do you have full authority? If not, who does? Do you have authority over
price? Terms? Delivery? Style?

The “William L.” Principle

My new client introduced himself as General William L., U.S. Marine Corps,
retired. His 50ish appearance was central-casting perfect: crew cut, tan, and
sternly businesslike.

I am not the only person who held this marine corps general in special
esteem. The City of Long Beach had offered him two highly prized concession-
aire locations on the soon-to-be-opened Queen Mary. A Marina Del Rey yacht
company had sold him a luxury 35-footer COD with no money down. Within
a month, the boat was fully outfitted to his very exacting specifications.

If you haven’t figured it out already, I should tell you that the “general” was
a three-star phoney. William L. had been an enlisted Marine once upon a time,
but that was about it.

A man wearing a white jacket and stethoscope walks into a hospital room
and lethally places a pillow over a patient’s head. A man with a toy badge is
allowed behind locked doors by a woman he then victimizes.
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A foreign agent puts on an enemy’s uniform to penetrate a command post.
The doctor, cop, foreign agent, and “General” William L. can be successful be-
cause they operate under a guise of legitimacy.

One savvy group of clients hired me to draft the toughest landlord-
oriented lease ever uttered into a dictating machine. My lopsidedly biased ef-
fort was then printed as a form. The clients added two words at the top, in large
print: STANDARD FORM. Whenever a prospective tenant balks at an onerous
lease provision, the response is, Sorry, but this is our Standard Form.

How often do people try to negotiate a change to printed bank-loan forms,
store-credit agreements, and similar contractually binding documents? Most
folks won’t even bother to read something so ordinary as a Standard Form.
Those two words, the expense of printing, and the other person’s erroneous
assumptions give the deal a nonnegotiable sense of legitimacy. People will
unhesitatingly accept the written word if the printing is first-class.

Defensive tip: Standard Loan Agreement, Standard Installment Purchase
Agreement, Standard Service Agreement, Standard Rental Agreement, Stan-
dard Financing Agreement, Standard Construction Agreement, Standard
Architectural Agreement—I have never read a contract prepared by a busi-
ness or trade association that isn’t slanted in favor of the folks who paid to
have it drafted and printed. The printed word is just as negotiable as the
typed or spoken word, and there is nothing sacred about a three-part form.
The luggage store where I bought a briefcase that I later didn’t care for

refused a cash refund. That was their return policy. I could, however, exchange
the briefcase for a store full of other things I didn’t care for either.

Policy is a word that creates an aura of legitimacy by implying: The die is cast
and please don’t bother me with your requests.

Defensive tip: When you are on the defensive end of a policy argument, try
to show the other person that the policy is not always enforced and is
therefore not really a policy at all.
If there is a truly existing policy, then show why it should not be applicable

to you:

Customer: I know that you have a no-refund policy, but the salesperson
assured my wife that any man would love to get this sweater as a gift. He
was wrong. I hate the sweater.

Play the perfection game when you are up against a fixed-price policy.
Points are scored by finding as many imperfections as possible—a scratch, a
bump, a blemish, a dent, an imperfect match, a minute spot, an unexpected but
brief delay in expected delivery.

A top-seeded player will use these imperfections as the persuasive wedge
to extract a special concession, discount, or break.
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Customer: I know this is a one-price store, but this washer is not in factory-
perfect condition. If it were, I wouldn’t be asking for a price adjustment.
Doesn’t your no-discount policy really apply only to mint-perfect mer-
chandise?

Defensive tip: The parts of a house are not going to have the same precision
fit as the parts of a fine Swiss watch. Colors can never be matched exactly,
and a Chevrolet will not have the same quality of paint job as a Bentley. But
what do you do with the nitpicker who even in bad light can spot angels
dancing on the head of a pin?

No one is entitled to more than reasonable perfection. A $150,000
house has one standard and a $1,000,000 house has another. A steak at
Denny’s is not going to be as good as a steak at the city’s finest restaurant,
and neither will the service.

If the other person’s expectation level is objectively unreasonable, then
be calmly firm. You can’t allow negotiations to focus on matters so trifling
that each side is running for its microscope.
The printed equivalent of a verbal policy is a Procedures Manual. My neigh-

borhood service station manager brought out his manual to show me why I
would get only 20 percent of the amount I paid 10,000 miles ago for a set of
tires I was told would last 30,000 miles.

And then there is the price list. Quoting your prices verbally invites haggling.
Print them as part of a price list and presto! They are granted an immunity from
any bargaining.

The Gidget Gambit

You have probably heard this one before. Maybe because it’s reminiscent
of a summer romance movie: boy makes deal, boy loses deal, boy fights to get
deal back.

My neighbor’s newly pruned trees made my yard suddenly look over-
grown and neglected. I felt enough shame that I decided to call the same gar-
dening outfit. A tape machine answered: “International Environmental
Corporation, formerly Henry’s Tree Service.” My reaction was the same as if a
limo had pulled up and someone in a polyester plaid sports coat had got out.
Imagery requires a consistency of style.

John from the pruning service came out the next Saturday. He looked
around and quoted a fee of $1,000. As we talked, the price drifted downward
to $950 and then $850. My family had already retreated back to the house
under the mistaken belief that bargaining is a tell-tale sign of a peasant lineage.

Feeling I was on a roll, I pressed on.
John suddenly backtracked: “I don’t think I want to do the job for less than

$1,000.”
“John,” I said, “you have a deal at $850. When can you start?”
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Rising Sum

Usually, you keep bargaining to get something better than what you already
have. John’s about-face maneuver was causing the price concessions to disap-
pear altogether. Suddenly starting to breathe thin air, I readily agreed to $850,
thanking my lucky stars that John was still willing to do the job for the “old
price.”

In Instanbul, I was a four-time shopping award “winner.” Here’s how I did
it. By entering a shop anytime before late morning, I was awarded a “first-
customer-of-the-day” discount. For arriving late in the day, I was awarded the
“last-customer” discount. And, in between, I was awarded “just-before-lunch”
and “just-after-lunch” customer discounts. It didn’t matter whether I was shop-
ping for a silk carpet, a custom-made suede suit for my wife, or a meerschaum
pipe for dad. Just about every shopkeeper in the city has mastered this “buy-
right-now-to-avoid-a-price-increase” disappearing concession tactic.

Hard-bargain tactics aren’t necessarily nice. Soft touch is about

using not-necessarily-nice tactics in a very nice way. Technique

is about making soft touching and hard bargaining compatible.

Your best defense against any hard-bargain tactic is your

ability to recognize it. Never assume that the other person has

your standards of conduct. They have their own rules. But then

they may have none at all.
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C H A P T E R 20

Timing, Tempo, and

Turbocharging

Making Time Your Ally

Negotiating is a process, not an event. The difference between a

process and an event is time. Time can be your worst enemy or

your best ally.

Timing is not a formula. It’s a feeling.
Every situation has a pulse.
A “final offer” at 3 p.m. may not have much impact. Make that same offer

in a smoke-clogged, trash-filled negotiating room 12 hours and 20 cups of cof-
fee later, at 3 a.m., and your persuasiveness quotient is considerably increased.

You don’t ask your employer for a raise on the day the firm loses its biggest
account.

You don’t talk to a customer about extending your contract on a day when
you have done nothing right for him.

A top-notch Beverly Hills real-estate broker refuses to show homes in the
middle of a summer day. She knows that with a bright sun overhead, swim-
ming pools can look more blotchy than inviting.

Generally, Friday afternoons and month ends are stressful. Will this stress
mean there will be more resistance to your proposal or less? Does the proper
presentation of your proposal require a low-key and relaxed setting?
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Automobile sellers, lenders, collection agents, and others who have to pre-
pare month-end reports for higher management may feel a need to get your
deal completed now.

Timing is about intuition. It is always a judgment call.
Time is a force because circumstances and expectations change with time.

If you can’t reach an agreement today, under now circumstances, then try to-
morrow, under later circumstances.

To make time an ally, you must learn the other person’s time constraints.
There is probably no information easier to obtain. Usually, all it takes is one
simply question: “What is your time frame if we are to reach an agreement?”

Practice tip: It makes no sense to divulge your deadline unless that revelation
will work to your favor. If you are in doubt as to whether to answer, your
best response may be, “I am not sure.”

Time Vampires

Have you ever noticed how labor disputes are most often resolved min-
utes before present contracts expire?

Or how things get done more expediently if the seller or buyer or a lawyer
on either side is going out of the country on business the next morning?

Or how you raced through negotiations because you had to be some-
where else for an important meeting that you couldn’t be late for? How, in
your anxiety to “finish up,” you made concessions that you would not other-
wise have made?

Deadlines are an acceleration device because they create a sense of immediacy.
A sense of immediacy creates pressure. Pressure causes action to be taken. And,
often, that action will be in the form of concessions given to meet the deadline.

Deadlines can be personal or external. You use personal deadlines when
you tell the other person that your partner, who must also sign the papers, is
going into the hospital for surgery tomorrow, or that your wife, whose name is
also on the deed, is leaving for Paris on Friday. If you tell the other person the
deal must be completed by year-end for tax purposes, you are tying your
cutoff date to an external deadline set by the IRS.

The closer and more specific the deadline, the greater the motivation for
the other person to take action. Negotiations must be completed by the 10th or we
will have no deal.

If you are not sure that a fixed time limit will properly serve your purpose,
then a flexible deadline may be the order of the day. Negotiations must be con-
cluded in the near future (or soon, or shortly) or we will have no deal.

The Out-of-Towner’s Deadline Ploy

A classic deadline ploy was sprung on me. I was in Costa Rica negotiating
for some American business interests. Their project was the construction of a
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distillery that would convert cane into alcohol. On the night of my arrival, I was
invited to a party at the home of the cane grower with whom I would be
negotiating. In seemingly idle conversation, he asked how long I would be in
San José, the capital city, and I told him I would be leaving in three days.

It seemed that only I wanted to talk about cane availability, price, and terms.
It was thrust and parry. No sooner would I initiate a business conversation than
he would change the subject.

After two and one-half sun-drenched days filled with coffee plantations,
the Mercado Central, country-club lunches, and city tours, he finally initiated
the discussions that I had been waiting to pursue. He knew my deadline. I did
not know his. He also knew that:

• I had other commitments back in Los Angeles.
• I would feel pressure to make concessions in order to take home

a deal.
• Clients don’t like flying their lawyer to Costa Rica only to have

the lawyer come back empty-handed.
Now, when out-of-towners visit me, I am always self-servingly polite enough

to ask when they will be returning home or whether I can assist them by having
my secretary confirm their return flight.

The Short-Fuse Deadline Ploy

The person on the other end of the telephone was Joe, a collection agency
pro. He was very brief and to the point. Yes, he would settle the claim against
my client, a golf pro who had been out of the money too long, provided that I
made a satisfactory offer of compromise within the next three minutes. When
my time was up, he would hang up—even in midsentence—refuse any future
calls, and proceed directly to suit. Tick. Tick. Tick.

Joe’s tactic was a short-fused, arbitrary deadline. I wondered how many
people would use their precious time with Joe to make their on-bended-knee
best possible offers—offers that probably would never have been made if they
hadn’t been playing “beat the clock.” (Knowing that Joe’s ego wouldn’t allow
him to call me back, I told Joe I’d telephone the next day hoping he would be
willing to have a less-threatening dialogue. The following afternoon, the matter
was resolved to my client’s delight.)

Practice tip: Demanding immediate action without a stated reason may be an
unwarranted use of horsepower. With Joe, I felt more alienated than moti-
vated. Justifying your deadline will help maintain linkage and alignment. I
need to know by 3 p.m. today whether we have a deal because....

The Evaporating-Offer Ploy

Whenever I think about “Linda” and “R&R Records,” I can’t help but think
of those late-night slicer-dicer television commercials. You know the ones: you
get steak knives as a free bonus, available for a “limited time only.”
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Linda, a recording artist, was suing R&R in a down-and-dirty breach-of-
contract dispute. The case was far from being a slam dunk for either party. R&R
made several settlement offers to Linda who, wanting her day in court, refused
to settle.

When Linda rejected an offer of $215,000, R&R decided to try an evapo-
rating opportunity offer: $225,000 if their offer to settle was accepted within
five days, $210,000 if their offer was accepted within 10 days, $200,000 if their
offer was accepted within 15 days, and $150,000 thereafter.

Time was marching on. Linda was being dragged right along with it. Linda’s
opportunity to settle for $225,000 was evaporating before her very eyes.

Linda could give R&R’s proposal all the thought and consideration she
wanted. Her indecisiveness, however, would cost her dearly—R&R had made
procrastination unbearably expensive. Linda had to ask herself: Would more be
accomplished by continuing to negotiate than would be lost as the settlement offer
started to evaporate?

As a society, we have a cultural bias in favor of fast foods and fast deals.
Stop.
Take a breath.
Analyze your deadline before you race to meet it.
Generally, deadlines are like the seasons. They come and go. Negotiations

seldom come to an abrupt halt at the stroke of midnight, and few arbitrary dead-
lines are ever enforced. If the other person threatens to pull the deal, so be it.
For every golden opportunity lost, you will save yourself from a dozen I never
should have bummers.

There’s No Business Like Slow Business

Does the other person have interests that can be crippled by a standstill? If
so, don’t make any moves. Orchestrate a deadlock. Let the deal collapse.

Put the burden for making a deal entirely on the other person.
If the other person genuinely believes the deal is dying, their negotiating

limits may be revealed. Because any deal is better than no deal at all, the other
person will, in effect, negotiate against themselves.

Is the other person anxious?
Lightly brake, to discover why the other person seems to be in a rush.
Is there a desperate need? A hidden deadline? Another deal pending that

is dependant upon an agreement with you being cut first?
Putting the negotiations on the back burner will reveal the relative balance

of negotiating power.
Light braking is calculated stalling:
• Frank, a few questions have been raised by the City. I need

additional information from the architect.
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• Frank, I would like to continue our negotiations but I just won’t
be available for the next few days.

By slowing, but not stopping the momentum, Frank’s frustrations may well
be translated into concessions.

The Great American Breakfast Tactic

Waffle!
Pull out of the diamond lane.
Drag your feet. As discussions get closer to a handshake, play on Frank’s

eagerness to finish up the negotiations. All of a sudden, the signed agreement
that Frank thought was just a breath away is really somewhere up the street.

• By the way, Frank, I forgot to mention that.
• Oh, one small thing that needs to be dealt with, Frank.
• Of course, Frank, I expect that.

Timing tactics are a negotiator’s braking and accelerating

devices. They govern whether negotiations will be on a fast

track, a slow track, or over on the sidelines.
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P A R T IV

The Deal-Maker’s Playbook

Low-Impact, High-Yield Tips,

Tricks, and Tactics

The Deal-Maker’s Playbook is a unique action guide of hands-on, real-
world how to and what to instructions. Use these tips and tactics to be a
master deal-maker in 36 common negotiating situations.

These step-by-step instructions do not need to be followed in their sug-
gested sequence. They have been set out as a by-the-numbers progression so
you will be less likely to skip key points and will be more prepared to proceed
methodically rather than emotionally.

The Deal-Maker’s Playbook cannot and does not:
• Raise every possible deal point or issue.
• Have universal applicability—laws, industries, and community

customs vary.
• Replace the need for the services of capable, knowledgeable

professionals. The right people will save you money up front
and aggravation later on.
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Apartment Lease

Negotiating an Apartment Lease

As Miss America, my goal is to bring peace to the entire world
and then to get my own apartment.

—Jay Leno (parodying the beauty pageant).

Step 1. Make a Good First Impression

Dress and act like you’re being interviewed to win the right to live there!
Landlords are more likely to grant concessions to people with whom they feel
comfortable.

Look like a slob and you will be perceived as a messy housekeeper.
Be overly critical and you will be thought of as a complainer.
Look down and out and no matter how much you paid for your painstak-

ingly tattered jeans, to the apartment owner or manager you may look as if you
are unable to pay your rent.

Step 2. Lower Rent, or Something Else?

Put on your landlord’s negotiating hat—you know, the practical one you
got on sale. Of the following things a tenant may negotiate, which would you,
as the landlord, prefer?

• Lower monthly rent.
• Recarpeting the apartment.
• One month’s free rent up front.

Free rent up-front is a risk. The tenant may be history by the second month.
Lower monthly rent helps the tenant but does nothing for the landlord.

Besides, if existing tenants find out, it will be harder to renegotiate their leases.
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The recarpeting is a win—win alternative. The landlord has improved the
investment in the premises, and the tenant has gotten something in the bargain.

Maybe you can get all three. They’re worth negotiating for. But landlords
need tenant harmony, and it might be disrupted with super deals for some and
not others. Landlords also need to improve the image and condition of their
units, and to know a tenant will be a good renter before they agree to too many
extras.

Step 3. If It’s Not Chiseled in Granite, It’s Negotiable

Printed lease forms have not been handed down from the Mount and
there is no such thing as a “standard” form.

Standard is standard only for that landlord. Standard is standard only for an
apartment owners’ association whose mission is serving its landlord members,
or for a real-estate brokerage firm which, with a single form document, struggles
unsuccessfully to fully serve the best interests of both its landlord and tenant
clients.

Standard is in the eyes of the beholder and is always negotiable.

Step 4. Consider Your Options

Negotiate one or more successive options to renew.
In a tenant’s market, when rents are low, a landlord who hopes rents will

go up will want the renewal rent to be at rates in effect at the time of renewal.
A tenant, however, will want to use a tenant’s market to negotiate and lock

in a fixed, low rent for the renewal term.
But what if the landlord won’t lock in a fixed renewal rate?
Ask for a share of the savings the landlord realizes when you renew. When

a tenant renews, the landlord does not have to pay a Realtor’s commission to
find a new tenant (although the original broker may get a commission on the
renewal). He or she has no dead time before finding a new tenant, does not
have to give “free” or concession rent inducements, and does not have to
paint, recarpet, or make tenant improvements to lure a new tenant.

If the landlord insists that the renewal rent must be the rate in effect at the
time of renewal, negotiate for a statement that the rate will be less commissions
saved, less the value of rent concessions being given others in the building at
that time, and less the then-average cost of the landlord’s new-tenant restora-
tion and repair improvements.

Step 5. Build in an Escape Hatch

Change is the only constant. People are transferred by their employers,
lose their jobs, find the house of their dreams, drop out of school, divorce,
become ill, marry and move on, suffer business failure.
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Thus, negotiating a right of early termination may make a lot of sense. For
example:

• The right to leave after three months if you pay a penalty equal
to one month’s rent.

• The right to leave if you give six months’ advance notice.
• The right to terminate if you lose your job, you become

disabled, your business fails, and so on.

Step 6. Negotiate a Right of Change

Negotiate the right to move, during the lease term, to a larger unit in the
building—or to a smaller unit; or to a unit with a better view; or to a unit on a
higher floor; or to a quieter unit—when it becomes available.

The reason your broker never told you about early termination or apart-
ment change provisions is because brokerage commissions are paid up front
and are based on what is locked-in and certain. Rights of termination or change
put the scope and duration of your lease in doubt.

Step 7. Managers Are as Good as Their Word—

As Long as It’s in Writing

Leasing agents and apartment managers change, buildings are sold, memo-
ries fade. If you are promised anything—a repainted wall, a new garbage dis-
posal unit, whatever—get that promise in writing.
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Appliances

Negotiating Major Purchases:

The TV/Treadmill/Tires/Computer/

Refrigerator/Stereo Game

Step 1. Make a Salesperson Invest in You

Get your salesperson to invest time in you, the customer.
How can you cause that investment to be made? Ask questions. Compare the

various models available—warranties, colors, finishes, specs, features, sizes, ease
of operation, style, price, special incenitives—whatever it takes.

What is the worst that can happen? You will know a lot more about what you
are doing than when you started.

And the best...? It is a behavioral truth: the more time invested in you by the
dealer, the more likely that concessions will be granted to make a deal.

Step 2. Don’t Be Swayed by Printed Prices

Tire stores, appliance stores, and computer retailers are just a few mer-
chants that use printed price lists as marketing tools. These lists may show the
manufacturer’s suggested retail or wholesale price, or both.

Whenever you are being shown a printed price list, wholesale will seldom
be the dealer’s true cost, and manufacturer’s suggested retail is a selling aid, not a
reflection of worth.

Printed price lists are almost always designed to set arbitrarily high prices so
discounts from those prices appear generous. This discourages any bargaining.
Instead of being discouraged, counter with Step 3.

Step 3. Ask “What Is Your Best Price?”

and Anticipate the Response

The treadmill I was interested in was advertised by a national chain of
fitness equipment stores at a weekend special price of $3,395.
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The dialogue I had with Tracy was typical:

Bob: Does this store have a competitive-price policy?
Tracy: If we didn’t, we couldn’t stay in business.

The stage had been set. It had been acknowledged that the price was not
set in stone.

Bob: If at all possible, I prefer not to do comparative shopping. What is your
best price?
Tracy: $3,200.
Bob: If $3,200 is your best price, I guess I will have to look around.
Tracy: If you can show me this item advertised for less, we will match the
price.
Bob: What is the least amount you or this store has sold this treadmill for?
Tracy: Well. Ugh. Well, to be honest with you, $3,100.
Bob: If I buy this treadmill for $3,100, will you write on the receipt that you
haven’t sold it for less than $3,100?
Tracy: That’s not fair.
Bob: What is the reason it’s not fair?
Tracy: OK. I will tell. I sold one for $3,000.
Bob: Did that include free delivery and installation?
Tracy: Yes, but we usually charge extra for that.
Bob: Are you saying you will sell it for $3,000 including delivery and instal-
lation?
Tracy: Yes. But that is the best I can do.
Bob: Who in the store is authorized to sell it for less than that?
Tracy: The manager.

The manager has been brought over at my suggestion.

Bob: Hi. Tracy has been very helpful but she says you’re the person to talk
to. I’m trying to avoid a lot of comparison shopping and would like to do
business with your store. But Tracy says only you can authorize a price
below $3,000.
Manager: I really can’t go below $3,000.
Bob: Tracy said I need a $75 carpet board to go under the treadmill and I
know an extended warranty is $100. Can those be included in the price?
Manager: Okay, if you buy today.

Step 4. Pave the Way for a Graceful Retreat

Business is not great every day.
A merchant’s cash needs are never constant.
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Managers in various stores of the same chain are in competition with each
other.

Often, a merchant will be willing to sell to you for less but has no room to
gracefully retreat from a fixed-price policy or from the discount that has already
been offered.

Many dealers will sell anything on the showroom floor—yes, even if it has
been there all of five minutes—as a “demo.” It’s a face-saving way of circumvent-
ing their own nondiscount policies.

Here are other face-saving deal-clinchers:
I know this is a fixed-price store and you don’t discount. However—
• you don’t have your normal large selection of colors and models to

choose from.
• you are unable to deliver immediately and, because you are back-

ordered, you won’t be able to deliver for three weeks.
• the merchandise is not in perfect condition [or is shop-worn, or is

scratched]. It looks as if it should be priced as a demo.

Step 5. And One for the Road

What is the discount if I pay cash?
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Automobile Lease

Driving a Hard Bargain

Sometimes lease can be more. But sometimes you can’t win for leasing.

Step 1. To Buy or Not to Buy?

Gone are the days when leasing was an option reserved for doctors, law-
yers, and businesspeople who could deduct part of their lease payments as
business expenses.

Leasing now makes sense if you want to drive a new car and lack the
money for a down payment or costly monthly loan payments.

If you keep a car more than three or four years, drive more than 12,000 to
15,000 miles a year, or are rough on a car, then leasing may not be for you.
Remember, no matter how good it sounds, leasing is just a long-term rental,
and at the end you own nothing whatsoever.

Step 2. Consider the Leasing Company

Generally, you will do better leasing from a new car dealer than from an
independent leasing company. To roll out excess stock on certain models, manu-
facturers will often give special incentives to their leasing divisions, which in
turn offer attractive lease deals to drivers.

Step 3. Understand That Low Payments Are the Bait

Don’t be a “payment buyer” who looks only at the monthly payment
amounts. You can be offered what you think is a great deal only to find out later
that you way overpaid.

Leasing involves four pivotal dynamics:
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a. The price (capitalized cost) of the vehicle when the lease
commences.

b. The used vehicle (residual) value when the lease ends.
c. The amount of the down payment (capitalization reduction

payment, or CRP).
d. The term of the lease.

Assume the car you are leasing for 24 months has a price of $25,000.
There is a $2,500 CRP. The residual value is $10,000.

By leasing, you are depreciating or “using up” $15,000 in value ($25,000
price less $10,000 residual value).

The $2,500 down payment is part payment for the value you are using.
There is still $12,500 of value ($15,000 less $2,500) for which you will have to
pay. This $12,500 of value along with the leasing company’s cost of money,
taxes, overhead, and profit divided by 24, will be your monthly lease payment.

Step 4. Negotiate a Selling Price

If you are leasing through a dealership, negotiate the car’s price and your
trade-in allowance before disclosing you are a leasing prospect. If asked whether
you are interested in buying or leasing, don’t tip your hand. Respond, “I am
thinking about buying.”

The selling price will almost always be less than the sticker price or
manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP). (To get a bargain selling price,
review the negotiating tips in the next Playbook section, “Automobile—New.”)

The lease capitalization cost generally should never be more than 5 percent
above the amount for which you could purchase the vehicle.

Step 5. Negotiate the Residual Value

There are two primary types of leases: open-ended and closed-ended.
With an open-ended lease, you are speculating on the vehicle’s residual value—

what it will be worth at the end of the lease term. If this residual value is higher
than expected you will get money back. If it is less than its projected value, you
will be stuck paying money to the leasing company.

Chances are you will be negotiating a closed-ended lease: both you and the
lessor are committed to a fixed sum—the forecasted residual value that you
negotiate.

Why negotiate the residual value? Vehicles selling for the same price may have
dramatically different residual values. Think about this: A car that sells for $28,000
may be cheaper to lease than a car selling for $25,000.

Why? Assume the expensive car has a residual value of $16,000 and the
less expensive car has a residual value of $12,000.
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Price $28,000 $25,000
Residual value –16,000 –12,000
Value used by driver $12,000 $13,000
(to be paid to leasing company)

Tip: You can determine the residual value yourself by looking at the refer-
ence book Automotive Lease Guide.

Step 6. Negotiate the Down Payment (CRP)

It’s a lessor’s worst nightmare: a low-money down payment followed by
the customer’s defaulting a few months later. The leasing company is stuck with
what is now a used vehicle.

The CRP protects the leasing company by cushioning its loss exposure if
the lease is prematurely terminated. The amount of the CRP will, in large part,
depend on your creditworthiness.

Leasing companies encourage large CRPs by telling customers, “The larger the
CRP, the lower your lease payments.” A CRP payment, however, doesn’t have
the same tax deductibility potential as a monthly lease payment, and business users
should consult with a tax professional in regard to the amount of the CRP.

Step 7. Negotiate a Deal That Includes a Low Rate for

Additional Miles

A closed-ended residual value is based on the assumption that you will not
drive more than a certain number of miles during the lease term—usually, about
12,000 to 15,000 miles per year times the number of years in the lease.

To compensate for the unanticipated wear and tear associated with greater
mileage, leases typically provide that mileage in excess of a negotiated number of
miles is surcharged by the mile (about 10 to 15 cents per mile). Negotiate more
noncompensable miles and a lower per-mile rate for compensable miles.

Step 8. Negotiate Excess-Wear Provisions

Somewhere in the contract there will be provisions about your obligation if
the car is returned with “abnormal damage” or “excessive wear and tear.” These
are hard terms to define. Negotiate lease provisions that are as specific as pos-
sible. What exactly will happen if you bring back the car with a ding in the door,
a stain on the front seat, or bad brakes?

Step 9. Negotiate a Way Out: Escapes and Transfers

You can’t unload a leased vehicle as you would an owned vehicle. There-
fore, be sure to negotiate the following in advance:
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• The amount charged if you terminate the lease at various points in
time. On a two-year lease, the cost of returning the car at the end
of one year will be different from the cost of returning it at the
end of 18 months.

Leasing companies calculate unearned lease charges in a
number of ways (sum-of-the-digits; rule of 78s; net present value;
or actuarial method minus any surpluses). In one survey of 10
leasing companies, the cost of terminating a four-year lease of a
particular model at the end of one year ranged from $10,998 to
$2,151. Number crunchers recommend negotiating an “actuarial
method minus surplus.”

• The ability to transfer your lease to someone else. Some leasing
companies will not allow a lease assignment or transfer even though
you remain responsible in the event your successor fails to make
payments.

Step 10. Negotiate a Lease-Extension Option

It can happen. You may love that trouble-free, incredibly dependable car
and want to extend the lease term. Negotiate lease extension terms prior to the
commencement of the original lease.

Step 11. Negotiate a Right of Purchase

At the end of the lease, you may want to buy the vehicle for yourself or a
member of your family. It is important to negotiate an option price when you
lease, in the event you later decide to purchase the car outright.

The purchase option price should be the lesser of the residual value or the
“true value” at the end of the term. True value could be Blue Book wholesale.
Because residual value is nothing more than a projection, it is possible that Blue
Book wholesale will be less than the residual value.

Step 12. Negotiate Gap Insurance

If the vehicle is stolen or if you have an accident early into the lease and the
vehicle is totaled, there will most likely be a big difference between what the
insurance company will pay and what you have to pay the leasing company. Gap
insurance should not be expensive—a couple hundred dollars over the term of
the lease—but negotiate to have it included at no charge as a part of the deal.

Step 13. Loaners and Lemons

Be sure that the leasing company will provide you with a loaner if your car
spends time in the shop, or will replace it if it turns out to be a lemon.

In many states, leased cars aren’t covered by the “lemon laws.” In those
states, negotiate what constitutes a lemon. For example, if the car is out of
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service for repairs more than 30 days within the first year or 12,000 miles, it
will be deemed a “lemon” and the dealer will have to replace it with a compa-
rable new car for the balance of the lease term.

Step 14. Be on the Alert for End-of-Lease Fees

There is no reason to pay a disposition fee or lease termination fee if you
keep the car the whole term. As often as not, these fees are a marketing gim-
mick. The leasing company will later agree to “forgive” them if you lease an-
other car or buy the car you have been leasing.

Step 15. Read the Fine Print

The fine print may tell a very different story than the headlines in the ads.
Don’t be pressured into signing on the spot. Take the contract home and look
it over carefully. It will be lengthy and it won’t be exciting, but reading the fine
print is a must. If the lessor’s promise isn’t in writing, it isn’t worth anything.

Tips a la Carte

Alert: Car dealers routinely “bump” the interest rate quoted by the leas-
ing company to the dealer. That bump is extra dealer profit. Ne-
gotiate away the bump.

• Ask the dealer if they work with other leasing companies that
might offer better terms. Tip: Check online services such as
www.LeaseCompare.com.

• Pick up a blank contract form from the dealer before you intend
to lease and take the time to examine it. Seeing a contract for the
first time while sitting in the dealership is not the time to study
the contract. Alert: The Federal Consumer Leasing Act requires
that certain key information and figures are disclosed in every
lease contract. The Act does not regulate the actual dollar amount
the dealer discloses, only that a dollar amount is disclosed.

www.LeaseCompare.com
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Automobile—New

How to Make Your Best New Car Deal Ever

Frankly, I am getting a little weary of making great new-car deals for all of
my friends and relatives. So, folks, here they are: my secrets for getting a great
deal on your next new car.

Step 1. Know What You Want

Take test drives. Look at the color charts. Learn what is standard in various
models, what is offered as a package, and what is optional. Only then decide
the exact make, model, equipment, and color you want.

Step 2. Head to the Bookstore

Books listing the dealer’s base cost (“invoice”) for every car as well as the
dealer’s cost for each piece of optional equipment are readily available in most
bookstores and online. Tip: Consumer Reports Auto Price Service
(www.consumerreports.com) and Edmunds.com list all current invoice costs,
holdbacks, cash rebate offers, and factory-to-dealer incentives.

Practice tip: Yes, what you have always heard is true. You will do better
buying a car just before month-end sales reports are due.

Generally, the best time of year to buy is in September and October (at the
end of the model year if the dealer has a large inventory and needs to make
room for next year’s models) and December when dealers want to reduce
inventory taxes and give a last minute boost to annual sales.

Negotiating alert: What about “no-haggle” discount dealerships? Professional
shoppers report you will do better bargaining with a “traditional” dealership
if you know how to play the game.
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Step 3. Try to Go Fleet

When you are unequivocally ready to buy, telephone a dealer and ask for
the fleet sales department. Introduce yourself and indicate the model, equip-
ment, and color you are interested in buying.

Why fleet? A fleet sale avoids a showroom salesperson’s commission, mak-
ing it possible to cut a closer deal.

Why would the fleet department sell to you? First, as a separate profit center
within the dealership, it must maintain a profitable sales volume. Second, the
fleet people like winning sales contest prizes.

Can you ask for a test drive and generally take up the fleet department’s time
asking zillions of questions? Generally, it’s best to know in advance what you
want. Think of the fleet people as no-frills order takers. Period.

If you are buying fleet, try not to visit the fleet salesperson until you have
made your telephonic deal and are ready to write a check. A premature visit
will take away the essential auction/bid character of your negotiations.

Although you will always do better through the fleet department, some
dealerships either will not have a fleet department or will redirect you to retail sales.

If you have been talking with a retail salesperson, the fleet department of
that same dealership will probably redirect you back to that salesperson.

In either event, fleet or retail, the steps are the same.

Step 4. Ask About Invoice Cost, Incentives, and Holdbacks

Unless you know what the dealer’s actual cost for the car you’re interested
in, you don’t know how much room there is for negotiating. The dealer’s
actual cost is its invoice cost less factory-to-dealer incentive rebates and holdbacks.

• Ask about the dealer’s invoice cost of the car. This is not the dealer’s
actual cost but the dealer’s base purchase price from the factory.

• NEVER EVER go to the dealer without a copy of the invoice
prices of the vehicle you want. And never let the dealer tell you
your source of invoice pricing is wrong.

• Ask about factory incentives for dealers. Although the dealer has
the option of pocketing these rebates they do lower the dealer’s
cost below invoice, encouraging and enabling the dealer to sell
cars more cheaply. If the salesperson is vague with her or his
answer, insist she or he find out and tell you. If an answer is
refused tell them you will find a different dealer.

• Ask about dealer holdback. Many manufacturers give the dealer a
further quarterly rebate based on the price of the car. This hold-
back also reduces the dealer’s actual cost. Holdback rebates to
dealers generally range from 2 percent of base invoice to 3 per-
cent of the total sticker price.
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Step 5. Ask the Dealer to Bid the Car

Asking the dealer to bid is asking the dealer to propose a selling price. You
will want the bid to be expressed as dollars above or below dealer’s invoice (“We will
sell any XL model in inventory, for $200 over invoice”). A pro will negotiate
from that figure rather than from the sticker price.

The word bid puts the dealer on notice that you will be shopping around.
It creates the important psychological aura of a pseudo-auction, thereby prompt-
ing a lower price from the dealer.

Remember, incentive rebates and holdbacks may make it possible for a
dealer to sell to customers profitably at, or even below, invoice.

A bid that is dollars above or below dealer’s invoice establishes a negotiating
commonality. The invoice price of similarly equipped cars will be the same at the
city’s dealerships. Actual cost may vary among dealers because some incentives
will be tied to a dealer’s sales volume.

Step 6. Clarify the Bid Price

Have the bid exclude add-ons that are not on the factory window sticker.
These are strictly for the unwary. By discounting the padding, dealer discounts
appear greater than they really are. Some common add-on bargaining traps are:

• “Dealer preparation” charges for waxing, paint sealing, rust
proofing, and fabric spraying. These are expensive, high mark-
up dealer extras.

• ADP (added dealer profit), ADM (added dealer mark-up), and
AMV (added market value).

• Conveyance fees charged for paperwork.

If you are negotiating for a cash-back deal, proceed as if there was no factory-
to-customer cash rebate. When you have agreed on a price then deduct the
cash-back offer.

Ask about factory incentives for customers. One manufacturer, for example,
offers recent college graduates a $300 incentive discount.

Step 7. Play on the Power of Competition

Now is not the time to bargain because you want to play on the power of
a pseudo-auction. Tell the dealer you want to make a few calls to other dealers
and you will call back.

When you make calls to other dealers, solicit their bids expressed as dollars
above or below the dealer’s invoice.

Once you know the exact model, color, and equipment you want, it may
be both more effective and convenient to send a fax to the dealers in your
area asking them to submit their best deal by return fax. Call back the dealer
who made the best bid, confirm the exact selling price of the specific car you
want, and ask, “How much flexibility is there if we close our deal today?”
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What is a good price? Usually, about $150 to $300 above the dealer’s invoice
is a reasonable bargaining goal. You will probably pay more if you are eyeing a
hot new model and are asked to take a number as you enter the showroom. If
your model choice is a slow seller or the factory will soon announce styling
changes to that model, then paying invoice or less is a reasonable goal.

Step 8. Negotiate the Value of Your Trade-In

Check out the value of your old car if you think you might be trading it in
instead of selling it yourself. This information can be found at your library, local
bookstore, or in the used-car valuation bible, Kelley’s Blue Book, (www.kbb.com).

NEVER EVER go to the dealer without knowing what your trade-in is
worth. Until the price of the new car is established, don’t get into trade-in
discussions. This helps keep negotiations simple. Besides, you don’t want to
lose the benefit of a bargain on the new car by getting a low price for your
trade. If asked, say you aren’t sure of your plans for the old wheels.

Step 9. Negotiate a Great Car Loan

To get the best available loan, start with your credit score. In the months
before you go car shopping, improve it as much as you can. The better your
score, the better the loan terms you will be able to negotiate.

With an improved score, now is the time to go online to do some loan
shopping. You won’t need to know the model or price of the car you have in
mind. Capital One Financial and E-Loan are among the online lenders who will
process your application, offer an interest rate, agree loaning you up to a spe-
cific amount, and send you blank check that you can give to the dealer. You are
under no obligation to use the blank check.

Check the rate to you can get from your local bank, credit union, GMAC,
Ford Motor Credit, and other lenders.

You’re now ready to deal with a dealer. Now is not the time to tell the
dealer what monthly payments you can afford. Instead, see what terms the
dealer offers.

On the street they are referred to as “captive finance companies.” These
are the lenders to whom the dealer owes money. If the loan the dealer is
offering is through a captive, it may not be the most competitive loan you can
negotiate. Compare the dealer’s rate to what you’ve found elsewhere.

If you’ve found a better rate, show what you’ve found to see if the dealer
will beat that rate. Alert: If the loan you found is better than what the dealer is
offering, make sure the dealer doesn’t tack on new charges to make up for
losing your financing business.

Step 10. Negotiate the Extended-Warranty Premium

Are you going to buy an extended warranty?

www.kbb.com
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The dealer would prefer to sell you an “insurance company” warranty
rather than a manufacturer’s warranty. The profit margin is greater. Most insur-
ance company warranties are filled with escape clauses and oppressive condi-
tions regarding when and where routine service is performed.

Your cost for either warranty is negotiable. An extended warranty does not
need to be purchased the day you buy the car nor does it need to be purchased
from the dealer who sold you the car.

AVOID DEALER GAME-PLAYING

NEVER EVER let the salesperson play games with you. Ask them to stop.
If you still feel intimidated, tired, pressured, or confused, you’re doomed. If
you’re not comfortable with a salesperson, ask for another, or leave.

ALWAYS give yourself the option of walking out if the negotiations aren’t
going your way. And don’t accept the dealer’s offer to take the car home over-
night while you think it over. That offer is made to add to your pressure to
make a deal.

Showroom game-playing usually starts with your being asked the sucker-
punch question: “What would you be willing to pay for this car?” Ask for the
dealer’s bid instead.

What if the friendly folks in the showroom aren’t friendly enough to bid in terms
of cost-above-invoice? You are left with two easy choices.

Choice No. One: Stand firm, letting them know you will do some shopping
around. My bet is they will respond with one of the following lines:

• How much do I have to discount this car to get you to buy right now?
(Respond with a question of your own: What is the least amount
this dealership has sold this car for?)

• We will quote a price after you have visited the competition. (Refuse
to shop around. On your return, they will ask about the best
deal offered.)

Choice No. Two: Offer “$150 over actual cost,” then stand back and watch the
salesperson scurry off to a “take-over” manager for further instruction.

Practice tip: After negotiations are concluded, verify the invoice price by
asking to see the invoice. If the dealer has been candid, the invoice will be
shown to you.

If the dealer refuses to show you the invoice, fall back on the Pinocchio Test.
Insist that the dealer must write on the final contract: Dealer represents that the
purchase price of this car is $________ over (or under) dealer’s invoice.

A few years back, I purchased a car and the dealer made this written repre-
sentation. Months later, I found out I had been misled. When confronted, the
dealer promptly wrote a check for the difference.
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Automobile—Used

Negotiating the Purchase of a Used Car

When you purchase a car from a dealer, you are dealing with sales pros.
Buy a used car from a private party, and you must contend with the seller’s
emotional and personality makeup.

A new car that you like can be found at dealerships all over the county.
Finding just the right used car is a matter of luck. Buying that used car at the
right price may mean overcoming the seller’s misconception of worth.

Let’s start with a scenario illustrating the used-car game.
The ad was in the Saturday classifieds. You follow the directions given to

you over the phone. And there it is! The Mustang that you want to buy is
parked right before your very eyes.

You play it cool. You’re not overly enthusiastic. You never give the car’s
owner the impression you are a slam-dunk buyer.

Despite all of this, the price is way too high.
You have looked at Mustangs for three weekends and you don’t want to

lose this opportunity. But then you don’t want to play positional my price vs.
your price hardball with some amateur who may tell you to take a hike.

Wisely, you opt for an oblique run—a nonpositional approach.

You: I feel that the $11,000 you are asking for the car is awfully high.
Seller: I saw some ads in the Sunday classifieds, so I know the going price
for this model and year.
You: You used the paper as a guide to determine fair-market value?
Seller: Yep.

Your tactics have succeeded: The seller has acknowledged that he is inter-
ested in selling his car at its fair-market value. The seller’s reason for asking
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$11,000 is his belief that $11,000 is fair. The classified ads were only a guide in
making this determination.

You: I have been looking at those ads too, and I saw some where the asking
price is a lot less. Do you think we can find some criterion of fair market
other than the classifieds?

You have suggested to the seller that ads were chosen selectively to sup-
port his price position and that there is usually a big difference between news-
paper asking prices and selling prices. The seller has agreed to sell the Mustang
for its true fair-market value, but there is a worth conflict: What is really the fair-
market value?

Seller: What do you have in mind?
You: Well, the Kelley Blue Book is the used-car pricing bible. I will pay whole-
sale Kelley Blue Book.
Seller: I agree that the Blue Book is the bible. But I am a retail seller and I
want a retail price.

You and the seller have acknowledged a credible external criterion, Kelley
Blue Book value. But there is still the issue of whether wholesale or retail book is
applicable.

You: Retail Blue Book is usually what is charged by a dealer who is willing to
guarantee a car’s condition and who would assist in arranging financing and
transfer of title. What about a price that is halfway between wholesale and
retail Blue Book?

You are offering the seller a basis of compromise that will be transformed
into dollars. Offering money before the basis of compromise is accepted will
cause the seller to become more position-oriented.

You offered the seller an eternal standard (the Blue Book) and an objective
approach (the 50/50 split). Both contribute to resolving whether wholesale or
retail book should apply.

Here are the steps for using this externalization tactic:

Step 1. Get the Seller’s Reasoning for the Position Taken

The $11,000 asking price was, in the seller’s mind, fair-market value.

Step 2. Have the Seller Explain Why That Position Is

Considered Fair

The classified ads were the seller’s benchmark of fairness.

Step 3. Confirm That the Seller Is Interested in True

Fairness

The seller confirmed an intention to sell the Mustang for its true fair-market
value.
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Step 4. Show Why the Basis for the Position Is Unfair or

Biased

Selected classified ad prices are unreliable determinants of value. Unlike the
seller, retailers offer warranties and other benefits to justify a top-dollar price.

Step 5. Suggest Seeking a Mutually Acceptable Fair

Standard

Kelley Blue Book value is the agreed upon choice.

Step 6. Convert the Mutually Agreed-On External Criterion

to “Price”

A price halfway between wholesale and retail Blue Book should be workable.

Practice alert: Beware of a practice known as curbstoning. A person selling a
car through the classifieds may be a front for a used-car dealer. Ask: Who is
the title owner? How long have you owned the car?

In many states, a vehicle’s chain of title, showing historical ownership, is
available from the Department of Motor Vehicles.

Professional shoppers report you will do better bargaining with a “tradi-
tional” dealership if you know how to play the game.

Tips a la Carte

• Ideally, you want to meet the car’s principal drivers to see if they
strike you as being responsible people. Be wary of the car that has
been driven primarily by a teenager.

• Determine how the car was used. Stop-and-go use is a lot rougher
on a car than freeway miles.

• Was the car in an accident? If so, what repairs were done and
what was the repair cost? What shop did the work? Alert: If the
car has been in a serious accident, crucial components, such as
the frame, may be irreparably damaged.

• Ask to see service records. A well-maintained car will have been
serviced at the manufacturer’s specified service intervals.

• Look at the first registration date in the car’s history report to
see the actual age of the car. The car’s year is a model year, not
a production year. A 2005 car may have been produced in
mid-2004.
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Bargaining and Haggling

The Bazaar/Marketplace/Swap Meet/

Street Vendor/Shopping Game

This section is not about chiseling.
It is about being at the top of your bargaining game and is the result of my

having interviewed more than 200 merchants on six continents, gathering
bargaining and haggling tips for shoppers headed for art fairs, flea markets,
swap meets, and bazaars around the world.

These are the secrets I have shared in lectures to cruise ship passengers
over the years. I have watched those passengers in action, and their results
have been incredible.

From Si to Shining Si

A peasant lineage isn’t a prerequisite to becoming a top-seeded shopper.
The secrets of success are pretty much the same whether you bargain for

brass Buddhas in Bangkok, an amber necklace in Kenya, reindeer gloves in
Helsinki’s dockside market, or earrings on Berkeley’s Telegraph Avenue.

Step 1. Engage in Bargaining Foreplay

Bargaining foreplay is the difference between a great deal and an ordinary one.
Cairo’s Khan Al Khalili Bazaar has local color you can cut with a knife. As

he watched me scan his ware a stall owner observed my body signals. When
my eyes and hands momentarily came to rest on a mosaic box, he made his
move. I should have known better than to show interest in any particular item.

The key to the credibility of a low I don’t care if I buy it or not offer is
appearing not to be too anxious.

Here are a few of the comments I have heard made by shoppers who lost
all bargaining credibility by not understanding the importance of bargaining
foreplay. Do any of them sound familiar?
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• Wouldn’t this look great in the family room?
• I saw a necklace just like this at Saks for 10 times as much.
• This is just what Jim and Alice told us to bring them back.
• Wouldn’t this look great with my turquoise outfit?

Step 2. Nothing Ventured, Nothing Discounted

Watch other shoppers in action.
Pay particular interest to the spread between initial asking prices and the

amounts actually paid. Ask other shoppers what they paid for things that are of
interest to you.

Then make an extremely low offer.
A representative from the Indian tourist bureau told fellow cruise passen-

gers sailing to Bombay that “a shrewd shopper’s opening offer should be 50
percent of the asking price.” The speaker knew that most Americans are too
moderate, too “polite” to ever offer less than 50 percent.

But, in Bombay, as in many other places in the world, many of our 80
percent and 90 percent discount offers were accepted.

Okay, maybe your extremely low offer won’t be accepted. But you have
done the groundwork for driving home the best possible bargain because your
low offer has impacted the seller’s expectations and price goal.

Step 3. Build a Budget Ceiling

Your low offer is the seller’s cue to extol the virtues of the goods. Once
you let value or worth come into play, you will hear about the untold hours
spent weaving, carving, or painting the object you have admired. Instead of
questioning worth, I build a budget ceiling, knowing that my budget, unlike worth,
is a figure so personal it can’t rationally be disputed.

A budget ceiling can be your own or someone else’s. Bargaining in off-the-
beaten-track native markets throughout the world, I will tell a vendor in St.
Petersburg, Acapulco, or Rhodes that I am shopping not for myself but for a
(fictitious) neighbor back home who asked me to bring back a necklace, serape,
or carving but not to spend a ruble, peso, or drachma more than….

The amount specifically “authorized” by the fictional neighbor will, of course,
be a fraction of the asking price.

An imaginary neighbor’s budget, rather than worth, becomes my irrefutable
fixed ceiling. This tactic, which allows the vendor to save face while retreating
from an announced position, works almost everywhere almost every time.

Step 4. Test the Bottom

My bargaining credo is simple: There is no such things as a final offer, a best
price, or an arbitrary purchase deadline.
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• This special price is available only if you buy now. Don’t be swayed by
a disappearing discount. Disappearing discounts always miracu-
lously reappear.

• But I am already offering it to you at my cost. Once I reach what I
think is a rock-bottom price, it is time to test that bottom: How
much of a discount would there be if I bought two? Or three? Although
I may intend to buy only one, the dropping price point gives me
a better feel for the seller’s flexibility.

The bottom may not be the absolute bottom. Ask:
• What is the discount offered if I buy with cash instead of a credit card?
• What is the discount if I use U.S. currency instead of the local currency?

Practice tip: The question What is the discount if...? presupposes a discount. The
question Is there a discount if...? makes it all too easy for the seller to say no.

Step 5. Increase Your Offer

If necessary, quote a higher price. Bargaining is expected. Failing to counter
is impolite in some cultures. Keep your increased offer below the anticipated
closing price. Remember the secrets in Chapter 17. Posture yourself for a “let’s-
split-the-difference” offer.

Step 6. Make It Clear That You Are Prepared to Walk

Chances are you won’t have to walk very far.

Step 7. Exotic Aisles: Bargaining Traps

• Please sit and have a little tea. Store owners in many parts of the
world will invite you to sit and have tea with them. An experi-
ence to write home about? More likely a personalization tactic.
Personalizing the negotiating process makes it harder for you to
turn down their offer.

• Recall the anecdote about Barbara and the velvet painting, in
Chapter 19. Avoid being swept up in the back-and-forth of bar-
gaining. Getting the best possible price isn’t great bargaining. Great
bargaining is getting something you want at the best possible price.

• Remember, somebody is buying what the apprentices are mak-
ing. Be alert to the possibility that what you see is not necessarily
what you get. To avoid switches, never allow your purchase to be
out of your watchful sight.

• Except in the very finest stores, don’t trust shopkeepers’ descrip-
tion of age or quality. Never buy anything important from side-
walk vendors.
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• If your tour guide takes you to a store or factory, it’s not because
the best merchandise is sold there at the fairest prices, it’s because
the guide is getting a commission. (Those colored stick-on dots
tour guides ask you to wear tell the cashiers which guide receives
the commission for your purchase.) “Factory” prices are not whole-
sale prices, and the quality is not always the best.

• Don’t assume that store signs proclaiming “Factory Outlet” or “Duty
Free” are anything other than come-ons.

• Did you get the right change? Was it in the right country’s cur-
rency? Was it in the currency in use now? Sleight-of-hand when
returning change is not uncommon in Third World countries.

• Street merchants and marketplaces often sell “seconds” and re-
jects. Examine merchandise (including fabrics and clothing items)
from top to bottom, corner to corner.

• Wanna buy a watch? Beware of fake designer goods in all but luxury
and department stores.
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Business—Purchase

Negotiating the “No Surprises Later On”

Purchase of a Business

Step 1. Ask Yourself...

Before you buy a going business, make sure you understand the prospects
of this business, at this location, in this condition.

• Is a national competitor starting to dominate the market? Many
independent merchants are being pushed aside by “category kill-
ers” such as Staples, Foot Locker, and The Home Depot.

• Is new competition around the corner? Stores “on the avenue”
are losing customers to malls that offer security and easy parking.

• Is it a trendy business whose time is over? Cookie and yogurt
stores were hot for a while, but are now in a fade. Every fad will
ultimately suffer the same fate.

• Is it a business impacted by changing health concerns? High-fat
foods and tanning salons are falling from favor.

• Is it a business dependent on an anchor or neighboring business
to generate traffic? Anchor tenants don’t stay forever.

Step 2. Lock in Your Expectations

Ask yourself: Why am I buying this business? Am I getting what I think I’m getting?
Warranties are written guarantees that certain representations made by the

seller are true.
Common seller’s warranties to negotiate are:
• Financial statements are complete, correct, prepared in accordance

with generally accepted accounting principles, and fairly represent
the financial condition of the business.
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• Since the date of the financial statements, there have been no
adverse changes, financial or otherwise, in the business’s opera-
tions, properties, or prospects.

• Accounts receivable are genuine, valid, good, and collectible.
• Inventory items are current and salable except for those items

specifically scheduled as obsolete or slow moving (“carve outs”).
• Customer lists are accurate. There are no disputes with any cus-

tomers nor do any of the customers intend to cease doing business
or substantially decrease the volume of business they are doing.

• Fixtures and equipment are in good working condition and repair.
Consider: What representations must you have in order to maximize your

comfort level with the deal? Negotiate to have all important representations set
out in your agreement as warranties.

Step 3. Negotiate the Scope of the Seller’s Warranties

Warranties can be absolute. For example: All accounts receivable are collectible.
Warranties can also be limited to what the seller knows. For example: To the

seller’s knowledge, all accounts receivable are collectible.
Suppose a large account receivable is uncollectible because a customer has

filed bankruptcy. Your seller hadn’t received notice of the bankruptcy at the
time you bought the business.

If the seller’s warranty is absolute, the seller would be obligated to indemnify
you for what you lost. The warranty is unequivocal.

If, however, the warranty is limited to the seller’s knowledge, you would
have no claim because the warranty is conditional on the seller’s having known
about the bankruptcy.

• Negotiate absolute warranties rather than being put to the task
of proving what the seller may or may not have known.

• Negotiate that the warranties will not be affected or limited by
any preclosing investigations made by you or someone else on
your behalf.

• Negotiate that the representations and warranties contained in
the agreement survive the close of the transaction and the
transfer of the business. This will enable you to make future
claims subject only to applicable statutes of limitations.

Step 4. Be Ready When the Seller Says...

Our business expenses are really a lot less than shown in the books. I run a lot of
my personal expenses through the business. Hey, I even vacationed in London last year
and charged the whole trip to the business. Or says...
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Look, we do a lot of cash business. To be honest with you, we don’t report all of our
income. Business is really much better than what is shown on the books.

If a seller is lying to the IRS about the business’s income and expenses,
what makes you think you’re getting the straight story?

• Negotiate to key a portion of the purchase price to the business’s
future earnings or profitability. This tactic protects you if the seller’s
projections or historical earnings representations prove untrue.
For example: Part of the price may be based on a percentage of
the increase in future earnings over the prior earnings shown on
the books.

• Negotiate a definition of earnings that excludes extraordinary items
such as the sale of noninventory equipment.

Step 5. Can the Seller Become Your Competitor?

Will your business be hurt if the seller suddenly starts competing with you?
Don’t take that chance.

• Negotiate the seller’s promise (covenant) not to compete by at-
tempting to influence or divert customers from the business.

But what if the seller opens a similar business and doesn’t try to divert
existing customers, who nevertheless flock to the seller’s newly opened door?

• Negotiate restrictions as to when and where the seller may open a
similar business. For example: The seller agrees not to engage in the
catering business in Los Angeles County for a period of five years.

Negotiating alert: Is it necessary to negotiate with the seller’s key employees
for a similar covenant not to compete? If so, will the employees’ covenant
not to compete be enforceable under state law? If necessary, check with
your attorney.

Step 6. Keep Trade Secrets Secret

Trade secrets are proprietary information that is vital to the success of a
business. Depending on the nature of the business, they may include:

• Customers’ names.
• Suppliers’ names and prices.
• Unique techniques, methods, or procedures.
• Special formulas or recipes.
• Source codes or computer software.
• Salary and employee information.

Prevent the seller from making trade secrets available to others who could
use them to your competitive disadvantage. Negotiate covenants that prohibit
the seller from:
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• Disclosing to third parties specifically identified lists, data, processes,
and so on, that are vital to the effective and successful conduct of
the business.

• Removing or duplicating drawings, plans, software, lists, and docu-
ments that are specified as trade secrets.

Step 7. Put Teeth in Your Deal

To bite hard, negotiate a broad indemnification agreement that states the seller
will hold you harmless by paying or successfully defending any claims or de-
mands made on you by third parties if the claim or demand arose from some-
thing that happened before you bought the business.

No matter how artful your indemnification agreement, if the seller is tapped
out, you might as well have had no indemnification agreement at all.

To bite harder:
• If you will be giving the seller your promissory note, negotiate the

right to offset and deduct from future payments the amount of
any claim you may have against the seller.

• If you will be paying all cash, negotiate a hold-back—a portion of the
purchase price (the amount negotiated) held by you in a reserve
account for an agreed-on period. Your claims against the seller
would be reimbursed from the hold-back reserve.

The seller will want advance notice of your intent to claim a hold-back
portion, in order to contest the merits of your claim in accordance with your
agreement’s dispute resolution procedures.

Reality bite: keep in mind that—
• People are less cavalier in making representations when there is a

potential for personal liability.
• The more folks who are on the line, the more likely you will be

successful in asserting your claim for money.
To bite the hardest when the seller is a corporation, limited liability company,

or partnership, negotiate that each of its officers, shareholders, partners, and
principals must join in as cowarrantors and indemnitors.

Step 8. Avoid Asset Purchase Surprises

Here is a sampling of some of the unexpecteds:
• Surprise: The seller’s license and permits may not be transferable.

You may have to make new applications.
• Surprise: Motor vehicles, trademarks and trade names, accounts

receivable, leases, inventory, fixtures, contracts with third parties,
boats, and real property are each transferred differently. Deter-
mine what is required for the proper and legal transfer of assets.
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• Surprise: Failure to follow applicable laws may enable the seller’s
creditors to levy or foreclose on the assets which you paid for
and received. Determine what is required under local law to ob-
tain lien-free, clear title to assets. Understand your state’s bulk sales
laws and the required filings at state and county levels.

• Surprise: If the purchase price you are paying is not fair and for a
“reasonable equivalent value,” it has the potential of being over-
turned by the seller’s creditors.

• Surprise: Under state law, you may inadvertently assume the seller’s
liabilities to former employees. Ascertain the law in your state.

• Surprise: You may be held accountable for the business’s environ-
mental liability and defective product claims, even though the
terms of your purchase agreement provide otherwise. Negotiate
for the seller to indemnify you from any successor liability claims.

• Surprise: The accounts receivable being purchased may not be as
collectible as represented. Negotiate for a seller’s obligation to re-
purchase from you past-due and uncollectible receivables.

• Surprise: Equipment and furnishings that are not inventory are
generally subject to a sales tax. Tax obligations most often are the
responsibility of the seller. The seller, however, will typically seek
reimbursement for the sales tax from the buyer. Generally, ab-
sent a contractual obligation by the buyer to reimburse the seller,
the buyer is not liable for the sales tax.

Negotiating tip: Between the parties themselves, determining which party
will bear the sales tax burden is negotiable.

• Surprise: Key employees often quit after a business changes hands.

Practice tip: Get assurances from key personnel that they will remain with
the business. Clarify whether those employees will be looking to you to
honor accrued vacations and other benefits.

Step 9. Talk to a Pro

Maybe you are best off buying the assets that comprise a business: inven-
tory, accounts receivable, equipment, trade name, leases, and so on. As part of
the deal, you may agree to assume certain obligations and payables.

Maybe you are best off buying the shares of a corporation (or limited liabil-
ity company) that owns the assets that comprise the business. Corporations
have assets, but they also have obligations, debts, and adverse claims.

Engage the assistance of professionals who can guide you through the maze
of tax, legal, and dispute resolution considerations.
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Business—Sale

Negotiating the “No Surprises Later On”

Sale of a Business

Step 1. Remember the Scotts

The Scotts spent their lives building up a small-but-profitable and very cred-
itworthy gift boutique. They were justifiably proud of what they had accom-
plished and looked forward to their pending retirement.

Wolfe offered them a surprisingly large price for their prized business. The
purchase would be funded by a small cash down payment plus a very sizable
promissory note.

The Scotts had no insight into Wolfe’s objective—to loot the Scotts’ business.
Wolfe used the boutique’s fine credit for the purpose of obtaining loans

and buying merchandise for which no payment was ever made. The Scotts
never received a penny more than the cash down payment.

People are funny. I know the Scotts; they are like a lot of other good
businesspeople. If Wolfe had wanted $1,000 in customer credit, they would
have gotten all kind of information about him. But the Scotts were not “pro-
grammed” to obtain information about a business buyer.

Step 2. Preparing for the Other Shoe to Drop

Whether you are selling your shares in a corporate-owned business or
selling the assets that comprise a business, your buyer will demand from you
certain warranties and representations. Examples of common warranties are in
the preceding Playbook section, “Business-Purchase.”

In agreeing to indemnify the buyer, you are promising to reimburse the
buyer for losses that result from the breach of those representations and
warranties.
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As a seller, you will want to limit the scope and extent of your liability. This can be
accomplished if you:

• Negotiate an aggregate dollar limitation on the amount your buyer
can claim from you for breach of warranty. For example, in no
event can the buyer recover more than $25,000 as a result of a
breach of warranty claim.

• Negotiate that indemnification payments will be limited to amounts
remaining to be paid to the buyer from future note installments
or from “earn-out” payments if part of the purchase price is keyed
to future earnings.

• Negotiate that, for indemnification purposes, the buyer’s reim-
bursable losses are calculated on an after-tax basis. The buyer’s
actual out-of-pocket losses may possibly be reduced by a tax ben-
efit resulting from a tax deduction.

• Negotiate a limited time period during which the buyer may bring
an action for breach of warranty. For example, no claim for breach
of warranty will be valid unless made within six months from the
date the business changes hands.

• Negotiate basket limitations to avoid arguments over relatively nomi-
nal breaches. For example, no claim will be honored until the
buyer’s aggregate claims exceed $10,000.

• Negotiate the scope of your warranties by limiting them to what
you actually know. For example, instead of representing absolutely
that “the financial statements are complete,” your warranty would
be one of limitation: “To the seller’s actual knowledge, the finan-
cial statements are complete.”

• Negotiate the apportionment of liability among the sellers if there
is more than one. For example, if you own 30 percent of the
business being sold, you will not want to have potential responsi-
bility for 100 percent of the buyer’s claims.

• Negotiate limiting your liability for faulty or defective goods or
equipment to reimbursement of what your buyer actually paid for
particular items. This will eliminate the buyer’s potential claim for
lost profits or other losses that are a consequence or result of
your breach.

Practice tip: Rather than warranting the condition of equipment being sold,
allow the buyer to thoroughly inspect that equipment and sell it in as is
condition.

Step 3. Getting Off the Hook, Staying Off the Hook

If you are selling assets, chances are you will want to negotiate the buyer’s as-
sumption (and payment) of all or some of your business’s debt. This is particularly
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true if you have a postsale obligation to an equipment lessor, landlord, or in-
stallment purchase financier.

• Negotiate for the buyer to secure its promise to you that these
assumed obligations will be paid. The buyer’s security can be
real estate, the equipment being sold, or other good collateral. If
the buyer later reneges by not paying the assumed debt, you
will be in a position to foreclose on the collateral that secures
the buyer’s promise of payment.

Is the buyer a corporation or limited liability company?
• Negotiate for the buyer’s principals to personally guaranty that

assumed obligations will be timely paid. If you are concerned
about the financial ability of the guarantors, these personal
guaranties can be secured by the personal assets of the
guarantors.

Step 4. Protect Yourself from Earn-Out Manipulation

Is a portion of the purchase price based on the buyer’s future earnings
(earn-outs)? Safeguard yourself against earn-out manipulation. Until you are paid:

• Negotiate that the business being purchased is to be operated as
a distinct entity separate from the buyer’s other operations,
which could impact earnings.

• Negotiate that equipment and fixtures necessary for conducting
business can’t be disposed of without your consent.

• Negotiate that there can be no material changes in the type,
scope, or manner of operation of the business.

• Negotiate to restrict allocations of expenses for overhead if the
business being purchased will be operated as a subsidiary.

• Negotiate the right to regularly review the buyer’s financial
statements and earn-out calculations.

Step 5. Make the Buyer’s Promissory Note

as Collectible as You Can

• Reality Bite No. 1: Now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t collateral. You
can lose the benefit of having a secured note if the inventory,
accounts receivable, and/or equipment serving as collateral can
be readily sold or collected with your knowledge or consent.

• Reality Bite No. 2: You may get your business back. Having a note
secured by the inventory or fixtures of a business means you
have to be emotionally and financially prepared to take the
business back if you are forced to foreclose on your collateral.
(And this assumes the business is still intact.)
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• Biting Back. Negotiate for the equity in the buyer’s home or
other real estate to be posted as additional collateral securing
payment of the note you are being given.

What if the buyer can’t provide satisfactory additional security? Demand
that the buyer’s note obligation be guarantied by others who do have financial
substance.

Practice tip: The guaranty should not be for eventual payment of the note
obligation but a guaranty of timely payment.

Consider: Does it make sense to collect receivables yourself rather than sell
them? Selling good accounts receivable is like selling cash.

Negotiating alert: If the buyer insists on purchasing your receivables, it may
be a sign that the buyer is in shaky financial condition.

Step 6. Talk to a Pro

Selling a business requires the assistance of professionals versed in business
and tax.
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Cohabitation Agreement

Negotiating an Agreement Between

Unmarried Cohabitants

Just when you thought divvying up closet space was the hard part...

Step 1. It’s Time to Get Real

Now is the time to discuss your expectations and concerns forthrightly.
These discussions can be a rewarding and enriching experience that will lead to
a new understanding and appreciation of your relationship. They can also be a
revealing and disappointing tug-of-war.

Step 2. Understand What Is and What Isn’t

Generally speaking, there is no automatic right to property or support merely
because a person was once a nonmarital partner.

In states where any rights of nonmarital partners are recognized, those
rights have nothing to do with alimony. They do, however, have everything to
do with contract law.

In these so-called “palimony states,” the “rights” granted by courts are noth-
ing more than the right every individual has to enforce a lawful contract even
though the contract provides for typically “spousal” benefits.

In some of the states where cohabitation agreements are enforceable, the
law is further evolving to protect the expectations of cohabitants who do not
have a written contract. The courts in those progressive states are willing to
examine the conduct of the cohabitants to determine whether an “implied
contract” or an “implied partnership” existed. But a nonmarital partner may be
unable to establish an implied contract or an implied partnership. A written
agreement is therefore imperative.
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Step 3. Negotiate the Character of the Relationship

If it appears that your agreement is primarily for sexual services rather than
for love, companionship, healthcare, or sharing of financial resources, a court
may deny enforcement of your cohabitation agreement on the grounds that its
primary purpose was the procurement of immoral and illicit acts. Negotiate
and document with specificity the purpose and character of the relationship.

Step 4. Negotiate Specific Support Rights and Obligations

A written cohabitation agreement to “support” or “take care of” may be too
vague to cause a division of property or a court order of support.

If your agreement is to be upheld, the negotiated respective rights and
obligations of the parties must be clear and specific.

Consider negotiating and including the following in the cohabitation agreement:
• Who will pay all or a greater part of living expenses?
• Will earnings and income be pooled?
• Who will pay taxes, upkeep, and maintenance on property

owned by one of the parties?
• Will payments be made to the “pal” periodically—for example, X

dollars per year on the anniversary of cohabitation?

Step 5. Negotiate What Happens

if There Is a Mutual Breakup

Consider negotiating and including in your cohabitation agreement what will hap-
pen if the relationship breaks up:

• Will there be post-cohabitation support? If so, will the support
be keyed to how long the partners lived together—for example,
one month of support for each month of cohabitation?

• Who will vacate the premises and who will stay?
• Who will keep furniture and other items jointly purchased

during the relationship?

Step 6. Negotiate What Happens if a Partner Receiving

Financial Benefits Calls It Quits

What happens if the partner seeking to enforce the cohabitation agreement
was the one who ended the relationship? A financially benefited partner should
negotiate and document what will happen in this eventuality to avoid a de-
fense based on breach of contract.
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Step 7. Negotiate Death Benefits

A nonmarital partner’s will can be changed at any time without the other
partner’s knowledge or consent. A cohabitation agreement is a two-party con-
tract that can be changed only by mutual consent.

Consider negotiating and including in your cohabitation agreement:
• Upon a partner’s death, the surviving partner will receive a

stipulated allowance per month for a specified period of time.
• The partner will own and be the beneficiary of an insurance

policy on the life of the other partner.
• Upon a partner’s death, the surviving partner will continue to

live in the deceased partner’s residence for a specified time.

Step 8. Get a Lawyer

Your cohabitation agreement will be better able to withstand a challenge if it
has been reviewed by your partner’s lawyer. The lawyer should acknowledge
in writing that the cohabitation agreement was read, understood, and entered
into by your partner free from duress or undue influence.
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Collecting Money

Negotiating the Collection of Money

Without Sounding Like a Wimp or a

Self-Righteous Money Grubber

Nobody likes to collect money. It’s the worst job in the office.
Who wants to hear yelling, threats, poor-mouthing, a diatribe of how you

could have done something a little better, a little faster, a little differently?
Who wants to be embarrassed and have unjustified feelings of defensive-

ness when someone asks, “Don’t you trust me?”
Everybody knows it’s hard enough to get business, much less chance losing

it to a competitor because you are being pushy about your bill. Won’t people be
dissuaded from doing business with you if they see you as relentless and uncar-
ing in your collection policies?

Not necessarily. It’s possible to collect what’s coming to you while preserv-
ing important relationships. Here’s how.

Step 1. Have a Creditor’s Mindset

Remember that the money is yours. You earned it. You are entitled to receive
it when promised. You are not looking for a contribution or a handout.

Step 2. He Who Hesitates Loses

The longer you wait to call a potential problem account, the less likely you
are to collect. The time to start is within a few days of when the payment has
become overdue.

Step 3. Don’t Be a Wimp

Let’s face it. The following bad-move lines are wimp-outs.
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• Bad Move No. 1: Can you send a partial payment on account? A
partial payment can be $20 on a $1,000 balance, which is
hardly what you had in mind.

• Bad Move No. 2: Look, we have bills to pay, too. Who cares? And
besides, your needs have nothing to do with collecting what is
morally and legally yours to collect.

• Bad Move No. 3: How much can you send us? Discussions should
focus on how the bill will get paid, not on what will be sent this
week.

• Bad Move No. 4: If it’s not too much trouble, would you send us
something today? The wrong person is on a guilt trip and it
shows. Why are you apologizing for asking someone to keep a
promise?

• Bad Move No. 5: I’d like you to pay your bill or at least half. Name
one person who will send 100 percent if there is an invitation
to pay 50 percent.

Step 4. Ease Your Tension

If you feel anxiety or discomfort in asking for your due, reestablish linkage.
• Start with chit-chat if you can make it sound natural and

unscripted. Sports and natural disasters are great icebreakers:
Did you see the game Saturday? Did you have wind damage to your
house?

• State why you are uncomfortable: I hate calling you about your
bill and I wish we didn’t have to discuss money. If you would rather
talk later, tell me when I should call back.

The offer to defer the discussion shows you really are sensitive to your
customers as people and are not viewing them as collection statistics.

Step 5. Negotiate a Definite Course of Conduct

Being promised “a payment” is not good enough. If you are not getting a
full payment, then be definite about the amounts being sent and the time frame
for payment in full.

• I need to know exactly how much you are sending, when it is being
sent, and how the balance will be paid off.

• How much time do you need to pay off the account?
• How short of the full payment are you?

Without a definitive, specific understanding, you will be pleading for money
on a weekly basis.
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Step 6. How to Avoid the “P” Word

If you can’t say pay, then use weasel words: I need you to clear this account; I
need you to bring your account current; I need you to take care of the balance.

Step 7. Ask About “How”

You have requested the debtor to pay your bill. The next step is a question:
How do you want to clear (take care of, pay) the account balance—by cash, credit card,
or check?

Step 8. Say Nothing

The debtor will respond to your question in Step 7 if you say nothing
more.

The response may be a promise of payment (not good enough unless
specific) or an excuse for not paying (now is the time to put the excuse on the
table for discussion, compromise, or rejection).

If the debtor asks to discuss the situation later, then get a commitment as to
when and where: I understand that this is an inconvenient time. When should I call
back?

Negotiating tip: It is harder to say no in person: A face-to-face meeting may
be more productive than a phone call. If the amount is significant and it is
not physically inconvenient, meet at the debtor’s office. Your customer will
not have a Let me reexamine my records at the office excuse for dodging
payment. And even better, that’s where the checkbook is!

Step 9. It’s Not Over Until It’s Over

If you’ve used the tactics described above and payment still isn’t made,
consider these money extractors:

• Joe, our controller pulled your account as one of the ones to be turned
over to the lawyers for collection. I retrieved your file and said that I
wanted to talk to you myself about your balance.

• Joe, our controller pulled your account to go to collection. I understand
things are tough and you aren’t sure when you can make payments. I
can give you some slack if you will sign a promissory note.

Unlike open account relationships, a note generally will have a definite
payment structure, accrue interest, and provide for late payment penalties and
the reimbursement of legal expenses. Traditional defenses (late delivery, prod-
uct defects, and so on) may not be available to the debtor once the obligation is
memorialized in a note.

Negotiating tip: Is there a dispute as to the amount owed? Perhaps delivery
was late or specifications were not met.
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Consider this: Assume a $4,000 claim is reduced to $2,000 and will be
paid in monthly installments. To put teeth in the deal, cast the note as a $4,000
note which provides for $2 of credit for each dollar timely paid.

If all the payments are timely, only $2,000 would be due. If half the pay-
ments are timely, $3,000 would be due. And if none of the payments is timely,
$4,000 would be due and you would possess all the rights and abilities of a
note holder.

Practice tip: If the business is a corporation or other entity, request the
owner’s personal guaranty of payment. Talking big numbers? Consider hav-
ing the note secured by company assets, by the owner’s home, or by other
good collateral.

Are these requests overreaching? Not when your customer is asking you
to forbear from collection action or is seeking more credit.
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Contractors

Negotiating With a Pool/Building/Masonry/

Roofing/Painting/Landscape or Other Type of

Contractor

Your preliminary discussions with possible contractors should be treated as job
interviews. Ask about qualifications, similar jobs done recently, and references.

For bigger jobs, find out who would generally be supervising your project.
Unless you have a comfort level with that person, you will not have peace of
mind until the job is over.

Consider tossing out bids which are 10 percent or more below the other bids
you receive. Low bids are a sign of an inexperienced or desperate contractor.

Step 1. Negotiating the Quality of Work

Avoidable disappointment: It was an exciting project—paneling your den and install-
ing bookcases and cabinets. But now that it’s done, all you can say is that the workman-
ship and materials are not nearly as good as you expected.

Negotiate that the quality of the completed job will be first-class, professional,
and workmanlike.

Job materials (for example, the type, quality, and size of wood moldings, the
brand, model, and finish of door hardware) can be described with objective
specificity.

Workmanship, however, is subjective and not easily defined. Finish carpentry
considered first-class in a $300,000 house may be considered third-rate in a
$1,500,000 house.

Ask to see the contractor’s completed jobs that are similar to your own. If
you like what you see, negotiate that those jobs will be your reference point—
a visible, tangible, preagreed standard of the workmanship you are buying. For
example: Paneling, bookcases, and cabinets will have the same quality, workmanship,
materials, and finish as in the Joneses’ remodeled family room.
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Step 2. Negotiate the Use of Specific Subcontractors

Avoidable disappointment: You are landscaping. A friend has a stone walkway that
looks just like a meandering stream bed. You decide to install a similar walkway. Some-
how your friend’s walkway seems special and yours looks very ordinary.

Most general contractors employ their own laborers and carpenters. Ev-
erything else is subcontracted. To prepare a bid for your job, subcontractors will
be called in by the general contractor to estimate their portions of the job.

If you are using a general contractor and know of subcontractors (cabinet-
makers, masons, wallpaper installer, and so on) whose work you admire and
want incorporated into your job, then negotiate and contract that your general
contractor will use those specific subcontractors on your project.

Step 3. Insist on a Detailed Contract

Avoidable disappointment: You signed a contract to have your office’s interior walls
painted. The day before the painter is to start, he asks when the file cabinets will be
moved away from the walls and whether you want to pay extra for removal of brack-
ets and filling in the holes.

Imagine being in a legal dispute with your contractor. Now ask yourself: Is
the contract sufficiently detailed to support your position?

Painting a room involves a lot more than putting paint on a wall. How will
the wall be prepared? What is the type of paint? Is it a quality brand? How
many coats will there be? Will the color be custom? Will electrical outlets be
painted the same color as the walls? Will hooks and brackets be removed? Who
will move heavy furniture pieces?

Request that your contract contain a room-by-room breakdown that speci-
fies exactly what will be done and how it will be done.

Your contract should contain specification sheets: brands, model numbers,
quantities, thickness of wood, sheetrock (dry wall), number of coats of paint,
size and type of wood used for moldings and other mill-work, and similar
details.

Step 4. Negotiate Change Costs and Credits

Avoidable disappointment: The contractor’s bid for the room addition was reason-
able. During framing, you requested a few changes. The charge for adding another
exterior door and expanding the size of two windows was unreasonable.

Some contractors will bid low to get your job. They know that most own-
ers will request changes as the job progresses. Once the initial contract is signed,
you are truly a captive customer. High-priced “extras” help offset low bid prices.

• Negotiate change order costs. To avoid being a victim, negotiate
up front the cost of unforeseen charges by using a formulatic
approach. For example, any additions or modifications during
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the course of the job will be charged at the contractor’s actual
cost of materials and labor plus 15 percent.

• Negotiate change-order credits. You are remodeling a bathroom
and decide to install one bathroom sink rather than two. How
much will you be credited for the second sink?

The credit you will receive if you decide to delete a contracted item can also
be formulatic. For example, if you delete an item, you will receive a credit equal
to 85 percent of the cost allocated to the materials and labor associated with the
deleted items.

Step 5. Negotiate Time-Schedule Penalties

Avoidable disappointment: It is now the end of July and your job, which was to be
finished in May, has a way to go.

Find a contractor that offers a specific completion date and negotiate a per-day
monetary penalty for each day the job goes unfinished after that date. For
example, except for delays beyond the contractor’s control, the job price will be
reduced by $100 for each day the job remains incomplete after June 1st.

Step 6. Negotiate a Way Out

Avoidable disappointment: That amiable contractor who won you over before you
signed his contract is now just plain impossible. His work is shoddy and he’s behind
schedule. Some days, you sit around waiting for him and he doesn’t show up at all.

Firing a contractor during the course of a job can be a real problem if a way
out is not negotiated and documented up front.

Most contracts provide for “progress payments.” For example, if you were
doing a room addition, the contractor would receive a percentage of the con-
tract price at signing, an additional percentage when the foundation is installed,
an additional percentage when the framing is done, and continuing payments
as each stage of work is completed.

What if you terminate the contractor between progress payments?
What if you terminate the contractor just after a progress payment, but the

contractor has now received more money than is represented by the amount
of work done so far? (This is the way contractors structure progress payments.)

Negotiate and contract that:
• In the event of a breach, you may terminate the contractor

upon X day’s written notice, during which time the contractor
has an opportunity to remedy the breach.

• If the breach isn’t cured, you can have the work completed by
another contractor of your choosing.

• Upon final completion of all work by the replacement
contractor, the original contractor will be paid the difference
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between the contract price and what it cost you to complete
the job.

Step 7. Negotiate a Progress Payment Schedule That

Makes Good Business Sense

Avoidable disappointment: Your roof replacement payment schedule provides for a
75 percent payment when roofing materials are delivered to your home. The tar paper
and roof were delivered two weeks ago. You made the 75 percent payment. Now you
are learning that the job probably won’t be started for another week or two.

You do not need to accept the contractor’s job progress payment schedule.
Negotiate a schedule in which the size of the payments is representative of the
value of the work completed as of the date of payment. It’s okay for the con-
tractor to always be a-little bit ahead.

For example, if you gave the contractor a 10 percent down payment for
your room addition, you wouldn’t pay 30 percent more when the foundation
was set, because the job would not be 40 percent underway.

A common “trick” is to condition some progress payments on delivery of
materials alone. This encourages delivery of materials long in advance of when
they will be used.

Practice alert: Prior to making each progress payment, have the contractor
supply you with a copy of a lien release form, which releases your property
from any lien arising from the contractor’s having furnished labor or materials
to your job.

In most states, the release should be signed by each of the contractors,
subcontractors, laborers, and materialmen who have filed the appropriate pre-
liminary notices. Determine the law in your state.

Step 8. Make Yourself Surprise-Proof

Avoidable disappointment: You thought your $20,000 swimming pool contract
was just that, a $20,000 swimming pool contract. But the contractor says, “Excavation
problems have been discovered and $5,000 more is needed to pickax through a layer of
rock.”

Try to avoid leaving any part of the job “open” until the contractor can
better determine what needs to be done when the wall is opened, the ground is
broken, and so on. Pros will generally know what needs to be done at the time
the contract is prepared. Open-ended contracts are an invitation for trouble.

If the job is different than expected and left partially “open,” suggest to the
contractor that he shouldn’t profit from your misfortune. Negotiate that “open
work” will be at the contractor’s actual cost without profit.

Practice tip: If appropriate, have your contractor acknowledge that it has
independently (and not through you) ascertained the geographical con-
ditions of the job property and the general and local conditions pertaining
to your job.
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Step 9. Negotiate a Completion Bond

Avoidable disappointment: Halfway through a room addition job, your contractor
announces he is quitting. The job was underbid and every day of work means he is
losing more money.

Completion bonds are issued by bonding companies. They will see to it
that your job is finished at the original contract price if your contractor hops
into his pickup and is never to be heard from again. Negotiate to have the
completion bond premium borne (at least in part) by the contractor.

Negotiating alert: If the contractor refuses to get a completion bond, check
out his reputation. The bonding company may not consider him bondable.

Step 10. Negotiate Warranties

Avoidable disappointment. You just spent $15,000 for a new roof. The first heavy
rain brought leaks and water damage to your grandmother’s piano.

There will be times when you will negotiate for the inclusion of a warranty
in your contract.

For example:
• For six months, newly planted trees and bushes will survive, in

healthy condition.
• For five years, your roof won’t leak (the warranty could be for

leak repair as well as reimbursement for interior water damage
caused by the leak).

• For six years, pool plaster won’t flake or break.
• For seven years, exterior paint won’t peel.

Step 11. Negotiate a Fast, Cheap, and Efficient Dispute

Resolution Procedure

Avoidable disappointment: On balance, you like your contractor and don’t want to
terminate the contract. However, you and the contractor often have heated disagree-
ments. The contractor has told you that you are a perfectionist and, with your zero
tolerances, you are asking too much in a kitchen remodel.

Quality is in the eyes of the beholder. You and your contractor may not see
things the same way.

To resolve differences through litigation, arbitration, or mediation causes
mid-job delays and is costly, time-consuming, and emotionally draining.

Now is the time to agree on a fast, cheap, and efficient dispute resolution
procedure. For example, if you have an architect, negotiate that both you and
the contractor will accept the architect’s decision as final and binding. If there is
no architect, consider naming a mutually trusted industry professional who
could serve as the arbiter of disputes.
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Step 12. More Tips to Consider

As applicable, negotiate for your contract to provide that:
• The contractor, at its own cost, will maintain a policy of liability

insurance, insuring you against loss or injury connected with the
performance of the contract. Ask to see evidence that this insur-
ance is in place before work commences.

• The contractor will indemnify and hold you and your property harm-
less from claims and losses arising from death or injury or damage
to another’s property.

• The contractor will, upon completion, remove debris and surplus
materials from your property, leaving your property in broom-
clean condition.

• The contractor may not assign your contract or delegate its duties
under the contract to a third party without your written consent.

• The title to all materials delivered to your job site will be deemed
to have passed to you.

Practice alert: Check with your insurance agent to see if you should have
“course of construction” vandalism, malicious mischief, and material theft
insurance.

A final note: That printed contract you are being asked to sign was prepared
by an association whose only function is to protect and serve contractors. Read
the small print front and back. Make whatever changes are necessary for you to
be properly protected.
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Contracts

Contract Negotiating

The macro-pivotal points of an agreement have been agreed on. A sym-
bolic handshake has indicated that the parties are in sync. But total consensus is
a long way off. The micro terms and conditions are now up for negotiation.

Step 1. Repush Motivator Buttons

Reconfirm your understanding of those deal points that satisfy the other
person’s needs. It was the desire to satisfy those needs that led to an agreement
in principle.

Step 2. Move From Agreement to Agreement

Discuss other major issues on which you already agree. Positive feelings are
reinforced and rapport is enhanced as you move from agreement-to-agreement.
When issues in conflict are tackled too early, there is a greater chance resistance
and hostility will result.

Step 3. Reach Agreement in Principle

If you don’t totally agree on a major issue, then try to reach a broader,
more general understanding as to that issue. This understanding will become
the basis for further discussion.

Step 4. Tackle Nonmonetary Issues First

Once a positive feeling is in place and a collaborative spirit is established,
turn to major issues in conflict, beginning with nonmonetary issues.
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Step 5. Divide and Conquer

Break conflict issues into components that can be dealt with individually.
Start with those components on which agreement is more likely.

Step 6. Put Preservatives in Your Deal

If is the magical give-and-get concession word. The easiest if to ask for and
get may turn out to be your most important—a compliance concession.

Compliance concessions that make for a sturdier deal can take many forms:
• A liquidated damage provision stating an agreed-on sum certain to

be paid to you in the event of breach. The time and expense of
proving the extent to which you were damaged by the breach
are eliminated.

• A high interest rate on a note, which is retroactively reduced if all
note payments are timely made.

• A price increase for each day that a scheduled sale closing does
not take place.

• A price discount if the ordered goods are not delivered on time.
• A late-payment fee for payments not made on time.
• A revocation of rights if payments are not made on time, for

example, nullification of an option to renew if rent payments
are not made in a timely fashion.

• An enforcement cost recoupment provision that discourage breach
by making it possible for you to recoup your lawyer fees and
related costs in a legal action to enforce the contract.

When you are being assured prompt and faithful payment, completion, or
delivery, it is hard to be denied your compliance request. If the other person
really means to keep the promises being made, he or she has nothing to lose.

Step 7. Favored-Nations Negotiating

Favored-nations contract provisions are negotiating devices that can:
• Assure the best possible price: The seller agrees that he will not,

during the next year (quarter, month), sell to another buyer an XYZ
unit on more favorable terms or for a lesser price than is provided for
in this contract.

• Test your negotiated bottom: The seller warrants that he has not
sold an XYZ unit during the previous 90 days on more favorable
terms or at a lesser price than is provided for in this contract.
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Step 8. Negotiate a “Stockyard” Clause

One client calls it my all-purpose “stockyard-being-built-down-the-road”
clause. Whatever you call it, it has served me well through the years.

The safety-net language to negotiate is to the effect that the seller (for ex-
ample, landlord) has no knowledge or information which if made known to the buyer
(for example, tenant) would discourage or dissuade the buyer from entering into this
agreement.

• For a client negotiating to buy an upscale apartment building,
the clause flushed out the rumor that a halfway house would
be the new neighbor down the block.

• For a client negotiating to buy acreage in Denver next to a
Target store, the clause forced the seller’s revelation that water
wouldn’t be allocated to the site for two years.

• For a tenant negotiating a restaurant lease, the clause compelled
the landlord to disclose that the neighborhood had become an
evening gang hangout.

Step 9. Negotiating Through Documentation

Deals are cut on macro-deal points. There are always lesser micro issues that
go undiscussed. If your side drafts the agreement, then your side will be able to
deal with all those unattended issues in a manner most favorable to you. The
other person may request some changes, but your side’s language will in large
part go untouched.

But then—there was the exotic animal-breeding deal. There was a deal to
bankroll a group searching out Noah’s ark. And a U.S. astronaut wanted me to
negotiate a deal involving a commercial project in outer space.

I confess: sometimes I find myself on unfamiliar turf. In those instances,
after the most basic terms have been agreed on, I have found that it makes
good sense for the other side—assuming the principals are more knowledge-
able—to prepare the contract. Why? First, I don’t want to tip them off as to how
little I know about the subject matter. Second, their document will raise points
and issues that I may not have considered and can now negotiate.

Step 10. Red Line

Contracts will be reviewed and changed. If your side drafts the contract
and changes are requested by the other party and are agreed to by you, then
send along an additional copy of the revised contract on which you have red
lined (underlined) where the changes have been made.

Red lining channels and directs the other party’s focus to the underscored
changes, obviating any need to reread the entire contract. When the entire
contract doesn’t need to be reviewed, you have lessened the chance that pre-
viously accepted terms will be revisited and renegotiated.
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Crisis, Public Relations

Finessing a Public Relations

Crisis of Confidence

A death resulting from poor food-handling procedures at a restaurant; toxic
waste dumping; unsafe products; price gouging at a convenience store...acts
perceived as threatening safety, public health, or the environment, or as being
unfair business practices can throw any business into a crisis mode. Here’s how
to handle such a crisis.

Step 1. Gather Facts Quickly

You must dispel any impression that you are unconcerned or have lost
control. Hard facts will help you avoid the temptation of making a blanket
denial that later may be proven inaccurate or untrue. Hard facts will enable
you to avoid conflicting explanations that would exacerbate the loss of public
confidence.

Step 2. Avoid a “No Comment” Response to the Media

It’s the easy and natural thing to say. But when you are confronted by the
media, a “no comment” response:

• Gives the impression that something is being hidden.
• Implies that the questions being asked are unworthy of an an-

swer.
• Suggests that the public is not entitled to information.
• Forces the media to look to alternative sources of information—

sources that may be less accurate or may have interests adverse
to your own.
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Calmly explain why you aren’t making comment: “We are still investigat-
ing.” “That’s a trade secret. We can’t reveal it.” Then give out any information
you are free to divulge.

Step 3. Designate a Spokesperson

Keeping your own personnel informed builds a sense of organizational
unity. However, it’s important to control alternative sources of information.
Give your staff instructions to refer inquiries to a designated spokesperson.
Even if a conversation or interview is “off the record,” make it clear to your
personnel that they are not to divulge or share information.

Step 4. Containment Versus Control

Your lawyer’s job is containing the crisis. By nature, lawyers are reactive.
They think about defending against lawsuits. As spokespersons, they tend to be
protective, restrictive, and rigid.

Your public relations pro’s job is controlling the crisis. They are proactive. Pub-
lic relations pros will set a “forgive and forget” agenda.

Should you move toward containment or control?
Ask yourself: Will governmental investigations or probing media inquiries

make it very unlikely that damaging information can be concealed for any sig-
nificant time? If the answer is yes, then opt for control.

Step 5. If Your Choice Is Control,

Acknowledge There Is a Problem

Denying that the problem exists will erode credibility. For people to “for-
give and forget,” they must believe they are dealing with essentially honest
people who are genuinely trying to remedy the problem.

Step 6. Demonstrate Concern

Losing public credibility may have more damaging long-term impact than
is presented by the crisis at hand. Show a dedication to the problem’s prompt
resolution by promising and demonstrating cooperation with investigative
authorities.

Make the public aware of the progress of your investigation into the facts.

Step 7. Set the “Spin”

Impressions are made in the media. Negative impressions, once formed,
are hard to dispel. When you are proactive, you modulate the agenda, tone,
and mood of your story.

Set the “spin” by controlling the public’s perception of the situation as well
as your response and attitude toward it.
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Get your information out frequently and quickly.
Tell your side of the story, discussing the problem in the context of your

business record. This can be done through ads, letters to editors, press confer-
ences, and press releases.

Most importantly, apologize if appropriate.

Step 8. The NEVER EVERs

• NEVER EVER take a reporter’s call unless you know the reporter
or know what he or she wants, and why.

• NEVER EVER be goaded into a fast-response, reactive comment
you will later regret. The more inflammatory the question, the
more composed and collected you must be when answering.

• NEVER EVER be hostile or condescending. Hostility fosters con-
tempt. Being condescending may come across as apologetic.

• NEVER EVER speak to the media without being thoroughly pre-
pared (preferably by a public relations or media pro).

• NEVER EVER answer complex or hard questions with long an-
swers. Long answers often have unintended response compo-
nents which in themselves create new issues.

Here’s how you can cool down too-hot-to-handle questions.
• Deflect hard questions with a tough or complex question of

your own. (For example, On what specific facts are you basing
your question?)

• Postpone answering. There are some things I need to confirm before
I can give you an accurate answer.

• Answer briefly. The longer the question, the shorter your
response should be.
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Cruises

Negotiating a Super Cruise Fare

Rich or just comfortable. Native or foreign-born. It seems that all passengers
on board like to talk about the good deal they got on their cruise fare.

On my first cruise, I discovered this phenomenon the hard way. To my
horror, apparently only I and an elderly couple from Montana had actually
paid full fare.

Since then, as a shipboard lecturer and frequent cruise passenger, I have
finally figured out the secrets of “cruise control.”

What’s the Main Game?

You are about to understand why your travel agent is always so nice in
arranging for champagne on ice to be delivered to your cruise ship cabin.

The “base” commission paid to travel agents by the cruise lines is generally
10 percent on the cruise fare; 5 percent air, pre/post cruise hotels; 10 percent
on optional travel insurance. If you and three friends book a $5,000-per-person
cruise, we are talking about a $2,000 commission to make a phone call. And
the phone call is toll-free!

The Preferred Account Game

Some travel agents have a preferred-account relationship with various cruise
lines. These folks are the bigger cruise brokers who advertise and sell a lot of
cruises. The more cruises they sell on a particular line, the more “preferred”
they are by that line. In addition to the 10 percent base commission, preferred
agents are the first to get up to an additional 30 percent or more commission on
certain cruises.
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What do the agents do with these mega commissions? They have three options:
1. They may try to keep the entire commission as profit.
2. They may act as wholesalers or cruise brokers to smaller travel

agencies, making it possible for these agencies to book fares at a
higher commission rate than if they had booked their
passengers directly with the cruise line.

3. They may try to sell even more cruises by advertising “special
cruise fares.” lf it’s a 20 percent special discount, the agent may
make 20 percent, and the passenger saves 20 percent. Don’t
confuse these specials with the specials offered by the lines
themselves.

For which cruises do preferred accounts get the largest commissions?
With new ships being launched every year, there is a competitive scramble

to sell cabins, and both cruise line and agent specials are becoming more com-
mon. The deeper discounts are usually for:

• Spur-of-the-moment specials when it appears several months in
advance of sailing that there will be unsold cabins.

• “Repositioning cruises” (i.e., the segue cruises between seasonal
European ports and Caribbean ports). Repositioning cruises
cross miles of ocean and hit fewer ports. They are a bargain
only if days at sea are more important to you than ports-of-call.

The Consolidator Game

Consolidators go after the block bookings business of affinity groups such as
the Masons, Rotarians, or alumni associations. Consolidators generally have the
highest profit margins to play with.

To avoid alienating the cruise lines and other travel agents, most consolida-
tors won’t negotiate an affinity group fare for anyone who is not a member of the
group. You can’t get an Elks Club fare if you aren’t an Elk. But consolidators are
too smart not to take advantage of their volume buying power, and so they form
their own affinity groups and call them travel clubs. “Club members” pay nominal
annual dues to get a shot at bargain fares that may not otherwise be available.

Eight Steps to the Dock

Step 1. Decide Where and When You Want to Go

Study the brochures of different cruise lines. You will be surprised at their
similarity—photos of sunny beaches, shipboard entertainers in sequins, couples
standing on a deck awash in moonlight, and buffets to die for. You will also
notice a similarity of itineraries and departure dates in various parts of the world.
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Decide your destination and a sailing date range. You are now ready to
choose a ship and cruise line.

Step 2. Check Out Cruise Line Promotions and Incentives

Which lines are currently advertising a sale” on their usual fares?
Those two-for-one advertised cruise line specials are usually not two-for-

one for the airfare portion of the cruise. You will find this fact buried in the
smallest type at the bottom of the ad.

Call 800 information and get the phone number of the lines whose cruises
interest you.

Ask each line about special incentives and programs that are not in their
brochure. What are they offering for your time frames and destinations?

Ask each line which agents have blocked bookings for the special-incentive
cruises. Some lines will tell you, others will not.

Step 3. Ask Preferred Suppliers About Their Own

Promotions and Incentives

For years, you have had an agent who books your trips west to see the kids
for the holidays. But shop around. Buying a cruise is becoming more like buy-
ing a car or refrigerator.

In addition to the cruise line incentives, preferred suppliers will have their
own incentives. Give them your dates and destinations and see what they
come up with.

Different agents are willing to offer different concessions, depending on
the relationship they enjoy with any given cruise line. Try out-of-state cruise
brokers that advertise in the Sunday travel section.

Practice alert: if you buy through an agent you don’t know, pay with a credit
card just in case the agent heads south.

Step 4. Negotiate a Super Fare

The basic question to ask your agent is: Are you competitive? No agency
still in business will answer “no” to this question.

Use the power of competition. Let the agent know you believe you can get
a better fare elsewhere, although you would prefer to deal with this agency if at
all possible. Don’t accept superlative service as an alternative to a deep dis-
count. You are buying a ticket—this is not a service-intensive activity. Once your
ticket is delivered, the travel agent is pretty much out of the picture.

All travel agents, big and small, who want to be a part of the new, savvy,
price-conscious, competitive market will negotiate commissions and price breaks.
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Step 5. Negotiate a Cabin Upgrade

Study deck plans and decide which cabin location best suits your needs
and budget. Forget about the status aspect. It’s not a big thing on cruises.

Upper deck vs. lower deck: Here’s the paradox—the smoothest sailing is in the
lower decks. The more expensive cabins are on the upper decks.

How is the paradox explained?
Status is being close to upper-deck dining areas and bars. With the excep-

tion of very expensive cabins (the ones closest to God and the Captain), most
outboard cabins (the ones with a window or porthole) are pretty much the
same size.

Interior vs. exterior cabin: If you have an interior cabin, negotiate for an
outside cabin at an interior cabin price. Sometimes the views are wonderful,
sometimes they aren’t. But with a porthole at least you know whether to put
on a jacket when you meet the tour bus.

Front, back, or in the middle: The best ride on any given deck is amid-ship (in
the middle). If you must deviate substantially from center in either direction,
opt for cabins toward the bow (the pointy end). The stern (the blunt end)
cabins have more engine vibration and noise.

In addition to a discounted fare, suggest a free cabin upgrade as part of the
deal: The discount you are offering isn’t as much as we had expected. We would
consider your proposal if you are able to bump us up into the next cabin category.

Step 6. Negotiate Prepaid Gratuities

Generous end-of-cruise tips to cabin attendants and dining room servers
are a must. The amount is so strongly suggested by the cruise lines that, as a
practical matter, it’s an obligatory hidden-cost extra.

As a negotiating perk, travel agents will often pay these suggested gratuities
for you. Many cruise lines add the tips to your shipboard bill. Those tips are
pooled and allocated to the entire service crew rather than selected individuals.
You have to tell the ship’s purser to delete the tip charge so you can hand cash
in an amount chosen by you to folks you have chosen to reward.

Step 7. Negotiate Shipboard Allowances

Another perk worth negotiating for with the travel agent is prepaid ship-
board spending allowances good for bar tabs, shore excursions, and other ship-
board extras.

Why would a travel agent sponsor a cabin upgrade, gratuities, and allow-
ances in addition to a fare discount?

The cruise lines may make these perks available to your agent by way of
pass-on promotional incentives.
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Fare discounts have to be big numbers to make an impact on a potential
passenger. Less-costly incentives in kind—upgrades, tips, allowances—can be more
psychologically enticing. You know the syndrome:

It’s hard to get excited about winning $50 cash, but winning a dinner for
two worth $50 has a special impact all its own.

Step 8. Now Is Not the Time to Buy Shore Excursions

Do not book port-of-call shore excursions in advance.
Is the excursion just a bus trip to a site that doesn’t need a historian’s long-

winded narrative? If so, you will generally save money and time by grabbing a
few other passengers and hiring a dockside taxi. You can always book the ex-
cursion on the ship. To find out if the taxi idea makes the most sense, ask the
ship’s concierge, not the on-board shore excursion salespeople who are often
independent concessionaires.
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Debt

Negotiating Your Way Out of Debt

Just about every occupation, profession, and industry imaginable has expe-
rienced financial distress in recent years.

I have filed more chapter 7 and chapter 11 cases for clients in crises than I
can recall. And I have fought to preserve the rights of creditor clients when
others have sought the sanctuary of the bankruptcy courts.

The insights that follow are firsthand, direct from the trenches.

Step 1. Delays Are Costly

Negotiate debt problems before they are turned over to a collection agency
or lawyer. It is harder to negotiate with a creditor when someone else is getting
up to 50 percent of what is collected from you.

Step 2. Swimming Through Mud

Your creditors have heard them all:
• If I get this new job, I should be able to pay you something in 60

days.
• We have cut operating costs and will pay our bills soon.
• We have increased our advertising and will pay when the new orders

start to come in.
• I am trying to find a financial partner.

Reality check: Most people in financial crisis are not able to turn things around
without having their debt reduced. Debtor tactics to delay creditors are just
that—a delay of the inevitable.
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Want to make your pennies-on-the-dollar debt reduction offer attractive?
Let your creditors know in an unthreatening way that unless something can be
worked out you have no apparent alternative to filing bankruptcy. That reality and
that alone is the greatest single source of your negotiating leverage.

It works.
Every day, banks take major hits in loan settlements. American Express,

Visa, and Master Card debts can be settled for a fraction of what is owed if you
are credible, are prepared to prove you are tapped out, and have no clear prospective
ability to pay.

• The “credibility” factor: Made-up excuses for nonpayment (“defec-
tive goods” or “late delivery”) sound just that way—made up. They
bring emotions into play and make principled creditors less in-
clined to settle. Cry poverty later on and your veracity will be
suspect.

• The “prepared to prove” factor: Your offer to supply financial infor-
mation without being asked will shore up credibility lost through
unkept promises of payment.

• The “tapped out” factor: “Tapped out” doesn’t mean living-in-the-
park destitute. It suggests that if you were forced to file bank-
ruptcy, that creditor who is hounding you would receive little if
anything.

• The “no clear prospect” factor: It is not enough to be tapped out if
you are starting a big-bucks job next month. Your settlement le-
verage is highest when your future prospects are lowest.

Step 3. It Ain’t Fudging

You may call it “fudging.” The courts call it fraud.
Desperate people do stupid things. Loans induced through false financial

documents may not be excused in bankruptcy. Super negotiating power flows
from the possibility of bankruptcy and the discharge of your indebtedness. This
possibility is lost when false financial documents are part of the scenario.

So what’s left if you need money?

Step 4. Don’t Be Quick to Borrow

From Friends and Relatives

You can unemotionally negotiate a debt-reduction settlement with a stranger.
You will feel emotionally obligated to repay friends and relatives in full, no
matter what.

People in crisis borrow to keep a dying business alive a little longer. Throw-
ing good money after bad is the alternative to admitting failure to themselves
and to others.
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If you do borrow from family and friends, collateralize those loans by giving
them security: a lien on a house, car, or other lienable property in which you
have equity (a residual value after deducting other liens against that same prop-
erty).

Liens will enhance a favored lender’s chances of repayment.

Practice alert: Liens that are not filed or recorded at the time the loan is
funded are in jeopardy of being stripped away in a bankruptcy proceeding.

Step 5. Spend Wisely

Use available funds to pay obligations that can’t be legally excused in a
bankruptcy or readily discounted through negotiation. These include retail sales
taxes, employee withholding taxes, and income taxes due on returns filed less
than three years before the bankruptcy.

Step 6. Bad Idea

Giving your creditor a postdated check is generally a bad idea. It’s a no-win
situation.

• If there are insufficient funds to cover the check on the day it is
dated, you will be facing criminal prosecution. Your negotiating
leverage will never be lower.

• If you stop payment on the check to prevent it from being
“NSF,” you will have angered the creditor, making it harder to
negotiate.

Step 7. Guarantied Trouble

Is there insistence that a family member or friend guaranty your obligation?
You may not want to agree to this suggestion. Guaranties are designed to strip
away negotiating power. Any settlement leverage created by your personal
inability to pay and possible bankruptcy will be lost because of the guarantor’s
commitment and ability to pay your debt.

Step 8. A Note of Caution

Creditors to whom you owe money on open account may ask that you
sign a promissory note. It will be harder for you to negotiate a settlement once
your debt has been memorialized in a note because:

• A note will preclude you from future nonpayment defenses based
on defective goods, late delivery, or misrepresentation.

• A note, unlike open account debt, will provide for the reimburse-
ment of creditors’ legal fees if suit is brought and they win.

• A note enables a creditor to receive interest—or more interest
than would otherwise accrue on an open account.
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Step 9. Untapped Negotiating Power

An unsecured lender or trade creditor who is paid on a previously existing
debt must disgorge the funds received within 90 days of a bankruptcy filing, in
some cases, that 90 days is extended to a year if the creditor is a close friend,
relative, or “insider.”

If you have made partial payments to a creditor within the past 90 days,
you have the negotiating power to settle the balance of your debt.

Why? Because if you were to file bankruptcy, that creditor could be forced
to disgorge the money previously paid. Call it settle-now-on-the-balance-or-be-
forced-to-give-back-what-you-have-already-gotten power.

Step 10. The Preference Trap

There will be a temptation to pay some creditors but not others. Every
industry is a small industry, and the word will get out. When others find that
squeaky wheels are being paid, they too will squeak.

Creditors who feel they are being given short shrift while other creditors
are being paid may be motivated to drag you by the ankles into an involuntary
bankruptcy. Why? Because only in a bankruptcy context can a preferentially
paid creditor be ordered to turn over what has been already paid.

Step 11. Preserve Your Future Credit

If a debt is settled, negotiate with the creditor as to how the creditor will
report the debt to credit reporting services such as Equifax, Experian, and Dun
& Bradstreet. If the debt was paid for pennies on the dollar, request that it be
reported only as “paid,” with no additional detail.

Step 12. How to Get Faster Delivery Than the Customers

with Good Credit

If you are forced to pay COD for goods to stay in business, it is best to buy
from suppliers to whom you already owe money.

Few things irritate a supplier more than watching someone who owes
them a bundle giving cash business to a competitor.

Consider this: Offer that creditor 105 percent of the COD purchase price
for new goods, with the extra 5 percent being applied to the old debt. Your
supplier will be encouraged to keep you in business, and, if it comes down to a
choice, who do you think will get merchandise first: the customer paying 105
percent cash or the customer paying 100 percent on terms? Case closed.
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Divorce

Negotiating a Divorce

The trend of divorce courts is to encourage or require that battling spouses
try to resolve issues through mediated negotiation before going to the economic
and psychological expense of a protracted trial. Most states have now mandated
that the parties try to reach a mediated outcome in child custody disputes.

This trend toward mediated negotiation presents a unique opportunity.
Through negotiation, you can shape the outcome you want rather than having
that outcome determined unilaterally by a judge.

Step 1. Consider the Tactical Advantages

of Mediated Negotiation

Mediators are not decision-makers.
They are nonadjudicative problem solvers. Unlike judges, they are present-

ers and testers of alternative creative solutions. They are facilitators who help
the parties negotiate their own joint face-saving decisions.

Controlling the divorce process is different from trying to control your
spouse and kids.

If mediated negotiation will best advance your goal, encourage its use. Here’s
the pitch that will make it enticing:

• In a trial, one of the spouses is bound to be disappointed. An
outsider, rather than the negotiating parties, decides the outcome
of a disagreement.

• Trauma, anxiety, and uncertainty are associated with a trial. They
can be avoided in mediated negotiations.

• A joint decision of the spouses can, with the consent of the par-
ties, become as binding as a court determination.
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• Decisions made by the parties themselves, in mediated negotia-
tions, are emotionally easier to live with. These decisions are less
likely to evoke retaliation or avoidance maneuvering than are
decisions forced on them by an outsider.

• Mediation prevents intimate marital details from being discussed
in a public courtroom.

Assume that your spouse agrees that mediated negotiations make sense.

Step 2. What Type of Mediator Will Best Serve Your Needs?

Determine the major areas of contention.
Mediators can be independent lawyers, therapists, family counselors, or

businesspeople. Decide the principal issues to be dealt with, and then encour-
age using a trained mediator who can best understand and serve your needs.

If the issue is child custody, then a therapist or psychologist makes more
sense than a businessperson. If the issues involve determining the value and
goodwill of family businesses, then an accountant, banker, or businessperson
may be most effective.

Step 3. What Mediation Personality

Will Best Serve Your Needs?

Mediators are people. How you influence them will in turn influence the
result they are trying to “objectively” achieve.

• Is your spouse easily intimidated or influenced by signs of authority?
Consider a mediator with an aggressive personality who will ram-
rod home the negotiating result you want.

• Is your spouse more likely to be influenced by reason? Consider a
mediator with a more low-key personality who will be better able
to guide and direct negotiations toward your settlement goal.

• Is your spouse more likely to capitulate if the mediator is empathetic? A
mediator, unlike a judge, can be sympathetic and allow a free
expression of feelings. Often, this pressure release can lessen fes-
tering animosity and enhance the possibility of your negotiating
an accord.

Negotiating alert: Mediators, though neutral and unbiased, are businesspeople
who may subconsciously favor the side that suggested hiring them.

Step 4. Do You Want Lawyers Present

 at the Mediated Negotiations?

The answer is yes if:
• Your spouse’s lawyer is more objective and reasonable than your

spouse.
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• Your spouse’s lawyer is able to control your spouse’s exhibitions
of aggression, hostility, or anger.

• The issues are so complex that a lawyer will be necessary.
• Your spouse’s lawyer has a reputation for cooperation.

The answer is no if:
• Your spouse’s lawyer has a reputation for aggressiveness and bel-

ligerence, or has a win—lose persona.

Step 5. Do Not Appear Too Accommodating

 in an Effort to Placate the Mediator

Mediators are more likely to seek negotiating concessions from the more
malleable party.

Step 6. Preserve an Aura of Mutuality

Try to match your spouse’s significant concessions by what appear to be
your seemingly reciprocal concessions.

Step 7. Justify Your Proposals

Whenever possible, supply the mediator with a rationale that can be used
to convince your spouse of the reasonableness of your proposal.

Step 8. Consider the Benefit of Procrastination

Lengthy mediation sessions may break down a recalcitrant spouse. The
fatigue factor frequently causes people to become more yielding.

Negotiating tips:
• Support and alimony are generally based on present income. If

you are going to file for a divorce, do it when things are about as
bad as they will get.

• Want a bitter spouse intent on revenge? Then clean out checking
and savings accounts and cancel all credit cards.

Consider leaving your spouse with half the cards but re-
moving your name as a responsible party. As for that bank ac-
count, leaving a reasonable amount of money in the account for
your spouse will pay off in later negotiations.

• Tax, legal, and bankruptcy considerations are associated with the
characterization (spousal support/alimony, child support, prop-
erty settlement) of payments made by one spouse to another.
Seek professional advice in negotiating the characterization of
monetary obligations.
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Employees

Negotiating Tips for Employers

I like hard work. Especially when I’m paying for it.

Here’s a lab experiment every employer should try.
Required: Two young children and a handful of nickels.
Part One: Offer one of the children the choice between taking a stack of

three nickels or a stack of five nickels. Any child, in a heartbeat, will surely
choose the stack of five.

Part Two: Offer a stack of three nickels or a stack of five nickels to the same
child. Tell the child that if he chooses the stack of three, the second child in the
experiment will also get three nickels, but if he chooses the stack of five, the
second child will receive ten nickels.

Analysis: What would the result be at your house? Would your child define
winning as absolute or relative gain?

One of our law firm’s senior staffers was thrilled about her annual raise all
morning and depressed about it all afternoon. During lunch, she discovered that
another very valuable but newer employee had also been rewarded with a siz-
able, although smaller, salary increase. The fact that there was still a big salary gap
between the two wasn’t as important as the closeness in the raise differential.

Most of us are secretly envious—or perhaps resentful—of a coworker who
experiences unusual financial good fortune. And why not? People gauge their
own success by comparisons. How we are doing is not always an absolute, but is often
relative to the success of our peers and fellow employees.

Consider this: Mega-raises for your company’s superstars become ascertainable
goals for your other employees to shoot for.
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Step 1. Negotiate Terms of Separation

When Ed resigned from his position, he gave himself one heck of a goodbye
gift: the company’s plans and processes; supplier and pricing information; present
and prospective customer lists—a goodly part of the company’s ongoing value
and the result of his employer’s 20-odd years of sweat, sacrifice, and risk-taking.

People are funny. Employees who wouldn’t be trusted to repay a $5,000
loan are handed the keys to “the vault.” They are given ready access to the
proprietary and confidential information that sets a company apart from the
rest.

Employers often focus their negotiations on what the employee will get:
vacations, perks, insurance, or whatever. They should be negotiating what they
will get from the employee. This is especially true when trade secrets are at risk.

It is NEVER TOO LATE to negotiate—as part of, or independently of, an
employment agreement—what a “trusted employee” can no longer do when
that employee is fired or walks.

• Negotiate that company trade secrets cannot be given to others or
used by the employee during or after job termination.

• Negotiate that the company’s customers’ names, processes, plans,
prices, lists, formulas, methods, software, suppliers, and informa-
tion about other employees are all trade secrets. Unless trade
secrets are defined between the parties, there is a possibility that a
court will not construe them as such after termination.

• Negotiate how and in what ways a former employee can com-
pete. Define “competition” and negotiate what would not be per-
missible in terms of conduct (can’t sell wholesale medical
equipment), specific geographic area (in the state of Nevada), and
time frame (for two years from the date of termination).

Practice tips:

• “Anywhere, anytime, anyway” restrictions are so broad that they may be
deemed by a court as unconscionable or overreaching and therefore
not enforceable. Tell a software engineer that, for two years following
her termination, she can’t get near a computer, and you are prohibiting
her from making a living in the only profession she knows.

The broader the exclusions, the more likely the employee will
not abide by them and the more likely a court will not enforce them.

• Check the baggage: Find out what restrictions from a former job the
employee-applicant with whom you are negotiating is bringing to your
company. That knowledgeable, well-connected salesperson may be
useless to you unless you are planning on opening Iceland as a new
market.
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Step 2. Consider Whether to Negotiate an

Employment Contract

Are your company’s best interests served by not having an employment
contract?

Here are some thoughts pro and con:
Pro: Employees who are secure in their jobs perform best and have a greater

sense of commitment to their employer.
Con: The company is obligated to a salary commitment even though the

employee is no longer needed OR is not performing as well as expected OR
the company can no longer afford the employee.

The employee can walk at any time. A contract can physically tether the
employee to the job, but an employee who doesn’t want to be there will
always be a liability.

Step 3. Beware of the Sayonara Syndrome

It has happened to every employer: a valued employee announces a de-
parture for another job and a lot more money.

Here is what not to do: Match the other company’s offer. In so doing, you
create a pseudo-auction negotiating environment. Other employees will bring
in offers, hoping those too will be matched or bettered.

Here is what to do: Ask about the departing employee’s long-term career
plans. Although he or she may get more money elsewhere next year, or maybe
the year after, explain the long-run advantages of the career-building opportu-
nities you have to offer.

Point out that “hire-away” big bucks salaries don’t always increase as hoped.
Ask:

• Have you considered the chances that the new employer may not be
around in a few years?

• Is the “hire-away” salary the price being paid for competitive
information which, once divulged, will lessen your value?
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Family and Friends

Tips for Negotiating With

Family, Friends, and Partners

Preserving special relationships can be more important than driving home
a hard bargain. The key is in being an “I win—you win” negotiator without being
a wimp.

Betty wants to spend her vacation in Hawaii.
She has been looking forward to spending endless hours on a beach. She

can’t wait to indulge herself with good food, a high-rise luxury hotel, entertain-
ment, and dancing. Betty has no intention of packing and unpacking every day
of her vacation. When she isn’t shopping or carpooling, Betty’s job keeps her
on the road. Staying put for a while sounds wonderful.

Her husband, Bill, has had too many business lunches and dinners, and
gourmet dining isn’t that important to him. Sunshine is great, but Bill’s derma-
tologist has told him to limit his hours under the rays. Big luxury hotels are too
reminiscent of the building housing his offices. He already spends too much
time waiting for elevators. Hula dancers and swaying palms have their place,
but he would like his vacation to be an educational and cultural experience.
Besides, Bill has been tethered to his desk. Stretching out sounds pretty good.
Driving through Italy would be Bill’s ideal vacation.

The arguments between Bill and Betty have become more heated as sum-
mer approaches.

Betty says that she would consider Italy if Bill’s mother does not move in
with them for three weeks in December.

Bill would consider Hawaii if the sewing room was converted to an office
when they redecorate the house.

Betty and Bill have become literalists.
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Each is taking the other’s requirements at face value, making demands,
counterdemands, and conditional concessions. Literal demands, not true inter-
ests or needs, have become the focal point of their attention and energies.
Betty and Bill are engaged in a one-dimensional tug-of-war. The winner of their
contest of wills will be the spouse who pulls the hardest.

It is a behavioral truth that people become committed to their stated posi-
tions, their announced points of honor. Egos and personalities are wrongfully
summoned into play when defending those positions becomes a matter of
personal pride and self-esteem.

Could either Betty or Bill be a winner by forcing one position down the
other person’s throat?

If Betty were miserable in Italy, would Bill really enjoy his well-earned
vacation?

Betty and Bill fought over their stated positions. Tunnel vision prevented
them from identifying or reconciling their compatible needs or interests.

Instead, Betty and Bill can use their energy to create ways to collectively
gain rather than to defend and assert a demand or a position. This is the art of
optimization.

Step 1. Ascertain the Other Person’s Interests and Needs

The other person has underlying needs, desires, and concerns of varying
degrees. Some of these needs will be apparent and some will be hidden.

Your continuing inquiry will be welcome. How can there be antagonism
toward you when you are trying to understand the other person’s needs?

Step 2. Communicate Your Concerns, Fears,

Needs, and Wants

Letting the other person know where you are coming from lessens the
chance that you will be misread. This doesn’t mean telling all. It means giving
the other person important information if an optimizing solution is to be reached.

Step 3. Focus on Interests That Are Compatible

Betty and Bill are confronted with a very basic choice: to emphasize their
areas of conflict or to emphasize their compatible interests.

Betty and Bill’s stated positions are geographically a world apart—Hawaii
versus Italy. They have individual interests to support their respective vacation
positions. But just because Betty and Bill’s positions are dramatically opposed
does not mean that all their needs and interests are opposed.

Betty and Bill’s compatible interests are:
• Going on vacation and getting away.
• Sharing a vacation they can enjoy together.
• Going a long way geographically from home.
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• Being gone about two weeks.
• Having a vacation that would be relaxing and would revitalize

their spirits.
• Not doing anything that would harm their relationship.

Step 4. Turn to Interests and Needs That Are in Conflict

Deal with conflicting interests in piecemeal form, a bit at a time.
Break big problems into component problems that can be reckoned with

individually.
Separate monetary and nonmonetary segments and discuss nonmonetary

issues first.
Betty and Bill’s conflicting interests are:
• Endless hours on the beach versus sightseeing.
• A big luxury hotel versus no high-rise building.
• Entertainment, dancing, and fine food versus a cultural

experience.
• Staying in one place versus being on the go.

Step 5. Balance Conflicting Interests and Needs

Separate vacations together?
Betty and Bill’s conflicting interests could be balanced with a Mediterranean

cruise. Betty would have the luxury and amenities offered by a hotel; Bill would
not be reminded of the 26-story building housing his office. Fine food and
dancing are available on the ship. Betty could sun while Bill toured classical
ruins on the Greek Isles. Betty would not be put to the task of frequent packing
and unpacking.

Perhaps the Mediterranean cruise would have been neither Bill’s nor Betty’s
first choice. Other balanced alternatives could be explored, such as staying at a
small hotel on Italy’s coast, where they could spend part of the time on the
beach and part of the time touring.

When my workshop students are first presented with Betty and Bill’s di-
lemma, more than 90 percent of the proposed solutions suggest separate vaca-
tions, a week in Italy and a week in Hawaii, or a biennial choice by each spouse.

Long-term or short...business or family...whenever any relationship is at
risk, consider optimizing possibilities. That consideration, that thought, that flex-
ibility of determination is the essence of the art of optimization.
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Franchisors

Tips on Negotiating With Franchisors

One out of every 12 business establishments is a franchise. A new franchise
opens every eight minutes of each business day.

Here is what you need to know and what you need to do, if you are
considering joining this trend.

Step 1. Evaluate the Three Cs

Ever hear of Victoria’s Bakery...Sun Studio...Your Attic…Playful
Parenting...or Send a Cookie International? They are a few of the franchises
that didn’t make it.

According to a university study, 38 percent of franchise units sold failed
over a four-year period. 45 percent of retail franchise units lasted less than four
years.

Where do you begin when there are thousands of franchised businesses
spanning 65 different industries? Begin with the three Cs: the Company, the
Customer, and the Competition.
The Company

Basic misconception: Running a franchise means finally owning your own
business and being your own boss.

Basic reality: You’re just leasing a trademark. The real boss is the company
that sold you the right to use their trademark. Everything you do will be dic-
tated from the second you turn the key in the door each morning.

• What are the company’s objectives, vision, and values?
• Does the company have the talent, capital, and facilities to

develop?
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• What are the company’s strengths and shortcomings?
• Is growth needed for the company to fund national advertising,

develop new products, or retain key executives?
• Does the company have growth strategies other than

franchising, such as sales in supermarkets, company-owned
stores, mail order?

The Customer
• What is the market for the company’s products and services

now and tomorrow?
• Is the customer base definable by gender? Ethnicity? Age?

Geography? Education?
• How will you approach the market? If it is a service business,

can you “sell” both yourself and your service to others?

The Competition
• Is the company’s major competitor gaining or losing market

share?
• What are the competition’s strengths and shortcomings?
• In what ways do competitors’ products and services differ?
• How will the company be able to maintain or increase its

market share?

Step 2. Disclosure Document Alert

Federal law mandates that, as a potential franchise purchaser, you must be
provided with a Uniform Franchise Offering Circular (UFOC) in the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) format before any money is paid.

A UFOC describes the company, its franchisees, working-capital require-
ments, pending litigation, and franchise obligations such as equipment, signage,
leases, insurance, preopening purchases, site selection, and advertising. The in-
formation and details in the UFOC cannot differ from what is in the franchise
agreement to be signed.

The UFOC is only a place to start. A UFOC does not signify that any state
or federal authority approves or recommends the franchise investment.

The franchise business could be selling sand in the desert, but if the re-
quired information is in the disclosure document, the franchise offering would
be in compliance with federal law. The information presented in the disclosure
document is not verified by any governmental authority. Franchisee suits alleg-
ing that disclosure documents presented false or misleading information are
not uncommon.

Most state laws and the FTC rules are disclosure-oriented. As such, they are
solely designed to ensure that prospective franchisees have the data needed to
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make informed decisions about franchise opportunities. Often, there is little, if
any, regulation of the ongoing franchisor—franchisee relationship.

A successful prototype doesn’t guarantee a successful franchising system.
The skills needed to operate a franchising system are very different from the
skills needed to operate a single store or restaurant.

If you are looking at the earnings claims of prototypes (one or two company-
owned stores), then consider:

• How do the locations of those stores differ from your
prospective unit in geography, climate, and demographics?

• Did it take years to build the company store’s customer base to
its present size?

• Is much of the company store’s success attributable to the
personality or special ability of its operators?

Step 3. Talk to Former Franchisees

Disclosure documents will list people in your state who have voluntarily or
involuntarily terminated their franchise. Don’t accept the franchisor’s explana-
tion, “They could have succeeded if they had tried harder.”

Locate these former franchisees. Listen to what they have to say about
their negotiating experiences and negotiating successes with the franchisor.

• Did the franchisor modify the standard agreement?
• Did they lose money when they sold their business?
• How were they dealt with, both before and after entering into

the franchise agreement?
• What did they like and dislike about the operation?

Step 4. Talk to Present Franchisees

Ask about their negotiations with the franchisors, their frustrations, their
concern for the future. Would they still have invested in the franchise if they
knew then what they know now?

Work at a franchise store for a few weeks, even if it means being an unpaid
volunteer.

Step 5. Negotiate the Franchise Agreement

Franchisors don’t sell franchises. Franchisors grant licenses allowing others to
use their well-known name, operating system, and support system for a defined
period of time. The controlling and operative document is the franchise agreement.

Franchisors will tell you that, to preserve continuity, franchise agreements
will usually be identical for identical groups of franchises during any given time
frame. Most franchisors will, however, deviate to some degree from their stan-
dard agreement despite the fact that their disclosure statements project an im-
age of strict uniformity.
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Negotiating tips:

• Franchisors in a start-up time frame will almost always be more flexible
in negotiations than a well-established operation.

• Explore with the franchisor the ways in which your franchise would
not be identical to its other franchise units. For example:

a. Will your unit be located in a ski area, where you can conduct
business profitably only during the snow season?

b. Will your unit be in a complex that is open only on certain days or
has restricted hours of operation?

c. Will your unit be smaller than that of the company’s other franchisees?

• Show that changes to the standard agreement were made for present
or former franchisees.

To preserve the quality and consistency of its products and services, a
franchisor tilts franchise agreements in favor of itself. Be alert to agreements that
are so slanted that you can later be unfairly treated.

Following are some of the issues you must consider—and, if possible, negotiate.
Territory

• Are the territorial boundary lines clear? Can the franchisor
open a company-owned store in “your” territory? Or place
another franchise unit so close to you that it will impact profits?

• Can the franchisor sell its products in “your” territory through
nonfranchise outlets? (For example, is the company’s ice cream
being sold in supermarkets?)

• “Exclusive” territories are not truly exclusive. Antitrust laws
permit franchisees outside your boundaries to sell to customers
within your boundaries.

• If the exclusivity of the franchise territory is expressed in miles
(for example: No other competing unit will be installed within three
miles), does that mean as the crow flies (preferable) or road-
distance miles?

Financing Assistance
• Who is providing financing? A franchisor’s promise to “assist” in

obtaining financing may mean nothing more than help in
completing loan applications.

• If the franchisor is providing the financing, what will be the
terms? What collateral and/or guaranties will be required?

Site Selection
• Can you turn down a prospective site selected by the

franchisor? Will the franchisor assist in site selection? Or will the
franchisor just approve or disapprove your selections?
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• Does the franchisor have its own site-selection staff or does it
employ local brokers? Local brokers may be familiar with the
real-estate market, but may not have the “feel” needed to select a
site that will make your unit a success.

• Will the franchisor guaranty your lease in order to assist you in
negotiating the best possible lease terms?

Site Development
• Who will build out your location?
• Will the franchisor’s plans be generally accepted by your local

building department?
• Are there local building ordinances or other prohibitions that

impact architectural style? Signage? Build-out elements essential
to the franchise’s image and ready customer identification?

Royalty Fees
• Can royalty payments be raised later? If so, how and when?

Training
• Visit the franchisor’s training facilities. Are they what you expected?

How comprehensive is the training program? What are the quali-
fications of the people conducting the program?

• Who bears the expense of travel and lodging during training? Can
additional people from your franchise unit attend training? At
what cost?

• Is there a requirement for periodic retraining? If so, at whose
expense?

Standards of Conduct
Operating standards are often expressed in vague terms: “Courtesy,” “Clean-

liness,” “Adequately Staffed.” Be aware that a requirement for “refurbishing” (at
your expense) can mean changing roof colors or picking up the tab for installing
a new look mandated by the franchisor.

Operating manuals are often no more specific. The results can be a differ-
ence in expectations and franchisor complaints that you, the franchisee, are not
in compliance.
Advertising

Advertising is an area where franchisees are often unfairly treated. Each of
the following questions should be considered critical:

• Can advertising obligations be changed by the franchisor from
time to time?

• How much must you spend on local advertising? What type of
advertising? How frequently?

• How much must you contribute to the national advertising campaign?
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• Will the franchisor spend all of the money that franchisees con-
tribute within the year it is collected? Will excess funds be re-
funded or spent the following year?

• Is there a franchisor-advertising-fund administration charge? Will the
franchisor supply an advertising fund accounting to the franchisees?

• Will the company-owned stores contribute on the same basis as
franchisee-owned stores?

Purchase of Products
Franchisors provide product specifications and the names of vendors whose

products meet those specifications. Be aware that the franchisor’s specifications
may be so restrictive that no products other than the franchisor’s own or those
of a favored vendor will be acceptable. In that situation, franchisees can be
charged unfairly.
Audits

Find out how often franchisees are audited by the franchisor and who
pays the auditors.
Managerial Assistance

• If you need help, will the franchisor provide assistance? At what charge?
• Who will bear the expense of travel or lodging for out-of-town help?

Assignments and Right of First Refusal
If you sell your franchise, your successor will in all likelihood have to be

approved by the franchisor. Ask about clear criteria for the approval of your
successor or whether rejection can be arbitrary.
Renewal

Franchise agreements typically have terms of 10 to 20 years. They are
often nonrenewable or are renewable at much higher royalty rates.

• Do you have the absolute right to renew? On the same terms
and conditions as before?

• If renewal is not allowed, what will you be paid when the
franchisor takes over your business?

If the price to be paid is the book value of your business, there is a good
chance you will be shortchanged. Most successful businesses are worth much
more than their book value.
Right of Relocation

• If your site or territory isn’t as successful as you expected, can
you “move” your franchise to another site within the territory or
to another territory?

• Will there be a relocation fee?
Death or Disability

• Does the franchisor have the ability to acquire your business in
the event you die or become disabled? If so, at what price?
(Remember, book value is seldom reflective of true worth.)
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• If the franchise can be passed on to a family member upon the
death of the franchisee, is that family member obligated to sell
within a specified time period?

Termination
• Under what circumstances can the franchise be terminated?
• Are elected franchisees part of a panel that will determine

whether termination is justified, or will the decision be left to
the franchisor alone?

• What rights do you have to appeal or contest termination? To
whom is that appeal made?

Covenant Not to Compete
• What restrictions are applicable to your future once you are no

longer a franchisee?
Will you be prohibited from operating another

restaurant some day, even though your whole life may have
been spent in the restaurant business?

Dispute Resolution
• How are disputes to be resolved? Will other franchisees be

sitting as part of a grievance panel? Is the dispute resolution
mechanism costly or complex?

• Will you be forced to travel out-of-state to the franchisor’s
home base to arbitrate, litigate, or mediate?
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House—Purchase

Negotiating the Purchase of a House or Condo

It’s a perfect little three-bedroom overlooking mammoth payments.

Step 1. Prequalify for a Loan

Even though you haven’t found the house of your dreams, now is the
time to talk to your bankers. Tell them the price range of houses you will be
considering and ask how much you can expect to borrow.

Why jump the gun? Because more deals are aborted over the buyer’s in-
ability to get financing than any other factor. With the financing hurdle and
uncertainty largely out of the way, a seller will be more apt to grant concessions
to a “prequalified buyer.”

Step 2. Decide Whether You Want a Broker

to Call Your Own

There are two situations when you may encounter the seller’s broker with-
out having a broker of your own: at a seller’s open house and at a visit to a new
home model.

Those friendly, informative brokers are not your brokers. They are not your
friends. They are not your advisers. They have no duty or allegiance to you.

They represent only the seller, and it is their job to extract as much money
from you as is humanly possible. There are no confidences: whatever you tell
the seller’s broker about your income, budget, contemplated opening offer, or
contemplated ceiling must be dutifully reported to the seller.

At this juncture you have two choices:
a. You can hire a broker to negotiate for you—free. How’s that?

Sellers pay all brokerage commissions. If there is only a selling
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broker, the commission all goes to that one broker. If you also
have a broker, the commission is split between the two.

b. You can tell the seller’s broker that you plan to get your own
broker, but if the purchase price is reduced by the amount your
broker would earn, you will go it alone.

Why would the selling broker do this? The additional discount enhances
the chances of a deal being made.

But what if you need help? You can hire a broker, or retain a lawyer out of
your own pocket on an hourly basis, and probably get a more effective result in
the bargain.

Step 3. Don’t Tip Your Hand

On their second visit to the Michaels’ home, Mrs. Black, a lovely lady, in
kindness and sincerity said, “Mrs. Michaels, you have such a beautiful home. We
have looked at houses all week and haven’t seen one we liked nearly as much.”

Guess who had the upper hand in the ensuing negotiations between the
Michaels and Blacks?

Step 4. Ascertain Why the Seller Is Selling

• Has a job been lost? Is a company transfer imminent?
• Has another home been purchased? Is the seller anxious to

move before the start of another school year?
• Is the seller racing to beat a foreclosure auction?

The deal you negotiate will be a function of the seller’s needs and the
situation’s immediacy.

Power negotiating information is readily available from your broker, from
credit reporting agencies, and from public records. (Unpaid property taxes,
lender default notices, lawsuits, or court divorce files may have orders regard-
ing the disposition of the house you want to buy.)

Step 5. Ascertain the Seller’s Needs

A meeting with the seller may give you a better opportunity to read the
seller’s needs and assess their immediacy. When you know what they are, look
for creative ways to satisfy them. Here are some examples.

• Psychological Need: We put so much work into the house, I still feel I’m
underselling it. Offer a higher selling price but a lower interest rate
on the note you are giving to the seller.

• Emotional Need: Whenever I think about this house, I’m going to re-
member that chandelier (or favorite item). Offer the seller the right to
remove and take a special chandelier or artistic leaded-glass window.
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• Convenience-Oriented Need: Even though the house is on the market
we would prefer to sell after the school year ends. Offer a closing date
that coincides with the seller’s finding and buying another house,
finishing a semester, selling a business, and so on.

Step 6. Determine Your Primary Objective

Step back. Take a deep breath.
Before making an offer, ask yourself a critical question: Is my primary objec-

tive to get the best possible price? Or the best possible commitment?
It was my very first home purchase. My offer was a low 65 percent of the

asking price. For fear of being “embarrassed,” the broker holding the open
house refused to submit my offer to the seller. After I threatened to deliver the
offer myself, he reluctantly agreed to submit it. Much to everyone’s disbelief,
including mine, the offer was accepted.

Yes, I made an extreme offer. Yes, I got an incredible deal. And yes, I took
the chance of losing the house to someone who may have offered even a
hundred dollars more. But there was no scarcity of houses on the market, and
my sole objective was getting the best possible price.

Had the house been one of a kind or had houses been hard to come by, I
may have offered more. To do so would have meant that my objective was not
nailing down the best possible price but hammering a commitment from the
seller. The extra money paid would have been my “insurance” premium for
lessening the chance of losing out.

Step 7. Ask the Broker for “Comps”

A seller’s initial asking price is the seller’s dream price. An asking price may be
so far over market that, even when discounted, you would be overpaying.

So what if the guest bathroom has great wallpaper or the kitchen has a
built-in microwave? You can’t effectively negotiate without knowing the true
market value of the house you are considering.

Ask the seller’s broker (or your own broker) for “comps”—an analysis showing
the recent sale prices of comparable houses nearby, as well as the asking prices
of comparable houses presently listed for sale. By adding or subtracting the
dollar value of the positive and negative features of the house you are consid-
ering, you will get a good idea of its true market value.

Step 8. Go Ahead, Change the Printed Form

Brokers have a disincentive to:
• Get you the best possible price: the more you pay, the more

they are paid by the seller.
• Make waves that may kill the deal: they get paid only if the deal closes.
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• Have you pick the escrow, title company, inspection service, or mort-
gage broker: these indispensable folks frequently give kickbacks and
gifts to referring brokers. Who pays for these kickbacks and gifts?
You do, through higher prices and rates.

That printed form your broker is using, the Purchase and Sale Agreement,
is a “one-size-fits-all” document for use by both buyers and sellers. A universal
agreement, by definition, can’t fully serve the best needs of everyone or any-
one. Negotiate changes to the printed form so it protects and serves you.

Step 9. Determine Your “Would Likes”

Light fixtures, antenna, draperies, and other items attached to walls, floor, or
ceiling may or may not be considered a part of the physical house.

What you see is not always what you get. An unattached, free-standing room
divider or free-standing book shelf, a large hanging hall mirror,a potted tree in
the patio, or a custom-made furniture unit built to fit in a room wall-to-wall,
floor-to-ceiling—all may be whisked away by the seller’s moving van.

Determine which unattached items—those that aren’t physically a part of
the house—you would like to own.

Negotiating alert: Do not include would like items in your initial offer. Sellers
always counter. When you counter to the counter, increase your offer if
those would like items are part of the deal.

Step 10. Think of a House as a Machine You Live In

What you don’t see is sometimes what you do get—problems. House systems
(mechanical, electrical, plumbing, heating/ventilation/air conditioning) and the
structural elements of the house, including walls and foundation, should be
delivered in good condition and repair when the title passes.

Cars come with a warranty. Refrigerators, televisions, and computers do,
too. So, why not a house? There is no reason to buy a house “as is” without
warranties unless it is a tear-down or a true fixer-upper and your expectation is
that nothing will work and the place could momentarily fall in a heap around
your ankles.

Negotiate a seller’s warranty that each system and all structural elements of
the house are in good condition and repair and that they comply to all appli-
cable building codes and safety ordinances.

Practice alert: Review the contract to be sure that the warranty survives and
continues beyond the transfer of title to you.

Negotiating tip: Negotiate for the seller’s warranty to be absolute (i.e., “The
roof is in good repair and leak-free.”) Most seller’s warranties are not abso-
lute but are made only “to the best of seller’s knowledge” (i.e., “To the best
of seller’s knowledge, the roof is in good repair and leak-free”).
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Step 11. Negotiate a Right of Offset

Is the seller taking back a promissory note from you as part of the purchase
price? A right of offset is your right to hold back note payments while negotiat-
ing with the seller over who will bear the responsibility for undetected post-
closing problems. Be sure that your promise to pay does not sap your negotiating
leverage. Do not state, “I promise to pay without right of offset.”

Step 12. Make a Limited Time Offer

“Offering shopping” occurs when the seller’s broker uses your offer to
coax another prospective buyer to make an offer or to better an earlier offer. In
effect, the broker is creating an auction environment.

The best way to prevent offering shopping is to make your offer valid for a
very limited time. I’ve prepared offers that were open for as little as a few
hours, when I knew the competition for the house would be intense. Longer
time frames, 24 or 48 hours, may be reasonable under less-competitive cir-
cumstances. Any longer period may be to your negotiating disadvantage.

Step 13. Negotiate the Terms of Notes and Mortgages

Promissory-note and mortgage-document forms are provided by title com-
panies or brokerage associations. Like the Purchase and Sale Agreement, the
terms and conditions of these printed forms are not immune from your nego-
tiated changes.

Consider these changes if the seller is taking back a note from you:
• Longer notice-of-default and opportunity-to-cure periods.
• Elimination of stepped-up default interest rates.
• More lenient penalties.
• Softer forfeiture provisions.

Special Tips if You Are Purchasing a Newly Built House

Subdivision developers like to keep prices high. Buyers don’t want to move into
a subdivision only to find their neighbor paid $5,000 less for a similar model
the month before. Higher prices today ensure higher subdivision appraisals in
the future.

If the builder is resistant to negotiating price, it may be easier to negotiate
upgrade concessions such as tile or hardwood flooring instead of carpeting, air
conditioning, tile counter tops and showers, landscaping, and all those other
wonderful “designer options” you saw in the model houses.

The builder may be a publicly owned, stock exchange-listed company. If so, it will
want to present Wall Street with the very best sales figures possible.

Publicly traded home builders are more likely to wheel and deal as it gets
closer to the end of their fiscal year. To determine the builder’s fiscal year, either
ask the builder or a stockbroker, or check your local library.
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The important thing is that your closing (when you take delivery of title)
must be before the end of the builder’s year.

Builders who offer designer packages for window coverings, plush carpeting,
and the like often charge more than a local merchant would charge for the
same items. If you can beat the builder’s price, negotiate a credit from the
builder for the standard carpeting, appliances, or whatever the builder won’t be
installing, and have someone else provide and install the upgraded items.

Look for a builder with standing inventory—homes built in excess of what
the market will absorb. Standing inventory is expensive for builders to hold
unsold. As loan interest, insurance, security, and other expenses accrue, build-
ers become more flexible deal-makers.
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House—Sale

Negotiating the Sale of Your House

Step 1. No Contract Is Standard

Read and negotiate the fine print when presented with a printed form
called a Purchase and Sale Contract. (These contracts are called Deposit
Receipts in some states. People read contracts, but who reads a receipt?)

Purchase and Sale Contract forms are designed for use by both buyers and
sellers. By definition, they can’t fully serve the best interests of either. Never feel
locked in by the printed word. Negotiate what is best for you.

Step 2. Consider at What Point You Want

to Be Under Contract

The wiggle room in a Purchase and Sale Contract is always with the buyer.
A Purchase and Sale Contract provides that the seller must sell if the buyer

decides to buy after reviewing title, inspecting the house, shopping for financing,
and so on.

In a strong seller’s market, consider keeping pressure on a buyer by not
taking your property off the market or committing yourself to a sale until the
buyer has a real commitment to the deal.

Real commitment comes when the buyer (a) makes a sizable deposit and
(b) satisfies or waives some of the conditions (contingencies) over which the
buyer has a measure of discretionary control. For example, tell the buyer you
will not sign an agreement to sell until the buyer has first inspected and ap-
proved the physical condition of the house.

Or consider, entering into a contract which, for the most part, has very
short contingency periods. For example, the buyer has five working days to
inspect and approve the physical condition of the house.
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Step 3. Read the Buyer’s Needs

It may be worthwhile to have a meeting at which the buyer, seller, and broker
are present. By being able to read the buyer’s needs, motivations, and time con-
straints, you will be better able to determine the relative balance of negotiating
power.

Sometimes the buyer’s need for mastery over the negotiating process is more
important than the actual dollars involved.

If the buyer is firmly insistent about a further price reduction, consider
giving in to the reduction demand IF (tax implications aside) there is a dollar-
recouping interest rate hike on the mortgage note you will be taking back, or IF
the buyer will accept the property “as is,” or IF the buyer agrees to an early
closing but will allow you to live in the house rent-free for 60 days until your
new place is ready.

Step 4. Change Quarterbacks?

Brokers have a need to be in control and to feel instrumental in making the
deal. Your broker may be caring, charming, and energetic. Your broker may also
be the world’s worst negotiator. Strategize how you can work as a team. It’s
your deal, and it may make sense for you to call the plays personally.

Step 5. Insulate Yourself from the Scottsdale Squeeze Play

The buyers were my clients, and I was embarrassed. But then they were
from another part of the world and their way was, well, their way. The deal I
negotiated was for the purchase of a palatial home outside of Scottsdale. The
contract called for a $10,000 cash deposit. There was a standard liquidated-
damages provision allowing the seller to keep the deposit in lieu of a suit, in the
event my clients breached their “commitment to buy.” Title was to transfer in
four months. To me, it was a done deal.

My clients stood on the sidelines as the seller bought a ranch in Montana,
made arrangements to move his mother to a convalescent facility in Montana,
enrolled his kids in a Montana school for the fall semester, forwarded medical
records, and generally got ready for an anxiously awaited move north.

Then the bomb dropped.
My clients decided that the house was too expensive. They weren’t going

to close. The buyers were prepared to say good-bye to their $10,000 deposit.
As predicted by my clients long before, the panicked seller whose life had

been rearranged had no practical choice other than to once again discount his
selling price for a timely close.

Here is what I learned later. The buyers were not risking their deposit. Had
the seller said no to their demand for a further concession, the buyers would
have proceeded to close anyway.
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Insulate yourself from the Scottsdale squeeze play. Negotiate an escalating deposit—
lower at first, if necessary to encourage the buyer to sign the sale agreement, but
quickly increasing as inspections are made and title reports are reviewed.

Make sure the increased deposit is large enough so that you, the seller, are
reasonably protected and the buyer feels very committed to your deal.

Keep contingency periods for inspections, studies, approvals, or financing
as short as possible.

Step 6. Inventory Your Negotiating Chips

Furniture, area rugs, outdoor planters, a large hanging mirror are more than
things that “make the house.” They are negotiating chips in ensuing buy—sell
negotiations. Rather than lowering the price, consider “throwing in” furniture
and decorative items, or anything that would cost a buyer money.

Step 7. Discourage Delays

Real estate deals seldom close on time. Discourage delays by negotiating a
price increase in the event of a delayed closing.

For example: The sales price shall increase by the equivalent of 10 percent
simple annual interest from the date of scheduled closing to the date of actual closing.
Tax prorations shall be as of the scheduled closing date rather than the date of actual
closing.

Step 8. Prevent Note Offsets

Taking back your buyer’s note as part of the purchase price? Negotiate that
the note states the buyer’s promise to pay you is without right of offset. An offset
right is the right to withhold or reduce note payments. A buyer with a right of
offset can withhold note payments long after closing, while squabbling over
who is responsible for replacing a leaky roof.
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Insurance Claims, Auto

Negotiating Automobile Insurance Claims

Step 1. Negotiate Which Shop Will Do the Work

Chances are your policy does not require you to:
• Obtain two or three estimates.
• Drive the car into a drive-in claims service.
• Use a body shop chosen by the insurance company.

If you are requested to do any of these things, insist that you be shown
where in your policy it is required.

The contract to have repair work done is between you and the shop. The
insurance company will not guarantee the shop’s work. If things aren’t right,
you will be dealing with the shop, not the insurance company. It makes sense
to go to a shop where you will get a minimum of aggravation and the best
possible job.

Shops recommended by an insurance company are the ones that give the
insurance company a discount in exchange for a high volume of repairs. They
aren’t necessarily the shops that will do the best job.

Start off at a drive-in claims office, and the adjuster will encourage the use
of an insurance company’s “captive” shop.

The best way to negotiate having the shop of your choice do the work is to
start off by driving or having your car towed to that shop and leaving it there.
Call your insurance company and tell them to inspect the car at your chosen
shop and to make a repair deal with that shop.

What happens if the repair estimate of your chosen shop is much more costly
than the adjuster’s assessment of the damage? Compare specific differences in the
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two estimates. Does one have parts being repaired rather than replaced? Re-
member, your car must be restored to its predamage condition. Negotiate and
justify your shop’s more costly effort.

If the insurance company is dragging its feet, submit a Proof of Loss state-
ment, which is your demand for payment, accompanied by documentation
supporting the amount of your loss.

A Proof of Loss form can be obtained from the adjuster or your insurance
company.

Step 2. Don’t Be Intimidated

If I were you, I would accept my offer now. If my supervisor has to review your
claim, she won’t be as liberal as I am.

To save money on adjustment and claim costs, some adjusters will try to
cash-out your claim quickly by assessing the damage based on prices supplied by
the insurance company. These cash-out prices are usually lower than the prices
you will have to pay to have your car repaired at a first-class body shop.

If the body shop fails to meet your reasonable expectations or if it is discov-
ered that additional work needs to be done, it is up to the insurance company
to make things right. If, however, you cash out, the insurance company has no
further obligation to you.

Step 3. Negotiate Betterment and Depreciation

Because of a sandstorm, your 4-year-old car needs to be totally repainted.
Your insurance company’s obligation is to put your car back to where it was

just before the damage occurred. With a whole new paint job, your car is in
better shape than it was just before the damage. Your betterment is in getting
back the 4 years of paint life that had already been used (depreciated) on the
day of the sandstorm.

Assume that an average car’s paint job lasts 10 years. Because your car is 4
years old, the insurance company will offer to settle for 60 percent of the cost
of a new paint job. This represents the remaining six years of paint life you lost.

In this example, negotiate that your car was garaged, regularly waxed, and so
well maintained that the paint had a reasonable life of 16 years rather than 10.
The 4 years of paint life you used and got back was only four-sixteenths, or 25
percent, of a 16-year anticipated life. Accordingly, the insurance company should
pay for 75 percent of the paint job.

Step 4. Negotiate Value Diminution

How much value has your car lost as a result of being damaged?
Would you buy a car knowing it had been badly damaged and repaired?

Even though fully repaired, the value of a car that was in an accident will always
be less than the value of an identical car that wasn’t in an accident. This incre-
ment of decrease in worth is value diminution.
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How do you measure diminution of value? Ask used car dealers, “What
could you have sold my car for, had it not been wrecked and repaired? What
could you have sold it for, had it never been wrecked at all?”

Negotiate diminution reimbursement. These negotiations are most success-
ful when dealing with the other person’s insurance company. The diminution
argument works best with expensive cars, whose owners are usually concerned
with their cars being in perfect condition. Owners of less expensive, older cars
may only be concerned with the car’s drive-back-and-forth transportation value.

Step 5. Negotiate Total Loss Value

Is your car totaled? The Kelley Blue Book and other value guides are for cars
that were maintained in “average” condition.

There is a big difference between a low-mileage, pampered car and one
that sits outside all year, is never waxed, and is not regularly serviced.

To receive the most for your car, negotiate that it was in far better shape
than the average car of that make and model, and therefore you shouldn’t be
bound to the insurance adjuster’s computerized schedule of depreciated “ac-
tual cash value.”

Also negotiate to be reimbursed for:
• License fees.
• Sales, gas guzzler, and other taxes.
• Extended warranty premiums you paid on the totaled car.

The amount of your license fee and tax reimbursement will be based on
what you would have to shell out to purchase a used car similar to the one that
was totaled. Negotiate your entitlement to this reimbursement, even though
you plan to use the settlement money to buy a newer car or go on a Panama
Canal cruise this winter.

Step 6. Negotiate Car Rental

You can get car rental reimbursement from your own insurance company
only if you have paid a separate premium for it. But if you are dealing with the
other driver’s insurance company, then in most states you can negotiate to be
reimbursed for rental while your car is being repaired.

Negotiate what is a reasonable amount of time to have a rental car and the
type of rental car.

If you are driving a Cadillac or Lincoln, you are arguably entitled to rent a
comparable luxury car. You will get a lot of resistance insisting on a luxury car,
but you may very well prevail if you push hard enough.

Step 7. Negotiate Liability

If you are stopped at a red light and someone rear-ends you, chances are
you were blameless.
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But what if you stopped suddenly before you were hit? You may be partially
to blame, depending on why you stopped. Did you slam on your brakes because
you weren’t attentive to traffic? Or to avoid a child darting into the street?

If you are deemed partially negligent and to some degree responsible, the
insurance company can fault you with a “chargeable accident,” which can result
in increased premiums. Negotiate with the company as to whether you should
be considered at fault and whether the accident will cause your premiums to
increase.

Step 8. Negotiate Collision Versus Comprehensive

Collision: the damage done to your car when another car hits you or you
hit another car or an inanimate object.

Comprehensive: just about any other calamity that befalls your car—a wind-
storm, fire, vandalism.

Your car is damaged by a rock on a mountain road.
Did the rock roll down the hill and hit your car? If so, it’s comprehensive loss.
Did the rock roll down the hill and stop, and then you hit the rock? If so,

it’s a collision loss.
If there is a question as to how your car was damaged, negotiate the charac-

ter of the loss. With a comprehensive loss, there will be either no deductible or
a very small deductible. The meeting of car and rock will not go against your
driving record, and your premium will probably not increase.

Step 9. Keep the Pressure On

Once a Proof of Loss is filed, the insurance company will have a limited
amount of time to accept or reject your demand. Any rejection must be ac-
companied by the reasons for rejection.

If you are not satisfied with the reasons given, ask to speak to a claims
supervisor or the president of the company, write to the State Insurance
Commissioner or Department of Insurance requesting arbitration, or do what-
ever needs to be done to keep settlement pressure maximized.

Step 10. Do Not Sign a Release If You Were Injured

Were you injured? Don’t tell the other driver’s insurance company of your
injury until they have agreed to pay for the repairs to your car in a shop of your
choice and have provided you with a rental car. Once the insurance company
knows you will be making an injury claim, they will want to settle both the property
and injury claim simultaneously, which will slow down the repair of your car.

Do not sign a release of your personal injury claim until you receive ad-
equate payment for that injury claim.

Practice alert: Determine your state’s applicable statute of limitations bar
date for filing claims as well as your state’s Department of Motor Vehicles
reporting requirements.
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Step 11. The Money Can Go Two Ways

You and your insurance company have agreed on what needs to be done,
where the body work is to be done, and how much is to be paid.

Some insurance companies will contract with and pay the body shop. Oth-
ers will want to cash out—give you the money and have you contract with the
body shop.

If you cash out, you are on your own. But if the insurance company con-
tracts with the body shop and the job isn’t to your liking, you can look to the
insurance company. Negotiate to choose the body shop and to have the insur-
ance company contract with and pay the body shop directly.
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Insurance Claims,

Homeowner

Negotiating Homeowner Insurance Claims

Here’s the latest from Los Angeles:
Question: What do riots, fires, mudslides, earthquakes, and ex-wives have in
common?
Answer: Eventually one of them will get your house.
The good news is that four of the above can be covered by insurance.

Step 1. Don’t Jump the Gun

• Notify your insurance company of your loss.
• Read the insured’s duties section of your policy.
• Don’t have anyone start working immediately “to minimize loss.”
• Have an emergency professional board up the house, or move

your contents to storage if immediate protection is necessary.
• Save everything. Do not discard anything.

Tip: If you do any emergency work or cleanup yourself, the insurance
company will not reimburse you because you did not incur any expense.

Tip: Don’t be hesitant to ask for an advance payment. You are entitled to an
advance for certain services, supplies, and living expenses.

Step 2. Somewhere Out There Is an Expert for You

You can’t negotiate with your insurance company until you know what
needs to be done and whom you want to do it.

The best remodeling contractor is not necessarily the best homebuilder. And
neither the remodeler nor the homebuilder is necessarily the best contractor to
do specialized water, earthquake, or fire damage repair.
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Casualty damage restoration experts come from two distinct industries:
a. Building/remodeling: structural repair, painting.
b. Interior restorers and cleaners: upholstery, contents, carpets,

cleaning, furniture.

The two industries meet at your interior walls. There, the applicable exper-
tise will depend on whether those walls are being cleaned or painted.

Determine the appropriate subject matter experts. Talk to various licensed,
bonded, and established companies to get a feeling for which ones will best
serve your needs.

Ask restoration contractors:
• Can you see their restoration facilities?
• Do they use specialized equipment (smoke deodorizers; probes

and meters to locate hidden water damage; dehumidifiers and dry-
ers; sewage decontamination and disposal equipment, and so on)?

• Will they guarantee their work, and for how long?
Ask all contractors:
• Can they produce references from insurance companies,

independent adjusters, and other insureds with similar losses?
• Have there been any lawsuits by unhappy customers?

Step 3. Get Bids, Not Estimates

After you have decided which firms best suit your needs, solicit bids from
the companies that are prepared to do the work immediately.

Request that these bids be specific and detailed. At a minimum, bids should
break down the cost of various types of repairs—painting, cabinetry, electrical,
and so on. If possible, break those costs down on a room-by-room basis.

Compare bids to determine why they differ. Are the differences reflective
of quality? (For example, will heavily smoked or charred wood be scraped or
sealed rather than replaced?) Or do they mean that the bidding contractors
viewed the job differently?

Why a bid rather than an estimate? An estimate is nothing more than a guess,
and there is no such thing as a precise guess. On the other hand, most bid forms
are binding and enforceable agreements once they are accepted by you.

Step 4. Prepare a Proof of Loss Claim

A Proof of Loss statement, when delivered to your insurance company, serves
as your offer to settle as well as your demand and your justification for payment.

A Proof of Loss statement sets forth the issues and items that need to be
addressed to resolve your claim: additional living expenses, debris removal,
content losses, contractor bids, and so on.

Blank Proof of Loss forms are available from your insurance company.
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A Proof of Loss statement should be as detailed as possible. Show that you
expect to be compensated accordingly by setting forth exact amounts right
down to the pennies. The more detailed your claim, the more money you will
be paid. Document your loss with photos and/or video.

A Proof of Loss statement enhances your negotiating power in two ways:
a. The insurance company is obligated to respond to your request

within a narrow and specific time frame.
b. You can demand specific reasons if your claim is rejected.

How not to play the claim game: Agree with the insurance company as to the
amount of your loss first, and then sign a Proof of Loss statement prepared by
the insurance company.

How to play the claim game: File a Proof of Loss statement first and negotiate
later.

If the damage is substantial, consider hiring a public adjuster to assist in pre-
paring a Proof of Loss statement. Public adjusters are pros who specialize in
different types of insurance losses and represent victims only.

Alert: Avoid any public adjuster who miraculously shows up on your door-
step, or franchise public adjusters with crash-course training.

Step 5. Negotiate Repair and Restoration

Based on photos, documentation, and your Proof of Loss statement, try to
reach an agreement with your insurance company as to the extent of repair.

Step 6. Negotiate Content Losses

A content is any personal item in your house that is not nailed down or
made a part of the house.

List lost contents item by item (suit by suit, chair by chair). It will take time to
compile the list and document replacement costs, but it will almost always be
worth your effort.
Negotiate the Price of Content Items

Unless you have replacement cost coverage, content losses are paid on an
actual cash value basis. This means the insurance company has to put you back
where you were before the loss.

Insurance companies have computer-generated lists showing the cost of
various household items. These lists are sold to insurance companies both as a
guide and as a printed reference to get you to settle faster. It shouldn’t surprise
you that the prices on these lists are low. A replacement price schedule is not a
nonnegotiable authority.
Negotiate the Life of Cost Content Items

If you have a 2-year-old Mitsubishi television that was burned, what are
you entitled to from your insurer?
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If the insurance company’s depreciation schedule says your television set
had a 6-year life, then the fire deprived you of four more years of television
viewing. You would be reimbursed two-thirds of the replacement cost because
you lost two-thirds (4 years out of 6) of viewing pleasure.

But what if that set was in your guest bedroom and was seldom turned on?
A 6-year life expectancy would be too short for a set used so infrequently.

A depreciation schedule is not a nonnegotiable authority. Negotiate that your
television set had a life of 12 years, not 6 years, and that your 2 years of use
(depreciation) was not a third but only a sixth of the set’s life, If a replacement
television costs $1,000, the difference is whether the insurance company will
pay you $833 or $666.

Step 7. Don’t Be Timid or Intimidated

Appearing timid will make you easily compromised by an adjuster whose
job is to close files.

Take your time. Don’t be pressured into accepting an adjuster’s quickie
deal. Once released, the insurance company is out of the picture even though
things don’t turn out as you expected.

Step 8. Don’t Allow Adjuster Delays

Many adjusters are freelancers who work for different insurance companies.
Their compensation is based on the amount of time they work on your claim.
Delays are to their advantage. Beware of delay tactics such as continual requests
for documentation and information that you have already supplied.

Step 9. Be Aware of Quickie “Cash Out” Offers

To save money on adjustment and claim costs, some adjusters will try to
settle your claim quickly. Watch for these two common negotiating tricks:

• Assessing the damage based on cash-out prices, which will be
lower than the prices you will have to pay to restore or replace
damaged items. What the insurance company saves, you lose.

• Using former contractors to provide estimates. These folks are no
longer doing contracting and so won’t be doing the work. Their
purpose is to provide the insurance company with third-party
credibility. Your negotiations should be based on written bids from
first-class contractors who will do the work immediately.

Cash-out offers often presuppose that an item will be restored rather than
replaced. If the restoration fails to meet your reasonable expectations, you can
refuse to accept the work and ask that the item be replaced—UNLESS you cash
out. With a cash-out, the insurance company has no further obligation to you.
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Step 10. Negotiate Betterment Issues

Assume that your home’s interior paint job has an expected (depreciable)
life of five years.

At the end of two years, there is a fire in your living room. The insurance
company has agreed to repaint two smoke-damaged walls. The cost to paint
the two walls is $400.

Should the insurance company pay only 3/5ths of $400 because with a
new paint job you are getting back the two years of paint life you enjoyed
before the fire?

No.
You weren’t bettered by getting back the two years of paint life you already

used: in three years, you will paint all four walls anyway.
If all four walls were fire-damaged and repainted, you were bettered. It

would then be reasonable for the insurance company to deduct the deprecia-
tion (two years of paint life you enjoyed before the fire).

Step 11. Don’t Accept the Insurance Company’s Contractor

Builders, contractors, and restorers solicit insurance company work by quot-
ing low prices. To save money, insurance companies will hire these people. But
these folks are often younger and less experienced than seasoned, high-quality
contractors. This difference is reflected in their prices.

“Our insurance company only has one outfit that we work with” Must you use
the insurance company’s contractor if the bid is lower for the same work? The
insurance company may make you pay the difference.

Remember, the insurance company’s obligation is to put you back where you
were before the damage. Perhaps this can be done less expensively with the
company’s own contractors, but you aren’t obligated to accept work quality or
materials that are not as good as what you lost.

Tip: Have your choice of contractor review the insurance company
contractor’s bid to make sure it specifies the same scope of work and the
same kind and quality of materials.

If you disagree and are unwilling to pay the difference between the two
bids, then contact your adjuster’s supervisors and threaten to initiate arbitration
or litigation, or contact your State Insurance Commissioner or State Department
of Insurance.

Step 12. The Money Can Go Two Ways

You and your insurance company have agreed on what needs to be done,
the contractor to be hired, and how much is to be paid.

Some insurance companies will hire and pay the contractor. Others will
want to give you the money and have you hire the contractor.
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If you cash out, you are on your own. The insurance company is out of the
picture no matter how the job turns out. But if the insurance company hires
the contractor and the job isn’t to your liking, you can look to the insurance
company for redress.

Negotiate to choose the contractor and to have the insurance company
hire and pay the contractor directly. Do not accept the job or release the insur-
ance company until everything is at least as good as it was before the damage.

Step 13. Negotiate Extras and Remodeling

You may want to take advantage of the fact that your home is being re-
paired to do some nonrestorative remodeling.

If you are going to remodel as well as restore, the best way to negotiate
with your insurance company is to have each contractor give you two separate
bids: one bid for the insurance-related work, the other bid only for additional
work needed to remodel your home while the insurance repairs are being
made.
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IRS

Negotiating With the IRS

The Internal Revenue Code is 3.4 million words (7,500 letter-size pages)
long. The Federal Tax Regulations ramble on for thousands of pages more. There
are 280 IRS forms. Even the IRS finds the tax laws almost incomprehensible.

Audit Negotiating Tips

How They Will Be
Eventually, you will get “the letter”—the IRS is requesting an “interview” for

the purpose of verifying the accuracy of your tax return.
Nonbusiness and small business audits are conducted at the IRS offices

(office audits) by tax auditors. Tax auditors generally have no background in law
or accounting. They are IRS-trained to examine specific audit items, largely
through the use of “Pro-Forma Audit Kits.” The kits deal with tax return line
items such as casualty losses, rental income and expenses, and contributions.
The routine and repetitive nature of their work makes them very proficient.

Revenue agents conduct the more complex field audits (on-site examina-
tions). Partnership and corporate returns are almost always audited on-site at
the taxpayer’s business. Revenue agents are better trained and more experi-
enced than tax auditors. Many have college accounting credits. Unlike tax audi-
tors, their line of inquiry is neither channeled nor item-specific. Any income or
expense item is fair game for examination.
How You Must Be

• Never allow any audit meeting to take place unless you are ad-
vised in writing of the purpose of the audit.

• If your meeting will be anything other than routine, the IRS must
first inform you of that fact.
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• If a special agent is present at your meeting, stop dead in your
tracks. Don’t say another word. Special agents are part of the
IRS’s Criminal Investigation Division (CID). Now is the time to
hire a professional.

You need not personally attend an audit meeting. Your pro-
fessional representative may appear on your behalf. Consider:
Should you go to it alone?

Because taxpayers are more prone to misstatements than their
representatives, some agents encourage taxpayers to attend audit
meetings even if they have a professional representative in tow.

If you are easily flustered or are worried you’ll say the wrong
things, send a professional in your place.

• You can terminate an audit meeting by stating that it appears noth-
ing is being accomplished and you have no desire to continue.
Your file will be marked “Unagreed” and, if you request, it will
then be turned over to a group manager, who will try to resolve
the areas of disagreement.

Adopt a tax negotiator’s persona:
• Be prompt.
• Be seemingly cooperative. Have neat, accurate, and complete

records.
• Be cordial, not rude. Be polite, not friendly. Being threatening or

antagonistic will only make matters worse.
• Act as if you are in control.
• Set out your position clearly and strongly. Be affirmative. The line

between tax avoidance (which is legal) and tax evasion (fraud) is
both thin and wavy. The pros themselves are often stymied in
determining the boundaries. Claiming an “aggressive” deduction
is not fraud. Fraud is not making an error or forgetting some item
of income. Fraud is knowing what’s right but doing what’s wrong.
It is intentional underpayment.

• Only answer the questions asked, but think about your answer
before responding. Don’t get rattled.

• Unless you are answering a question, don’t speak. Don’t volun-
teer information or documents. Give only information specifi-
cally requested. Talk too much and you may raise tax liability
issues that hadn’t been previously raised or contemplated.

• Leave your attitude at home. Keep politics to yourself. This is not
the time to share your views about how the tax system is inequi-
table and oppressive.
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• Auditors are trained to notice body language. Try to look relaxed.
If you become concerned with how the meeting is progressing,
you may call it to a halt at any time for the purpose of retaining a
professional to represent you.

If you don’t reach an agreement, you will receive a Preliminary Notice giving
you 30 days to file with the Appeals Office. If you do not appeal, you will
receive a Notice of Deficiency and you will then have 90 days either to petition
the Tax Court or to stop interest from accruing by paying the tax and claiming a
refund. If you do neither, the tax will be assessed.

The means by which you will initiate an appeal will depend on the amount
of your tax deficiency. The IRS will provide you with printed information as to
how you must proceed.

Appeals Office Negotiating Tips

Appeals officers are an elite group. They are mostly better educated, better
trained, more experienced, and more secure in their jobs than office and field
auditors.

Appeals conferences are informal meetings. You may represent yourself at
an appeals conference or you may be represented by a professional.

Theoretically, the appeals officer, although an IRS employee, represents
neither the IRS nor the taxpayer and adopts an objective, neutral approach as
to what is reasonable under the circumstances.

What doesn’t the IRS want you to know: If you request, the IRS must now
disclose relevant portions of your case file. Information you are entitled to see
includes the IRS’s position relative to disputed items and any audit findings.

The Appeals Office’s willingness to settle conflicts largely depends on how
it perceives the IRS’s chances of prevailing in the Tax Court. The IRS shies
away from litigation if it appears the odds are not in its favor. Even with slam-
dunk cases, an appeals officer may offer small concessions to save the IRS the
time and expenses associated with litigation.

If you lose your appeal, you will receive a Notice of Deficiency and will then
have 90 days either to petition the Tax Court or to pay the tax and claim a
refund.

“In Collection” Negotiating Tips

Collection officers are determined, intractable, and unemotional. They are
called into play when tax is owed but not paid, or when no return is filed.
Given their mindset that they are duty-bound to collect every cent owed, they
can be unrelenting.

Certificates and promotions are awarded to top producers. So intense is
the pressure to produce that collection officers are hair-trigger-quick to lien, levy,
confiscate, or seize property. They can be capricious. They can be arbitrary. They
are not above bluffing or harassing.
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And if that’s not bad enough: Now for the first time, the IRS will also be
using the services of private collection companies to go after delinquent taxes.

Here’s what you need to know to protect yourself:
• If a collection officer comes to your door unannounced, you do

not need to invite him or her in. By law, the officer must be invited.
• Before there can be a valid lien or levy, the IRS must explain the

collection process, including how to appeal.
If you take no action, the IRS may file a notice of a federal tax lien. A lien

attaches to and encumbers your property, making your property the security
for the payment of the tax debt. A lien is not the taking of property but it is
public notice that the IRS has a claim against you.

After 30 days’ notice, the IRS may serve a notice of levy. By levying, the IRS
can actually take wages owed to you, bank accounts, a boat, car, or other property.

Certain things, however, cannot be levied by the IRS. Included in this exempt
category are public assistance payments, a limited amount of furniture, personal
effects, tools of the trade, and a formula-determined portion of your wages.

If you are unable to effectively negotiate a settlement with a collection officer, you
can change negotiating levels by:

• Requesting a meeting with the collection officer’s group manager
or requesting the manager’s name and how to contact him or her.

• Filing an appeal. An appeal officer will then consider the reason-
ableness of your previous compromise proposal. Unless the IRS
has a reason to believe your assets will be dissipated in the in-
terim, it will not levy pending the appeal hearing. Through the
Appeals Unit, issues may be resolved by correspondence, in per-
son or by phone. You may represent yourself or be represented
by an attorney, certified public accountant, or an “enrolled agent.”
See IRS publications 5 and 556 and www.irs.gov for more details.

If the IRS’s collection action would result in a “significant hard-
ship” (i.e., shutting down your place of business, or denying you
the ability to purchase necessities such as food, shelter, transpor-
tation, or medical treatment), you may get immediate relief from
the IRS Tax Payer Advocate Service that can quickly issue a binding
Taxpayer Assistance Order. This is the place to go if you’ve tried
the regular channels and feel you are stuck in a bureaucracy. Call
(877) 777-4778 or go to www.irs.gov/advocate for details.

You can have your case heard without paying the contested tax up front
and then seeking a refund by taking your dispute to the U.S. Tax Court. See
IRS publication 5 and www.ustaxcourt.gov for more details. Alert: If you go to
court, your case, and potentially sensitive financial details become a matter of
public record.

www.irs.gov
www.irs.gov/advocate
www.ustaxcourt.gov
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Criminal Investigation Alert

Special criminal investigation agents do not have the power to determine
tax liability. Their calling is to search out hidden assets and unreported income
sources. In reality, they are federal police officers, even though they may come
across as having a laid-back You can talk to me/trust me persona. Don’t consider
second-guessing Criminal Investigative Division (CID) officers, and never un-
derestimate their ability. When contacted by the CID, consult a tax lawyer.

How to Negotiate With the IRS

Step 1. Make Time Your Ally

IRS employees, like everyone else, have deadlines. Postponing a meeting
may put pressure on them to finish. The price for finishing timely may be IRS
concessions.

Practice tip: A last-minute postponement will only antagonize the person
with whom you are meeting.

Scheduling your meeting at the end of the month is best. If the person
charged with your file has too many unclosed cases, he or she may be inclined
to settle more quickly in order to close your file.

Schedule your meeting just before a long weekend. The chances are pretty
good that the person handling your file will show less interest in the audit than
in the upcoming holiday.

Schedule the meeting at 10 a.m. When it’s finally time to talk about adjust-
ments, it will be near the noon lunch break. IRS personnel have been known
to make concessions to keep a meeting from interfering with their lunch hour.

Step 2. Keep Your Eye on the Big Picture

An auditor’s goal is to collect additional taxes, close your case, and move
on. Compromise on some smaller items. Trade allowances and disallowances.
Be emotionally prepared to pony up some additional taxes. Don’t lose sight of
the big picture—it’s the more important items that count in the end.

Step 3. Negotiate the Cancellation of Penalties

Negotiate the cancellation of penalties (not interest) by showing that suffi-
cient cause exists for the failure that led to the penalty.

The IRS has historically found that sufficient cause for penalty cancellation
exists when: the taxpayer has been ill (alcoholism, now considered an illness,
can be grounds for setting aside a penalty); there is grave illness in the taxpayer’s
immediate family; necessary documents were destroyed or not available; re-
turns were sent to the wrong IRS address or sent with insufficient postage;
there was reliance on bad professional advice; the taxpayer did not receive
forms requested from the IRS.
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Step 4. Negotiate Payment Arrangements

If you acknowledge owing the tax but don’t have the money to pay, the
IRS will negotiate a payment program.

Step 5. Negotiate a Partial Amnesty

Negotiate to reduce the amount of the tax owed. This is done by demon-
strating doubt as to your liability for the amount owed or doubt as to your
ability to fully pay the amount owed.

Be prepared to describe in detail why the IRS cannot collect more than
you are offering. Your assets and present and future income will be considered
in evaluating your offer. This settlement offer of partial payment and/or a per-
centage of future earnings in exchange for a release of all taxes, including inter-
est and penalties, is called an Offer-in-Compromise.
The Silver Bullet

Show your tax debt is excusable in bankruptcy. Do you have an income tax
debt for a tax year that was more than three years ago? Count from when your
tax return for that year could have been (not actually was) filed. If the result of
your count is more than three years and if you actually filed your return more
than two years ago, then your tax debt and interest on that debt may, subject to
other criteria, be discharged (excused) in bankruptcy. Special rules apply to the
dischargeability of penalities.

However, not all taxes are dischargeable in bankruptcy. Bankruptcy and tax
rules are very complex. Seek professional advice in determining whether the
negotiating leverage of threatening to file a bankruptcy and excusing tax debt is
available to you.

Tax liens encumbering real or personal property survive bankruptcy even
though the tax debt is discharged. In this situation, the IRS can do nothing more
than foreclose on its prebankruptcy lien.

For example: The IRS has a $60,000 tax lien encumbering your cabin. You
file bankruptcy. The lien is not affected by your bankruptcy. The IRS, exercising
its lien rights, forecloses and receives $50,000. The IRS cannot collect the $10,000
($60,000 minus $50,000) balance.

If you have more to gain than to lose in bankruptcy proceedings, the ability
to discharge your tax liability may give you significant negotiating power in
settling with the IRS.

Free for All

To receive these free IRS publications, call (toll-free) (800) TAX-FORM:
Publication 1, “Your Rights as a Taxpayer”
Publication 5, “Appeal Rights and How to Protest if You Don’t Agree”
Publication 594, “What You Should Know About the IRS Collection Process”
Publication 910, “IRS Guide to Free Tax Services”
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Jewelry

Negotiating Major Purchases:

The Fine Jewelry and Watch Game

Whoever said money doesn’t buy happiness just didn’t know where to shop.
A gold Rolex Oyster Perpetual is a gold Rolex Oyster Perpetual at every

Rolex dealership.
Gemstone jewelry, however, is different. The materials used (stones and

precious metals) can be compared and valued. But design and labor are blind
item price dynamics that can’t be readily quantified.

Jewelry profit margins ranging from 100 percent to 400 percent and up
are not unusual. That incredibly liberal credit you see offered is possible be-
cause the down payment can cover the cost of goods and throw off some
profit. Anything collected beyond the down payment is pure gravy.

Zales will. So will Tiffany. All jewelry stores—the world’s great names, na-
tional chain jewelry stores, the small shop around the corner—will gladly nego-
tiate when you know how.

Step 1. Learn What You Are Doing

If you can’t distinguish an emerald from a garnet, a ruby from a red spinel,
or 10-karat gold from 18-karat gold, then take the time to learn what you are
doing. Then learn even more.

Gold and silver prices are based on their purity: 10-karat gold (41 percent
pure) is less valuable than 14-karat gold (58 percent pure), which is less valuable
than 18-karat gold (75 percent pure). There is a difference when a label says
gold plate, gold filled, or solid gold.
Tiny Baubles

Gemstones come in different grades and qualities. If you believe that the
diamonds, sapphires, rubies, and emeralds being hawked on the television
shopping networks are anywhere near top quality, you are already in trouble.
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For every color you like, there are probably five or six gemstones in that
color. With gemstones, it’s color that counts. A green chrome tourmaline may
look a lot like a green zircon but because of availability may be worth twice as
much. Flaws in colored stones will not impact their value as much as flaws will
impact the value of diamonds. Gemstones are often treated with oils and heat, to
enhance their color. Appropriate inquiry should be made before purchasing.

Diamonds are universally graded by color, carat weight, clarity, and cut. A
colorless, flawless stone is the most valuable. Fancy shapes sell for 5 percent to
10 percent less. Size is not the most important factor in diamonds. A half-carat,
round-cut flawless stone with excellent color can cost twice as much as a three-
carat diamond with poor color and noticeable imperfections.

Negotiating alert:
• The American Gemological Institute’s universal grading system denotes

color in letters (near colorless D ranging downward to a faint yellow K).
Clarity grades generally range from VVS1 (flawless) downward as VVS2’,
VS1’ VS2’ S11’ and S12. Many jewelers sidestep the universal diamond
grading system by conjuring up their own self-serving grades, such as
“deluxe quality” or “heirloom quality.” These fictional ratings may in
actuality hover close to the bottom of the true universal grading scale.

• Beware of the A-word: “approximately.” A merchant’s appraisal can be
meaningless because diamonds are sometimes misleadingly bumped
into a higher grade under the guise of having color and clarity that are
“approximately graded________.”

Merchants’ appraisals are always at their retail (why would they give you an
appraisal for less?). This is never indicative of worth. If you believe otherwise, then
ask a reputable jeweler what the piece’s resale value would be if you have to or
want to sell soon. Medical alert: Be sitting down when you get the answer.

If you think of jewelry as an investment, you shouldn’t be buying jewelry.

Step 2. Try Not to Swoon

Oh, I just have to own this!
Jewelry is an emotional purchase. It is even more emotional if you are

shopping for an engagement ring, Valentine’s Day gift, or special birthday or
anniversary present. Advertising doesn’t tell us that diamonds are a great hedge
against inflation (they would be lying). It tells us diamonds are the gift of eternal
love.

Let your enthusiasm show and you lessen your negotiating leverage. This is
particularly true for unique pieces that can’t be purchased readily elsewhere.

Step 3. Link

Merchants like to do more for people they like. A friendly, appreciative
attitude gores a long way.
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Step 4. Make the Jeweler Invest in You

If you just stick your head in the door, set off the customer entering chime,
and ask about discounts, the answer will be, “We are a fixed-price store.” (If it
was a “discount” shop, there would be a sign in the window.)

Get the jeweler to invest time in you. The more time spent comparing
design, quality, and size variations, the more knowledgeable you will be. The
more time the merchant spends with you, the greater the propensity to make
a deal. Remember: A jeweler’s investments, whether in inventory or time, are
supposed to pay off.

Step 5. It May Make Sense to Shop Around

If the piece you are considering is a budget buster, ask about the weight of
the precious metal (expressed in grams or penny weights) and the size and
grade of the gemstones.

Shop around. Stones and precious metal are commodities that have readily
ascertainable retail and wholesale prices. Everything else is design and labor.
The value is in the eye of the beholder.

Step 6. Go for the Gold

With rapport established and time invested, try these price breakers:
• My friend bought emerald earrings here a few months ago and received a

discount. How much are these earrings discounted?
Possible response: What is the name of your friend?
Your reply: Give the name of your uncle in Des Moines. It’s all an
accepted part of the face-saving, image-preserving negotiation process.

• If I buy the more expensive of these two rings, how much of a discount is
available?

• This is a beautiful tennis bracelet. Its price is more than I budgeted. May I
leave my name and phone number and if it goes on sale, please call. (It may
well go on sale before you hit the front door.)
Anticipated response: Open an account with us and we will finance the
balance.
Your reply: I prefer not to be in debt by spending more than I have budgeted.
Next anticipated response: Well, instead of the four-carat bracelet, what
about the three-carat one—it’s beautiful on your wrist.
Your reply: No, I am only interested in the four-carat bracelet.

• I will buy these diamond earrings if, in addition to the discount you offered,
you will throw in that silver bangle bracelet for my daughter.

How much of a discount can you expect? It will depend on the merchant’s
cash needs, profit markup, inventory levels, and desire to make the sale.
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Purchasing a Fine Watch

Omega, Rolex, Cartier, Baume & Mercier—the list goes on. Their high
manufacturer’s suggested retail price is deigned to add to the prestige of a watch
that keeps time with pretty much the same precision as a Timex. But then if
you wanted a cheap watch you wouldn’t be at a nice jewelry store, you would
be at Target.

Watch manufacturers sell more than timepieces—they sell strap-on self-es-
teem and identification. There is no goal attainment, self-satisfaction, or status
associated with a cheap watch—even an accurate, cheap Japanese watch that
looks like the expensive Swiss real thing.

As with all jewelry, watches are readily discounted if you follow the rules.
Because they are not produced in limited editions, that watch you have

been admiring can be readily purchased elsewhere. Your negotiating power
flows from the dynamics of competition:

• You have been very helpful. I would like to buy this Omega from you,
but I know that substantial discounts are available elsewhere. How much
can you help me with the price?

• I would like to buy this watch from you, but I have a friend who is going
to St. Thomas (or Hong Kong, or some duty-free port) where the
same watch is much less. I know it’s hard to be competitive with out-of-
the-country prices, but if you can make it more affordable for me I
would like to buy it from you.
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Job Interviews

Finessing the Job Interview

A great resume only gets you in the door. Now you have to ace the interview.

Step 1. Power Generators

If at all possible, free yourself from the pressure and anxiety of a “do or
die” interview by having fall-back options in the form of other job offers or
opportunities.

The greater the number and the more realistic your options, the more self-
confident you will be. Self-confidence is a big part of what the interviewer is
buying.

Step 2. Loop In

Turn the interview into a dialogue. You should be talking about 60 percent
of the time and interviewer about 40 percent. Ask questions that help the
interviewer see new ways of thinking about you that you can’t get at unless you
ask questions.

Open the interview dialogue with chit-chat about the traffic, the weather,
the city team moving into the final round of the play-offs, or whatever. Chit-
chat will give you a few minutes to be in control. By not feeling immediately
put on the spot, you have the time to loop into a relaxed interview stride. Chit-
chat doesn’t mean being chatty. Keep your comments brief. Let the interviewer
run with the conversational ball you have put into play.

Step 3. Don’t Drown in the Blur Pool

Look around the interviewer’s office. Is there a golf trophy, a Little League
coach certificate, pictures of kids who are about the ages of your own, travel
photos of places you have visited, a diploma from your alma mater?
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If you too are a golfer, parent, teacher, or alumnus of the same school, then
these objects are tools that make it possible for you to personalize the interview
by creating, but not belaboring, a commonality of interest. Applicants who have
linked personally with the interviewer are remembered long after the others
have become part of the applicant blur pool.

Step 4. Go for the Fit

So what if it’s a drop-dead great-looking sweater in a style you have been
hoping to find? If it doesn’t fit, you aren’t buying.

You may have the educational and experiential background being sought,
but if you’re not an all-around fit, you won’t get the nod. An all-around fit
includes fitting in with the company culture.

Practice tip: Before the interview, scope out the company’s culture. By ask-
ing others who are familiar with the inner company, you will be better able
to act and dress in a way to make the fit happen.

Step 5. The Unasked Mega Questions

The interviewer probably won’t ask them. Nonetheless, the questions that
need to be expressly or impliedly answered by you are: What can you do for the
bottom line? Can you get the company back its money plus some? How did you do it
for your previous employer and how can you do it for us? (Will it be by bringing in new
business? Implementing new cost-saving measures? Introducing fresh insights and in-
novative ideas?).

Step 6. Do the “Brieflys”

Briefly demonstrate:
• An understanding of the industry—personal contacts (there is a

critical difference between being connected and being a name
dropper), technical lingo, the market, industry practices, changing
demands, new pressures, and emerging competition.

• A knowledge of the company’s business—where it has been, where
it is headed, who is its management, what are its plans and goals.

Step 7. Be a One-Minute Hero

Interviewers care more about what you can get done than how hard you
work. Offer specific instances of what you have accomplished in a similar posi-
tion, stressing results rather than activity. Limit these snapshots to no more than
a minute each.

Step 8. Build Bridges of Opportunity

Ask questions about the open position’s responsibilities. Use the interviewer’s
answers as bridges of opportunity to show how your skills and abilities can meet
those responsibilities.
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What kind of things did you do on the last job? View this frequently asked
question as an opportunity to shape an answer that shows you have both the
experience and the know-how to satisfy the position’s demands.

Practice tip: The interviewer doesn’t care about your life story, so leave out
any information that doesn’t clearly and directly show you are the person
the company is seeking.

Step 9. The Great “I” Pit

If you are like most interviewees, your inclination will be to focus on what
you want (I am looking for a position with real growth opportunity; I am interested in
a position that will challenge me).

So what? Interviewers are being paid to fill their company’s needs, not
yours. If you want the job, focus on what the company wants and how you
can satisfy those wants.

Practice tip: Until you are offered the position, don’t ask “I” questions—
vacation and sick day benefits, expected hours, and perks.

Step 10. Making the Cut List

You will have a better chance of making the cut list if you:
• NEVER EVER sell yourself as a bargain. Who wants to hire some-

one who has a “turned down all over town” sense of self?
• NEVER EVER say you’re sorry about your shortcomings. No one

is perfect, so no one need apologize.
Is there something in your history that could crimp your chances? If in all

likelihood that “something” will come up in the interview, then you should be
the one to raise it—not by way of apology but by way of explaining why it
shouldn’t be a factor for concern. There is no need to otherwise volunteer
information that is best kept to yourself.

If asked What are your weaknesses? don’t parade the horribles. Instead,
finesse the question by answering in the broadest possible terms: Sometimes I
am too focused, or There are times when I am overly competitive.

• NEVER EVER memorize the answers to anticipated questions.
Scripted answers come across as either wooden and rehearsed
or slick and rehearsed.

Practice tip: Have friends or family toss you likely questions in a mock interview.

• NEVER EVER talk about your problems. As interested as the in-
terviewer may appear, an interview is definitely not the place to
unload.

• NEVER EVER be overly flattering or overly complimentary of the
company or the interviewer. Your efforts will be transparent, and
phoniness is a turn-off.
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• NEVER EVER come across as having an Everyone wants to hire me
attitude. You may be good, but you’re not so good that you can
afford to be arrogant.

• NEVER EVER act anything other than your age. Even though
you feel a younger person has a better shot at the job, acting and
dressing 20 years younger than you are will look foolish.

• NEVER EVER be critical of the employers or supervisors where
you are now working or where you have worked in the past.
Sour-grape comments alert the interviewer that she or he may be
the next person to be bad-mouthed by you.

• NEVER EVER mistake an interviewer’s friendliness for enthusi-
asm. Interview pros know that by being friendly, candidates relax
and reveal more about themselves. Don’t relax too much, espe-
cially towards the end of an interview. That’s when candidates
most often let their guard down.

Step 11. Tips à la Carte

• Schedule yourself as the last interview rather than the first inter-
view of the day. You will be better remembered than similarly
qualified applicants who, by the end of the interviewer’s day, will
be part of the blur pool.

• If told you will be called after the other applicants have been
interviewed, position yourself to be a caller rather than a callee. I
will be in and out for the next few days. May I call you back later in the
day or in the morning? By being the caller, you have a second-shot
opportunity to stimulate interest in your candidacy.

• Spend a few extra bucks on your clothes. Ninety percent of what an
interviewer sees is on your back. Making a fashion statement may be
inconsistent with the company’s culture, but clean, pressed, prop-
erly fitted clothing is a very big part of your first impression footprint.
More important, you will feel better and more confident about yourself.

• Watch your body signals. You do not want to subconsciously ap-
pear desperate, discouraged, or defensive.

• NEVER EVER mistake an interviewer’s friendliness for enthusi-
asm. Interview pros know that by being friendly, candidates relax
and reveal more about themselves. Don’t relax too much, espe-
cially towards the end of an interview. That’s when candidates
most often let their guard down.

Step 12. With an Offer in Hand,

You Are Now Ready to Talk Salary

Don’t accept the job offer until all of the components of the salary and
benefit package are discussed. See “Salary, Beginning,” later in the Playbook.
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Hiring a Hired Gun

Lawyers bring objectivity to the table, raise unconsidered issues, contem-
plate unforeseen problems, and test rationally what was decided emotionally.

Unless the task is small, negotiating a written retainer agreement that spells
out the terms of the attorney-client hiring is a must.

We lawyers like to think we are all things to all people.
But the charming senior partner you initially met may be a mediocre law-

yer but a great “rainmaker”—the firm’s one-person sales force.
Consider whether you need a lawyer to lead the way or to take your

direction.
Some lawyers will be compatible with your personality. Others will not.
The unrelenting steel-fisted lawyer you needed to hammer out an insur-

ance settlement last year may not have the soft touch to negotiate the sale of
your business.

A creative lawyer with honed people skills may be better able to defuse,
finesse, and coax to get the results you want.

Has the deal been verbally cast? Perhaps you need a technocrat who is a
skilled and thorough draftsperson.

Step 1. Seek Quality Legal Advice

Don’t hire the lawyer whom you met at the last church meeting, because
he seems “pretty good.”

Bar Association referrals and “Lawyer Directory” services are of question-
able help. No matter what their ads say, there is little or no substantive indepen-
dent checking.
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For more reliable recommendations, ask friends who had similar cases.
Every major public library has Martindale-Hubbell (or see www.Martindale.com),

the recognized lawyer rating directory. Educational backgrounds and letter-grade
rates are all there for the viewing.

Step 2. Interview Several Lawyers

Most lawyers will initially meet on a “courtesy, nonchargeable” basis to
determine whether there is mutual interest in having the lawyer handle the
case.

If your matter is complex, interview several law firms. Ask them about their
approach to your case. Wanting to sell themselves, lawyers are quick to map
out a strategy. You may be presented with new insights and previously uncon-
sidered novel approaches.

Interview the people who would actually be doing your work. Ask about
the number and recency of matters they handled that were similar to yours.
Ask about the outcomes of those matters and their clients’ costs for obtaining
those outcomes.

Step 3. Negotiate a Fair Fee Structure

The most expensive lawyer in town may be the cheapest. One insightful
and creative lawyer’s hour is another lawyer’s entire week.

When can you get the very best lawyer for the same price as an average
lawyer?

The answer: In traditional percentage-fee matters—personal injury cases,
insurance bad-faith cases, and so on. In those situations, all lawyers pretty much
charge the same percentage of your gross recovery. The best are the best be-
cause they have the reputation and skill to obtain bigger settlements and awards
for their clients.

One phone call. That is all it took for a lawyer acquaintance to settle his
client’s personal injury claim with an insurance company whose insured readily
admitted liability. My acquaintance’s percentage fee was $440,000!

You guessed wrong: the lucky lawyer is not a high-profile practitioner. He
isn’t even a personal injury specialist. He is a criminal lawyer with offices in a
tacky part of town.

In collection and personal injury claim matters where neither liability nor
collectibility is in real doubt, negotiate hiring your lawyer on an hourly fee basis
rather than a percentage (contingent) fee basis.

Forget how good it feels to be told by a judge that you are right. Judgments
are not always collectible. Even if you win, you could lose.

Small suits have many of the same expenses as big suits: a lawyer’s time is
by the hour; deposition reporters, processing services, filing fees, and other
costs are not predicated on how much you are seeking.

www.Martindale.com
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If collectibility is in doubt, or the cost of litigation is subject to wide variables
beyond your control, consider negotiating (a) a percentage fee, or (b) a low
hourly fee with a bonus on collection, or (c) a combination of a low hourly fee
and a lower percentage fee.

Bonus benefit: Your proposal to pay something other than a full hourly fee
will test the lawyer’s expectations of the outcome of your case.

If someone is trying to collect money from you, consider a reverse contin-
gency fee, negotiating to pay your lawyer a percentage of the money the lawyer
saves you.

Negotiate value-oriented hourly fees keyed to the relative difficulty or im-
portance of the case components. For example, in litigation try to set a rate of
$125 an hour for drafting pleadings, $150 an hour for the lawyer’s attendance
at depositions, and $325 an hour for the time the lawyer spends in trial. (Note:
hourly fees vary dramatically from city to city.)
Retainer Agreements

Retainer agreements provide for a “retainer fee” or initial payment.
• Negotiate that the initial retainer payment is not a minimum fee

but a deposit for services to be rendered. By doing this you will
receive a partial refund if the actual fees turn out to be less than
the retainer deposit.

• Negotiate which part of the retainer payment will be applicable to
fees and which part to costs (filing fees, personal service fees,
deposition reporters, and so on).

• Negotiate for the retainer to be applied as a credit against the first
payment due the lawyer, rather than allowing the retainer to be
held as a “security for future payment deposit.”

• Negotiate and include in the retainer for contingency cases an
agreement as to who will front the money required to advance
the case.

• Negotiate whether certain costs (for example, expert witnesses’
fees, deposition reporters, trial costs, and so on) will not come out
of your percentage share of the recovery but will be paid off-the-
top, before any percentage allocation. This negotiation will de-
pend on the nature of your case, the amount of anticipated costs,
and the projected award.

• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement when the per-
centage earned by the lawyer will change: When a lawsuit is filed?
When trial preparation is commenced? When trial commences?

A sliding percentage arrangement with a number of in-
cremental percentage bumps may serve you better than the tra-
ditional two-tiered agreement with bumps at the commencement
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of the suit and again when the trial begins. Negotiate what consti-
tutes “the beginning of a trial.”

• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement whether the law-
yer earning a contingency fee has an obligation to appeal if you
lose the case.

Step 4. Avoid Overlawyering

Overlawyering comes in different shapes and sizes.
You don’t need a $300-an-hour senior partner to do what a second- year

associate lawyer could do just as well for one-third as much.
Large law firms are notorious for “double teaming”—sending two lawyers

on a task that can easily be performed by one.
• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement who will be do-

ing your work. Make sure skill and experience levels match your
actual needs. You don’t need a top-tier trial lawyer to try a case
against a former tenant who did $3,000 of damage to your beach
house.

Step 5. Keep Costs Under Control

When HK, a client, asked me to go to Chicago in April, he made arrange-
ments for a first-class flight and a limousine to pick me up at the airport and
whisk me off to a suite at the Four Seasons.

When a corporate client sent me off to Chicago in May, the client’s expec-
tations and budgeting were for economy seating and a taxi ride to a simple
room at the Holiday Inn.

• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement traditionally
unnegotiated cost items: per-diem allowances, transportation ex-
pectations, and lodging expectations. Make sure you won’t be
billed separately for secretarial word processing time. Agree on
fax and photocopying charges.

• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement traditionally
unnegotiated time items: How will travel time be billed? Will you
be charged for time spent in the air or driving to a meeting across
town? This time is often billed at 50 percent or less of the regular
hourly charge. Time spent preparing memos to your client file is
often not charged. Discuss discounting unproductive time spent
waiting in courtroom corridors.

Bonus benefit: Discussing money concerns will sensitize the lawyer to the
fact that you will not tolerate cavalier spending or a meter that is always
running.
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Step 6. Insist on Clear, Frequent Billing

• Negotiate to have each activity billed as a separate line item on the
billing statement.
Not acceptable: “Conference with Smith, telephone call with Jones:
25 minutes.”
Acceptable: “Conference with Jones re refinancing: 15 minutes; Telephone
call with Smith re construction problems: 10 minutes.”

• Negotiate and include in the retainer agreement the frequency of
your billing. The more frequent the billing, the better you will be
able to monitor what the case is costing, what is being done to
advance your case, and who in the law firm is doing the work. In
no event should you be billed less often than once a month.

• Negotiate tenth-of-an-hour minimum fee increments and a billing
format that is very specific and descriptive. Specific and frequent
billing will keep you alert to overlawyering.

Don’t accept a billing item that refers to some mental activity such as the
nondescript, but not uncommon, billing entry: “Attention to file.”

Step 7. Make Sure Your Lawyer Keeps in Touch

Do you have an immediate need or a situation that will require a great deal
of lawyer interfacing? A lawyer who will be out of town or engaged in a lengthy
trial won’t be able to deliver the service and attention you expect or require.

Negotiate an understanding as to time frames and accessibility. Will the law-
yer be available to meet with you on weekends? On days when he or she can’t
see you at the office, will you be able to speak to the lawyer by telephone in the
evenings?

Instruct your lawyer to send you copies of all correspondence and plead-
ings. Informed clients are better clients for themselves and their lawyer. A back-
logged lawyer will be more inclined to move your work to the top of the stack
if he or she knows you are monitoring the effort.

Negotiating tip: Some clients wisely use their lawyers to squelch a deal that
the client wants killed. The lawyer is hired to strictly follow the client’s
script and say “no.” By laying the blame on the lawyer, the client is able to
preserve important relationships. After all, it’s the lawyer who squelched
the deal.

Practice alert: In some states, the retainer agreement must indicate whether
the lawyer has malpractice insurance. It’s a good idea to ask. The day you
discover that your lawyer doesn’t have insurance is the day to say goodbye.
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Litigation, Settling

Negotiating With a Litigation Opponent

Question: How many lawyer jokes are there?
Answer: Only two. The rest are true stories.

Step 1. Decide: Expediency or Valor?

In litigation, winners never win enough. Losers always lose too much.
Litigation is emotionally and physically consuming, brings out the worst in

everyone, eats up more time than you ever imagined, is costlier than you ever
dreamed, and can easily become the focal point of your being, robbing you of
other thoughts, opportunities, and a good night’s sleep.

And to make matters worse, it’s not enough to be right. Every day, lawyers,
great and ordinary, win cases that were “absolute losers” and lose cases that
were “dead-bang winners.”

Is it time to settle?
It may put you ahead of the game.
Ask yourself: What dynamics are there other than winning? Are relation-

ships at stake? Are prospects for future business being lost? Will your company
develop a litigious reputation?

Step 2. Forget Early, Best-Shot Settlement Offers

Personal interests of attorneys vary. Lawyers being paid on an hourly basis
often try to crank out more work on larger cases. If you voice a Let’s give it our
best shot early-on settlement offer, you help the lawyer on the other side
justify the expenditure of additional billable hours and discourages settlement
discussions.
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Best-shot high offers fuel the other person’s recovery expectation and reaf-
firm his or her feelings of invulnerability and self-righteousness.

Step 3. Come Out Swinging

It’s human nature. Lawyers being paid on a percentage or contingency basis
like to do as little work as is reasonably possible. A strong showing early on,
which creates a load of work for your litigation adversary, encourages the con-
tingent fee lawyer to settle sooner.

To the litigation adversary who is paying by the hour, it shows that you
mean business and that the prosecution of the case will be long and costly. Your
early settlement proposals will appear more attractive when compared to the
expense associated with long-term litigation.

Step 4. Keep Your Lawyer on a Short Leash

It may make sense to give your lawyer limited negotiating authority. Weak
positions that are inflexible become strengthened.

Step 5. Meet in Person

To defuse the hostility associated with litigation, arrange a personal meeting
instead of a phone call. People investing the time and effort to attend a meeting
are less likely to quickly say no and more likely to consider creative problem-
solving approaches.

Step 6. Take Another Look—This Time at Your Lawyer

This is what your lawyer won’t tell you.
The fact that your case isn’t being settled may be the result of your lawyer’s

personal style. Your best negotiating play may be to change lawyers.
Style problems are people problems. Most litigation lawyers have competi-

tive personalities. Competitive lawyers tend to negotiate competitively with
both their competitive and cooperative counterparts. The most effective nego-
tiators are masters of soft-touch/hard-bargain negotiating: competitive prob-
lem-solvers who seek competitive results in a cooperative manner.

Step 7. The “Lloyd’s of London” Tactic

What amount does your litigation adversary reasonably believe would be
awarded by a court? What does the other side reasonably believe are the chances
of winning? Multiply the answers by each other ($100,000 probable award
times a 60 percent chance of winning = $60,000). If the resulting number is to
your liking, explain how it was derived and use it as a justified basis for settle-
ment negotiations.
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Step 8. Get an Expert of Your Own

Don’t argue with your litigation adversary’s expert appraisers, geologists,
inspectors, physicians, psychologists, or whatever. It seldom works, so why
alienate everybody? Instead, get an expert of your own.

Step 9. Change Games

Consider resolving disputed issues in mediation. If the litigation case has
progressed far enough for each side to accurately assess the facts, the law, and
the risks, the timing may be ideal to consider mediation. Wait too long and both
sides will have spent so much time and effort preparing for trial that further
preparation will be unnecessary and the prospect of substantial legal fees being
incurred will no longer be a threat or incentive to settle.
High-Low Mediation

Set aside all the agreed-on issues. If the remaining issues are financial issues,
agree on a ceiling number (what the plaintiff would accept in settlement) and a
floor number (what the defendant would pay in settlement).

Mediate the remaining financial issues with this understanding: the media-
tor can make a binding award that can be neither higher than the ceiling nor
lower than the floor.
Last-Chance Mediation

A neutral party acting as an arbitrator gathers facts, hears arguments, and
then prepares a written award, which he or she places in a sealed envelope.
The neutral party then, acting as a mediator, encourages a negotiated settle-
ment. If a settlement is reached, it is conclusive. If no settlement is reached, the
award in the envelope is determinative.

The parties, knowing an award has been rendered, although not disclosed,
are motivated to negotiate their own settlement.

Step 10. Look for Trade-Offs

After a preliminary settlement has been negotiated, but before it is reduced
to writing, explore tax and other trade-offs that may be to the benefit of both
parties.
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Loan

Negotiating a Borrowing Transaction

There are 250 varieties of shark, not counting loan and pool.

Step 1. Put on Your Borrower’s Face

No one will lend you money just because you need it. Tales of desperation
and bad luck aren’t what it’s all about. Lenders are businesspeople who make
business decisions. Philanthropy is not part of their decision-making process.

Be positive about what the future will hold. Lenders like to think they have
a good shot at being repaid.

Look and act the part of a worthy borrower. Dress to reveal a responsible
and capable you.

Be well organized. Lenders need to know you have a grasp of your own
finances—earnings, assets, and so on. Organized people are more likely to make
timely payments.

When you want a loan, have a reason that will make you an even stronger
and more able borrowing candidate. Needing the money to go to Maui is a nice
idea but not as compelling as fixing up a house, which enhances the value of an
asset, or starting a business, or acquiring new skills that increase your earnings
potential.

Step 2. Line of Credit or Lump-Sum Loan?

Are you borrowing money and using the equity in your home as collat-
eral? Distinguish between a home equity loan and a home equity line of credit,
and then negotiate the type of loan that best satisfies your needs.

A home equity loan is a lump-sum loan made at either a variable or fixed rate
of interest. The loan is repaid in equal installments (amortized) over a number
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of years—usually 15 or more. If interest rates are low and you need the money
for a one-time transaction such as remodeling the kitchen, this may be the type of
loan to negotiate.

A home equity line of credit is a variable interest rate loan. The lender agrees
to lend you up to a certain amount of money. You borrow from time-to-time
as needed, repay as you are able, and pay interest only on the amount actually
borrowed. If your needs are ongoing, such as periodic college tuition, this type
of loan may be the one to negotiate.

Step 3. Know Where to Go Loan Shopping

Compare all terms offered by a number of lenders, not just those with the
biggest ads.

You will always be better off starting your loan shopping at a major bank,
major savings and loan, or other large lender. The cost of obtaining your loan
will be less, and the borrowing terms will be more favorable than with other
lenders. Referred to as credit lenders, their primary lending criterion will be your
credit—the ability to repay.

The second most desirable lenders are smaller institutional lenders who are
generally willing to make riskier loans. Referred to as asset-based lenders, their
primary lending criterion will be whether you can secure the loan with collat-
eral that can generate the cash needed to repay the loan (real estate, accounts
receivable, inventory, and so on).

As a last choice, there are direct lenders—noninstitutional companies or
individuals who make loans. Referred to as equity lenders, they are less con-
cerned about your creditworthiness than they are about real estate equity col-
lateral. Some of these lenders may actually hope you will default, enabling
them to foreclose on your home. The most costly loans in terms of both inter-
est rates and loan fees are those made by this third tier of lenders.
Loan Shopping Tips and Traps

• Don’t pay any money in advance for a loan except for the cost of
a credit report.

• Don’t pay for an appraisal until you have a loan commitment
predicated on the value of the property to be appraised.

• Be on the alert for hidden loan costs. Ask about all of the lender’s
loan transaction fees and charges.

• Make sure your financial statement is complete and accurate. If
you are forced to file bankruptcy and the financial statement you
supplied a lender is materially false, there is a good possibility you
will not be able to discharge or excuse your loan indebtedness.

The Lone Arranger
If you’re having trouble getting a loan, consider hiring a loan broker who,

for a fee, will assist in matching you up with the right lender.
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Step 4. Negotiate Interest Rates

Negotiate the interest rate aggressively: Over 10 years, a difference of just
0.125 percent (1/8 of 1%), on a $500,000 loan is more than $6,000 in extra
interest payments!
Fixed Rate Loans

Are interest rates presently low?
If so, you will want to lock in those rates by negotiating a fixed rate of

interest (the rate won’t vary during the term of your loan).
Negotiate an interest rate that is simple rather than compounded. Compounded

interest will always cost you more because the lender is accruing interest on
interest already earned.
Variable Rate Loans

Are interest rates presently high?
If you don’t expect rates to go higher and stay higher, consider a variable

rate loan, which fluctuates as interest rates themselves fluctuate.
• Get the details on “special” introductory teaser interest rates. Those

attractive rates you see advertised often change dramatically after
the first few months of a long-term loan. Look at the variable
interest rates with a long-term perspective. Ask: When, how, and
to what degree can the teaser rate change?

• Negotiate an interest rate adjustment period that is as infrequent as
possible (semiannual or annual rather than quarterly), if it appears
that interest rates will go up over the longer term.

• Negotiate a cap limiting how much the interest rate can be in-
creased in any one adjustment period (i.e., a quarterly maximum
hike of 1/4 percent rather than 1/2 percent).

• Negotiate a ceiling limiting how high the interest rate can go during
the term of the loan.

When and how much your loan will fluctuate will depend on external
determinants such as the Federal Reserve discount rate or the prime rate. Com-
pare by asking lenders about the volatility of their variable determinants.

Practice alerts:

• Do not accept a provision whereby you are borrowing both principal
and interest but receiving only the principal.

For example, assume a 12 percent interest $100,000 loan. The
first year’s interest would be $12,000. Some lenders require that you
borrow and pay interest on $112,000. The lender would, however,
only hand you $100,000. The unfunded $12,000 is deemed the first
year’s interest prepaid.

• Look beyond what your monthly payments will be. A loan may have
a negative amortization to keep payments low. But watch out for this
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trap! The lender wants you to pay a high rate of interest. You want low
monthly payments that are not possible with a high rate of interest.
Let’s say the “high rate” interest payment each month is $500. To get
you to accept that rate, the lender says only pay $300 of the $500
interest that accrues each month. The $200 monthly interest shortfall
is added to your principal balance and now, being a part of principal,
unpaid interest itself accrues interest.

• A lender or broker may entice you with a low rate and later hit you
with an uncompetitive rate, explaining, “the market has changed.” Avoid
the trap by applying for loans at several places and having them make
offers within a few hours of each other. There are websites that helps
consumers get multiple offers (for example, www.LendingTree.com). Alert:
The best offer made doesn’t mean you’re not overpaying. You need to
do your own research to make sure you’re getting a good deal.

Step 5. Negotiate How Your Loan Will Be Collateralized

• Negotiate the required amount and type of collateral, but post no
more collateral than is reasonably needed to secure the loan.
Don’t be intimidated by the standard lender response: If you
are going to pay on time, what difference does it make? No one
knows what the future holds, and you may need
unencumbered assets later.

• Negotiate the ability to substitute the collateral with other
collateral of like or greater value. For example, if your loan
collateral is General Motors stock, you want the future ability to
give your lender substitute collateral so you can sell the GM
stock without paying off the loan.

• Negotiate that your collateral is incrementally returned to you as
your loan is repaid. For example, if stock is the collateral,
negotiate to have $750 of your stock returned to you for each
$1,000 of loan repayment. In real estate collateralized loans,
acreage release clauses are not uncommon.

Collateral practice alert: Be on the lookout for these common lender provisions:

• A requirement that you replace or replenish collateral if there is a dimi-
nution or lessening of its value.

• A prohibition against removing the collateral from where you will be
housing, using, or storing it.

• A prohibition of further borrowing against the same collateral. (Lend-
ers believe that if borrowers have little or no equity in the collateral, they
will be less likely to be concerned about its dissipation or condition.)

www.LendingTree.com
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Step 6. Negotiate Loan Fees

The fee you will pay for your loan is commonly expressed in points.
A point is 1 percent of the principal amount borrowed. If a $10,000 loan

costs 10 points, then your cost for the privilege of borrowing is $1,000. If it is a
one-year, 10 percent loan, the loan is, in effect, costing you 20 percent the first
year.

Points are negotiable. The less risky the loan, the fewer the points you will
have to pay to acquire the loan.

Step 7. Negotiate Penalties and Defaults

Be on the lookout for and negotiate these common lender penalty and
default provisions:

• The length of grace periods. Do installment payments have to
be received by the lender right on the dot, or is there some
leeway for postal or other unavoidable delays?

• The amount of late payment fees. Late payments are penalized
by imposition of an extraordinary fee or surcharge. Negotiate
the amount of late fees and when they will be charged.

• The default interest rate. Negotiate whether an interest rate
increase will apply to the entire loan balance for the period that
loan arrearages are not paid.

• Negotiate under what default conditions the note balance can
be accelerated and become suddenly all due and payable.

Practice alert: Defaults are not always monetary. For example, failure to
provide required periodic financial statements or proof of insurance re-
newal on loan collateral may be an event of default.

• Negotiate whether interest arrearages will themselves bear
interest and, if so, at what rate.

Step 8. Negotiate the Loan’s Renewal Criteria

Negotiate under what circumstances the loan maturity can be extended.
Circumstances may include timely payment, partial principal reduction, an ex-
tension fee, or a reappraisal of collateral.

Step 9. Negotiate Away Early Payment Penalties

Early payment penalties are designed to discourage early loan repayment.
Lenders who lend money when interest rates are high will want to receive
interest from you for as long as possible. Negotiate that the loan can be paid off
at any time without a prepayment penalty.
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Step 10. Negotiate the Loan’s Assumability

Is the loan to be secured by real estate or other property you may sell in
the future? If so, negotiate that the loan can be assumed by your buyer without
the payment of an expensive loan fee. This locked-in ability of a buyer to take
over your existing financing will make it easier for you to sell your house later.

Step 11. Negotiate Guaranty Obligations

Negotiate that there will be no guaranties. Guarantors are usually family or
friends—the last people on earth you want stuck with your debt.

But if a guaranty is a must:
• Negotiate a limit on the amount guarantied. For example, if the

loan is $100,000, negotiate that the guaranty is only for
$50,000 of the loan amount.

• Negotiate that the guaranty is limited to repayment of first rather
than last moneys.

In the above example, negotiate that only the first $50,000 of loan repay-
ment is guarantied. If you have paid $40,000 of the loan, your guarantor’s
liability would be limited to $10,000 because the guaranty is that your lender
will receive a minimum of $50,000 in loan repayment.

Practice alert: Distinguish a guaranty for timely payment from a guaranty of
eventual collection (a guaranty that is invoked only when all other avenues
and sources of repayment have been exhausted).

Step 12. Negotiate the Length of Your Lock-In

A lock-in is a lender’s binding commitment that you will be lent money on
specified terms: points, interest rate, repayment. Lock-in commitments most
often are in letter form. You pay for the privilege of having the interest rate
locked-in. How much of a fee you will pay for the “lock” will vary with the
amount and type of loan and the length of the lock.

Generally, lock-ins are for 15 to 60 days. What if a home purchase loan is
locked in, but now the closing date to buy the house is unavoidably extended?
If interest rates jump, the lender will probably not extend its commitment to
loan at the old (lower) lock-in rate. Never knowing when interest rates will
increase, it makes sense to negotiate as long a lock as possible.
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Office Lease

Negotiating Your Office Lease

The print is small. The sentences go on forever and some paragraphs fill an
entire page. Reading them is an exercise in patience. Understanding them can
be difficult.

So why go to all the effort? After all, the broker and landlord have already
said it’s all “very standard.”

No wonder small businesses get into so much trouble with their office
lease.

Monetary Issues

Step 1. Negotiate Base Rent

Base rent is a function of how many square feet of space you are leasing
and how much you will pay per square foot.

To compare per-foot asking rates, understand how the landlord calculates
the number of feet being leased.

There are two common ways for landlords to determine square footage:
• Usable footage: You pay only for the number of feet within your

office.
• Rentable footage: You pay for the number of feet within your

office plus a portion of the common-areas space (halls, corridors,
elevator lobbies, restrooms, and so on) on your floor. If your
office occupies 10 percent of a floor’s usable footage, you would
also pay rent on 10 percent of the floor’s common areas.
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Before negotiating the per-square-foot rate, negotiate what will be excluded from the
footage calculation. For example, in some real estate markets, you can exclude
your office’s exterior balconies, terraces, and support columns.

Step 2. Negotiate Rent Concessions

Landlords are often willing to grant concessions by arranging for free rent.
For example, the first month of each year of the lease term is rent-free. By
giving free rent rather than lowering the square footage rate, landlords are able
to maintain an actual rental rate continuity among tenants.

By averaging concession rent (“free rent”) with your actual rental rate, you
arrive at a blended lease rate, which is referred to as the effective rental rate. For
example, if you have a 36-month lease with an actual rental rate of $1,000 per
month and you get two months free, your effective monthly rent would be
$34,000 divided by 36 or $944.44 per month.

When comparing competitive leasing opportunities, effective rental rates
rather than actual rental rates are the comparison factor.

Negotiate concession rent by convincing the landlord:
• You are considering other buildings.
• You will be a stable, creditworthy tenant.
• You will be improving the leased space at your expense.
• Your business is of a type that would attract other tenants or

enhance the building’s image.

Step 3. Negotiate When and How Rent Is Increased

Will your lease be longer than a few years? If so, the landlord will want the
ability to raise your rent during your lease term.

• Negotiate when, if ever, the rent increase would start (for ex-
ample, the increase would start in the third year of the lease).

• Negotiate whether the increase will be a fixed amount (“bumps”)
or will be tied to an inflationary index (usually the Consumer
Price Index).

• Negotiate a cap or ceiling on the size of the percentage of increase,
if an inflationary index will be determinative. For example: The
increase shall be no more than 5 percent in any one year.

Step 4. Negotiate Pass-Through Exclusions

Most office leases will obligate you to reimburse the landlord for your
proportionate part of the landlord’s building costs and expenses (“pass-throughs”),
such as insurance, management, personnel, repairs, and property taxes.

Negotiate pass-through exclusions. You should NOT have to pay pass-through
building costs associated with:
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• Retail or garage operations in the building.
• Upgrading the building to comply with handicap, fire, or safety

codes that were in effect prior to the date of the lease.
• Real property tax penalties incurred because of the landlord’s late

payment.
• Increases in real property taxes resulting from a change in owner-

ship of the building.
• Leasing commissions.
• Costs incurred in disputes with tenants.
• Costs for capital improvements or replacements, unless they will

reduce building operating costs so there will be a net savings to
tenants.

• Landlord’s general overhead and administrative expenses.
• Compensation paid to parking attendants or clerks in commercial

operations.
• Advertising and promotional expenditures.
• Costs arising from the presence of hazardous materials.
• Repair of latent defects in the building core or shell, or landlord-

installed improvements.
• Landlord’s own management fees in excess of 3 to 5 percent of

the gross rental revenues.
Negotiate a ceiling or maximum (“cap”) on the annual amount that can be

passed through to you as an added cost. For example: Pass-through costs cannot
be increased more than 5 percent per year.

Negotiate the right to audit the landlord’s records relating to pass-through
items.

Step 5. Negotiate Away Charges for Extras

Are building services such as after-hours or holiday air conditioning, heat,
and elevators provided only on an “extra charge” basis? If so, negotiate:

• How many free “extra charge hours” you will be allowed each
month.

• The price of extra charge hours (e.g., landlord’s actual cost plus
10 percent).

Step 6. Negotiate Deposit Issues

What kind of deposit is being requested? A deposit for rent? A deposit for
security that the premises will be returned in good condition?

• Negotiate that you are creditworthy enough that no deposit is
even necessary, or suggest that a letter of credit can be used in
lieu of a cash deposit. With a bank letter of credit, the landlord is
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protected and your cash will not be tied up. (Note: Brokers dis-
courage letters of credit; their commissions are often paid from
the deposit.)

• Negotiate whether your cash deposit will bear interest.
• Negotiate that your rent deposit can, in whole or part, be applied

to rent as you prove yourself creditworthy during the term of
the lease. For example, 20 percent of the deposit will be applied
to rent in each of the last four years of a five-year lease.

Time Issues

Step 1. Negotiate Renewal Options

Moving into a new office is not only a pain, it’s expensive. Now is the time
to negotiate an option to renew your lease.

The key issue is the rent for the renewal term. Renewal-term rent can be
stated either (a) as a fixed dollar amount or (b) at the downstream market rate
in effect when your option is exercised.

If you foresee a strong downstream leasing market with rising rents, you
will want to negotiate a low fixed dollar rate now.

If, however, you think the leasing market will soften with decreasing rents,
you will want to negotiate a downstream rate based on the market rate at the
time of renewal. In that case, NOW is the time to:

• Negotiate how the downstream market rate will be determined.
Will it be based on the rents then in effect in your building, or
in similar buildings in your geographic area?

• Negotiate a discount from the downstream market rate. This
discount should take into account:
a. Free or concession rent then being given by the landlord to

new tenants.
b. The landlord’s savings by not having to pay a broker’s

commission.
c. The cost of tenant improvements or improvement

allowances being given by the landlord to new tenants at
the time of renewal.

Step 2. Negotiate a Right of Early Termination

New businesses often don’t always work out as well as hoped.
Ask for the right to terminate the lease early without liability by giving ad-

vance notice (six months’ advance notice) or paying a penalty (a sum equal to two
months’ rent).
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If the landlord won’t negotiate a right of early termination, negotiate a shorter
lease with successive short option periods (instead of a five-year lease, a one-
year lease with four one-year option periods).

Expansion/Contraction Issues

Step 1. Negotiate Expansion Space

If you are confident that your business will expand in the foreseeable fu-
ture, negotiate the right to acquire adjoining space.

There are three ways this acquisition can be negotiated:
a. A right of first refusal. The landlord must offer you adjoining space

on the same terms as a prospective tenant has offered to pay.
b. A right of first negotiation. The landlord must negotiate with you in

good faith before putting the adjoining leasing space on the mar-
ket. A right of first negotiation, however, does not ensure that a
deal will be made.

c. An option. The landlord must make adjoining space available to
you when the space becomes vacated. The option rental rates
issues are the same as in Step 1 of Time Issues, discussed earlier in
this section.

If the landlord is willing to grant you any of the three rights listed above,
then now is the time to:

• Negotiate that the adjoining space lease will expire concurrently
with your original lease.

• Negotiate that the cost of breaking through walls to the adjoining
space will be at the landlord’s expense.

• Negotiate an allowance to modify or refurbish the adjoining space.

Step 2. Negotiate the Right to Change Offices

Do you have your eye on space presently occupied by another tenant in
the building? Negotiate the right to move into those offices when they become
available.

Tenant Improvements

Negotiate office enhancements: new carpeting, painting, wallpaper, cabi-
nets, a sink, more interior walls, and so on, or a cash allowance to make en-
hancements of your own.

Parking Issues

Negotiate:
• The number, location, and cost of spaces.
• The landlord’s right to raise parking prices.
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• Options to increase and to reduce the number of spaces.
• The right to move to other spaces as they become available.
• The cost of client/customer parking (discounted validations, free valida-

tion stickers).

Sublease Issues

Negotiate the right to sublease or assign your lease and to be released from
your obligation to the landlord if the new tenant is financially worthy.

If the printed lease provides otherwise, negotiate the right to keep for
yourself any sublease or assignment profits.

The lease, when delivered, will in all likelihood be a form. It may be the
landlord’s own “standard form” or that of an association. There is nothing sa-
cred about a form. The lease was chosen by the landlord because it protects
landlords. Read and understand each and every provision. Make sure that the
lease serves and protects you.
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Prenuptial Agreement

Negotiating a Prenuptial Agreement

Marriages are made in heaven. But then so are thunder and lightning.

Step 1. Be Prepared for an Emotional Response

“You said the only important thing is that we’re together.”
Brace yourself. This may be your toughest negotiation ever. It’s not the

terms and conditions you will be sweating. It’s your intended’s reaction when
you pop the other question, “Will you sign a prenuptial agreement?”

Call it what you want. A prenuptial agreement is a marriage contract.
Negotiating a prenuptial agreement can be an enriching experience that

enhances a couple’s knowledge and appreciation of each other’s desires, fears,
and expectations. Hidden agendas are brought to light. Before they say I do,
couples are forced to discuss how money will be handled during the marriage.

Prenuptial agreements can also be the stage for a frustrating and perhaps
disappointing struggle for domination, power, and control.

Considering the high rate of divorce, prenuptial agreements make sense
because they:

• Stipulate what is community or marital property and what is separate.
• Define the estate’s rights at the time of death.
• Provide for agreed-on (rather than judicially determined) spousal

support or alimony in the event of divorce.
• Help prevent business ownership disputes, which can be disrup-

tive to a business.
• Deal with financial ties and obligations to the spouses’ respective

families.
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Step 2. Don’t Negotiate the Agreement

as Guests Are Arriving

“Honey, please sign here....”
Prenuptial agreements are not a guarantee against a knock-down, drag-out

divorce. Like any contract, they are often contested.
Prenuptial agreements negotiated and signed under pressure have a greater

possibility of being declared null and void. Agreements signed shortly before
the wedding are arguably signed under pressure: the only choices are to suffer
the humiliation of breaking off the engagement or to accept an unsatisfactory
agreement.

Step 3. Negotiate a Fair and Reasonable Agreement

“Don’t you trust me? I wouldn’t do anything to hurt you, or anything that is
unfair.”

The enforceability of an agreement with onerous terms that leave a spouse
sadly undersupported may be contested as being neither realistic nor fair.

Step 4. Maker Sure Each Spouse Has His or Her Own Lawyer

“Don’t worry about having your lawyer look this over. Everything will be redone
and taken care of later in a will.”

A will is a unilateral document that can be secretly changed at any time by
its maker acting alone. A prenuptial agreement is a bilateral document and can
be modified only by mutual consent.

The prenuptial agreement you are negotiating will best survive challenge if
each intended spouse has separately retained lawyer review the agreement.
Each lawyer should acknowledge in writing that the fiance-client thoroughly
read and understood the agreement and that its terms and conditions were
agreed to free of duress or pressure.

Step 5. Negotiate with Candor

“So what if I didn’t tell you everything? I thought you loved me—not my bank
account.”

Holding something back? Another basis for contesting a prenuptial agree-
ment is that assets were not fully disclosed and that the agreement would
never have been signed had all the facts been revealed up front.

Step 6. Negotiate What Will Happen During

Marriage and in the Event of Divorce

“In my mind I believed that....”
Prenuptial agreements are particularly important in second marriages where

the new spouse comes to the marriage with children, accumulated assets, and
a disparity in respective net worth.
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Matrimonial laws vary from state to state. Some states recognize commu-
nity property; others embrace a concept of “equitable distribution” upon di-
vorce. This step and Step 7 are designed to serve only as examples of negotiating
possibilities. It is imperative that the actual prenuptial agreement be prepared by
a legal professional who is familiar with applicable state law.

• In the event of divorce, the nonaffluent spouse will receive in lieu
of alimony a settlement of X dollars for each month of marriage.

• During marriage, the affluent spouse shall pay all or a greater part
of living expenses.

• During marriage, payments will be made by the affluent spouse
to the nonaffluent spouse. (This possibility is useful if the
nonaffluent spouse is assuming a caretaker role.)

• Assume a spouse has property with a value of X dollars at the
time of marriage. At the time of divorce, it has a value of X + Y.
The spouse who owns that property would, in a divorce proceed-
ing, receive credit for X, and Y would be divided equally or in
some agreed proportion, depending on the length of the marriage.

• During marriage, a spouse owning separate property will pay taxes,
upkeep, and maintenance on that separate property.

• During marriage, the affluent spouse’s income is separate, but a
negotiated percentage of that income over a certain base level
(i.e., the income during the year prior to marriage) will be gifted
to the nonaffluent spouse.

• Professional practice and business are separate, but the earnings
during marriage will be deemed community.

• Earnings, rents, profits, and income of separate property shall them-
selves be deemed separate property.

• During marriage, all debts other than for living expenses shall be
the separate obligation of the spouse incurring the debt.

• At the time of marriage, the nonaffluent spouse shall release all
rights acquired through a cohabitation relationship with this part-
ner prior to marriage.

• And down to the fine strokes, some real examples:
“If marriage ends in divorce, neither party can attend childrens’

little league games with a date.”
“After divorce, wife has custody of the pets and husband must

pay pet support.”

Step 7. Negotiate What Will Happen in the Event of Death

“I understand ‘til death do us part...but then what?”
Examples of negotiating possibilites include the following:
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• Upon death, the nonaffluent spouse will receive a stipulated
amount per month for the remainder of his or her life.

• Upon death, the nonaffluent spouse will continue to live in the
affluent spouse’s furnished house for the remainder of his or her life
(or until remarriage, or for six months for each year of marriage).

• The nonaffluent spouse would be both the owner and benefi-
ciary of a life insurance policy on the life of the affluent spouse.
Premiums would be paid by the affluent spouse. Each year of
marriage, the amount of the policy would increase to an agreed
maximum.

• The affluent spouse will provide for “allowance” payments to be
made to the survivor spouse upon death. The amount and duration
of those payments will be keyed to the length of the marriage.

• If the affluent spouse dies first, designated assets received by the
surviving spouse will, upon his or her death, revert back to the
family of the affluent spouse (for example, family heirlooms, fur-
niture, art, china).
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Real Estate—Listing Broker

Negotiating a Broker Listing Agreement

“Your house is wonderful. It is certainly salable for close to the price you have in mind.”
—Broker soliciting a listing

“Your house needs a lot of work. The kitchen is 20  years behind the times. Your price
expectations just aren’t realistic.”

—Broker now encouraging the acceptance of a low offer

Step 1. Motivate the Broker

They need cash, or there is a job waiting in another town, or whatever.
Sellers confide in their brokers, disclosing why they need to sell.

“Highly motivated” is how brokers describe their desperate sellers in ads or
by word-of-mouth. In effect, the brokers are announcing to the world that the
sellers are running low on negotiating power.

Turn things around. Motivate your broker.
• Negotiate a shorter listing (for example, 90 days instead of six

months). Let the broker know that if you feel that the broker is
doing a good job, you will extend the listing.

• Negotiate for the broker to supply you with a monthly list of
prospects who were shown the house by your broker, and an
update as to whether any of those prospects are presently
interested.

• Negotiate what the broker will do at the broker’s expense to get
your house sold. Ads? (How often? How big? Where?) Flyers
or brochures? Open houses? (When?)
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Step 2. Keep the Pressure On

How do you avoid having the broker sandbag you with unqualified buyers?
The chance that your broker will screen potential buyers and will bring

qualified, able buyers to your premises is enhanced if you negotiate to eliminate
from the brokerage listing agreement any provision that:

• Allows the broker to share in the buyer’s forfeited deposit (the
usual forfeiture clause calls for a 50/50 split).

• Extends the listing period by the amount of time your house
was off the market in contemplation of a sale that was aborted.

Step 3. Avoid the Commission Paradox

Brokerage commissions are negotiable.
But whatever the agreed-on percentage commission, why pay a commis-

sion on the part of the purchase price that the broker receives?
The paradox: If the sale price is $400,000 and the commission is 5 percent,

why pay commission on the $20,000 that goes to the broker? You would then
be paying a commission on a commission.

Avoid the paradox! Negotiate a commission based on the gross sales price
($400,000) divided by 1.05 percent (in a 6 percent deal, divide by 1.06 per-
cent, and so on). The resulting figure ($380,952) would then be multiplied by
the commission rate (5 percent). In this example, the commission would be
$19,048 rather than $20,000.

Step 4. Go Multiple

Negotiate that your broker will place the property with a multiple listing
service immediately. Brokers sometimes will keep your listing a secret— what the
industry refers to as a “pocket listing.” The secret is to your detriment because
you are denied maximum exposure to the market. The secret is to the broker’s
benefit because a broker who is able to sell a house solo avoids the obligation to
share the commission with another brokerage firm or another salesperson in
the broker’s own office.
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Reservations and Tickets

Negotiating Tickets, Reservations,

and What Can’t Be Gotten

The plans for my parents’ July golden anniversary celebration were finally
settled. Reservations would be made for five rooms at the Ritz Carlton in
Laguna Niguel and for ten seats at the Laguna Pageant of the Masters. It was early
April and the celebration was not until the end of July, so naturally I had a real
sense of organizational pride for having whipped the plans into shape so early.

Half an hour later, my secretary reported the bad news: both the hotel and
the festival were “sold out.”

In my heart, I knew there had to be unsold tickets and rooms. After all,
what would happen if the President and First Lady suddenly hit town?

Panicking, I picked up the phone and detailed my 50th anniversary plight
to Ellen and Loretta, the two ladies who had firmly—but categorically—rejected
my secretary’s request. Explaining how my folks had spent months considering
the very best and most meaningful way to celebrate this special event, I asked
each lady for her help.

Abracadabra is a magic word. Please is not. Please is a polite word. Like a
breast-pocket handkerchief, please has no real purpose other than gentrification.
Help, on the other hand, is a magic word. Remember how you felt the last time
you gave elaborate directions or tips to a stranger? People just love to be asked for
help. Help is the word that gets the results because it is an involvement word.

Did I give Ellen and Loretta too much detail, considering they weren’t
related by blood or marriage? Yes. And it was all on purpose. I wanted their
involvement. I wanted to talk to a person, not a cordial functionary.

Loretta (at the Masters pageant) somehow found 10 incredible house seats.
Within a half hour, Ellen (from the Ritz Carlton) called back: all five rooms were
reserved.
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Why were Ellen and Loretta so willing to help a stranger on the telephone
when so many before me had fallen and failed?

Because I was a little less of a stranger than all of the others, including those
who had gone to the box office in person.

And because of the equally simple reality that persuasion is more a function of
involvement than it is a function of cajoling, hands-and-knees pleading, or saying “please.”

Then there were those difficult men and their flying machines….
My usual fantasy that a computer miracle would have me heading into the

wild blue yonder seated next to Cher or Streisand had already been aban-
doned. For this flight, I would have been thrilled to be sitting next to a chatty
spinster with chronic sniffles.

You see, when I reached my departure gate, I was informed that my Phoenix-
to-Los Angeles flight had been overbooked. I was one of seven instructed to
wait while the plane was checked for any possible unoccupied seats.

The results were in.
Lo and behold. There was one seat left.
Who amongst our number would be the blessed one?
One of our anxious group must have been an engineer or systems analyst.

He had an argument that was based on deliberated logic: His reservation was
reconfirmed only yesterday. The gate manager had her own logic: “A reserva-
tion is not a seat.”

The other five were heavy-handed: argumentative, abusive, threatening.
Theirs was the “logic” of the screeching wheel.

My move was neither logical nor boisterous. I knew that I needed the
involvement of the gate manager if I was to reach Los Angeles on time.

To personalize, involve, and set the proper climate and mood, I sympa-
thized with her dilemma, for which she was very appreciative. Explaining that I
had an important meeting back at my office in just a few hours, I asked for her
help. A few very sketchy details were supplied so she in turn would somehow
feel real involvement with my dilemma.

When the others weren’t looking, I was whisked to the waiting plane and a
simple reality was again proven to be true: Persuasiveness is more a function of
involvement than it is logic or abuse.
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Salary, Beginning

After a Job Offer:

Negotiating Your Starting Compensation

The human race is faced with a cruel choice: work or daytime television.

Step 1. Get a Grip on Reality

The salary you need or want isn’t important. What is important is what the
employer perceives as reasonable. Sourcing information is readily available from
former and present employees, headhunters, and people in the business.

Step 2. Edit Your Wish List

Have a 12-point wish list? Forget it. It’s too much baggage. Be prepared to
focus your discussion on those compensation components that are most im-
portant to you.

Some compensation components for selective consideration might be:
amount of vacation time, reimbursement of moving expenses, classes, stock
options, bonuses, merger and acquisition protection, longevity created by a
binding employment contract, elimination of noncompete clauses upon termi-
nation, and guaranteed promotion.

Step 3. Be Prepared for the Killer Questions

Killer Question No. 1: “What is your present [or last] salary?” If you were
undercompensated, be prepared to sidestep disclosing your previous salary.

Killer Question No. 2: “What are your salary expectations?” Don’t throw out
the first number. It will put you at a negotiating disadvantage:

If you make a wishy-washy proposal—I think something around $______ would
be fair—you may come across as a pushover.
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A specific number is an announced position. You will lose face retreating
from that announced position if your number is not accepted. Even worse, an
overreaching number may leave a bad taste in your employer’s mouth.

Come in with a low number, and you may appear desperate, weak, or
lacking in the capabilities you professed to land the job.

Here is how to avoid the dilemma when asked your salary expectations.
Test the waters: I believe that my skills and experience place me within the salary

range the company has budgeted for the position.
Say nothing.
It will be tough, but avoid the temptation to break the silence.
Yes, it may seem like an eternity. But wait 10 seconds or so for the em-

ployer to disclose the salary range. Ideally, the silence will be broken by the
employer’s tipping her or his hand. If it doesn’t happen, ask, What is the range
you have budgeted?

Once disclosed, ask, How would you place me with that salary range?

Step 4. Back Away From a Can’t-Win Battle

The employer’s range may not meet your expectations.
You have two fallback options.
Fallback Option No. 1: You can indicate you were expecting a higher num-

ber: I am disappointed. For someone with my ability and experience, I feel that a salary
in the range of $_____ would be fair.

By expressing disappointment, you are being neither judgmental nor threat-
ening. You are merely conveying how you feel. The word range suggests that
your proposal (which has been disguised as an expression of how you feel) is
not cast in stone and sends the message that you expect nothing more than
what is reasonable.

Fallback Option No. 2: Propose a performance-based pay package that in-
cludes, in addition to a base salary, financial incentives and bonuses that are paid
only as agreed-on benchmarks are reached.

That alternative will be hard for the employer to turn down. Performance
benchmarks can be keyed on your own performance, that of your depart-
ment, or the company as a whole. They can be tied to sales, cost savings, or
other goals that you are being hired to help achieve.

Be creative, be flexible: If the employer won’t budge on one compensation
component, introduce an alternative component.

Step 5. Negotiate How Your Next Raise

Can Best Be Maximized

You can’t play the game without knowing the ground rules. Ask for specific
raise criteria. Consider writing a memo to your employer reiterating and confirm-
ing those criteria.
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Negotiate an early review to determine whether you are on track in fulfill-
ing the criteria.

Step 6. Negotiate a Training Program

The more your employer has invested in you, the greater the inertia to
retain you. Besides, better-trained employees are more valuable.

Employers prefer employees who have a broad-based work perspective.
Negotiate cross-training opportunities that will give you a broader skill and knowl-
edge range.

Steps 7 Through 10

These steps are the same as Steps 6 through 9 in the next section, “Salary,
Increases in.”
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Salary, Increases in

Negotiating the Best Possible Raise

While Enhancing Your Job Security

A job is the ultimate invasion of your privacy and you should be compensated
accordingly.

Step 1. Consider the What

Think it out: Will you ask for the raise you think you can get? Or the raise
you want? Is it better to ask for more money? Increased perks? A training
program? The security of a contract?

Step 2. Phrase Your Raise Request Assertively,

Not Aggressively

Don’t just ask “for a raise.” Be prepared to make your request clear and
specific—dollars, perks, benefits. Casting your raise request as an “or else” alterna-
tive will make retreating without loss of face difficult if your request is denied.

Step 3. State Why You Are Asking For a Raise

Your why can’t be:
• I deserve it.

Reason: Everyone feels they are worth more.
• I need to buy a new car and my daughter needs braces.

Reason: Raises aren’t doled out because things are tight at
home.

• My friend at another company does the same thing 1 do but is paid a lot
more.
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Reason: Employers aren’t in the business of helping you keep up
with your friends.

Perhaps the why is:
• Your creativity has been stifled by the badgering of creditors who

could be paid with a raise.
• A raise would enable you to quit a second job and be even more

productive.
• Your job calls for putting in more hours now than ever before.

Your employer’s business is downsizing, which may mean that
more work will be expected from you.

Demonstrate that your request has been well thought out: offer your em-
ployer something in writing.

Remember those extra hours and weekends at the office? Great. Include
any detail you can recall. Quantify those hours by translating them into a spe-
cific dollar request: 10 percent more work equals 10 percent more money.

Are creativity and imaginative new ideas an important part of the job?
Throw in a brief description of your recent contributions.

Practice Tip: To get a raise you have to tell. Yes, even if its bragging. You want
your boss to be aware of your accomplishments and commitment. Keep a
file of your accomplishments. Keep a log of complimentary comments,
better yet, ask for them in writing.

If you want a raise you have to ask.
Why not wait for your employer to make a salary proposal? It’s a judgment call.
Once made, your employer’s proposal becomes a psychological barrier, an

announced negotiating position. A retreat from a negotiating position represents
a loss of authority. Employers back away from announced positions grudgingly.

Step 4. Couple the Whys

Make one of the whys the escalating cost of living and the diminishing spend-
ing power of the dollar. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has a specific cost-of-
living percentage increase applicable to your geographic area. If the cost of living
has gone up 3 percent, then explain why 3 percent more should be tacked
onto your request.

Step 5. Anticipate a Bad-News Response

Keep your cool.
You know it’s coming: Income is down, things are tight. The choice is yours.

Be prepared to walk (now is a good time to assess your negotiating leverage) or
be prepared to negotiate the assumption of new responsibilities and a win—win
formulaic bonus:

Boss: I hope you are not serious. Everybody knows how tight things are
right now. I promise you there aren’t any raises in the new budget.
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If both the job and the working relationship with the boss are to be pre-
served, an argument must be avoided. Linkage and alignment tactics must be
brought into play if you are to go back to your desk a winner.

Employee: You are right. We have to stay competitive, which means operat-
ing leaner. And I know you have our collective best interests in mind. I am
not asking for a raise given what’s happening with our department’s budget.
Boss: What is it you want then?
Employee: Sometime soon, when it’s best for you, I would like to talk
about what you think of my job performance, the ways you think I could
improve, and what I could reasonably anticipate later.

It has been acknowledged that the company is not perceived as being greedy
or overreaching. The further acknowledgment—that it is looking out for
everyone’s best interests—encourages the boss to adopt a pattern of fair dealing
with the compensation issue. A mutually tense situation has been eased. At the
next meeting, the boss no longer has to be defensive. No one is taking money
out of the budget. The agenda for that meeting has been cast as positive: how
the employee can do better for the company.

Employee: Thanks for meeting with me so soon. Let me tell you about
some of the things I would like to accomplish for us this year. [Explanation
follows.] I have given a great deal of thought to our tight budget and think I
could help by taking on added responsibilities that would save us money.

Discussing job goals reinforces the employee’s value and importance to the
company.

To energize discussions, maintain a positive environment, and capture the
boss’s interest, the dialogue has been focused on how the company’s need for
cost reduction can be satisfied.

The reference to our budget and us gives a sense of mutuality to the dilemma—
a sense that should carry over in the quest for a solution.

The turned-down-raise issue has been judiciously avoided. But it is about to be
revisited—not as a negative request for a budget-wrenching raise, but as a positive
cost-savings opportunity. “Added responsibilities” are a value-added plus.

Employee: If I can take on [description] responsibilities, which will save us
money, then maybe there is a way for me to be compensated out of those
savings. What do you think about a formula bonus—I would only receive
more if I could free up funds through my cost-cutting efforts?

There is an irrefutable logic in the proposal. It’s a no-lose proposition. Asking
the boss for input prompts both the boss’s involvement and further dialogue.

Step 6. Negotiate Your Long-Term Company Career Path

Negotiate regular reviews to make sure you are on course. Does that up-
ward path look like an uphill battle? Negotiate a different position within the
company, where the ascent will be less challenging.
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Step 7. Lock In Your Negotiating Destiny

Bosses go to expensive seminars where they are told to hire people who
are smarter than they are. The more dependent your employer is on you, the
more likely you will get raises and promotions. Negotiating leverage increases
dramatically as dependency is developed through unique technological knowl-
edge, close rapport with important customers, being your boss’s trusted confi-
dant and sounding board, gaining a special know-how, having the ability to cut
through red tape, and so on.

Step 8. Lay the Negotiating Groundwork

for Your Next Review

Keep a diary of those extra hours and weekends at the office, and note any
contributions and accomplishments that were of significant benefit.

Step 9. Understand the Inner Company

Future negotiations will be even more fruitful if you understand the per-
sonal attributes that your company considers most important. They might in-
clude: a high profile in the community, sensitivity to cost-cutting opportunities,
marketing savvy, the ability to take direction, the ability to lead, a polished per-
sonal style. (One client invites employees to dinner to check out their table
manners and ability to make small talk.)

Steps 10 and 11.

These steps are the same as Steps 5 and 6 in the previous section, “Salary,
Beginning.”
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Store Front Lease

Negotiating a Store Front Lease

Before signing a lease, be a bit afraid. Fools rush in where wise men fear to trade.

Step 1. Know Exactly What You Are Being Offered

Is the building in compliance with all applicable safety and building ordi-
nances, codes, and regulations relative to your type of business?

Are plumbing, electrical, mechanical, heating, air conditioning, and other
building systems in good repair and condition?

Is the roof watertight and in good repair?
Are the structural elements of the building sound, including walls and

foundation?
If you skip a thorough, professional physical inspection and don’t check with

applicable governmental authority for potential code problems or recent citations,
how will you know what needs you should be addressing in your negotiations?

Step 2. Negotiate Repair and Replacement Responsibility

SG’s store was a boutique just off glitzy Rodeo Drive. The lease provided that the
air-conditioning unit was SG’s responsibility. If the unit couldn’t be repaired, it was SG’s
obligation to replace it with a comparable new unit. In the 57th month of a 60-month
lease, the air conditioner breathed its last sigh.

Heating, air conditioning, plumbing, electrical systems, and the building’s
roof have to be someone’s responsibility, but they don’t have to be yours.

Negotiate that all repairs, except those caused by your own negligence, will
be at the landlord’s expense.

The landlord won’t go for it? Consider negotiating one of these alternatives:
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• Landlord repair responsibility for a designated period (for example,
the first year).

• Landlord responsibility for any repair in excess of X dollars.
• Limiting your responsibility for expensive replacements or major

repairs (which can be defined as replacements or repairs in ex-
cess of X dollars) to the proportionate part of the cost that you
will be “using.” For example, if the life of the air-conditioning unit
is 72 months and you will be a tenant for just three more months,
your part of the replacement obligation, if the air conditioner dies
now, should be no more than 3/72 of the air conditioner’s cost.

Step 3. Negotiate Responsibility Required by Code Changes

HR’s business occupied a free-standing building on Sunset Boulevard. HR’s lease
provided that any repair or alteration necessary to keep the building in code compliance
would be HR’s responsibility. A new earthquake preparedness code mandated the rein-
forcement of the building’s structural walls. The cost of HR’s compliance with the lease
obligation was more than a year’s rent.

There is a good chance that new building ordinances or codes will be en-
acted sometime during your lease term. Special-access restrooms, handicap
access ramps, reinforcement of exterior walls or roof, and sprinkler systems are
among the possibilities.

Negotiate that the premises will be delivered to you in compliance with all
governmental authority and, except for improvements owned by the tenant,
will be kept in full compliance by the landlord.

Step 4. Negotiate Signage Rights

MF was a third-floor tenant of a fashionable Westside shopping center. MF as-
sumed that because other tenants had ground-floor signage facing the street, he too
would enjoy comparable signage prominence. MF was wrong.

Determine local signage prohibitions. Negotiate the most signage the land-
lord and the law will allow. You may not want to exercise all of your signage
rights, but the rights will be in place if your signage needs change.

Practice tip: An abundance of signage rights may not be important to your
business but may be critical to a potential subtenant.

Step 5. Negotiate the Right to Remove Your Fixtures

The French restaurateurs invested mega dollars in kitchen fixtures, dining-room
chandeliers, mirrors, and the most beautiful bar in town. After 10 years, the decision
was made to relocate the restaurant and to unscrew, detach, and relocate their expen-
sive fixtures and decor items. The landlord said no.

State law varies, but most leases provide that once fixtures, equipment,
mirrors, shelves, or other tenant improvements are screwed, nailed, or attached
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to a floor, wall, or ceiling, they become property of the landlord. Negotiate the
right to remove your fixtures and equipment at the end of the lease term.

Step 6. Negotiate a Nondisturbance Agreement

DM and his partners invested $500,000 in building out the prototype store of
what DM hoped would be a chain. Ten months later, DM’s landlord lost the building in
foreclosure. The new owner canceled DM’s lease.

Does your landlord have a real estate mortgage encumbering the store
building?

In the event of foreclosure by the landlord’s lender, your lease may be
canceled and you could lose the benefit of your investment in improvements
and neighborhood goodwill.

When a lender signs a nondisturbance agreement, the lender is promising
that, in the event of foreclosure, all the terms and conditions of your lease will
still be honored.

Negotiate as part of your lease that the landlord will supply you with its
present and future lender’s nondisturbance agreement.

Practice alert: Does your lease have a subrogation clause? If so, you may be
allowing a subsequent lender to have certain rights superior to yours as an
existing tenant. Agree to subrogation only if a new lender will be obligated
to honor your lease.

Step 7. Negotiate How Overages Will Be Determined

WR’s barbecue restaurant’s success was largely due to its incredible sauce. A food
distributor offered to take the sauce to grocery shelves all over the state. WR’s landlord
claims he too is entitled to a piece of the sauce profits.

Is your rent a base (or minimum) against a percentage of your gross sales? If
so, when the applicable percentage of sales exceeds the base rent, the differ-
ence owed the landlord is the overage.

Negotiate items to be excluded from the calculation of gross sales: postage;
returns; sales off the store premises (fairs, bazaars, catering); catalog or mail-
order sales; delivery charges; sales of fixtures not part of the store’s regular
merchandise; sales, luxury, or similar taxes; returned merchandise; sums re-
ceived in settlement for loss or damage to merchandise.

Step 8. Negotiate When Overages Will Be Determined

Linda owns a small gift store. Her rent is 5 percent of her monthly gross sales,
with a base guaranty of $1,000 per month. Fifty percent of Linda’s business is in
December. Her December sales were $150,000. Linda’s landlord is claiming $6,500
overage rent in addition to the $1,000 base rent.

Is your flow of business seasonal or uneven? Negotiate whether your over-
age will be calculated monthly, quarterly, or annually.
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If, like Linda, most of your sales are during the Christmas holidays, you
would not want to pay December overage against your base December rent. In
this example, negotiate to determine the overage by comparing 5 percent of
annual (rather than monthly) gross sales to the annual base guarantee ($12,000).

Tip: Review the “Office Lease” Section of this Playbook. It will be largely
applicable to your store front lease.

If your store will be in a multi-store commercial complex, pay special atten-
tion to these final steps.

Step 9. Negotiate Exclusivity

Tim had a small sporting goods store in the Marina shopping center. A popular
sports shoe chain opened a store in the same center. A year later, Tim filed bankruptcy.

Negotiate that your store will be the only yogurt store, or dry cleaner, or
sporting equipment store in the complex.

Practice alert: If your lease limits you to being a particular type of store, you
may not be able to change businesses or sublease to a business different
from your own if things don’t work out as planned.

Step 10. Negotiate Special Security Needs

If your store “keeps evening hours” and is in a commercial complex, nego-
tiate to have your special security needs paid by the landlord.

Step 11. Negotiate Rent That Fluctuates

With the Complex’s Vacancy Factor

John’s business was instant shoe repair—heels and soles for people on the go. His
business was to be generated from the mall’s “foot” traffic. Too bad John couldn’t hold
out during the three years it took for the mall to become largely occupied.

Will your business base depend on the traffic generated by other businesses
within the leasing complex?

What happens if it’s a newer complex that is only half full when you move
in? You would be deprived of half of your projected customer base.

Negotiate that your rent will be proportionate to the total number of square
feet actually open for business in the complex each year, compared to the
number of square feet available for rent.

Step 12. Negotiate Designated Customer Parking Areas

Negotiate to have parking in front of your store “reserved” for your cus-
tomers. Specify how the landlord will enforce the exclusivity of this parking.

Practice alert: Larger commercial complexes usually have merchant associa-
tions. The association and its advertising programs may be of little or no
benefit to your type of business. Determine whether participation is man-
datory. If you join, what will be the basis for your assessment by the associa-
tion: Gross sales? Store footage? Net profits?
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Coming Full Circle

The soft-touch/hard-bargain methodology of the persuasion progression
has come full circle. How to Win Any Negotiation ends the same way Chapter
1 begins.

“Being a winner is not what you do but what you are. By being, you will
become.”

Robert Mayer presents negotiating and persuasion workshops for busi-
nesses and groups.

For information visit www.TheWayToWin.net.

www.TheWayToWin.net
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Index

A
adjuster delays, don’t allow, 222
advertising, 202-203
affinity groups, 181
agent, special, 226
aggression, hostility, and anger,

finessing, 53
agreement in principle, reach, 174
agreement,

nondisturbance, 276
shaping a pattern, 27-28

alert,
negotiating, 190, 232
practice, 182

alignment, 25-28
allowances, negotiate shipboard, 183-184
amnesty, negotiate a partial, 230
analytic, choice point, 89
analytics, 79-82
apartment leases, 129-131

and making good impressions, 129
lower rent, 129

appliances, 132-134
application, the art of, 103

assistance,
financing, 201
managerial, 203

auction negotiating, 114
audit negotiating tips, 225-228
audits, 203
aura, create a positive, 22
auto insurance

claims, 214-218
policy requirements, 214

automobile lease, 135-139
automobile,

new, 140-144
used, 145-147

B
bandit, gentleman, 80
Barbara effect, the, 13
bargaining

and haggling, 148-151
basic training, 93-102
baubles, tiny, 231
beginning salary, 267-269
betterment
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and depreciation, negotiate, 215
issues, negotiate, 223

bid price, clarify the, 142
billing, clear and frequent, 243
bond, negotiate a completion, 172
broker, do you want a, 205-206
brokers, real estate and listing, 263-264
budget ceiling, build a, 149
business

purchase, 152-156
sale, 157-160

C
cabin upgrade, negotiate a, 183
cancellation penalties, 229
car loan, negotiate a great, 143
car rental, 216
carve outs, 153
cash, discount for paying, 134
cerebral foreplay, engage in, 19-20
change, negotiate a right of, 131
channeling, 35-36
CID, 226, 229
circling the wagons, 115
clause, negotiate a “stockyard,” 176
code changes, negotiate responsibility

required by, 275
cohabitation agreement, 161-163
collecting money, 164-167

and bad moves, 165
collection offers, 227
communicating with family and friends, 196
competition, play on the power of,

142-143
competitor, the seller becomes, 154
“comps” ask the broker for, 207
concern, demonstrate, 178-179
conditions game, the terms and, 97-98
conduct, standards of, 202
consolidator game, the, 181
containment versus control, 178

content losses, negotiate, 221-222
contract is standard, no, 211
contract, 174-176

considered whether to negotiate an
employment, 194

insist on a detailed, 169
contractor’s trilogy, the, 85
contractors, 168-173

what to ask all, 220
what to ask restoration, 220

control, 33
control versus containment, 178
coopetition, 80-81
cost and credits, negotiate, 169-170
cost, ask about invoice, 141
credit, preserve your future, 188
credit-investigation services, 92
creditor’s mindset, have a, 164
credit-reporting companies, 92
credits and costs, negotiate, 169-170
Criminal Investigation Division, see CID
crisis, public relations, 177-179
CRP, 137
cruises, 180-184
Cs, the three, 198-199
curse, the winner’s, 93
curves, sliders and, 111-120

D
deadlock buster, 68-70
dealer game-playing, avoid, 144
Deal-Maker’s Playbook

and having universal applicability, 127
death benefits, negotiate, 163
death or disability, 203-204
debt, 185-188
defensive tip, 115, 118-119
Deficiency, Notice of, 227
delays are costly, 185-186

delivery as the primary, 100
delivery as the throw away, 100

delivery lane, 99
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directory, lawyer, 239
discounts and venturing, 149
dispute resolution, fast, cheap, and

efficient, 172-173
divorce, 189-191
dock, eight steps to the, 181-184
documentation, negotiation through, 176
dog story, a shaggy, 22-23
dumb things, 54-56
Dun & Bradstreet, 92
duty free, 151

E
earn-out manipulation, 159
ease your tension, 165
effect,

the Barbara, 13
the Goldberg, 112

ego has landed, the, 55
emotional response and prenuptial

agreement, 259
employees, 192-194
end-of-lease fees, 139
energy, harnessing the other person’s,

26-27
equation, the persuasion, 99
Equifax, 92
escapes and transfers, negotiate a way

out, 137-138
Eternal Truths, 43-45
evaluation, 39-41
evaporating-offer ploy, the, 123
excess-wear provisions, negotiate, 137
exotic aisles, 150-151
expectations, managing, 64
Experian, 92
extended-warranty premium, 143
externalization tactic, 146-147

F
factory outlets, 151
family and friends, 195-197
fare, negotiate a super, 182

favored-nations negotiation, 175
Federal Trade Commission, 199
fees,

end-of-lease fees, 139
royalty, 202

field audit, 225
finance lane 99
financing assistance, 201
finders keepers, 39
fine print, read the, 139
fish in a teacup versus pond, 101
fixtures, right to remove your, 275
fleet, go to, 141
Foot Locker, 152
force of logic, 107
foreplay, engage in cerebral, 19-20

foreplay, engage in, 148-149
franchise agreement, 200
franchisees, talk to former, 200
franchisors, 198-204

and issues to consider, 201-204
friends and family, 195-197

G
game,

preferred-account, 180-181
the consolidator, 181
the terms and conditions, 97-98

game-playing, avoid dealer, 144
gap insurance, negotiate, 138
gentleman bandit, 80
Gidget Gambit, The, 119
give-and-take, the take on, 100
goal attainment, a sense of, 30
Goldberg effect, the, 112
Greece, architecture of, 91
groups, cruise affinity, 181
gullible’s travels, 108

H
haggling and bargaining, 148-151
hesitation and loss in collection, 164
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high-comfort level, 21
holdbacks, ask about, 141
Home Depot, The, 152
homeowner insurance claims, 219-224
hook, getting off the, 158-159
hostility, aggression, and anger, 53
house as machine, 208
house,

purchasing a, 205-210
sale, 211-213

I
impressions, making good, 129
incentives, ask about , 141
injured, signing releases if, 217
insurance claims,

auto, 214-218
homeowner, 219-224

insurance, gap, 138
interest rates, 249-250
Internal Revenue Service, see IRS
intimidated, don’t be, 215
involvement, create, 22
IRS, 225-230
IRS, negotiate with the, 229
issues, tackle nonmonetary, 174

J
jeweler, 233
jewelry, 231-234
job interviews, 235-238

L
LANCER, 18, 19, 23, 25, 28, 29, 32, 33,

37, 39, 41, 43, 47, 49, 50
lane,

delivery, 99
finance, 99
risks, 99

lawyer and cohabitation, 163
lawyer, hiring a, 239-243
lawyers and mediated negotiations, 190-191
lawyers, interviewing several, 240

lease,
apartment, 129-131
automobile, 135-139
office, 253-258
store front, 274-277

lease-extension option, negotiate a, 138
leases

and managers, 131
and negotiation, 130

leasing company, consider the
automobile, 135
liability as a buyer, limit the scope and

extent of your, 158
liability, negotiate, 216
limited time offer, make a, 209
linkage, 19-23
lips, unlocking sealed lips, 61-62
listening, persuasive, 33-34
litigation records, 92
litigation, settling, 244-246
loan shopping, 248
loan, 247-252

lump-sum, 247-248
negotiate a great car, 143
prequalifying for a, 205

loaners and lemons, 138-139
logic of force, 107
“Loyd’s of London” tactic, 245
lump sum loan, 247-248

M
machine, house as, 208
managerial assistance, 203
manger, group, 226
mediated negotiation,

advantages of, 189-190
and lawyers, 190-191

mediator,
placating the, 191
selecting a, 190

messages, reading hidden word, 46
mind tricks, 103-109
minds, unlocking closed, 61-62
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mindset, winning is a, 17-18
missing-man maneuver, 116
mistakes, they won’t admit their, 55-56
money, collecting, 164-167

and bad moves, 165
mortgages, negotiate the terms, 209
motivator buttons, repush, 174
mutuality, preserving, 191

N
Nays, Anne of a thousand, 115
need,

seller’s convenience-oriented, 207
seller’s emotional, 206
seller’s psychological, 206

Needs, 29-32
read the buyer’s, 212

negotiating, auction, 114
negotiation and leases, 130
negotiator-friendly resistance pattern, 64
NEVER EVERs, 59, 179, 237-238
“no comment” responses, 177
nondisturbance agreement, 276
Notice of Deficiency, 227

O
objective, determine your primary, 207
office lease, 253-258
offset, negotiate a right of, 209
one-minute hero, be the, 236
operation, containment, 54
opponent, underwhelm your, 20
options, consider your, 130
out, negotiate a way, 170-171
out-of-towner’s deadline ploy, 122-123
overages, 276-277
overlawyering, avoid, 242

P
party time, 31-32
pattern, negotiator-friendly resistance, 64
pay, avoiding the word, 166

payment,
negotiate a progress, 171
negotiate the down, 137

payments are bait, low, 135-136
penalties,

cancellation, 229
negotiate time-schedule, 170

performance, the art of, 103
personalize the process, 20-21
persuasion equation, the, 99-100
ploy,

evaporating offer, 123
out-of-towner’s deadline, 123
short-fuse deadline, 123

power , 89-92
of competition, play of the, 142-143
props, 107

practice alert, 173, 182
practice tip, 36
predicament, the prisoner’s, 84
preferred-account game, 180-181
prenuptial agreement, 259-262

and death, 261-262
and emotional response, 259

prepaid gratuities, negotiate, 183
price,

clarify the bid, 142
negotiate an automobile selling, 136

prices,
asking about best, 132-133
don’t be swayed by printed, 132

Principle, The “William L.”, 117-119
priorities, reading for, 46-47
prioritization tactics, 37
procrastination, benefits of, 191
products, purchase of, 203
promissory note, buyer’s, 159-160
proof of loss

claim, prepare a, 220-221
forms, 215

props, power, 107
public relations, crisis, 177-179
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purchase, negotiate a right of, 138
purchases of appliances, 132
purchases, dialogue of a major, 133

R
raise, why you are asking for, 270-271
rapport,

establish, 21
tactical, 21

rates, interest, 249-250
real estate and listing brokers, 263-264
real-property title reports, 92
reasonable versus right, 71-75
records, litigation, 92
refusal, assignments and right of first, 203
reimbursement for total loss value, 216

reinforcing, 25-26
rejection, overcoming, 57-60
relationship, negotiate the character, 162
relationships, 83-87
relocation, right of, 203
renewal, 203
rent, lower, 129
rental, car, 216
repair and restoration, negotiate, 221
requirements, auto insurance policy, 214
reservations and tickets, 265-266
resistance pattern, negotiator-friendly, 64
resistance, preventing, 26
resolution, dispute, 204
retainer agreements, 241-242
right

of change, negotiate a, 131
of purchase, negotiate a, 138
versus reasonable, 71-75

rights and obligations, 162
rights, negotiate signage, 275
royalty fees, 202

S
salary,

beginning, 267-269
increases in, 270-273

salesperson invest in you, make a, 132
sayonara syndrome, 194
Scottsdale squeeze play, 212
security needs, special, 277
self-esteem, a sense of, 30-31
sensation, singular, 104
separation, negotiate  terms of, 193
share differences, 67-70
shipboard allowances, negotiate, 183-184
shore excursions, when to buy, 184
short-fuse deadline ploy, the, 123
site

development, 202
selection, 201-202

sliders and curves, 111-120
soar points, 25
soft-touch

technique, 62
warning, 59

soft touching, 101
soul erosion, 108-109
Spanish rice principle, 95-96
special agent, 226
spokesperson, designate a, 178
squeezing, slow, 71
stealth factor, the, 19-23
“stockyard” clause, negotiate a, 176
store front lease, 274-277
subcontractors, 169
suggestion, the power of, 35
super fare, negotiate a, 182
surprise-proof, make yourself, 171-172
surprises, avoid asset purchase, 155-156
syndrome, sayonara, 194

T
tactic,

“Loyd’s of London,” 245
externalization, 146-147

tactics,
low-impact, high-yield low impact, 37

tension, ease your, 165
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termination, 204
negotiating early lease, 131

terms and conditions game, the, 97-98
territory, 201
tickets and reservations, 265-266
time vampires, 122
tip

for collecting money, 166
defensive, 115, 118-119
practice, 36, 92, 94, 97, 160, 167, 229

tips,
and tactics, low-impacts, high yield, 127
audit negotiating, 225-228
negotiating, 191, 201

tips for homeowner insurance claims, 219
tips for newly built houses, 209-210
title all materials, 173
title reports, real-property, 92
tough no. 1-4, hanging in, 27-59
trade secrets secret, keep, 154-155
trade-in, negotiate the value of your, 143
training, 202

basic, 93-102
traits, reading personality, 45-46
trap, the wishful listening, 47
traps, bargaining, 150-151
tricks,

tricks, and tactics, Low-impact,
high-yield, 127

used automobile, 147
turkey, soar like a, 104

U
UFOC, 199
underwhelm your opponent, 20
Uniform Franchise Offering Circular, see
UFOC
unmarried cohabitants, agreement

between, 161-163
upgrade, negotiate a cabin, 183

V
value diminution, negotiate, 215-216
value of your trade-in, negotiate the, 143
value,

negotiate the automobile residual,
136-137

value, negotiate total loss, 216
worth, and share differences,

finessing, 67-70
vampires, time, 122

W
wagons, circling the, 115
walking, hit the ground, 20
walls, running through, 61-65
wanton soup, 105
warranties, 152

absolute, 153
negotiate, 172

watch, purchasing a fine, 234
winner’s curse, the, 93
winning is a mindset, 17-18
winning odds, those, 98
work, negotiating quality of, 168
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shops that have been presented for M.B.A. and law students and for vari-
ous governmental agencies, private businesses, trade groups, and professional
associations.

Mayer has interviewed over 200 of the world’s negotiating masters—the
legendary street and bazaar merchants of Bombay, Istanbul, Cairo, and
Shanghai—gathering bargaining, haggling, and horse-trading tips for travelers
headed for marketplaces around the world. When he can get away, he is a
popular cruise ship lecturer who shares those secrets in light-hearted talks to
cruise ship passengers bound for destinations where a marketplace mentality
is a must to be a top-seeded shopper.
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